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In this book Freya Stark extends her Turkishjourneys to Pamphylia,

\nChelidonia, the uplands of Cibyritis and the mountain passes.

\nCompared with her journey in The Lycian Shore, much of which
\nwas accomplished by boat in circumstances conducive to a scholarly
\nmeditation, Alexander's Path was accomplished by jeep and on
\nhorseback involving to a far greater extent the businessand adventure

\nof travel through places little frequented and among the inland

\nTurks whose courtesy and generosity to strangersseemsunrelated

\nto the meagreness of their resources.\n

But through her own travels there is the story of her search for

\nAlexander the Great and the significanceof his friendship with the

\nQueen of Caria. Although much has been written about him yet,

\nstrangely enough, his motives and his march through the Anatolian

\ncoastlands still lie as it were in a patch of darkness, in spite of the

\nfact that a whole winter out of his brief life was spent in this

\nmountainous and little known region. Perhaps it is his vision of a
\nunited world that most stirs our imagination and

any
links that

\nunite this ancient dream, acrossthe gap of
twenty-two centuries,

\nwith our own hopes must interest us
deeply.\n

This is a travel book of rare imaginative quality by a writer with a

\nunique power of making us feel that we are travelling, and travelling
\nhopefully

and with excitement in time aswell as
space.\n

\342\200\230Shehas written the best travel books of her generation and her name will

\nsurvive as an artist in
prose.\342\200\231\342\200\224HaroldNicolson\n



ALEXANDER\342\200\231S PATH

\nfrom Caria to Cilicia\n

\342\230\205\n

\\ . . he declared that his tragedies
\nwere dedicated to Time, and he

\nknew that he should receive his

\nfitting reward. . . .*\n

athenaeus, viii, 347.e.\n
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\342\200\230Helived thirty-two years and eight months ... In body

\nhe was very handsome, a great lover of
hardships;

of much

\nshrewdness, most courageous, most zealous for honour and

\ndanger, and most careful of religion;mosttemperate
in bodily

\npleasure, but as for pleasuresof the mind, insatiable of glory
\nalone; most brilliant to seize on the right courseof action, even

\nwhere all was obscure; and whereall was clear, most happy in
\nhis conjectures of likelihood; most masterly in marshalling an
\narmy, arming and equipping it; and in

uplifting
his soldiers\342\200\231

\nspirits and filling them with good hopes, and brushing away

\nanything fearful in dangers by his own want of fear\342\200\224in all

\nthis most noble. And all that had to be done in uncertainty
\nhe did with the utmost daring; he was most skilled in swift

\nanticipation and gripping of his enemybefore
anyone

had time

\nto fear the event; he was most reliablein keepingpromises
or

\nagreement; most guarded in not being trapped by
the fraudu\302\254

\nlent; very sparing of money for his own pleasure,but most

\ngenerous in benefits of others.\n

\342\200\230IfAlexander committed any error through haste or in
\nanger,

or if he went some distance in the directionof Eastern

\narrogance, this I do not regard as important; if readers will

\nconsider in a spirit of charity Alexander\342\200\231s youth, his unbroken

\nsuccess,and those courtierswho associate with kings. . . But

\nI do know that to Alexander alone of the kings of olddid
\nrepentance

for his faults come, by reason of his noble nature \t\n

\342\200\230Whosoever speaks evil of Alexander ... let such a one, I

\nsay,
consider of whom he speaks evil; himself being more

\npuny,
and busied about puny things, and not even bringing

\nthese to success.\342\200\231\n

ARRIAN vn, 28-30.\n
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FOREWORD\n

All the business of war, and indeed all the business of life, is tofind out what

\nyou don t know by what you do; that9s what I called \342\200\230guessingwhat was at the

\nother side of the hill \\\n

duke of Wellington: Croker Papers, 1885, Vol. Ill, p. 276.\n

NO

PART OF THE WORLD CAN BE MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN

\nthe western and southern coasts of Turkey. Their
\nremote valleys break from the treeless plateau, whose

\noozing
snows feed them with harvests wherever the land is

\nflat enough to grow wheat or barley; and to travel in and out of

\nthem is like the circumventing of an immense natural fortress,
\nwhose walls are precipices with a glacis of fertile stretches
\nbefore them and whose bastions are toilsome capes that dip,

\none after another, to the sea.\n

I have made three journeys into these regions, and have

\nwritten two books about them\342\200\224the first dealing with the more

\nnortherly
and gentler coasts of Ionia, and early blossomingof

\nGreece on the easy peninsulas loved by the Myceneanoarsmen;
\nand the second travelling by sea, under the high, forest-clad
\nfortresses of Lycia. When I left these, I longedto return, and

\nafter a two-year interval did so, and
my

account now extends

\nthe scope of the former journeys, describing things that
already

\nhave altered much since I saw them, round the coastsand

\nalong the southern shore from Alexandretta to Pamphylia,
\ninto the valleys of Chelidonia and the uplands of

Cibyritis

\nbehind them. The method of travel, by horseor jeepalong

\nways not much frequented, brought me into closercontact
\nthan before with the country people of Turkey, whosekindness,\n

XV\n



Foreword\n

hospitality, and goodness I am delighted to have discovered

\nfor myself, as many earlier travellers have donebeforeme.\n

This, then, was a simple travel book to plan. Beginning
at

\nthe beginning it was to move, like the
voyage itself, by easy

\nhuman stages to its end; and so it would have done,if Alex\302\254

\nander, and the geography of his marches, had not pressedin to
\ncomplicate

the pattern.\n

Alexander followed this coast and crossedthe Chelidonian
\nheadland, and although that early and successful adventure is
\ndismissed in few words by all historians ancient or modem,
\nthe mere outline of the great conqueror\342\200\231s footstep is enough
\nto oust all other history from one\342\200\231spath. He impressed himself

\nupon
me not all at once, but gradually, as the descriptionsof

\nArrian and the scenes of the landscape combined; and I have

\nkept this accidental order, and brought him
by

slow degrees

\ninto my story\342\200\224stepping
into the foreground at Issus and

\nvanishing altogether through Cilicia, along the pirate coast.
\nIt was only when I first reached Pamphylia in 1954,that a

\nquestion\342\200\224like
that small discrepancy which starts the train in

\ndetective stories\342\200\224awakened a number of surmises. I was

\ndriving along the plain, dark under the sunset, with pointed
\nranges

round it thin like cut paper against the clear
pale sky.

\nLooking, as Alexander must have looked, at the
easy spaces

\non my right that seemed to lead to openvalleys,
and at the

\nopposite heavy high outlines of Termessus
threatening

in the

\nwest:
\342\200\234

why,\342\200\235
I asked myself, \342\200\234should he h: ve wished to turn

\nwest at all and attack such a difficult position, when his aim

\nwas all towards Gordium in the north i \342\200\235\n

This question altered what was left of
my journey. Instead

\nof adding the Macedonian march down the &.astto
my Lycian

\nbook, as I had intended, I held
my

hand and decided to investi\302\254

\ngate the passes and to see whether Arrian hadnot left out things

\nthat it might still be possibleto discover. The whole route

\nbetween Xanthus and Phaselis, and the campaignagainst
the\n

xvi\n
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hillmen which it included, is a blank, to which roads and

\npasses are, I felt sure, the key. I
began

to ask myself other

\nquestions. Why, if they had no importance, should Arrian

\nmention those mountain raids from Xanthus and Phaselis?
\nAnd why, if one comes to that, should Alexanderstop here
\nand there for unessential reasons while his greatest adversary

\nwas gathering in strength before him ? It seemed as
improb\302\254

\nable as did the unnecessary turning to the west.
Only

one

\nother mountain raid is mentioned before Issus,and that too

\ndealt with
passes\342\200\224near

Soli in
Cilicia\342\200\224evidently

intended to

\nsecure the road to the coast from Labranda
(Karaman). I

\ndecided to spend two months with a horse or a
jeep among

\nthese mountains, and reconstruct what I could.\n

\342\230\205 \342\230\205 \342\230\205 \342\230\205\n

It is one of the caprices of history that while the farther

\nregions of Alexander\342\200\231s marches have been illuminated by the
\nmost brilliant modem scholars and enquirers, the nearer

\ngeography
of Anatolia, which saw the first and mostformative

\nyear
and a half, or perhaps a litde more, of his adventure, have

\nbeen comparatively litde attended to. The ancienthistorians

\ndismiss it in a few pages, and the modemsare not left with

\nmuch to work on; and this is perhaps due to the fact that Asia

\nMinor, now full of elusivedistance,was a part of the everyday
\nworld in Alexander\342\200\231s time. The crossing of the Hellespont
\nwas a military risk and an imposing function, but no leapto
\nthe unknown. Alexander must have been familiar with it
\nthrough Aristotle, who had spent three years and marriedat
\nthe

philosophic court of the tyrant of Adramyttium, and had
\nthen lived in Mitylene. His host, the uncle of his wife, met

\nruin and death through the Persians\342\200\231 governor,
Memnon the

\nGreek\342\200\224which adds a private enmity to the first campaigns in
\nAsia. Among the most intimate of Alexander\342\200\231s friends and

\ncompanions were the Lycian Aristander and the Cretan
\nNearchus, who knew the coasdands well; and there had been\n
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messages and intercourse with Caria, and friendship in
Philip\342\200\231s

\ncourt with Persian refugees.\n
There was no need to go into

great
detail of routes in a

\ncountry
so well known; and the king who landedherewas not

\nyet solitary in his Arimazian mists, but a companionwhose
\nprojects were shared by all his peers. It is this little band of

\nbrothers, so very young, that swings across the Granicus, and
\nlooks out from the acropolis of Sardis, and takes Miletusand

\nHalicarnassus by siege and storm and marches down the coast.
\nNor is there any mystery about their plans: they

were those

\nof a small army in a land where evenGreekswere potentially

\nhostile; the enmity of Athens was simmering,and no fleet but

\nhers could stand up to the Persian navies at sea. The march

\nthrough Caria, Lycia and Pamphylia was a measuredirected
\nnot against the land forces of Darius, but against his ships.
\nAlexander\342\200\231s objectives were the harbours with their populations
\nof sailors and the immense forests behind them of cedarand

\ncypress and pine, which continued through Hellenistic,Roman,
\nCrusading ages to be valued and fought over

by
the timberless

\ndynasties of Asia. When he reached
Pamphylia,

Alexander

\nhad in his possession all the harbours except the outlying

\nfortresses in Caria which the Persianscouldholdfrom the sea;

\nand when the battle of Issuswas fought and won, he swung
\nsouth and completed this naval policy along the Phoenician
\ncoast.

Only then, with Tyre destroyed and Egypt conquered,
\nwas he able with no threat behind him to turn against the

\nhomelands of Darius.\n

When this policy was determined we do not know, but it

\nwas given a voice and an effect at Miletus, both during the

\nsiege
and when Alexander disbanded the small navy he had.1

\nFrom here he marched across Caria and besiegedHalicarnassus
\nand\342\200\224leaving

three thousand men to complete its capturebehind
\nhim\342\200\224continued down the coast. He knew all he had to
\nexpect

in the rough hills of Lycia and travelledlight, without\n
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siege train, heavy baggage, and
possibly

with little or no cavalry
\nto

speak of (which explains his anxiety about the horsesof
\nAspendus

when he reached riding country again). He foresaw
\nno major opposition, for much of the

infantry
was left behind

\nas well. He cannot have taken more than, or even as many as,

\nfifteen thousand men.\n

Historians seem to me to have by-passed a certainhuman

\ninterest in this march, connected with Caria and Ada the

\nQueen. The tangle of her affairs, complicated by incest and

\nfamily quarrels, had ousted her from her throne and reduced
\nher to the one fortress of Alinda. From here, Arrian tells us,

\nshe went to meet Alexander, surrendered her stronghold, and

\nadopted
him as her son. \342\200\230Alexander gave Alinda back to her

\nin
charge, and did not reject the adoptive tide, and on the

\ncapture
of Halicarnassus and the rest of Caria, put her in com\302\254

\nmand of the whole.\342\200\231 Arrian does not even say that he stayed
\nin her fortress\342\200\224a fact proved by Plutarch, who mentions
\nsweetmeats that she sent him every day, and how sheoffered
\nto

provide cooks\342\200\224a
picture

of eastern hospitality and the diffi\302\254

\nculty of circumventing it which every oriental travellerwill
\nrecognize

across the ages.\n

Alexander therefore stayed in Alinda on his way, and became

\nQueen Ada\342\200\231sadopted son ; and all this began three
years before,

\nwhen he was still the nineteen-year-old prince in Macedonia,
\nand had decided to marry Ada\342\200\231sniece. He had consulted the
\nfriends who were now among his officers, and had senta mes\302\254

\nsenger from Corinth to Asia. Philip, furious with him and
\nwith the companions who encouraged so inferior an alliance,
\nhad exiled a number of his friends. And now Philipwas dead

\nand the Carian family affairs had changed: Ada\342\200\231sbrother, the

\nfather of the young fianc\303\251e, had ejected the widowed queen
\nand become ruler; and he too had died, and Orontobates,
\na Persian brother-in-law, had seized and held his power.
\nAda, with all her difficulties, had become a centre for the\n
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anti-Persians in Caria. She would remember Alexanderwith

\nkindness, and welcome someone who had almost become a
\nmember of her (however unsatisfactory) family: and that, it
\nseems to me, is the background for the adoptiverelationshipof
\nmother and son.\n

Nor is this matter historically negligible, though onewould

\nnot wish to press it too far. Professor Tam3 has shown how

\nimportant in the world\342\200\231shistory were the thoughts of Alexander
\nwhen

they bridged the gap between Greek and Barbarian\342\200\224

\nthe gap that Isocrates and Aristotle and
every

mainland Greek

\nbefore him had failed to cross. Alexandercrossedit. His
\nmessages

from the Granicus speak of \342\200\230thespoils of the bar\302\254

\nbarians of Asia\342\200\231;but tolerance grew as he came to know the

\nlands and their peoples, step by step till it reachedthe climax
\nof his life, and an unsurpassed conclusion; for at the feast in

\nOpis, he prays for the brotherhood of mankind. And I

\ndo not think it too far-fetched to see in the
planned

half-

\nCarian, half-Persian marriage in Asia\342\200\224the
boy\342\200\231s

dream that

\nprepared the reception of Alinda\342\200\224an
early step in line with

\nthe stronger steps that followed\342\200\224the kindness for Sisygambis,
\nmother of Darius, the marriage with Roxana, the Persian

\nfusion, the gradual vision of a unitedworld.\n

Any evidence of the links that unite this ancient dream,

\nacross a gap of twenty-two centuries,with our thoughts today,
\nmust interest us deeply, and give as it were a topicalcomplexion
\nto such events in Alexander\342\200\231s life.\n

The immediate effect, however, was that he passedthrough

\nand out of Caria with influential friends. He came,too,as a

\nchampion of the democratic nationalists who were popular
\namong

the seafaring populations of the coast. Arrian, without
\nlingering

over names or details, brings him to Xanthus, men\302\254

\ntions an expedition there among the tribesmen, brings him
\nacross the high peninsula to Phaselis and to Pamphylia,and

\nfinally takes him, after a fight in thedefileofTermessus, north\n
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to Gordium where his base and his reinforcements and his

\ngeneral, Parmenion, were waiting. From therehe marched

\nby
the regular and usual route with all his army, acrossthe

\nCilician gates to Issus and his destiny beyond.\n

To find out what he did between Xanthus and Sagalassus

\nbecame my object; and the gathering of the evidence and-

\ngradual unwinding of the cluesgot involved in my daily gossip
\nof travel. I soon discovered that my book was no longerso
\neasy

to plan. Alexander and I happened to be travelling
in

\nopposite directions; he was coming from the north while I

\nwas approaching Chelidonia from the south. I couldnotvery

\nwell treat myself like a movie roll and drivebackwardsalong
\nthe southern coasts; nor could I reverse one of themost

inspired

\nmarches in history. The only answer was separation. Alex\302\254

\nander\342\200\231sprogress
is written by itself in the appendixto this book,

\nwith such evidence as to his route and motivesas I have been

\nable, to the best of my ability
and very tentatively, to gather;

\nand my own journey is related in the casual
way

which I enjoy.

\nThe Macedonians were never far from my thoughts: theplaces
\nI visited were nearly always the places where they, too, had
\nhalted: the questions I asked myself were those that dealt with

\ntheir geography, silent for so many centuries: but the order

\nof my journeying remains haphazard as it occurred and the
\nlandscape

is the landscape of today, though the past appears
\nthrough it, like the warp in the world\342\200\231sthreadbare weaving.\n

Yet it is, in spite of all this, a geographic essay, of which

\nAlexander himself might have approved. For he was, more
\nthan most men, geographically minded. As I travelled, I
\nremembered the story familiar in the East, as I heardit many

\nyears ago from the Mirza who taught me Persianin a garden

\nin Hamadan. It tells how they spoke in the
King\342\200\231s

hall of

\nthe wells of life in the Lands of Darkness,and the King asked

\nwhere they lay; and none could tell him until Elias,a stripling

\nat the court, stood up and spoke of the waters,white as milk\n
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and sweet as honey, that rise through six hundred and sixty

\nsprings out of the darknessesof the west. Whoever washes

\nthere and drinks will never die.\n

Alexander, who wished to live for ever becausehis kingdom

\nwas so great, prepared for the journey. He asked what he

\nshould ride and Khizr Eliasbadehimmount a virgin mare, for

\ntheir eyes are made of
light\342\200\224\342\200\234and

in truth,\342\200\235said the Mirza, \342\200\234I

\nhave noticed that a mare which has never foaledsees better

\nthan any other\342\200\224and each took in his hand a salted fish, to test

\nthe waters when they reached them.\n

\342\200\234Nowwhen they came to the western darkness,Eliasworea
\njewel,

and by its glitter saw on every sidewhite wells of water,

\nand threw his salt fish, and it swam away ; andEliaswashed and

\ndrank and lives for ever. But Alexanderof the Two Homs

\nmissed the path and wandered,until he came out by another

\nroad, and died in his day like other mortal men. Unto God
\nwe return.\342\200\235\n

The tale, in th\303\251way legends have, holds its essential truth
\nand

gives in right proportion the great conqueror\342\200\231s passion
for

\nexploration. I can even imagine, though thereis
nothing

to

\nprove it, that the secret promise of Ammon was no military

\nmatter, but the sailing of unvisited and unreportedseas, for

\nwhich on the shore of the Indian Ocean,\342\200\230hesacrified other

\nsacrifices, to other gods, with different ceremonial ... in
\naccordance with the oracle

given\342\200\231,2
and reached perhaps the

\nnearest limit of his dreams.\n

None can know. But to the geographical
bent of Alex\302\254

\nander\342\200\231smind there is abundant witness, and the surveying
\nsection of his armies, checked and controlled by himself,long
\nprovided

all the geography of Asia that there was. When his

\ntroops forced him to turn back he wept,not for the unfinished

\nconquest\342\200\224for
he gave away the provinces of India as he

\nacquired
them\342\200\224but for the unsolved problem with which his

\nmind was busy when he died.8\n
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Foreword\n

He was, one may venture to surmise,more of an explorer
\nthan an administrator by nature. His administration, at all

\nevents, was never proved, for he died too soon; but the ideas

\nand innovations that underlay it can be traced in anormal
way

\nfrom clear beginnings, from Philip, Isocrates, Aristotle,
\nXenophon (whose contribution has, I think, been under\302\254

\nvalued).4 Distinct novelties, such as the acceptance of divine

\nhonours, which had already been given to
Lysander,5

the

\nestablishment of financial overseers, which Xenophon had fore\302\254

\nshadowed4\342\200\224these materials were transformed by his genius,
\nbut

they lay there ready to his hand: and in
military

matters

\nalso the principle of growth is
apparent\342\200\224from Sicily through

\nEpaminondas to the reorganization of the Macedonianarmies;

\nfrom
Xenophon\342\200\231s

first use of reserves,6 to Cyrus and Agesilaus
\nwith their lessons for cavalry in Asia: the climaxis as it were
\ngradual.\n

But the
explorer\342\200\231s

readiness for the unknown, the quality
\nthat vivifies human darkness, the finding of the Waters of
\nLife, to this\342\200\224whatever the old Mirza may say\342\200\224he

attained.

\nCombined with military genius it allowed him to conquer
\nthe world, and to hold its imagination as long ashistoriesare

\nwritten, and one responds to it now as men answeredto it in
\nhis time. As he vanishes across the Asiatic

ranges\342\200\224with
his

\nveterans growing older, and his friends and officers about him

\nwriting the matter-of-fact details that Arrian
copied\342\200\224the

\natmosphere
of legendary youth surrounds him, the

explorers\342\200\231

\natmosphere
of The Tempest, which also grew fromgeographic

\norigins
in a remote, enchanted world.\n
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BATTLEFIELD OF ISSUS (ON THE DELI CHAY)\n

DOWNSTREAM VIEW\n



Part I

\nCILICIA\n

Deseritur Taurique nemus, Perseaque Tarsos,

\nCoryciumque patens exesis rupibus antrum,
\nMallos, et extremae resonant navalibus Aegae.\n

lucan : Pharsalia, III, 225.\n

Next day at dawn he passedthe Gates with his

\nfull force and descended into Cilicia.\n

ARRIAN, I, 4, 4.\n



1\n

ISSUS AND CASTABALA\n

Darius, then, crossed the height by the Amanian Gates and marched towards

\nIssus; and he slipped in unperceived behind Alexander.\n

ARRIAN n, 7, I.\n

... when the two armies were close,Alexander riding along hisfront bade them

\nbegood men and true, calling aloud the names, with all proper distinctions, not

\nonly of the commanders, but even squadron leaders and captains, as well as any

\nof the mercenaries who were conspicuousfor rank or for any deed of valour....
\nOnce within range, he and his suite . . . took the river at the double, in orderto

\nconfound the Persians by the swoop of their attack.\n

ARRIAN II, 10, 1-4.\n

IN

APRIL 1954 I TOOK A SEAT IN AN ALEPPO CAR WITH TWO\n

Arabs, two English and a Turk, and the rain
caught

us

\nbefore we were well out among the beehive
villages

that

\nhave mounded themselves through the agesagainstthe skyline.
\nThere would be something eccentric about an orientaljourney
\nthat made no false start to begin with, andwe were

lucky,
for

\nour one Turkish passenger was a man of influence, his new

\nsuitcase was on the outside of the roof where it was getting
\nwetter than ours, and he was able and willing to make our

\ndriver turn back to hunt for a tarpaulinamonghis friends.\n

The driver was an Aleppo man, \342\200\230Aleppo,
out of Aleppo, out

\nof
Aleppo

for
generations\342\200\231,

and dusted his car cheerfully in the
\nrain while we waited; and we set off for the secondtime with

\nthe feeling that all was in order. The rain continued: the

\nGreco-Roman arch that marks the
Syrian

frontier was easily

\npassed; at the Turkish border, more conscientious or less

\nweather-conscious, they made us unload and loadup again
in

\nsheets of water; and the afternoon was late beforewe crossed

\nthe marshy plain of Amuk, and battleship hulls of mountain\n
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Issus ana c;astat>aia\n

closed about us dark and green. The tumbling red streams of
\nAmanus washed across our road. For a moment we saw the

\nplain behind us, wide-flooded and beautiful, in which Darius

\nhad camped with his army: then down to where the ships of

\nIskenderun (Alexandretta), like a row of sentinels, were

\nanchored in their roadstead along the crescentof the shore.\n

\342\200\230Itwas a trading place, and many merchant shipswere
lying

\nat anchor,\342\200\231 says Xenophon of the lost city of
Myriandus,

and

\nthe same description will do for Iskenderun, its descendant,
\nwhere the yearly British ships alone have increased in the last
\ncentury

from about forty to eight hundred. Mr. Redman,
\nour Consul there, entertained me kindly, and lent me his

\ncar for the battlefield of Issus, which has been locatedsome
\ntwenty

miles away to the north on the banks of the Deli
\nChay.\n

The rain had been just such a storm as kept Alexander\342\200\231s

\narmy in camp on the November day before the battlein
\n333 B.c. But for it, he would have marched acrossAmanus,

\nand Darius would have been able to seizeand hold the passes
\nbehind him, and the world\342\200\231shistory might have taken another
\ncourse. As it was, I reflected, the swollen rivers would now
\nmake the scenery more or less the same. The whole

plan
of

\nthe landscape appears easily, in fact, to the imagination,the

\nplain opening long and narrow between the flat shore of the

\nIssic bay
and the steep Amanus ridges, whose defileslikefunnels

\nfan their torrents out towards the west.\n

The march of Darius had, perhaps unintentionally (forit was

\ndone by a matter of hours) cut off the invader\342\200\231s army. The

\nPersian king had brought his forcesacrossa northerly pass, pro\302\254

\nbably the very anciently frequented one of Bahche and he

\nhad descended on the roadstead of Issus and massacredthe
\nMacedonian sick that had been left there. When the news was

\nconfirmed, Alexander, who had already reached the
neighbour\302\254

\nhood of Iskenderun, waited only to give the troopstheir dinner,\n
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Marshalling of the
army\n

and marched them back in darkness to seizethe narrowpassage
\nby

the sea.\n

Only a ruin is left now\342\200\224the
shapeless fragment of a gate

\ncalled the pillar of Jonah, where the Armenians later on had

\ntheir customs,2 with a medieval fort above; but Xenophon
\ndescribes the wall of an earlier time, and towerson eitherside
\nof a mountain stream, and Cyrus asking the Spartanships

to

\nhelp him there as he expected trouble. Alexanderin his turn

\ntook no chances, and kept his mensurroundedby outposts
\342\200\230on

\nthe
crags\342\200\231

from midnight to dawn.\n

The mound of Issus, or possibly Nicopolis if thosetwo are
\nnot the same, shows here beyond the American,road and the

\nrailway, against the bay and the Aegeanhorizon. It isstilla
\nmere three cables3 from the sea\342\200\231sedge, so that the shore-line

\ncannot have retreated much since Cyrus pitched his tents there
\nbeside his anchored fleet. The only city at that time was

\nIssus; and the present half-way village of
Payas,

with its

\nbridges, mosque, minaret and old castle,is not
visibly

earlier

\nthan the ages of Islam. Towards the open ground
where it

\nnow stands Alexander descended in the first light, leading his

\ntroops in column. On the flat, he was able to deploy the

\nphalanx,
and brought up battalion after battalion to fill the

\nspace between the mountains and the sea. The
cavalry, ranged

\nbehind the infantry, was brought forward, and thewhole
army

\n\342\200\224notmore than twenty-nine thousand\342\200\224marched on in order

\nof battle, across what is now partly cultivation but then,being
\nso thinly peopled, was probably scrub, easy and hard for the
\nmarching

men to tread.\n

Descriptions of the battle mention the mountain, which

\npushes into spurs or withdraws in
bays,

so that the soldiers were
\ncrowded close at one time or

spaced
more thinly at another;

\nand when the two armies came in sight of eachother, the

\nPersians raised their fierce confused war-cry, and the less
\nnumerous

troops of Alexander heard their own voices
enlarged\n
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Issus and Castabala\n

and redoubled by the forestand the overhanging slopes. All

\nthis is very apparent as one crosses one after anotherthe three
\nparallel

rivers that run their short impetuous courses to the
\nshore. The Deli Chay has been identified with Pinarus,where
\nthe batde was fought; and I rather wondered

why
the more

\nsoutherly Kuru Chay had not beenchosen,giving
as it does a

\nten- instead of a fifteen-mile march between the start at dawn
\nand the opening of the battle, and crossingtheplainat a

slighdy

\nnarrower place, more like the fourteen hundred stadia of
\nPolybius.

This measurement, I take it, refers to the narrow\302\254

\nest section of the plain, which widens with
every

torrent

\nthat pours out of its defile in the range. This
opening

and

\nshutting of the ground explains Darius\342\200\231 manoeuvre. He

\nstationed about twenty thousand men on the ridge \342\200\230that

\nopened here and there to some depth and had, in fact, bays

\nlike the sea; and, bending outwards again, brought those
\nposted

on the heights to the rear of Alexander\342\200\231s right wing\342\200\231.

\nCenturies later, such manning of the heights of Issus gave
a great

\nvictory
to the emperor Severus;1 but Alexander foresaw the

\ndanger,
and as the plain widened brought forward the cavalry

\nto the right wing where he commanded, and pushedpatrols
\nand archers to deal with the menace from the

heights.\n

The three rivers looked very much alike, andI tookthe Deli

\nChay as the authorities offered it, and found it beyond the

\norange gardens of Dortyol, or
Fourways, flowing under the

\nOjakli bridge through a landscape of planes and poplarsagainst

\nthe cloudy background of the hills. On either sideofit the

\nopen ground sloped evenly and almost imperceptibly under
\nbeds of gravel that the floods of the ageshave carried down.

\nThe pale rain-washed pebbles made
easy banks, except where

\na bend, or a pressure of the current, scoopeddwarfprecipices,
\nnot high but crumbly: the sticks of the Persianstockadecould
\neasily

be bent or pulled out from so yielding a foundation,
\nwhich was nowhere too high for a man on horsebackto be\n
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The battle\n

even with the defenders of the hank. The muddy
current

\nstill looked as if it were tossing foam-crestedmanesofhorses.
\nThe river had probably been lower, even after rain, in Novem\302\254

\nber, than now with the winter behind it.\n

I spent a long time here, imagining the battlevery clearly,

\nas Arrian and Curtius describe it, but puzzled by
the flight.

\nAlexander, safe across with the Persianleft
wing routed, turned

\nto help his phalanx. It was in difficulties with the river-bank
\n\342\200\224which the horsemen had negotiated more

easily\342\200\224and
with

\nthe Greek mercenaries who were charging for Dariusfromthe

\ntop. Only when he saw the battle secure,didAlexander turn

\nto pursue. This time it was evidently cultivated country, as
\none would expect in the neighbourhood of a city like Issus,
\nfor \342\200\230theriders were hurrying by narrow roads in a crowded
\nhorde ... as much damaged being ridden over

by
one another

\nas by their
pursuers\342\200\231: they were no longer in the scrubby open

\nwhere they could scatter.\n

Darius had seen his officers lolled around him, \342\200\230withtheir

\nfaces on the ground as they had fallen, their bodies covering
\ntheir wounds\342\200\231. He fled in his chariot, as long as he found

\nit level; and \342\200\230whenhe met defiles and other difficulties, left his
\nchariot and threw away his shield and his outer mantle,nay,

\nleft even his bow in the chariot, and fled on horseback\342\200\231; and

\nthese things were found by Alexander, beforethe
falling

dark\302\254

\nness turned him from
pursuit.\n

Out of all this information, it seemed clear to me that

\nDarius\342\200\224whatever pass he took in coming, and the Bahcheis
\nthe obvious one for a man with an

army\342\200\224cannot
have fled

\nexcept by one of the shortertracksthat led across the Amanus

\nup
the river defiles close by. Otherwise, if he had madefor

\nthe northern pass, he would first of all have met no defilesfor

\nhours, to force him on to a horse; his retreat would have led

\nhim near enough to his camp to pick up his family in passing;
\nand

lastly, the finding of his chariot so quickly by
Alexander\342\200\224\n
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easy enough at the mouth of a defile where only one road is
\navailable\342\200\224would have been much more of a coincidence on
\nthe wide northern plain. I looked longingly at the likely
\npass,

which opens to steep high pastures east of Erzin,and can

\nbe ridden across in twelve hours, they told me, to the Amuk

\nplain: but the snow still lay thickuponit, and would do so until

\ntowards the end of April; and I have not
yet

been across. The

\nConsul\342\200\231sGreek driver took me back to Iskenderun, discussing
\ntactics; and I left next day for Adana and Mersin,with four

\nTurks and a Turkish colonel\342\200\231swife in a car.\n

Castabala\n

On this, the second of my Turkishjourneys,I stillspoke
\nvery

litde of the language. I sat, usually in the 4th century

\nb.c., but otherwise alone, while the tidesof fife
rippled

around

\nme, and was roused from such torpor by
the bulk of the

\ncolonel\342\200\231swife pressing me into the middle of the front seat for

\nwhich I had paid double to
enjoy

it by myself. The colonel
\nand a friend were seeing her off, and

they
and the driver and

\nall the passengers looked at me, when I protested,with that

\nfurniture-look which the old-fashioned Turk keeps for women
\nwho begin to make themselves conspicuous in public. I might
\nhave been a fly walking up a window-pane within their field
\nof vision. The driver\342\200\231sconscience pressed him to say \342\200\234zarar

\nyok\342\200\235(it doesn\342\200\231tmatter) at intervals; but the woman continued
\nto sit. The British lion disguised as a worm

suddenly
woke up

\ninside me, and I vaulted over her
thighs

and wedged myself
\nbetween her and the window, so that the colonel when next

\nhe turned round found that he was no longertalking
to his wife.

\nA horrid silence followed. The six men remonstrated; I fixed
\nmy eyes on a roof, and they gave it up. Thecolonelwent off,

\nlooking absent-minded. Having obtained justice I was willing
\nto be amiable. I explained how necessary the window-seatis\n
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CAST abala: castle rock\n



castabala: view across the pyramus (jihan)\n



THE PYRAMUS (jIHAn) RIVER\n

MILKING TIME ON PYRAMUS BANK\n



Policemen on the road\n

to a photographer; and a thin little meltingof friendliness

\ntrickled back into the car.\n

This was helpful, for no sooner were we out on the open
\nroad than two policemen broke from a mulberry hedge,held
\nup

their hands, and asked to see what was in
my

five pieces of

\nluggage on the roof. Havingbeensoaked to the skin to show
\nthem at the frontier two days before, I was

naturally put out,

\nbut there was nothing to be done: unsuitable objects were

\nspread out in the dust while the army, firmly holding
its

\nrifles, looked on.\n

\342\200\234Can\342\200\231tany
of them be bought in

Turkey?\342\200\235
the sergeant

\nasked, bewildered, appealing to the landscapewherethe battle

\nof Issus was visible in the distance.\n

By this time an obliging engineer had climbedout from the

\nback and advised that if I had somelittle
scrap

of paper given
\nat the frontier, all would be well. I had, and handed it. It

\nwas what was wanted, and the fault was minefornot
knowing

\nall about it. The soldiers became filled with kindness. They
\ntried in a pathetic way to help me pack. They

had done their

\ndestruction with no malice\342\200\224no official sadism\342\200\224merely an

\nanxiety
to Do

Bight\342\200\224an
awful thing in Men of Action unin\302\254

\nfluenced by Words! I spumed them, and worked on
by

\nmyself moaning \342\200\234zahme, zahme, sorrow, sorrow\342\200\235, as I did so:

\nbut when all was over, and the luggage tied on to the roof

\nagain, we were reconciled. It was their work and
duty, said

\nthey. It was hard and disagreeablefor themto have to do it,

\nsaid I. We shook hands and parted and theengineerat the back

\nexpressed his enthusiasm over the
army\342\200\231s

condescension: \342\200\234but

\nit was your politeness,\342\200\235
he added, \342\200\234thatwon them over.\342\200\235 I

\nfelt I had been British enough for one morning,and let it go,
\nentranced by eagles which I afterwards heard were vultures,

\nsoaring over Issus in the sun.\n

A flat expanse wide as a plain, theJihan or
Pyramus valley,

\nlay open before us, with the Iron or Amanic Gates of the\n
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Cilician highway on its westernedge.5 They
were not much

\nto look at: sloping like Victorian shoulders, one behind the
\nother they sank to nothing: but they were at the meetingof
\ngreat thoroughfares and people had come and gone here con\302\254

\ntinuously, either by Alexander\342\200\231s route to Syria or by Bahche
\neastward to Mesopotamia. A way led up from them

through

\nan openness already green with summer, and an Arab castle

\nof basalt on a stepped mound stood guard. It was called

\nToprak Kale and was the first I had seenin
Turkey

with that

\nfairy-tale completeness of the Islamic fortress. Thewalls and

\ntowers went up diagonally across its grass-grownterraces,in
\na shallow landscape of smooth green hills.\n

At the top of the trouee, some ten miles
away beyond the

\nPyramus (Jihan), the line of the passis again
held by Castabala

\n\342\200\224nowBodrum. There, according to Curtius, Alexander

\njoined Parmenion, sent ahead from Tarsus to secure the passes.
\nThis cannot be true, for Alexander marched by thecoast,while

\nhis cavalry moved straight eastward and joined him
by

the

\nAmanic Gates; and Arrian is explicit, and
gives

no time for a

\ndetour and two river crossings to be added to a marchofover

\nthirty-five miles in two
days.6\n

But Curtius\342\200\231source perhaps referred to Castabala territory,
\nwhich could easily stretch so far south: and Parmenion

pro\302\254

\nbably reached the northern fortress, for he patrolledthe outlets
\nof all the passes with his Thessalian horse beforejoiningAlex\302\254

\nander in the march south to Issus.\n

Just after the Macedonians had gone, Darius cameinto this

\nvalley
and turned south down its natural avenuetowardsthe

\nsea. The Bodrum fortress is a descendant of the one that

\nmust have watched him, whose stones can still be seenin the

\nfoundations. It is a small casde left on a rock
by

the Knights

\nof St. John, with towers slanting together like a handful of

\nspears. At its back the ridge was cut
through

in more ancient

\ndays
to make a passage of over fifteen feet between two halves of\n
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The Amanic Gates\n

a city. A street of columnswith brackets and late Corinthian

\ncapitals
led down from it in Roman and Byzantine ages,and

\nhalf-fallen apses of buildings, Christian or pagan, stand
deep

in

\ncorn, as if all were ripeningfor the sameharvest. A wide

\nand glowing view basks in the sun. The northern track,still
\nused, rises between tilled hillsides; on the north-east are the far

\n\342\200\230pierced
mountains\342\200\231 of the Arab wars; and the river in front

\nfills its curves from bank to bank with a strongcurrent,where

\nthe years can see themselves reflected as
they

ride by.\n

Darius found it not very different. The fire altars were

\ncarried across the pass and the young menin redcloaks marched

\nbefore him; and those who led the chariotand the horses of

\nthe sun; and the twelve nations; and the Immortalswith their

\napples, in sleeved tunics and gold; and the
King\342\200\231s

relatives that

\nsurrounded his high car; and the
thirty

thousand footmen and

\nthe four hundred horses; and the six hundred mulesand three

\nhundred camels with money; and the chariotsof the mother

\nand wife, the women and children behind: all this Curtius

\ntells, as some Greek soldier must have seenit, who describes

\nwith professional disgust the \342\200\230discordant, undisciplined army\342\200\231

\nin the camp before Issus.\n

But we, driving through the Amanic Gates at the southern

\nend of the great avenue on this particular day,
saw nothing of

\nall that, for we followed the main road of the plain. We

\npassed under the Castle of Snakes, where the stubblewas burn\302\254

\ning, and storks, like diplomats with narrow shouldersand
\nwell-tailored cut-away clothes, walked about without any signs
\nof

enjoyment, swallowing frogs that jumped from the flames.\n

We passed Missis, the ancient Mopsuestia, a
shabby

little

\ntown of decay, whose bridge wasbuilt
by

Valerian and repaired

\nby Justinian, and Walid and Mu\342\200\231tasim,7 when the Pyramus was

\none of the rivers of Paradise and sailed
by

Tancred\342\200\231s galleys ;8

\nwe ran through cotton fields, whose cultivationbegan with

\nthe Crusaders and was renewed by Muhammad Ah; and came\n
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to Adana, filled with noisy streets; and to Tarsus across the

\nyellow Cydnus\342\200\224not
clear as it once was, but thick with mud,

\nas if Time and all ruins were inside it\342\200\224between banks where

\nAlexander bathed and the Caliph Ma\342\200\231mun died, and Julian the

\nApostate
was buried. But as for us, we drove to Mersin and

\nthe friendliest of living welcomes at the Toroshotel.\n
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MERSIN, SOLI AND OLBA\n

He took a guard into Soli, and fined them two hundred silver talents, because

\nthey were still inclined towards Persia .. . and marched upon the Cilicians who

\nheld the heights. In seven days\342\200\224nomore\342\200\224hepartly drove them out, partly

\nreceived surrenders, and returned to Soli.\n

ARRIAN II, 5, 5-6.\n

MERSIN,

AS A RESORT, HAS LITTLE TO RECOMMEND IT.\n

It is built along a flat beach, with no known history;

\nand Captain Beaufort, charting this coast in 1812,
\nfound nothing but a few huts and some ancienttilesscattered
\non the malarial level. Prosperity began with the Crimean
\nWar and a demand for cereals,1 and tobacco and cotton
\nnow ensure it; wooden piers and jetties are multiplying
\nalong

the shallow sands; and streets and houses add themselves
\nbehind them. A club, a

\342\200\230familygarden\342\200\231,
a casino and cinemas

\nare there, and the market starts at 4 a.m. in summerwith

\nshoeblacks seated in a row, their boxes bright with brass

\nranged like portable altars before them. The boxisnot
only

\nuseful to hold polishes and brushes; it is a symbol of the con\302\254

\nfraternity, and cannot be merely bought with money. From\n
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the window of
my

hotel I dropped my sandals down and
\nwatched them being treated with that artistic enthusiasmwhich
\nthe Middle East concentrates on its shoes, however shabby; and
\nI could then lean out and look at the market

unloading lorry\302\254

\nloads of vegetables, and see the level sun
pushing

shafts into

\ndingy crannies, to give the illusionthat even the flotsam of the
\nman-made world still shares the life of nature.\n

A good traveller does not, I think, much mind the uninter\302\254

\nesting places. He is there to be inside them, as a thread is

\ninside the necklace it strings. The world, with unknown and

\nunexpected variety, is a part of his ownLeisure;and this living

\nparticipation is, I think, what separatesthe traveller and the

\ntourist, who remains separate, as if he were at a theatre, and

\nnot himself a part of whatever the show
may

be.\n

A certain amount of trouble is requiredbeforeonecan enter

\ninto such unity, since every country, and
every society inside

\nit, has developed its own ritual of living, as well as its own
\nlanguage.

Some knowledge of both is essential, and\342\200\224-just

\nas our circumambient air contains melody but cannot express
\nit until a voice is

given\342\200\224so
a technique or voice is needed for

\nhuman, or indeed for all intercourse. To find this unity makes
\nme happy: its discovery comes unexpectedly upon me, not
\nonly

with people, but with animals, or trees or rocks,or
\ndays

and nights in their mere progress. A sudden childish
\ndelight envelops me and the frontiers of myself disappear;I
\nfeel sorry for, but also try to avoid, the human beings
\nwho estrange themselves in separate cells like porcupines in
\nneedles.\n

In Mersin, neither language nor knowledge were sufficient.

\nI was at home in the hotel, whose owner overflowedwith

\nkindness and with a passion for cleanliness unique in
my

\nexperience
of Turkish inns; but, when I went out to eat at the

\nlokanta on the beach, a dusty little wind fretted the oleanders,
\nand the waiter tried to talk French, and the feelingwould come\n
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over me that They and I were different\342\200\224the root of all troubles

\nin the world.\n

As my meal was finishedand peoplehadleft,I sat on, watch\302\254

\ning a woman in check trousers; she was holdinga pailof tired

\nvegetables and talking to a man who had marriedherdaughter.

\n\342\200\234Sheis begging him not to gamble,\342\200\235
the waiter came up and

\nexplained, unasked, in simplified language that I might under\302\254

\nstand. So one is drawn in. The son-in-lawsaw her off and

\nreturned\342\200\224small, weak, curly-headed, with yellow shoes and

\nshowy pullover; not good nor bad, but boneless. He sat and

\nate at the expensive restaurant and wasted his beerhalffinished,

\nand I wondered where his wife lived\342\200\224in some dingy little hole.

\nAt the end of each meal time, when thepeoplehad thinned out,

\nthe mother-in-law took her pail of garbage and wentoffwith a

\nmeagre white-haired man, who sat feeding his dog till she
\ncame. The dog too was a caricature. His hind leg was

\nbroken, and he limped with his masters\342\200\224a trio held together

\nby
affection in a world that gives them little, and touching,

\nbecause of the razor-edge we five on, to us all.\n

When I got back to the hotel another dramawas being

\ndeveloped. A woman sat looking out to sea,dabbing
her eyes

\nand bursting into Arabic regardless of the public lounge. She
\nwas very fat, and obviously came from across the border,and

\nanother immensely fat woman soon joined her. How
unjust,

\nthat tears should look ridiculous when one is fat! The one
\nman in the party thought so too, and slunkout

quietly
when

\nthe new arrival released him, leaving the great harim back\302\254

\nground of Asia to operate alone.\n

Next morning I drove westward in a taxi acrossthe plain
\nthat even in the days of Cyrus grew \342\200\230sesame, millet, panic,

\nwheat and barley, and is surroundedon
every side, from sea to

\nsea, by a lofty and formidable range of mountains\342\200\231.2 It

\nnarrows, until the rough Cilicia closesthe coastwith snouts of

\nlimestone and the difficult haunts of the piratesbegin;and the
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last of the ancientcitiesbeforeit closeswas Soli, whose
pro\302\254

\nverbial loutishness gave our language the word solecism\342\200\224a

\nplace now filled with orange gardens and prosperoussmall
\nhouses, that have planted their foundations on the line of its
\nformer walls. Out of the two hundred pillars of the colon\302\254

\nnaded street which the Hellenistic age invented, twenty-three
\nstill stand; a heaped mound near-by shows the theatre; and an

\nartificial oval harbour, built with moles to protectit, is filled

\nwith a petrified beach where the seawashesshallow,asif over a

\nconcrete floor. Peasant women had. come down to picnic;
\ntheir young girls were flying kites from the headland;their

\nhorse was tethered beside its cart; and along the shorethe

\ndunes stood in column to hold the sea-windback. Alexander

\nfined the city for its Persian leanings, and
stayed

to review his

\nforces, and held his gameshere: and during this stay, marched

\naway
for a week to deal with the country of the hillmen.\n

He had to safeguard the only good alternativeroute west

\nof the Cilician Gates. It leads from Corycusand Silifke and

\nthe Gok Su
valley\342\200\224the

ancient Calycadnus\342\200\224to Karaman

\nand so to the plateau south of Konia,3and is
possibly

the route

\nby
which Epyaxa the Queen of Cilicia was sent to the coast

\nby Cyrus.4 On its south-eastern edge was the priest-stateof
\nOlba, whose temple, built some time about the

year 300 b.c.,

\nstands with columns still upright at UzunjaBurj, the ancient

\nDiocaesareia. It has been excavated and is accessiblein
\nsummer to a car, twenty miles or so north-east of Silifke;
\nand I drove there partly for the pleasure of seeingcolumns

\nthat have not been thrown down, and
partly

because it seemed

\nto me that this centre of religion, influential in its district long
\nbefore the age of Alexander and\342\200\224as far as I could

judge\342\200\224not

\nmore than two
days\342\200\231

march from Soli, was the most likely
\ntarget

for his week\342\200\231scampaign. The hillmen \342\200\230werepardy

\ndriven out and partly sent in their surrender\342\200\231 and, some time

\nafter Alexander\342\200\231s death, his officer Seleucus\342\200\224a handsome\n
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Coast road\n

young soldier whose head in bronzeisin the Naples museum\342\200\224

\nsucceeded to this country. He built or helpedto rebuildthe

\ntemple, and founded Seleuceia, now Silifke; and from his first

\nvisit probably remembered the importance of thestrategicCaly-
\ncadnus at its opening to the sea. He maintained

friendly

\nrelations with Olba: and it was pleasant to followthese
young

\nfootsteps, by the gorges that open like traps in the ramparts
\nof Taurus, and clean bays and shallow headlands and

sandy

\nfringes of the pirate realm. The detail was permanentrock,
\nsuch as the Greek genius knew round all its coasts;it lifteditself
\nout of the sea-glitter to shine in spite of harshness, like the

\nGreek civilization itself on the radiant shores.\n

I had hoped to ride up by theLamas,butfloodswere pouring

\nthrough the gorge to the level of a man\342\200\231sshoulder, and we

\ncrossed a camel-backed bridge crowded amongwillows and

\ndrove on. Bulldozers were building the widerroadand a new

\nbridge may now scarcely notice the historiclittle river, the

\narmistice line between Saracens and Crusaders whereprisoners
\nwere exchanged during the Arab wars.6 Pompey, when he
\ndefeated the pirates, settled many of them as citizensin Soli,
\nand the whole of this coast turned gradually into a

string
of

\nseaside suburbs, easy and secure in Roman times. All has

\nfallen, but the suburban atmosphere remains. As I drove

\nduring this day, I counted over
fifty

shafts of marble column, in

\npieces
or entire, and all doomed; some lay in the ditches,or

\npushed
half out of banks where the road was cutting,or made

\ndykes for irrigation, laid end to end. And the ruins of a whole

\nworld were scattered at the roadside, in tombs, or the double
\naqueduct

of Sebaste that strides for six miles acrossravines and

\ngullies, or Sebaste itself on its rise,or the castle of Elaeussa and

\nthe older Byzantine castle on the island, that with all this coast
\nexcept

Seleuceia had been given by Antony to Cleopatra;or
\nthe

apses
of Corycus churches, crowned with thorns.\n

The fertile lands at the mountain feet grow narrower
by

the\n
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Lamas river, and we now ran alongan older road, with never

\na car but horses and goats at its comers,closein to the curve of

\nthe sea that lay in morning peaceasif chiselled, as if the joy of
\nlife were hidden there in metal. From beyond thehorizonone
\nfelt the invisible light, as if a Sirenweresinging;and the strange

\nelectric water held white capes whose undercut edges gave

\nthem a rim, like eyes dark with mascara. A porpoise was

\nturning
over and over in the

bay.\n

\342\200\234Howwonderful, how exquisite to be alone,\342\200\235he seemed to

\nsay.\n

The two casdes faced each other, with stonesof a mole

\nbetween them whose buildings have vanished; wherea brook
\ncoils its small estuary in marshy mirrors to the sea.\n

At Corycus, a paved way leads to wherethe hollowhillhas

\nslipped into a cavity, a Plutonium in whose
depths

Picrum

\nHydor, the Bitter River, is heard.\n

\342\200\234Dothe waters flood to the surface?\342\200\235 I asked an old peasant
\nwho took me.\n

\342\200\234No,\342\200\235said he.
\342\200\234Theywould,\342\200\235 he added, \342\200\234ifthe Govern\302\254

\nment installed a
pump.\342\200\235\n

Five arches of a Byzantine chapel are there in perpetual
\nshadow, and saffron used to be found. It was exportedin the
\nearly

Middle Ages to make gold lettering for painters,6but

\nmodem travellers have not seen it. Half a dozenor so have

\nwritten about this
region\342\200\224Olivier

in the 18th century, Leake,

\nBeaufort, Davis, Kinnear, Bent, Heberdey and Wilhelm; and
\nMichael and Mary Gough, who were kind to me with advice,

\nhave made the present Cilician coast their own. The road
\nis still new, and not many have been along it. Its civilized

\nfeeling, its tombs and aqueducts and earth so stuffed with

\ncolumns, came in the train of Alexander,who found the land

\nmore solitary even than now, and the ancientworshipalone
\namong

its hills. The Greece of Macedonia produced this
\nclutter of Roman ruins; and Theodoret, many years later,\n
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talking to a hermit in North
Syria,

was surprised to find that
\nlie spoke Greek because he came from Cilicia.7 The world\342\200\231s

\nhcllenizing was the young men\342\200\231sachievement; and sometimes,

\nwaiting
for a train on the London District Railway, I have

\nlooked at Corinthian capitals, cast in iron, that holdthe stations

\nup, and have thought how they too came to us through the

\nmarch of Alexander and his companionsinto Asia, in 334 B.c.\n

The people of the Middle East (who are the only people

\nbeyond Europe that I know) think that an external discipline
\nis sufficient to reproduce a way of life which

they admire,

\nand which strangely enough happens to be ours. Now this

\nis not a thing that can be handed over or imitated. It cannot

\nbe done. No living organism can be copied; for a civiliza\302\254

\ntion is not made by mere acts, but
by

the traditions and im\302\254

\npulses behind them. These alone can be handed on, to be
\nassimilated, nurtured, and reborn in a new shape, alive and
\ndifferent in new hands. Unless such a process takes placethe
\nmere imitation is dead.\n

The invaders of the Greek and Roman world too copied,
\nand we call their labour decadence, and wonder at the chasm
\nthat divides it from its lovely inspiration. Their clumsy
\nefforts were mere effigies; the true descent was evolved

slowly

\nfrom some assimilation that fashioned it in centuries of Seljuk
\nor

Byzantine,
or in far Norman cathedrals that have lost even

\nthe memory of whence they came. Because this hidden
pro\302\254

\ncess is so sorrowful, we rightly hesitate to pressour western

\npattern, or try to plait it in sparingly, soasnot to
destroy

other

\nstrands which may be good. Nor do we feelsure that what

\nwc offer is better than what the imitatorslose.\n

This feeling is dimly at the root of what the Arab and other

\nnations continue to think of as a grudging attitude towards
\ntheir own modernity. They prevent us, if

they can, from

\ntaking even a picture of their oldworld;norwill they believe

\nthat their own tradition already possesseswhat
anything copied\n
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from aliens can only acquire by a long processofadoptionand

\nchange. A doubt has come upon us, whether what we offer

\nis really worth such sacrifice; and it is this sentiment,the
very

\nopposite of envy, which makes any civilized westernerregret
\nany country\342\200\231s

absolute denial of its
past.\n

No such uncertainty was felt, or required to be felt, by

\nAlexander and his armies; and the
way

of life they planted has
\nendured. Like an underground river, like the Corycian waters,
\nit tunnels through hollow places, and wells out in new soil\342\200\224

\nIndian or Arab or English, Western or Atlantic or Asian\342\200\224

\nbinding all with that invisible thread which was once the
\nGreco-Roman world. What it failed to reach has mostly
\nremained barbarous even today, and for my part I have no wish

\never to live beyond its decentorbit.\n

We now turned from the coast and its echoesto where the

\nseaside towns went in summer under the Romanpeace. A

\nroad opens from the valley of the CalycadnuswhenSeleuceiais
\nin sight, and soon turns eastward, with a mercilesssurface,and
\nslabs of an ancient highway here and there. At its edge, like

\nsome via Appia more widely scattered,the tombscontinue\342\200\224

\nsometimes a plain sarcophagus, or a temple-chapel with a
\nmedallion in its pediment, the portrait of the dead. The
\nsummer-cities lay scattered not far to right and left, but

hardly

\nto be seen, so much had their wallsandtowersbecomecoloured
\nlike the rocks. The nomads too, who inhabit all this country,

\nbegin now to settle and build houses,and
naturally

use old stones

\nor
perhaps

build up an empty tomb. The gradually sloping
\nland had once been honeycombed with settlements, especially
\nwhere defiles begin to gnaw themselves down to the shore;
\nbut as we drove, those narrow places were out of

sight
below

\nus; the undulating, rocky plateau, gently tilted threethousand

\nand eight hundred feet above sea-level, hid the
Aegean

horizon

\nand its troubles, the threats of invasionor pirates. There was\n
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no beauty, but a great delight in the pine-scentedair. Oak
\ntrees began; woods filled the shallow depressions; the slopes
\nwere dovetailed to look like the folding of innumerablehands.
\nA more inland country presently opened its cornfields; and,
\nscrambling up to a solitary funeral tower, we saw the templeof
\nZeus-Olbius across an open valley, full in

sight.\n

How beautiful these Cilician cities were\342\200\224the marble street

\nof Soli with Taurus behind it as you sailedto its oval harbour;

\nand this on the sunlit hill! The columnsare fluted half-way,

\nthe lower half-smooth, and ah except four are brokenoffbelow
\nthe capital; the colonnade in the market near-by has the

ugly

\nfashion of brackets; and the triple gate that lets into it is late:
\nthere is no classic purity, but a comfortable feelingof tradition

\nsettled into hfe, and an intimacy, like that of an Oxford
quad,

\nin the shadows of the temenos under its almond trees. The
\ntheatre has fallen to ruin even in these hundredyears,but the

\n1st century b.c. columns of Tyche, their five capitals intact

\nunder an architrave, stand clear as
crystal against the revolving

\ndarkness of the sky. For the rest, there is only one heroic

\nbuilding
in Diocaesareia, and that is a square Hellenistictower

\nof smooth and beautiful yellow stone on the outskirts of the
\nvillage among cornfields. As on the pine-scented plateau,
\nthere was delight in the air of the temple,but of a sedate and bour\302\254

\ngeois kind; the frieze gave it, carved with wild boarsand dogs

\nand oxen wreathed in leaves; and the wild rosesthat blossom

\nagainst the columns give it too. Nor did its
day-to-day

\npleasantness seem insufficient: for why should we need the
\nheroic age in every ruin? Some day, in two thousand years

\nor so, our descendants may rediscover the HousesofParhament

\nand decide that they belonged to a bad period; yet
the hfe they

\nsheltered had its good momentstoo.\n

Uzunja Burj is still inhabited. A school has been built, and

\nthe people of the coast come in summerto live three months or

\nmore in huts of twigs and leaves. The Democratic
Party
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Government has added a new water supply as its own contri\302\254

\nbution to history, and the neat cement in the
valley

takes the

\nplace of the well with its stoneplatformwhere generations of

\nwomen have talked as they filled their goatskins.They
were

\nout now, doing the best they could with the municipal im\302\254

\nprovement by washing their clothes in it with unhygienic
\npleasure,

while their cows drank at its source. The road
\nled past them to Karaman between the teeth of smallridges,
\nunder oak trees not bright like ours, but dewy and dark as

\ndreams.\n

The traveller, as he drew near the city, was met here by the

\npopulation
of its dead. Their Christian tombs without

beauty

\ncrowd the low and steep fa\303\247ades of the narrow valley, which

\nthey restlessly puncture with holes: and the colonnades and
\nRoman

gate appear on the skyline beyond them, alive and
\ndesirable even now and a goal of journeys, a

City
on a Hill.\n

Olba itself, now called Ura, the priestlycentre,is two or

\nthree miles away in the opposite direction,in a smallenclosed
\nplain

where red earth full of stones wasbeingtilledwith wooden

\nploughs. A sacred way, 10.40 m. wide, and very steep, leads

\ndown to it between fallen columns worn to boulders;and

\nthere is now no village, but only a
shepherd\342\200\231s

hut or two patched
\nup

round Roman doorposts where the head of the defiledrops
\nand steepens.

So sternly surrounded, the city, in spiteof the

\noxen and the stubborn men behind them pushingtheirploughs,
\nlooks as if some incantation had turned it back into the stone
\nfrom which it came. Its garlanded tomb, and Severus\342\200\231

\nnymphaeum with steps and altars seem out of placeunder the

\nhillside graves and climbing towers and aqueductarchesnaked

\namong the rocks. The priests and people, whohadlearnthow
\nto live easy lives at Seleuceia, no doubt preferred,as

anybody

\nwould, the fine air and open views of Diocaesareia,and saw

\nwith pleasure the colonnades of Alexander\342\200\231s successors civilizing

\ntheir landscape, and welcomed the
easy

months of the
year\n
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when carts and families and belongingstrundled up from the

\nheat of the coast.\n

With almost as much jolting as theirs we returnedto the

\nvalley, crossed the Calycadnus where Barbarossa was drowned,
\nand found a lodging in Silifke. It is a

busy prosperous market

\ntown, under a Hospitaller castle with
slightly

waisted towers,

\nand
perhaps the compactness of castle and town and road and

\nriver, belonging so closely to each other, givesit a medieval
\nrather than an ancient look.\n

A long bridge reachesit over six Turkish arches, slighdy

\npointed. The stones that
Vespasian, Titus and Domitian put

\nthere are probably still inside it; and8 this bridge,narrow and
\npaved,

with parapets one higher than the other decoratedwith

\nstone knobs like turbans, polished by centuries of weather\342\200\224

\nthis long bridge, visible from all the river-houses,is the key to
\nthe existence of Silifke, at the meeting of the northern and the

\ncoast roads, and the necessary crossing of the stream. It is
\nstill mostly horsemen who ride by, their busts only showing
\nabove the parapet, .towards the town or the peaksof Anamur

\nthat stand like beds of hyacinths far away in the sunset. The
\ncastle with fine towers and wrecked interior looks down from
\nits hill on minarets and market streets, trees and the end of the

\ncultivation. It is inseparable and, like a stone in its setting,
\nis isolated from all except the river and theroad. Thismedieval

\nconstraint, this small completeness, divides Silifke, in spite of
\nits founder and its name, by many centuries from the sea-gaze
\nof Greece.\n

As to my inn, too much spacein travel books is, I think,
\ndevoted to the general slavery of life on

journeys\342\200\224so
I shall

\ndismiss it with the mention of a pretty wooden
painted

and

\narcaded court, up very dusty stairs. Here, surrounded
by

\ndilapidation,
I found a room to myself (always

a difficulty);

\nand
having had someone\342\200\231s ash-tray cleared away, a clean jug

\nof water brought, the sheet and quilt changed for
safety

and\n
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the window (pasted down with paper) cut open, felt that the

\nnight was not so hopeless after all. There was little to be done

\nabout washing, at a sink of grey stone with two
taps

in the

\nopen; and the sanitation in thesesmall
places

is no pleasure:
\nbut that was the worst. The day had been

long\342\200\224fifteen
hours

\nin a car or
walking\342\200\224and

as I had now learned how to manage
\nthe cotton quilt so as to he inside it in comfort,as if it were a

\ncocoon, I was
very

soon
asleep.\n
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3\n

CILICIAN DIGRESSION\n

Seleuceia to Anamur\n

From this haven in former times has come forth a powerful army of pyrats with
\n1000 sayle, so proudly rigged, as many of them had their sayles of purple, the

\ntackling of golden thread, and the oars garnished with silver; marks of the spoyle

\nof above four hundred cities ruined. . .\n

Grimstotie's General History of the Turks: by Knolles,\n

Lond.; 1638, p. 1328.\n

THE

CASTLE OF SILIFKE WAS CLOSE ABOVE THE TOWN WITH

\napparently no approach at all. An Italian municipality
\nwould have given it a

\342\200\230panoramic
drive\342\200\231and spoilt it

\nin the process, but the Turks, in a land more encrusted than

\nany other with history, are almost unbelievably uninterestedin
\nruins. The castle hillside is empty, except for a strange arcaded
\nKoman reservoir dropped into a hollow, and a few baretombs.
\nA cloth merchant from his shop took me, and

sang patriotic

\nsongs at the top, proud to have negotiatedthe
shaly slope

and

\nto be, he told me, in possession of all his teeth at forty-six.
\nIbis question of teeth was always brought forward during a

\nvillage conversation, and I gained credit for having kept mine
\nbeyond

the usual span. But it was a poor subjectto contem\302\254

\nplate from the heights of the Calycadnus. The merchant\342\200\231s

\ncousin was more congenial, and pointed out the
winding

river

\nand inland road the lorries take, that return to the coast through
\n(\302\241ulnar. The sea road was new, cut only three

years
before

\nand still presumably unknown to the foreignworld, for my

\nfriends in Smyrna, Cyprus and
Syria

had denied it. Kinnear

\nhad ridden there along a path two feet wide, a
century ago;\n
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but a pre-Roman way once existed,and traces of a stony track

\nremain, slipping unobtrusively at intervals beside the new road,
\nunder the pines.\n

A wind came rushing down the
Calycadnus

in the night, burst

\nopen
a window in spite of the paper pasting,furbished the stars

\nand moon, and ushered in one of those sparklingmorningswith

\nwhich the Cilician weather teases between its
heavy

storms.

\nThere was a cold brilliance, as if everything were beginning.
\nA

wayside mosque delayed us. Its columns had a capital
\nboth top and bottom, taken from classic Seleuceiaon ourright.
\nThat we left because the day was long beforeus. We drove

\npast the Iskele pier by prosperous houses;acrossa river from

\nwhose stone-faced bank an ancient bridge must have been

\nwashed
away\342\200\224into

the forest-clad solitudes.\n

All, on tliis and the next
day\342\200\231sjourney,

was in the land of the

\npirates.\n

Apart from his dash up from Soli, Alexanderleft it alone.
\nLooming

out of its
legends\342\200\224Herodotus\342\200\231

Cilix the Phoeni\302\254

\ncian, or Strabo\342\200\231s Cillus charioteer of Pelops, or Chilakka
\nof the Assyrians,1 it gathers destruction for later

history

\nlike a cloud of its own mountains. In the Roman
age

the

\npirates hit the Levantine coasts. They ravagedSicily
and Ostia,

\nand captured a consular fleet in harbour, and
kept

Romans

\noif their own Appian way. They wasted bays and estuar\302\254

\nies, \342\200\230tillthe seas were almost closed, and fleets dared not
\nventure from Brundisium except in the depths of winter;
\nand trade was at a standstill, and Rome itselfthreatenedwith

\nfamine\342\200\231.2\n

Four hundred cities were said to have been sacked;coastal

\ndistricts became barren and deserted; the slavemarketsofDelos
\ncould sell ten thousand human beings in a

day.\n

The Athenians succeeded in keeping control, and so did
\nAlexander; his admiral in 331 B.c. was given expresscommand
\nto clear the seas. His successors were apt to makeallies of the\n
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pirates, but nevertheless they kept a certain
authority:

a

\npapyrus of 248 B.c. shows that reserves of treasure and a Syrian
\ngovernor

could still be maintained in Cilicia. But when the
\nRoman

power defeated Antiochus the Great, and the peaceof
\nMagnesia

was signed in 189 b.c., that
king\342\200\231snavy

was limited

\n10 ten warships, nor were they allowed to sailmore than a few

\nmiles west of the Calycadnus;3 and piracy revived. It was

\ntolerated by the Romans, and together with the tax-gatherers
\nprovided

slaves for a rapidly increasing demand. The miser\302\254

\nable lands
\342\200\230sought

to avoid the ravages of the one
by joining

\nthe ranks of the other\342\200\231.\n

Men of intelligence and standing flocked to these lonely
\nplaces,

and became allies of warring kings like Mithridates.
\nRuined men came who knew the coasts and islands.

They

\n<>
rganized for war. The lighter boats were replacedby

triremes

\nthat sailed under admirals in squadrons, and actedin concert.
\nC'itics like Phaselis, or Side in Pamphylia, flourished

by provid\302\254

\ning markets and dockyards; and Crete defied Mark
Antony\342\200\231s

\nlather, and bound the Roman captives themselves with the
\nletters they had brought.\n

Dio Cassius says that the Greeks suffered more from the

\nRoman generals than from the corsairs,and Mark
Antony\342\200\231s

\nlather was notoriously corrupt. After his failure, and the
\nunappreciated

victories of Lucullus, Pompey broke the last

\npirate strongholds on this coast. Seven hundred undamaged
\nships

were collected for his triumph, one hundred and
twenty

\ncastles were taken, and over twenty thousand pirates: they

\nwere shown not bound, but in their native costume; and the
\n'

Syrian Fleet\342\200\231,in the early days of the Empire, was basedon
\nSelcuceia to watch this haunted sea. But Pompey, convinced
\nthat wretchedness and injustice alone had led the piratesto these
\nexcesses, settled them mercifully in the eastern Cilician plains\342\200\224

\nin
places

like Soli or Castabala, ravaged and depopulated
\nthrough

the Mithridatic wars, or in remote Achaia, or
possibly\n
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in Calabria, with the old bee-keeperof the Georgies4 from

\nCorycus, where even now the bees are carried on camels

\nevery year to their summer pastures, to feed on
thyme

and

\nmyrde in the hills.\n

Piracy revived with Byzantines, Crusaders, and Arabs who
\nmade it worse by using poisoned arrows; the seasagaingrew
\ndesolate and trade was forced inland: nor did the modem

age

\nstop it; for Newton writes in 1854that \342\200\230lastyear Calymnos was

\nsuddenly invaded by a band . . . from Samos, about thirty in

\nnumber . . . well armed. Choosing for the moment of their
\nattack a time when the greater part of the malepopulationwas

\nabsent for the sponge fishery, they surprised and capturedthe
\nlower town in open day, and sacked the housesand magazines

\nof all the richest merchants\342\200\231; and sailing from Rhodes to
\nFinike\342\200\224the sea that I feel I know\342\200\224he describes a boat with

\nfour hundred on board attacked near Myra and the money
\ntaken. \342\200\230Thesame band, of seventeen, the day before attacked
\nand sunk a small boat from . . .

Symi
and murdered the

\ncrew.\342\200\231\n

Mr. Cockerell, about 1810, watched the pirate boats from
\nSunium, \342\200\230whichis one of their favourite haunts\342\200\231; and Captain

\nBeaufort, in 1811, hunted such craft in his
frigate, exactly off

\nthe shore where my taxi was driving into a deepeningloneliness,
\na coastland of almost inaccessible peace.\n

The hills had run
easily

to sandy beaches till we approached
\nthe ancient Sarpedon, the six- or seven-hundred-foot-high
\nCape

Cavaliere before which Agha Liman lay aslant in the sun,

\nan octagonal fortress with two empty courts. They had been
\ndecorated in the 17th century by the pirates with the heads
\nof forty Florentines, and a united nations expedition of that

\ntime rescued two hundred and forty other Christianswithin

\nthe walls and took six vessels and two
warships

from the

\nbay.8\n

The ground was now sown with chickpeas in litde
ridges,\n
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and a solitary dinghy lay
stranded. Beyond the headland

\nand a flat cape, good for the drawing up of boats,Proven\303\247al

\nIsland carried its ruins. No human being was in sight. I
\nwandered along the battlements by narrow steps, and into
\nthree towers, and through the gateway that divides the courts,
\nall

roughly built. None of the pohsh, if there was any, had

\nsurvived, but a naked memory of power remained. These

\nalien castles spoke to each other frombattlementto battlement,

\nacross forest and small tilled patches and hamletswith wattled

\nchimneys, in unimportant undefended spaces: till their
day

\npassed and the land absorbed them, and
they

lie like stranded

\nwhales on its rocks and shores. When the Armenian king,
\nLeo II, accepted Papal supremacy in 1196, he handedthreeof
\nbis Cilician fortresses to the Pope, who gave them to the
\nKnights

of St. John ; and Agha Liman
may have been one of

\nthem for all I know.\n

The
country\342\200\231s spell began with the promontory. We

\nclimbed and saw pine-forests spread for hours of driving before
\nus. They trooped in the sun over glossy ridgeslikedroves of

\nhorses\342\200\224their trees light and thin or dark and tall, accordingto
\nthe soil beneath them, or strewn park-like on patterns of their
\nown shadows ; and precipices of white or yellowor reddish

\nlimestone built a staircase of four thousand feet or moreto
\nthe ribs of Taurus, that hid the Calycadnusand \342\200\230thelong valleys

\nof Cilicia\342\200\2316from our sight. The Mount Imbaros of
Pliny\342\200\224

\nwhose Cilician geography seems too untidy to deserveattention

\n\342\200\224hasbeen identified as a ridge now called Sehlerthat travelled

\nabove us. Small beaches were wedged below, washed down

\nbetween the high buttresses by winter streams; and where

\nthe rare bays opened, cottages, not poor but remote and

\nsimple\342\200\224a
door and two windows under a flat mud roof\342\200\224

\nwould stand at the rise of the ground where the cornfields

\nend.\n

The road lay loose as a string acrossheadlands of broom and\n
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cistus. There one could watch ships bound to sail this side

\nof the island of Cyprus, which soon appeared in sight; and

\nthe small pirate craft could put in to the almostunnoticeable

\nwrinkles of the coast below. The samespellof
peace probably

\nheld it then as now, in spiteof itsperils,for such sudden oases

\nare one of the anomalies of danger. In 1945when Italy was

\ndisturbed and occupied by the alliedarmies,I had occasion to

\ndrive with a friend down its westerncoast,by
a similar empty

\nslope, notorious at that time for bandits, and
through

the same

\nsort of unnatural stillness. To the south of
Viareggio, along

\nthe shore road, we noticed the extraordinaryquiet of the

\npine-woods
in the sun, and longed to find some little inn

\nto lodge near the coolness of the sea. Some engagement
\nnext day luckily made me feel it necessary to push on in
\nspite

of the heat to Pisa, where we asked about the pine-
\nwoods, and found the subject rather noticeably dropped.
\nIt was only later, by accident, that I heard how a band of
\ndeserters of all nations had seized them, and filled them
\nwith arms, cars, guns, provisions, and women\342\200\224the latter

\nfrom Naples and the former from the Americanstoresat

\nLeghorn\342\200\224and
would almost certainly have shot at sighthadwe

\napproached.\n

No such threats touch the coasts of Turkey, and
nothing

\nnow disturbs their lonely safety. At the top of the precipice,
\nabove the cape, a castle stood high out of reach,with a round

\ntower; and that was the last defencewe saw for many hours.

\nOur road sank to a few houses near theprobablesite of Holmi,

\nSeleuceia\342\200\231spredecessor;
it crossed a plain and river and mounted

\nagain.
From its promontories we dipped in and out to

\npine-encircled hollows, filled with pomegranates, wild vines
\nand laurel, or styrax with cup-petalled blossoms like white
\nshadows, that grow over all this southern country in the
\nwoods.\n

The way was narrow, but we met no car,and only an occa-\n
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sioiial rider, and high on the hillsidesthe goats enjoyedthe
\nflatness and warmth of the road. They lay about it, their

\nherdsmen hidden, where paper-white cistus hung balconied
\nover the sea that stretched to Cyprus, misty and eyelessunder
\nthe sun.\n

In the rapture of such
beauty,\n

\342\200\230
in the soft season\n

when the voice of Calm,the grey-blue daughter of Ocean,

\nquietly sings,\342\200\2317\n

one could scarcely have borne a companion. One looked
\nnot at but through experience, as if life in generalwerea window

\nto interpret the world, and this must be perhapsa
solitary

\npastime,
the secret of travel. The stray roadsideevents are a

\npart
of its solitude; but

companionship\342\200\224unless
with one \342\200\230more

\nme than I am
myself\342\200\2318\342\200\224produces

the destructive shock which

\nevery
artist knows.\n

\342\200\230Timon,when disturbed by maidservants or dogs, would stop
\nwriting,

his earnest desire being to maintain
tranquillity7.\342\200\231\302\267

\n1Icre, for hour after hour, tranquillity stretched from horizon
\nto horizon.\n

Before the afternoon, we reached an easier
valley.

A road

\ncame down from Gulnar, and wild olivesbegan to mix with

\nthe carobs and pines. A poor and roughly built aqueduct ran

\nin a low wall to Celinderis\342\200\224now Kilindere\342\200\224a
colony said oj

\nhave been first founded by the son of Phaetonand then by the

\npeople of Samos, and to be the oldest Greek site of the coast.
\nAt the sea end of what was once an important road from

\nKaraman, and was still one of the two routesmentioned by

\nI.cake in 1800, the ruined shabby littleplaceclings
to the edge

\nof a bay, \342\200\230a
snug but very small port, from which the couriers

\nembark for
Cyprus\342\200\23110

Even lately, an old man told me, the
\nCypriots

came across in boats to traffic, though all prosperity
\n31\n
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is now half-buried under the rubbleof British
shelling

in the

\nfirst world war.\n

Apart from this, it is asBeaufortdescribedit with its
antiqui\302\254

\nties: an earthquake-rent tower, a small topless pyramid on
\narches, and vaults and tombs and fragments of mosaic,with one

\ninnovation\342\200\224a pillar upside down in the little
square\342\200\224and

a

\ndelicate pedestal of marble, a mare and foal in relief,fished out

\nof the sea.\n

The change that has come over these coastsis in the people.
\nIn

spite
of his

\342\200\230scrupulous anxiety not to offend their peevish
\nprejudices\342\200\231, Captain Beaufort had trouble with many of his
\nlandings,

whereas we sat among the elders with policemen
\nfrom Istanbul. The Turkish Government has been intelligent
\nand instead of urbanizing has made the village national; any

\nstudent of tire elementary school books can seehow it isdone.
\nThe stranger no longer drops as if from anotherworld,but is

\nreceived ceremonially by a community that feels it represents
\nthe nation, provided of course that their nation and yours are
\nfriends. Having made sure of this fundamental fact, they
\nwelcome you with a civility as strongly rooted as, though

\ndifferent in quality from, that of the Arab. The aloofness

\nthat asks no questions till food and rest have been provided
\nis unknown: but the Turks look on a strangeras someoneto
\nbe

helped\342\200\224and
the added fact that women, however out of

\nplace,
must not be left lying about makes a cosy restful atmo\302\254

\nsphere singularly Victorian, as one goes from place to
place

\ndrinking their little glasses of tea.\n

A change had come over the landscaperound Kilindere.It
\nturned from limestone to shale, and broke its

milky
leviathan

\nridges to pointed contours and more hollow
valleys.

Fields

\nof barley no longer overlapped the high flat summits, signalling

\ninland villages safe out of sight of
danger

and the sea. The

\nland between its rigid capes was mellowing into tillage. And

\nwhere the more westerly route from Karaman endsnear the\n
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Anamur plain, Softa Kalesi, an Armenian castle, suddenly
\nrevealed itself, a double wall round the top of a hill against a

\nfar
snowy opening of Taurus.\n

My journey along this southerncoastis a digression since

\nAlexander never came near the country; and I donotwant to

\nmake it worse by getting involved with the Armenians. But

\none must explain briefly that they came down fromthe Cau\302\254

\ncasus and produced a dynasty called the Rupenian,11from
\nRupin

I in a.d. 1080 to Leo VI who lost his kingdom in 1375.

\nThey
had spent the whole of the three centuries

fighting

\nSaracens, Byzantine emperors, Crusaders and each other, but
\nchiefly Saracens; and though their main centres were in east\302\254

\nern Cilicia, they besieged Silifke too and seizedthis coastline,

\nwhose strongholds, until the Karamanlis and thentheOttomans
\ntook them, remained with intervals within their power. In
\na.d. 1199 they possessed a list of fifty-nine fortresses,and in the
\n15 th century a Cypriot historian mentions two hundred forts
\nand towns.\n

Perhaps, on a wide view, the medieval intrusion is not

\nirrelevant after all. The mixture has made us, civilized bar\302\254

\nbarians of the north, and its harshness, rough but useful, is

\nwhat Alexander too carried about within him, and showed

\nin moments of emotion: then the Macedonian untutored
\nlanguage

came back12 in spite of his Hellenic
training.\n

The importance of the castle is not in its trimmingsof
\nchivalry

and later additions, but in the life whichit protected,
\nthe hard, uninspired life tied down to necessity and labour,
\nhidden in the long shadow of its walls. In most

peasant

\ncountries there are roughly painted plates of earthenwarethat

\nshow the tasks of the twelve
months\342\200\224spring lambing and

\nsummer harvest, and the winter killingof pigsand cutting of

\ntimber. While the young men perhaps went off to fight
\nwith their pennants flying across the drawbridge, thesewerethe
\nrealities which the castle sheltered and understood\342\200\224hard\n
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country lives in which the sea,that had made Greece, counted

\nlittle with its open horizons. The road was swallowedat
\neither end in ignorance and twilight and rumour. And this

\nlife has given birth to countless civilizations,and buried them
\nwhen they died. Such Alexander had in his mind when he

\nspoke to his soldiers:\n

\342\200\234... For Philip found you vagabonds and helpless,most
\nof you clothed with sheepskins, pasturing a few sheepon the
\nmountain sides, and fighting for these, with ill success,
\nagainst Illyrians and Triballians, and the Thracians on your
\nborders; Philip gave you cloaks to wear, in placeof

sheep\302\254

\nskins, brought you down from the hills to the plains,made
\nyou doughty opponents of your neighbouring enemies, so
\nthat you trusted now not so much to the natural strength

\nof your villages as to your own courage. Nay,
he made

\nyou dwellers of cities, and civilized
you

with good laws and

\ncustoms . . . opened up commerce to your country, and
\nenabled you to work your mines in peace. Then he made

\nyou overlords of the Thracians, before whom you had long
\ndied of terror, and, humbling the Phocians, made die

high\302\254

\nroad into Greece broad and easy for you, whereasit hadbeen
\nnarrow and difficult...\n

\342\200\234Allthese noble deeds of my father towards
you

are great

\nindeed, if looked at by themselves,and yet small, if compared
\nwith ours. I inherited from my father a few gold and silver

\ncups, and not so much as
sixty

talents in his treasure; and of
\ndebts owed by Philip as much as five hundred talents, and

\nyet having myself borrowed over and above these another
\neight hundred, I set forth from that country which

hardly

\nmaintained you in comfort, and at once openedto
you

the

\nstrait of the Hellespont, though the Persianswere then

\nmasters of the sea. . . . All goods things from Egypt and

\nCyrene,
which I took without striking a blow, come to\n
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you; the Syrian valley and Palestineand Mesopotamiaare

\nyour own possessions ; Babylon is yours, Bactria,and Susa ;

\nthe wealth of Lydia, the treasuresof Persia,the good things

\nof India, the outer ocean, all are yours ; you
are satraps, you

\nguards, you captains. .. .\342\200\23513\n

This was the contrast in the mind of Alexander,which he

\nhad to assimilate as we do\342\200\224the sum of Hellene and barbarian,
\nwhich makes us what we are.\n

During the next few days, I climbed to SofiaKalesi,which

\nthe Armenian historian identifies with Sig, Syce, or Sycae,
\nknown as Sequin or Sequino to the Italians, and visited

by
the

\nFrench king in the 12th century when he
passed along this

\nroute to Anamur. It surrendered in the 15th century
to

\nJoseph Barbaro, who gives an account of it, when Venice was

\nhelping the Karamanli Sultan against the OttomanTurks.14

\nIf
anyone wishes to go up to it, they

can drive a Jeep from the
\nmain road to Fidik

K\303\264y,
and there find the only path up the

\nsouth side of the hill, and scramble to a squaregatein the inner

\nwall (the outer gate has gone). A Gothic arch, with three

\narrow slits west and one south, lets one in acrosscourts and

\nbuildings to the fort or keep, whichhas still preserved an upper
\nwindow and those triangle buttresses applied beside the door
\nwinch I believe are characteristically Armenian. Having
\nstruggled

round the two walls\342\200\224the outer with round towers

\nand the inner with
square\342\200\224the

visitor descending may drink

\nat the spring where the village leaves its gourdsfor
any

traveller

\nto dip with, and may perhaps explore the shapelessremnants

\nof the small ancient harbour of Arsinoe below; and then drive

\nwest by a humped bridge over the Sini river (possibly Sikni,

\nwhich would suit the name of the castle), or Boz Yazi (the

\nnames of the Anamur streams are desperatelyvague), through

\nBoz Yazi itself\342\200\224a little centre of comfortable ramshackle

\nhouses; and over the Kizilman cape to Anamur: and there the\n
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plain will open out before him with such a view as no one in
\nthis

everyday world can often expect to see.\n

A beach stretches in shallow loops to the southernmostcape
\nof Turkey in the distance, eight miles or so

away,
with rich

\nharvests sloping gently to the hills. There Anamur and its

\nfriendly villages are scattered, and another river, the Kara or
\nBixyiik Chay, the ancient Arymagdus, flows with poplars on
\nits banks and flowering quinces, by an open valley

from snowy

\npasses that lead through Ermenek to Karaman. At the edge

\nof the waves, crowned with towers on its flat shore as if time

\nhad never touched it, the castle of Anamur facesCyprus, forty-
\nfive miles across the sea.\n

The place was called Stamene or Stalimore
by

the Crusaders,

\nand
Philip Augustus visited it on his way along the coastto

\nSilifke; and the Venetians too brought sixty galleysand landed
\nfour hundred and forty knights with their squires, at the time
\nwhen they took Softa Kalesi near-by.15\n

To all intents, it too is an Armenian castle, though a few
\nolder and better stones are visible at the foot of the south-west

\ntower. In its later history, it was capturedfor the Karamanli
\nAlaeddin whose inscription is over the west gate, and was lost
\nin 1284 and recaptured. The Muslims repaired its battlements,
\nbuilt the mosque in one of its courts\342\200\224bricked up now so that

\nno browsing goats may defile it\342\200\224and left the rooms of the

\ninner keep with their pleasant Islamic comfort of living still
\napparent

in decay. Peace pervades it now, all passion spent.
\nThe two long quads into which the interior is divided are
\nthere for meditation, with strips of shade under battlemented
\nwalls at all hours while the sun moves overhead. Narrow
\nstone steps climb in diagonal parallels to the sentries\342\200\231 walk

\nabove, where I met a he-goat with wreathedhornsbrowsing.
\nSurprised

as I was, he, after a moment\342\200\231s hesitation, sprang ten

\nfeet or more to the
ground.\n

I spent six days here because I fell ill and was cured by a\n
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doctor from Cyprus. His English,no betterthan my Turkish,

\nfilled me with the usual sorrow at our
empire\342\200\231spast

failures to

\nteach those people it wished to keep inside.
Partly too, I was

\ndelayed by the fact that my taxi couldnotbe
persuaded

to go

\nfarther, and the single jeep of Anamur, devoted to the transport
\nof registered letters, had to collect enough of them (orpossibly

\nonly one) to make its journey worth while. The distances

\nlicre are: one hundred miles from Silifke, one hundred and

\nfifty-six from Mersin, and ninety to
Alanya

in the west.\n

The httle centre itself, with a populationof three thousand,

\nin a district of twenty-three thousand altogether, was full of its

\nown excitements. A general election was mounting to a

\nclimax of flags and lorry-loads of voters, and three
newspaper

\nreporters
were there to ask what I thought of

20th-century

\ncivilization in Anamur. With so many ages to choosefrom,

\n1 felt I did not like whichever century the \342\200\230Banana Palas\342\200\231

\nhotel represented. A Caliban lurched in and out of
my

room

\nwithout knocking, pouring water around me on the floor;

\nand the proprietor, with a smile full of gold teeth and a rosary
\nin his hand, appeared only to collect the rents which Caliban

\nprovided out of a ledger. A sick man coughedunder his

\nquilt all day in the general bedroom; and my own room, with
\nfour beds in it for all of which I paid (an

extortion that never

\nhappened anywhere else in Turkey)was almost as expensive as

\nthe Ritz.\n

\342\200\234Itis not as comfortable as Mersin,\342\200\235 I said to Nihat the

\ndriver; \342\200\234norwas Silifke either.\342\200\235\n

\342\200\234Well,no,\342\200\235said he, \342\200\234ofcourse not. Mersin is a httle Paris\342\200\235

\n\342\200\224andwe left it at that.\n

The election was being conducted in a fair, serious way with

\npeople voting freely for their four different parties, and speeches
\nfrom

loud-speakers
all about; and I lay in bed and read, and

\nlistened to the equally persistent cooingof the doves. It was

\npleasant to reach the open againafter two days; to find old\n
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Hasan with a horse, whichhe ledon a halter through cornfields

\nto the castle, or to the ancient Anemurium under the ruined
\nfortifications of the cape. The cape itself drops sheeron its
\nfarther side, where the south pushes a breastwork of headlands,
\nwhite and black, into the sea. In the leeofitseastern slope, the

\ndead city is Roman and Byzantine, with no
beauty

left in

\ntheatre, odeon, or the place like a Piranesi
print

in whose

\nshadowy arcades the goats are stabled on heapsof their own

\ndung in the half-light. On the slopeabove are the dead steep
\nstreets of barrel-vaulted tombs, stuccoed and sometimes\n

Another little river is here, carpeted with yellow and white
\nwater-flowers. It has wandered a hundred yards or so

away

\nfrom a deserted ancient bridge, lost in the com. As we rode

\nthrough these ripening harvests, Hasan with his hand caressed

\nthem, with a look of tendernessthat made one feel the bond
\nbetween the peasant and his earth; and the wind seemedto
\nunderstand the long secret, and threw an equal light around
\nus from the bending ridges, whether of the comland or the

\nsea.\n

On two other days we took a donkey up
forest paths, to

\nsee ruins on the slopes of the Arymagdus valley\342\200\224a
naked

\nwestern look-out fort called Bonjuluk, or the Bead,on the

\nwest slope, and a monastery or palace perhaps,calledYelbis

\nKalesi, above Daketiizii, on the east. It was unfortified, placed
\nthere perhaps for summer coolness. The windows of theupper
\nstoreys

must have been arched and open, and the doorwaynot
\nprepared

for defence, nor was there anything strategic in its
\nsite, in spite of its fine view towards the north wind and the

\nhills. As they told me that no Frankhad been up there, I took

\nits measurements very roughly, and from its tumble of fallen

\narches looked down the Sini valley, and up to the
yayla,

the

\nsummer camp of Daketiizii to which the
villagers

ride \342\200\230twelve

\nhours with a
donkey\342\200\231

when their harvests are gathered, and\n
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stay for the three summer months as
they

have probably done

\nfrom the earliest times.\n

It was almost impossibleto geta view of this building over\302\254

\ngrown in its courts with old pines; but there was a pleasant

\nfeeling about it of living and leisure,above the threatened
\nhurry

and defence of the fortifiers on the plain. The winds

\nwere scented with resin and made a noise in the trees,and the

\nshepherd girls and boys who haunt the ruins cameabout us,

\nkeeping
their dogs in order and spinning their pricklywool.

\nWomen dress brightly in all this country, with the liveliest
\nprinted

cottons that Europe can send them for open overskirts
\nand trousers and quilted jackets, and they put on stripedaprons

\nand scarves of their own weaving round their waists. On
\ntheir heads they wear a white cotton cloth with amuletsor
\ncoins, and a high stuffing inside to make it tall: and when they

\ngo
out they tuck it under their chins to makea

wimple,
and

\nride just as they did when theCrusaderssaw them, with scarcely
\na change.\n

What I liked best in Anamur was the road from the river

\nvalley and bridge to the town, linedwith harvests like the road

\nof Shalott and with the same sort of traffic dotted along it, in

\nlittle cavalcades of donkeys, or horses with foals,or peoplewho

\nlooked like Canterbury pilgrims; or the bananas of Anamur

\n(the only place in Turkey where they grow them)
carried

\ndown on camels to the shore. The camelsmake a great ado

\nwith their forefeet, lifting them high as those of a stepping
\ntrotter and using all the muscles in an accomphshed way,

while

\nthe hind feet trail behind as best
they can; and the boy with

\nshaved head and rags tied together feels like a princeridingon
\nhis donkey at the head of a string of four of them, while his

\nsister, with loose red boots and blue- and red-stripedtrousers
\n;ind a skirt of flowered cotton, drags in the dust behind. Now

\nand then, but rarely, a bus or lorry drives
by,

with its name\342\200\224

\n\342\200\230

Flying Fortress
\342\200\231

or
\342\200\230

Mashallah \342\200\231\342\200\224written
upon

it. The road\n
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dips through little corn-growing hills, and the embroidered
\nsaddle-bags

show from far away. Calves and kids are scat\302\254

\ntered on green expanses, and camels that are not
busy

are

\nbrowsing where the forests touch the ploughed lands of the

\nplain.\n

I shall remember Anamur when many more comfortable
\nplaces

are forgotten: and its people too\342\200\224Mustapha
the driver,

\nwho walked with us up to Yelbisfor fun and divided the egg
\nI gave him with four shepherds (shaming me, who had eaten an

\nentire one by myself). Or theoldwoman who came out from

\nthe cottage to offer a glass of water as she saw us passing in the

\nhot hours of the day. Or the wedding near the
lighthouse

of

\nAnemurium, wavering across country, with four bales and
\nthree chests on camels, and lamps and mirror and paperflowers,
\nand the bride held on her horse by two male relatives, her

\nhead covered with a pink and silver cloth; and men in front

\nand women behind on about thirty horses, with small drowsy
\nchildren clasped on the saddle-bows, and a flute and drum.\n

I shall forget the hotel and its pains, and the crowd that

\ngathered to watch my every
mouthful at the door of the little

\nrestaurant, and shall remember the scent of orange blossom
\nwafted from all the gardens through the city streets,and the
\nunknown, sweet breezes from the fields and flowers. And the

\nyoung school-teacher teaching himself English with a lingua-
\nphone.

And the journalist who wanted an Enghsh wife.\n

A country looked at from the seais likethe sleepingPrincess,

\nthe unknown. From the land it is no longerenchanted,but
\nvaried and human, a foundation for friendship and living.
\nAnd perhaps it is a good way to come to know it when

\nmachinery breaks down and one is left maroonedin a quiet
\nplace,

one\342\200\231sown hfe suspended in a vacant interval that human

\nvariety
can wander through at will.\n
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Anamur to
Antalya\n

Alexander now went towards Side, whose inhabitants are Cymaeans from
\nAeolian Cyme... they forgot their native tongue and talked a foreign language

\nstraight away, and... henceforward... had beenso many foreigners, contrary
\nto the ways of their neighbours.\n

ARRIAN I, 26, 4.\n

AN EFFENDI AS FRESH AS WE WERE FRETTED KEPT US WAITING

\n/ \\ in
Mustapha\342\200\231s jeep for three hours before we started.

\nL \\. It was the Mustapha who had dividedhis egg with the

\nshepherds, and he was an
unassuming

little man with a harmless
\nlook under a peaked cap worn as large as he couldfind. He
\nstopped

at a house in the outskirts of Anamur,wherea wife

\nmore buxom and radiant than one would have
expected

\nbrought out the last packages; and we wereoff\342\200\224into
country

\nthat returned to its loneliness as soonaswe climbedoutof the

\nwestern edge of the Anamur plain. The cape,a squat
rhinoc\302\254

\neros bending its horn to sea, stood out behindus; and. the road

\nkept to the high houseless mountainsides. A little castle with

\narrow slits called, they said, HarakiliseArana, stood alone

\namong pine-woods far below.\n

The mountains of Taurus run here level and unbroken,
\nspouting springs and streams and falling steeply, and ancient
\nnames persisting show how little the land has changed;Mellesh
\nis the Melissa of Strabo, and its few cottagesand cascading
\nslopes

end in flat rocks in the water, wherea littlepierhas been

\nbuilt for a local mine. Only pathways
reach it. The next

\nand other break is Charadrus, now Kaladere, where a river
\nflows between high pressing cliffs.\n
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Even goats were rare on these
high

stretches: hoopoes in

\npairs
and white-breasted wagtails had the landscape to them\302\254

\nselves. The last trace of Anamur was a lime-kilnwith black\302\254

\nened stones mounded on a small round tower, in which the

\nvillage women fed a fire of thornsforfive days and nights con\302\254

\ntinuously. The men stood round piling it up, and it was

\nshooting its flames into the sunlight. The next human meeting

\nwas a woman\342\200\224blood streaming down her
face\342\200\224plodding

like

\nan animal, her baby on her back, and two men with a matter-
\nof-fact air behind her. There had been a quarrel; the foreman
\nof a group of road-menders a little farther on asked Mustapha
\nto help, but he shrugged his shoulders: the eternaltrianglewas

\nnothing to him in comparison to the jeep, which gave trouble.

\n\342\200\234Itis the brake,\342\200\235he explained at the top of eachnarrow
slope.\n

The engine got wet as we crossed the Kaladere\342\200\231s flooded

\nstream, and we let it drip while the policemanof the little

\nvillage gave us tea. There are only two
villages,

one of sixty
\nand one of eighty families, on either side of the river, with a

\nruined bridge at half an hour\342\200\231swalk up the valley, and a few
\ntombs and a decayed han lost in the folds of the ground.
\nGreat cloud-ridden shoulders hemmed us in from north and
\neast, the mount Andriclus of the ancients on the rockyshore

\ncalled Platanistus, most of whose plane trees must have
disap\302\254

\npeared.
Strabo mentions this place as a fortressand port, andit

\nstretches into history in a small way before and after his time,
\nbeing

recorded by Hecataeus in the sixth century B.c.1 and

\nby the Crusaders in the twelfth a.d. They knewit asCalandro
\nor Scalandro and mention it as the frontier betweenArmenians

\nand Greeks in the journey of Philip Augustus, in 1191;2
\nit was the country of Sir Adan, seneschalof the Armenians,

\nwhose lands lay between Seleuceia and Galonoros\342\200\224the Crus\302\254

\naders\342\200\231Candelore and modem Alanya.3\n
The tremendous landscape mounts again after Kaladere,

\nuntil it opens to steep but lower cultivated slopes,and looks on\n
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lo a headland that opens as if the world ended, at the ruins of
\nAntiocheia ad Cragum.\n

A Lusignan princess was brought here,carriedoff
by

a pirate

\nfrom.
Cyprus where she and her children were bathing,and the

\nArmenian king Leo freed and escorted her along the way we

\nhad travelled, to Amaury her husband who came for her across
\nthe sea. At that time when intermarryings were frequent,the
\nLusignans

were half Armenian and their king, Peter I, in the
\n15th century, conquered Corycus and Antalya.4 The traffic

\nof the coast with Cyprus was important, and it was evencloser
\nin earlier ages. Antiocheia and Silifke, Arsinoe and Berenice,
\nwere the Hellenistic cities of the seaboard, built oneasier

ground

\nlo supersede the first Greek centres like Nagidus near Anamur,

\nCclcnderis or Holmi. Here Antiochus III sailed, before his

\nfortune turned, first perhaps giving the name to Antiocheia

\nand taking the other cities also one
by one, till a Rhodian ulti\302\254

\nmatum reached him at Alanya and his troublesbegan. And,

\nafter he was defeated, the com and goldof his tribute travelled,

\n\342\200\230withmore delays upon the journey than had been taken into

\naccount\342\200\231, from Syria to the Romans in Pamphylia by
this

\nroad ,5\n

Owing to the effendi, it was too late to walkto the
promon\302\254

\ntory, and the very existence of its ruins was denied
by

a local

\nshepherd till I climbed a little hillockand saw them where they
\nwere to be expected. This empty triumph was all I couldhope
\nfor; the road turned inland and rain was threatening,and we

\nnow ran quickly through gentler country, by
a stream parallel

\nwith the coast but separated by green hills. It led us to the

\nGhazi Pasha or Selinti river, that dries in summer, to a place
\nwhere a double ford divides it and leads to GhaziPashaalong
\nan easy road. Cases of bananas from tidy plantations were
\nstacked here, waiting for lorries; and even at Kaladere, which
\nlorries do not reach, there is now a plantation. The fruit is

\ntaken off in motor-boats and sent to Istanbul from Antalya, and\n
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there is no intermediate landing-place, either at Cragusor
\nSelinti.\n

Parvisque Syedris,\n

Quo portu, mittitque
rates recipitque Selims.6\n

Those days are over, and GhaziPashawas in that state of

\nsqualor
between civilizations which may come upon us all at

\nany
moment. There was nowhere in particular to sleep. Mus-

\ntapha
considered the hotel to be below even the standard of

\nAnamur, and a young man who cookedourmeal, and was the

\npostmaster\342\200\231s
wife\342\200\231s

nephew,
took me to a little house filledwith

\nwomen\342\200\224sisters, grandmothers, aunts, wife, mother-in-law

\nand nieces, who gave me a quilt and mattresswith greatkind\302\254

\nness, and left me to rest in their
parlour.\n

I have come to know such rooms well,for
they

all resemble

\neach other in their combination of embroideryand bareness,

\nlace curtains and fancy pelmets, hard bencheswith bolsters

\nworked in cross-stitch by girls before
they marry, cushions

\nlike bullets, niches for Qurans or school-books,and kilims on

\nthe floor. The Quran was in its niche in a white crocheted

\ncase, and a Hollywood star above it, becauseof the nearness of

\nthe two cinemas of Alanya. But the life itselftakes a good

\nmany years of a new road beforeit
changes,

and the latest

\ncement-built shops are cubes in a row with doors at the back

\nto their store-rooms in the Greco-Roman pattern; and the
\nkindness in the household, the serving of guests as if it werea
\npart

of religion (which it is), and the mobile
quality

of the

\nfurniture with absence of cupboards or bedsteads,or even

\ntables in any quantity, so that any number can be accommo\302\254

\ndated anywhere\342\200\224allthis still belongs to a deeply-rooted world.\n

As we sat in the evening, with shoesoff in the
way

of the

\neast, and the postmaster and his nephewcomfortablyrelaxed

\nin their own harim, I noticed how much the Turk suffers from

\nthe fact that a traveller nearly always
sees him in public trying

\nto do the women\342\200\231s work. The things that make life gay when\n
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women see to themare attended to
\342\200\230by

the hands of
strangers\342\200\231,

\nwhile wives sit dumb, with an unbecoming loosecoat and a

\nkercliief over the head, trying not to be noticed.This is

\ncustom, and has nothing to do with the religionofIslam. Ina

\nmixed Muslim place, like Iskenderun, the Arab eleganceis
\nvisible at once even in the poor Alaouites from acrossthe

\nborder; the femininity of the Levant is kept indoorsthere, but

\nonly to be more fit for pleasure; its clothesand
easy contours

\nare made to go to bed with, and the women,when this age is

\nover, think no longer of their appearanceand do not, in fact,

\ntry
to please in any other way. But while their tideis with

\nthem, the young women\342\200\231s veiling is royal; protected like idols,

\nthey
breathe security and move with enviable safety in a walled

\nworld, with anything but submission in dieir seclusion. They
\narc set apart, yet they remain individual and arenot destroyed.
\nHut the Turks have a middle-class Victorian attitude to their
\nharim and expect it to be there to servethem,with a constant

\nfeeling that women are not completeentitiesin themselves.
\nThe peasants make them work more heavily than they do in
\nArabia, and civilization, which requires feminine time and
\nattention, seems to suffer and decline where women work

very

\nhard. Yet even here the home feeling is pleasantafter the
\ndingy

world of men. And especially so since the Turk\342\200\224in

\nspite
of his strength and self-reliance\342\200\224is dull. He is as different

\nfrom the Arab as anyone can be, even
physically,

with his

\ngood head, neither long nor broad but sanely balanced, and

\ncapable safe hands and generalregularity
of feature, compared

\nto the long Beduin hands and swinging movements and faces
\nfurrowed with emotions that belong to the nomad lands,at
\nany rate, of Arabia.\n

Unlike the Arab, who caresfor
nothing else, the Turk is not

\ninterested in the abstract. The abstract, that interprets the
\nworld and makes it no longer impenetrable and impervious,
\nand is reached by curiosity one step beyond our borders,means\n
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nothing to him. The Arab, with his tiresomeness, is an artist.

\nTo him the unknown world is real.\n

And women and artists, wherever they may be, are
always

\npushed
a little way over that abstract edge, sincethe two ends

\nof life\342\200\224the greatest and the smallest\342\200\224are in their hands. The

\nunknown exists for them: and, for this reason, the woman\342\200\231s

\nside of the house was always an indescribableimprovementon
\nthe dreariness of the man-made hotel.\n

Selinti was called Trajanopolis when Trajan died there,and
\nits ruins are near the mouth of the Inje-kara,the GhaziPasha
\nriver, a short way by jeep and another half-hour\342\200\231s walk over

\nflat arable land from the village. Mustapha had to carry me
\nacross the stream, which ran here divided in three full but

\nshallow courses. A long aqueduct reached it with denuded
\narches, and the ruins leaned against a cliff nearly five hundred

\nfeet high. A path led to a fortressat the top, and some ancient

\nstonework showed; but it looked poor, and
my

time was short,

\nand the summits of Taurus threatening; and already a water\302\254

\nspout,
a vertical white fountain out at sea,was movingtowards

\nus. The lower ruins, Roman and late, were groupedround
\nthe square space of

Trajan\342\200\231smemorial, of which the bases only
\nof one hundred and ten columns are left; and in the necropolis
\nwas the endless sameness of tombs\342\200\224those small, self-satisfied

\ncongregations going back so unchanged and so far.
\342\200\234Jeru\302\254

\nsalem is a gossipy place,\342\200\235
said the wife of a bishop when her

\ndaughter
was going out there without gloves; and conformity,

\nbridging
the ages in its threadbare way, seemsworseamongthe

\ndead.\n

History had come and gone, but what history, I
thought,

\ncould stand up to such a stream of mediocrityand oblivion,

\nsuch depths upon depths of silence so
feebly interrupted?

\nThrough centuries the young, at all events, must have
longed

\nfor variety, even for thunderbolts and pirates. In such
negative

\nsurroundings even war, even the sack of citieswill be faced.\n
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(!ood administration is not enough,if boredom,like the Red

\nQueen\342\200\231sbiscuit, makes the thirsty stretches, the slow repetitions,
\nthe lifelong span of Eastern space and time, seemeven more

\nmonotonous than they are. In Asia, or
anywhere

else for

\nthat matter, a spice of drama should
always

be added, if we do
\nnot wish to see people insert it independently into the sameness-
\nof their lives at our expense.\n

At the
postmaster\342\200\231s

house the girls and children came out of
\nschool, and kissed their mother\342\200\231s hand, and raised it to their
\nforehead. Their tradition is pleasant on its road to the final

\nmonotony, and they treat old age as agreeablyas
they

can.

\n\342\200\234Youare old; we are
young,\342\200\235 Mustapha

and his friends had

\nbeen repeating, like a chorus, when we scrambled over ruins;
\nand in the house, the whole chain of human

relationships
was

\ncomplete. The grandmother had never left Ghazi Pasha,and

\ncould not read; the mother,.with a beautiful Rembrandtface,
\ntold how they had worked at the new Latin letters and \342\200\234studied

\nfor a week to write Ada, Adam\342\200\235. She had borne ten children
\nand eight had died; there was neither road nor doctorat that

\ntime, and it took three days to reach
Alanya.

Now there is a

\nschool with three girl-teachers, who find their own lodgings
\nand live on 150 Turkish lira monthly for their first two years.

\nThey were dressed with such bits of modem fashion as Ghazi
\nPasha encouraged; and the old world and the new wereon
\nfriendly

terms. It was a tolerant place, and regretted the
\n(\302\241reeks who had lived here (as all along this coast)beforethe

\n1922 disasters. There had been friends among them, they told

\nme; and I came away feeling that not Pandora,but some

\nIdeology probably first opened the box of troubles;and that

\nGhazi Pasha and the little placeslikeit aredoingtheir best in a

\nblind way to heal the wound.\n

The rain poured down next day. Mustapha closedthejeep
\nas well as he could, and I had no heartto

photograph
a

practic\302\254

\nally invisible landscape, or to hunt for Laertes where the\n
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biographer came from, or for Syedra,where
Pompey paused

\nin his flight. The Taurus, that riseshere to over five thousand

\nfeet, was still hidden; the road, no longersteep
over headlands,

\nwas dull; and it took us two and a halfinsteadofoneand a half

\nhours to reach Alanya becausethe
jeep\342\200\231s

whole footboard, with

\nits brake, jerked up at intervals towards the driver.
Mustapha

\nfinally took a screw from somewhere elseandscrewedit down,

\nwith unimpaired good temper; in spite of all the
things

that

\nhappen to their cars I have neverhearda driver in Asia use an

\nimpatient
word to a machine. Watching while the rain

\nsplashed
him with a halo, I wondered, for the thousandth

\ntime, whether it is better to be resourceful, or to do
away

with

\nthe necessity for resource and replace a screwin time. This
\ngreat question may involve the future of our species;but
\nluckily

I need not decide it, and darkness and our arrival in

\nAlanya put an end to meditation in a clean,tidy
and newly-

\nbuilt hotel.\n

The adventurous part of this trip was over, since
Alanya

is

\nwithin the present tourist orbit of Turkey, and visited by most

\ntravellers who reach the south. A
good road runs to it, almost

\nlevel from the smooth Pamphylian bay. It was sometimes
\nheld to be the boundary between Pamphylia and Cilicia,andin
\nits time, even more than Seleuceia, it was a centrefor

pirates,

\nthe last to defy Pompey. At a later date Diodatus
Tryphon

\nheld out here against Antiochus VII, the Seleucidking. But
\nthe great period of Alanya was that of the Karamanlis,when

\nten Turcoman Emirs divided the Seljuk lands. It was then, in

\na.d. 1333, that Ibn Batuta landed, and found that Candelore,

\nas it was called, was the chief port of the coast
together with

\nAntalya and Lajazzo, Ayas, busy with the exportof timber to

\nEgypt. It was from Candelore and from
Antalya

that Syrian

\nand Egyptian merchants would cross Asia Minor by the inland

\nways from which Christians were excluded, and evenin 1403,
\nwhen the decline was beginning, Marshal Boucicaut saw the\n
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Alanya\n

place filled with goods and trading with
Cyprus,

which helped

\nit against the Ottomans till the final defeat in 1471.Under the

\nnew dynasty, Candelore and Satalia (Antalya) became the
\nmain

ports for the slave trade. Hundreds were packed in
\nCireek

ships
from Gallipoli or Adrianople, or were carried

by

\nthe Italians from the Black Sea direct. About two thousand

\nwere sent to Cairo in the year, taxedin transit by the Genoese

\nat Haifa, who sometimes exempted Christian slaves.7\n

This is the sad facet of history: but the
happy

side of Alanya

\nbelongs to the beauty of Alaeddin\342\200\231s city, which gives it its

\nstamp
and outlives all the other

ages\342\200\224ancient, Ottoman, or

\nCrusading\342\200\224that
encrust the fortified pyramid on its hill.

\nBeyond
all military architectures, the early Greek and the

\nSeljuk
seem to me to express the delight of their building.

\nFunctional as they are\342\200\224for they allow no unessential to mislead

\nthem\342\200\224they
refuse to be limited to economic terms:

they
reach

\ntheir perfection regardless of expense or. effort, and a sort of

\nradiance inevitably follows, as if the axle of immortalityran
\nthrough

them. An absence of triviality, a depth and fearless\302\254

\nness triumphant over fashion is reached by all such works\342\200\224

\nthe Greek wall, the Seljuk tower, the wing of the jet fighter,

\nand all the inventions that grasp fife so neatly and
joyfully

that

\ndeath ceases to matter in the count.\n

This is excellence for its own sake, which our economic
\nstates degrade

in favour of minor equalities. Surrounded
by

\nsecond-rate comforts, we watch our art and words,our loves

\nthemselves\342\200\224deteriorate and our joy depart. But in all
paths

\nthat seem permanent, we find this delight as a signpost,and
\nwhat pain goes with it is accepted. \342\200\230Forthus my goddess
\nMother telleth me, Thetis the silver-footed,that twain fates

\nare bearing me to the issue of death.\342\200\2318 In spite of all, the echo
\nnever dies, and even its eccentric expressions are engaging.
\nYoung good-looking

Mr. Cockerell, who had been stayingwith
\nCanning

at the Embassy in Pera, got off his ship at Troy to run\n
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naked three times round the tumulus of Achilles, remembering

\nAlexander, and proving that the main
thoroughfare persists.\n

The arsenal that houses Alaeddin\342\200\231s galleys, and the walls that

\nembrace Alanya with battlementsand gates,all possess this

\nquality of the Seljuks, whose enjoyment happened to be
\ncentred on the art of war.\n

The tower built by an Arab of Aleppoin a.d. 1265has been

\nrepaired and this makes it look slightly like a gasometerat

\npresent, but will be helpful for future generations; and nothing
\ncan take away the geometric ingenuity of its pattern, different

\non every one of its five storeys, with windows narrowed

\ntowards the outside for the safety of the bowmen,and arches

\nthat break from the central pillar likeleavesfroma stalk. The

\nharbour below is quiet; the fishermen\342\200\231s nets hang on the quay,
\nand eaves and overhanging windows of old houses surround
\nthem; and one weekly steamer needles in and out along the
\nsouthern capes.\n

It is quiet enough while the modem streetsare
approaching

\nand \342\200\230next
year\342\200\231

I was told, \342\200\230allthe markets will be new\342\200\231. I

\nhad the usual difficulty in photographing theshopwhere
every\302\254

\nthing hangs on nails along the doorposts, while Ghalib Bey,

\nwho directs the touristry of Alanya, tried to stop me with

\npromises of cement next year. Every Turk, hekepton
saying,

\nloves strangers and is brave. True as I have found this, it

\ngave
me a feeling of unreality to hear it so often repeated; and

\nit must, I felt, be bad for people to think virtue so geographical;
\nbut it was no use explaining. I deflected Ghalib to the five-
\nhundred-feet climb of the ramparts, about which a middle-aged
\nguide anywhere else would have made a fuss. But Ghalib has

\nkept his reserves of toughness, and with a plump friend, a
\nmerchant of oranges from Istanbul, who joined our

party,
we

\nturned under a pointed gateway to the old-fashioned
part

of

\nthe town.\n

The galley slips that Alaeddin built to
carry

on the
pirate\n
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tradition are on the beachhere,still seen in use by Colonel

\nLeake in 1800 when \342\200\230vesselsthey call girlangich (or swallow),
\nwith three masts and a bowsprit and triangular sails\342\200\231,were

\nbeing built. Nothing is left now excepta few fishing-boats

\nwith nets and gourds in five long spaces, under vaulted arches
\nthat end with a moulding on the naked walls. The sea laps

\ntheir twilight, and they keep their fine and gallantair. We

\nclimbed from them by a wall overrun with gardens,through

\nthe steep half-desolate houses of the town whichthe Greeksin
\n1922 abandoned, to the eastern rampart that zigzagson the lip

\nof a precipice and falls out of sight into the sea. As we toiled

\nup
the steps in a narrow sort of

safety,
Ghalib continued to

\npaint
the future of Alanya, tinted by Monte Carloand Miami,

\nplaces
to which he is sent to see how

things
are done. He

\nbrings
back ideas of hotels and promenades to replace the

\nhouses by the harbour: small hotels, I begged, and trained
\nyoung

men to run them, not one giant Palaswith six amateurs

\nlounging at the bottom of the stairs. Ghalib
scarcely heard,

\nbut turned with his saga to the orange-merchant, who was glad

\nof any excuse to sit on a stoneand perspire; till Ghalib spurred
\nhim for another hundred steps or so by saying

that \342\200\234allthe

\ntourists come this
way\342\200\235.\n

The cross-wall of the citadel almost immediately contradicted
\nhim, intersecting us without any sign of steps or ladderto get
\ndown by, and we looked with anxiety at the slightly but not
\nsufficiently

uneven meeting of the Seljuk walls. If at all
\npossible,

and however difficult, I meant to climb them; and,
\nagain

to my surprise, the Istanbul merchant showed no reluct\302\254

\nance: we slid, and soon found a hole
by

which to enter the

\ncompound of the citadelitself.\n

In this inner space were houses in gardens,a poor, pleasant

\nsuburb round a small Seljuk mosque; and beyond, through

\nmore walls, the fortress enclosure, with fallen vaults of store\302\254

\nrooms, a brick-cistern into which the few women about here\n
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still dip their buckets, and a charmingByzantine chapel with

\nfaded external niches round the drum.\n

Here too beyond the walls on the sea-cliffis the lighthouse,
\nwhitewashed and very clean; and, six hundred feetor so

straight

\ndown, a medieval chapel on a thin ridge near the water\342\200\231s

\nedge. Across the bay, Feis Dagh is ridged against
the eastern

\nTaurus; in the west the coast flattens to the far Chelidonian

\nheadlands; and close below, the little harbour with a new-

\nbuilt
pier

is neat as a toy. We walked down in the even\302\254

\ning light and I felt that months, or even a year, might easily

\npass
in Alanya. On either side of the promontory are long

\nand sandy beaches; there are comfortable houses full of odd

\ngable windows deep in the orange-scentedgardensof the plain.

\nThe new town with white houses flattens out into suburbs

\nunder a fine grey pencil minaret, newly built; and the old
city

\nitself, half-empty, too steep for traffic, with cobbledstreets
\nthat dive beneath the houses, is quieter than country, as if
\nturned back in memory to all the footsteps whoseechoeshave

\ndied away. The
promontory\342\200\231s

shadow lay across the sea, and
\nwe walked down by the Osmanli mosque which two menwere

\nrepairing; by the turbe or tomb of SultanBey,whose
hospital

\nis there too, built eighty years or so after the Seljuksand
shape\302\254

\nlessly ruined; through the city gate of the moreancient Cora\302\254

\ncesium with its straight classic lintel; and the lower,beautiful

\ncarved Gothic of the Seljuk, where the defencesweremost
\naccessible and strong.\n

When I made my way for supper the lokanta was already

\ncrowded and, having looked vainly for an empty table,I sat

\ndown beside a young engineer from Istanbul. I had not
yet

\nseen a woman sitting in public since I left Mersin,and finally

\nasked him, in the course of conversation,how Turkishladies
\neat when they travel. \342\200\234Amarried woman does not travel,\342\200\235

\nhe said, in some
surprise.\n

This, I since discovered, is old-fashioned; but the womenin\n
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these remoter districts do usually have their mealsbroughtup
to

\nthem, cold but in comfort, to their rooms.\n

Next morning, the jeep promised for
Antalya

had left to

\nwork in the forest, but the Forestry Department produceda
\nkind assistant director, who was going my way. The

day
was

\ncloudy and dark, the road\342\200\231smountain beauty hidden, and there'

\nwas no very obvious interest along the level coastexceptfor a

\nSeljuk tithe-barn or store-house, alone at Sharapsain a field.
\nA severe undivided rectangle, battlemented, with eleven
\nbuttresses each side and arrow-slits between them, and one fine

\ndoor, it was as military in its
way

as the arsenal of Alanya. It
\nis now a stable, its long barrel-vaulted interior divided by

\narches that do not reach the ground,and it is on the north of the
\nroad, in sight, near the ancient Ptolomeis.\n

Small citieswere
strung

out on this coast, and their ruins
\nare among the scrub, with the stucco washed

away
that made

\nthem pleasant, and litde left but a rubble of
decay.

Like a

\nconstant series of unnecessary remarks, they spoil the landscape,
\nand I felt that in any case the Forestry directormightnot wish

\nto stop too often on his way. But whenwe reached
Manavgat,

\nand paused for a glass of tea undertheplanetrees
by

the river, I

\npersuaded him to take me to Side,which is only five miles off

\nthe road. There we found the Grecian world
again\342\200\224a

land

\nspread gendy. From the portals of Taurus, the richsmooth
\nstreams came pouring; and aqueducts arched across miles of
\ntillage,

and some forgotten column might be found there,
\nlying anywhere at random in the com.\n

The arcades of the theatre rose from their solitudeof thorns

\nand brambles; the lost columned streets and houses,the fountain

\nwall that spouted through three openings under marble
gar\302\254

\nlands, the trophies, pediments, and walls, the court already,
\nin the 3rd or 4th century a.d.,9 encircled with domeslike a

\nmosque,
the Byzantine doors and cloisters whose statues have

\nfallen from their niches, the basesof marble
temples

that stood\n
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against the sea: all is there in fragments,but easy, under the

\nsuperficial ground or in thefamiliarair. White foam breaks on

\nthe mole that in dark and broken fragments holds the
city

\nharbour, a silted shoal; and on the small museumterrace

\nthe statues, all in pieces, look out overwinglikeempty curves of

\nsand.\n

The middle age is
forgotten\342\200\224the

Crusaders crossing the

\nmountains Tike quadrupeds with hands and feet\342\200\231,10carried sick

\nin Utters or on the shields of their squiresover the precipices
\nof

Calycadnus; the Seljuks who sUpped their thin boats like
\nhunting panthers from the fine walls of Alanya and flew their
\nflags

at Anamur. But Side, whose language was so mixed
\nthat no one understood it, who became notorious for her
\ndealings

with pirates and sold their prisoners for them
by pubUc

\ncrying in her streets\342\200\224she in her time acquired the Greek secret,
\nand even her ruins are alive. Mehmet Bey, the assistant

\ndirector, felt it as I did, and walkedabout overwhelmedand

\necstatic, unable to put his feeling into words. We forgot that

\nhe was Turkish and I English; that we could neitherof us

\nexpress any of the things we really felt in eachother\342\200\231slanguage;

\nwe were held by what in its
day

had held the known world
\nbefore us from Scotland to India and the peopleof Sidethem\302\254

\nselves, whatever their ahen sources\342\200\224a civilization which in spite
\nof cruelties and errors can never be superseded, sinceeven the

\nmerest trifles it has left us, the
siting

of its buildings, the stray
\nstones of its walls, the fragments of its marbles,holdthat

strong

\nthread of immortality we are in dangerof
forgetting,

our only

\nhome and native country in this world.\n
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PAMPHYLIA\n

Leaving Phaselis, Alexander sent part of his force through

\nthe mountain passes towards Perge.\n

ARRIAN I, 26, I.\n

In a land most rich, under a sky most kindly, among natives

\nmild in disposition, all that fierceness with which they came

\nhas grown gentle.\n
livy XXXVIII, 17, 17.\n



AQUEDUCT OF ASPENDUS\n



THEATRE OF ASPENDUS\n



5\n

THE PAMPHYLIAN PLAIN\n

Alexander left a guard at Side and went on to Syllium, a fortified place with a

\ngarrison of mercenaries and alsoof the natives of those parts. But he could not
\ntake it in his stride, and, besides ... the Aspendians. .. had shut their gates
\nupon his envoys, and were repairing weak places in their walls. Learning this,
\nAlexander marched towards Aspendus.\n

ARRIAN I, 26, 5.\n

THE

LATEST OF THE PAMPHYLIAN CITIES WAS FIRST CALLED

\nAttaleia from Attalus of Pergamum its founder, and then
\nSatalya

in the Middle Ages; and it seems not to have
\nexisted in the days of Alexander, though it became the chief
\nport

of the country very quickly and eventually took overthe

\nAspendus
trade in salt, oil, wool and com. All through the

\nMiddle Ages, till the end of the Crusades,it was famous for its

\nharbour, described by Ibn Batuta and Yakut before him, who

\ncalls it the chief port of Rum, where the Crusadersembarked

\nfor Palestine. When Ibn Batuta landed in the 14th century,

\nthe Seljuk Kilij Arslan had built a palaceon the cliffs, and every

\ntrade had its own street and market; and the Christian quarter
\nclimbed steeply round the port, shut in by a wall whose gates
\nwere closed at night and during Friday prayers. The Turco\302\254

\nman princes, pressed by the Osmanlis, needed Egyptian support\n
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as they did at Alanya, and they loaded their
ships

for Cairo

\nwith slaves, Turkish and Christian, and timber and
pitch, until

\nPeter I of Cyprus held
Antalya

for twelve years from a.d. 1361,
\nand the inland trade stopped for a time. Tamerlanecaptured
\nit for twenty-five years, and in the 15th century Adalia, or

\nSatalya, lost its western commerce, though wax, honey
and

\nsaffron, gum tragacanth for which Pisidiawas famous, sesame,
\nVallonia acoms, silk, fine wool, red leather, carpets and slaves

\ncontinued to be sent to Muslim ports likeAlexandria and Dami-

\netta. The Christians worked in the
city\342\200\231sshipyards, building

\nlarge galleys or slimmer craft for the pirates, whilefromCairo
\nbroadcloths were imported from the west. Even in 1800,
\nAntalya

was considered one of the best governments in Ana\302\254

\ntolia ; Beaufort saw it with ditch, doublewalland
square towers;

\nwith Hadrian\342\200\231s splendid gate, that still exists, walled up with
\nfourteen columns; and the port enclosed by piers whosetowers
\nhave gone. A third of its eight thousand inhabitants were
\nGreeks who spoke only Turkish, and its prosperity at this time

\nwas due to the demand of the BritishLevantine garrisons for

\nwheat during the Napoleonic wars.1\n

But when Alexander descended from Lycia and broke into
\nthe

Pamphylian plain, the only community established on this
\nshore was that of Olbia, in the western corner. His

army

\ncrossed the mountain while he, with a smallcompany,followed
\nthe edge of the sea; and both must have met and rested for a

\nnight
at least in the territory of this priest-state,of which

\nnothing is left, unless possibly a few holesin a low rock-face

\nmay mark it, where the Arabis Su trickles
unobtrusively to sea.

\nThe lonely coast is haunted with lostnameswest of Antalya:

\nThebe and Lymessos are there\342\200\224the tribes of Briseis and of
\nAndromache far from her Mysian home, whose father was

\n\342\200\230King
of the men of Kilikia\342\200\231. Perhaps they rebuilt their cities

\nafter vague wandering to the south. Homeric echoesremained,
\nand the Arcadian Greek was spoken; and

Atreus-Atarissyas\n
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was recorded, and Phaselis,which
gave

its name to the little
\nboat ennobled by Catullus, treasured Achilles\342\200\231

spear.2\n

All this is now an almost uninhabitedmountain comer,

\nfrowned on by the ridges of Termessusand crossed by its

\ntorrents. The Macedonians marched along it, by
the lowest

\nof the limestone shelves that gently terrace Pamphylia towards
\nthe hills, where old presses for oil lie aboutin numbersof

places

\nnow uncultivated and idle. Here and there acrossthe
stony

\nlevels, at the back of La\342\200\231arafor instance, one may find channels
\ncut in rock five or six metres deep and five or six feet broad,

\nbridged by roughly-shaped boulders, where the laborious water
\nruns tunnelled for many miles.\n

The rivers that provide these waters are mostly wasted,for
\nthey

cut too deep for irrigation and only the goats climb
\ndown by zigzag millennial stone-cut crannies, and drink
\nwhere the shadows wreathe themselves in with the stream.
\nUseful or no, every water of Pamphylia is beautiful,whether it

\nbe the Termessus torrent that dries round its islandsin summer;
\nor

Kirk-goz at the foot of the passes,spillinglakes
among

water-

\nlilies for coot and heron; or Diiden,the ancientCatarrhactes,
\nthat

spouts out of two holes in the floorof the plain, and widens

\nunder its long crooked bridge in marshy mirrors, and throws
\nitself east of Antalya over honeycomb cliffs into the sea.
\nThere is Cestrus, the White River of Perge; and Eurymedon
\nunder the acropolis of Aspendus, that carried fleets and battles
\nand reflects bridges built by Seljuk, Byzantine and Roman,
\nbroken or entire, and carries timber from forests of the ridges
\nof Selge; and Melas, the modem Manavgat, the mostmajestic
\nof all, that from its scarcely travelled gorges pours a smooth
\ngreen flood into the sun.\n

These all flow parallel; and the ancient citiesdrew them off

\nand banked their waters between stone or marble
parapets,

at

\nany rate in later days. One canseetheir work in Perge and in

\nLagon,
an obscure small place on the way to Termessus,where\n
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water-courses built up to run along the tops of walls are being

\ncleared, rather destructively, by the peasants,and the old canal

\ndecorated with altars runs straight through
a ploughed

\nfield.\n

Lower down on the same line is a Roman bridgehumped

\nover a canal. But mosdy, as the ancientworldlostitselfin
\nthe Arab wars, the water-channels dwindled, and cultivation

\ndied, and smaller reservoirs were built for local use\342\200\224the domed

\nbuildings so common in Caria, or walled-inunderground steps

\nthat lead to a spring. The water pattern shrank into dots

\ninstead of lines; and so did the life of the countryside, with

\nhamlets disappearing, until the Seljuk victory of Manzikert
\nbrought

the nomads\342\200\224the chief and only real change in the
\nlife of Anatolia.3 They roamed over what had been fields,
\nand the olive went wild and the pine took holdof the stony

\nterraces, where one stumbles on the walls and tombsof
places

\nunrecorded, uninhabited and forgotten. Their markets make
\nuseful

patches, big enough for the shrunken harvestsof
today.\n

One such is reached through gate-posts hewn in the natural

\nrock-wall, above Orenkoy and the ridge where the Diiden
\nriver

springs out of the ground. Pisidian probably, then
\nRoman-Greek with a square tower and later tombs, then
\ndeclining

with untidy building, it looks over the plain and its

\ncities\342\200\224Antalya, Perge, Aspendus, Sillyon and Side\342\200\224and north

\nto wooded landscapes open and to all appearances empty,
\nwhere\342\200\224a

villager told me\342\200\224\342\200\234ruinedplaces are thick under the
\ntrees\342\200\235. The stony track was a market road, or

\342\200\230pazarlik\342\200\231
in

\nthe time of his father\342\200\231sfather; and the water came in conduits
\nfrom the pass.\n

A good road now reaches
Antalya,

and lorries bring pros\302\254

\nperity and cultivation, with a trade in early vegetablesfor
\nAnkara. The countryside has probably returned more or less
\nto what it was in the matter of tillage,for at no time can

\ncultivation have covered the rocky soil of the plain entirely.\n
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Aspendus was known for the breedingofhorses,and Alexander

\nrequisitioned the stock held there for the Persianking; and

\nthis alone shows that wild patches for grazing existed,even

\nwhen the olive groves were at their richestin the land.\n

There is no notice of little harbours like La\342\200\231ara,whose mole

\nand Roman ruins stand at the cliffs\342\200\231end where the smooth

\nshore
begins that runs to the Cihcian border.\n

Alexander did not go so far, but madeforPerge,which was

\nIricndly. Having negotiated a tribute with Aspendus, and

\nhaving occupied the important harbour of Side with a garrison
\nwliich remained there, he turned from the rough Ciliciaand

\ninarched north-west under the walls of
Sillyon.\n

These Pamphylian citadels are all in sight of oneanother on

\nseparate and isolated hills.\n

Near the present Murtana, the Alexandrian Perge has been
\ndestroyed

on its flat acropolis. The temple of Artemis\342\200\224a

\ndark pillared church in the late Middle
Ages\342\200\224is

used as a

\nstable today. It was already desecrated when Cicero des\302\254

\ncribed Diana
\342\200\230stripped

and
plundered\342\200\231 by Verres, and the gold

\nfrom the statue itself
\342\200\230pulled

off and taken\342\200\231.4 Like many of

\nthe coastal places, Perge descended when the seas grew safe
\nunder Rome, and built its walls and towers in the plain; a

\ncircular gate with marble seats and statues, a water-channel
\nridged

to make the curving waves shine, a theatre, astadium
slop\302\254

\ning on vaulted
apses\342\200\224they

remain among suburbs lost in
crops.\n

This was the metropolis of Pamphylia in which St. Paul

\npreached on his way to Antalya :5but it has nothing to do with

\nAlexander. Even the river, once navigable under the acropolis
\nseven miles from the sea, has shifted to the east,and left a dry
\nand shallow western valley. Nothing but a few scrapsof wall

\nand many stone sarcophagi crowded shoulder to shoulder
\nbelow the slope remind one of the

pilgrims\342\200\231 way to our Lady of

\nPerge,
and its yearly festival and widespread worship.\n

Aspendus (Balkiz) is also out of the
way

of pirates some

\n(Si\n
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seven miles up the once navigable Eurymedon; not that this

\nkept it safe, for Cimon won his naval battle beneathits walls

\nin 467 b.c., and Thrasybulus was killed and his shipsand
unruly

\nsoldiers chased away in 390. Tissaphemes in 411B.c.stationed

\nhis fleet here, and the Rhodians two-and-a-quarter centuries
\nlater, when they defeated Hannibal, put into the river with

\nthirty-two quadriremes and four triremes.6 Here too, as in
\nPerge,

the long-collected riches were looted by the Romans.
\n\342\200\230Youare aware, gentlemen,\342\200\231

said Cicero, in his exposure of the
\nmiseries of Asia, \342\200\230thatAspendus is an old and famous town in
\nPamphylia,

full of fine statuary. I shall not allegethat from

\nthis town this or that particular statue was removed.
My

\ncharge is that Verres did not leave one single statue behind;

\nthat from temples and public places alike,with the whole of

\nAspendus looking on, they were all openlyloadedon
wagons

\nand carted away. Yes, even the famous Harpistof
Aspendus,

\nabout whom you have often heard the
saying

that is proverbial

\namong the Greeks . . . that \342\200\234hemade his music inside\342\200\235\342\200\224him

\ntoo he carried off.\342\200\2317\n

The Empire made up for these outrages with a longera of

\npeace, and the theatre of Aspendus was dedicatedto Marcus

\nAurelius and Verus. It is the most perfect of its
age

that

\nremains, and stands with scarcely anything structuralmissing,
\nbuilt for seven thousand five hundred spectators, with the latest
\ndevices of its age still there, such as a rackedsounding-boardto
\nimprove

the acoustics. The looted statues of the town were
\nreplaced by many new ones, in tiers of nicheson the stage,and

\nthe barbarous Roman shows came to be shownhere,as well

\nas traditional plays. Traces of its use have now been found in

\nSeljuk days.\n

Behind it the acropolis is a flat-toppedoval like all these

\nhills\342\200\224outposts, in the plain, of the main body of Taurus,whose
\nsummits above their shadows, are endlessly restless, like a line
\nof pikes and scimitars on the northern horizon. An

aque-\n
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duct comes down to the plainfromthat sharp-pointed
Renais\302\254

\nsance background, reaches the maximum height of its stone-
\ncut channel on two rows of arches one above the other,and

\ncurves towards the acropolis in vast and ruined piers. On
\nthe height itself, the nymphaeum, basilica, and markets show
\nthe structure of Imperial Rome. Aspendus, the oldest of the
\ninland cities with a name on its coins, was barbarianin the 5th

\ncentury B.c. though it claimed descent from Argos;but there

\nis
nothing left in sight now to remind one of

things
earlier

\nthan the Caesars.\n

Between the town and the river, whereAlexander camped

\nwithin the outer wall among the littlehouses,the theatrestands

\non flat ground, like a box from which the lid has been lifted.

\nProud, limited, and magnificent, there is a prisonairabout it\342\200\224

\na difference as of death and life that one feels between the

\nRoman and the Greek. No landscape stretches here beyond
\na low and unobtrusive stage, for the easycomingand going

of

\nthe gods. Human experience, that moved with freedom and

\nmystery,
is here walled-in with balconies and columns; its

\npure transparency, the far horizon window, is lost.\n

In the Greek theatre, with its simple three-dooredstage
\nand chorus undertone of sorrow, the drama of life could
\npenetrate,

without any barrier between them, the surrounding
\nvastness of the dark. I have listened to the

Hippolytus
of

\nEuripides in Epidaurus where the words of Artemis and

\nAphrodite with the mountain pines and the sunset behind them,

\nbecome a limpid fear\342\200\224a
play no longer, but nature and all

\nthat ever has been, anguish and waste of
days, speaking

to men.\n

This fluid universe stepped out of the world of Homer, and

\nenabled him to use the word sacredeasily and
rightly,

for the

\nusual task of the sentinel or the commonrevolution of the day.
\nThere is no difference, no closingaway

from nature, when

\nHector\342\200\231sface appears Tike sudden
night\342\200\231,

or Agamemnon

\ngroans from the deep of his heart like \342\200\230themaker of rain, or
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hail, or snow sprinkled on the ploughed lands,or the fashioning

\nof the wide mouth of bitter war\342\200\231. That magnamimous use of

\nthe simile is no mere literary device, but an awareness of under\302\254

\nlying harmony, a disregard of unreal essentially unexisting
\nbarriers between one thing and another, a freedom of move\302\254

\nment between nature and man.\n

The echo of it was strong in Alexander,who kept
his Iliad in

\nthe jewelled casket of Darius and thought of Achillesas himself.

\nA
great part of his disregard of death must have been cherished

\nby
the reading of Homer. \342\200\230Itis a lovely thing to live with

\ncourage,
and to die, leaving behind an everlasting renown\342\200\231 . . .

\n\342\200\230forif I abide here and besiege the
Trojans\342\200\231 city, my returning

\nhome is taken from me, but
my

fame shall be imperishable;
\nbut if I go home to my dear native land, my

life shall endure

\n.. .\342\200\231It is the same voice separated merely by
time and person,

\nnor is it ever said that Alexander, even in his last illness,met
\ndeath with reluctance: his choice, like that of Achilles,was

\nmade, and Hephaestion, his Patroclus, was dead.
Many

other

\nthings one can trace in part to Homer\342\200\224as the feeling for the

\nnobility
of kingship: \342\200\230seeing

that no common honour per-
\ntaineth to a sceptred king to whom Zeus apportionethglory,\342\200\231

\n\342\200\230for
proud is the soul of heaven-fostered kings, because-their

\nhonour is of Zeus.\342\200\231 And it does not seem impossible, when
\nAlexander

leaped over the wall of Mallus alone among his

\nenemies, that the thought came into his mind of
Sarpendon

\nof Lycia, dragging away the batdement of the Achaians

\nand calling, where he stood alone on the wall, to his men to

\nfollow.8\n

Leaving the theatre of Aspendus and the Roman ageto all
\nits

implications, we can imagine the flat land by the riverfilled,
\nwhen Alexander came there, with gardens and small houses
\nsurrounded by a feeble wall; and die acropolis appearing\342\200\224

\nfrom Arrian\342\200\231s
description\342\200\224higher and fiercer than it is, because

\nof the grandeur, perhaps, of the hills behind it\342\200\224for it is cer-\n
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Alexander and the Iliad\n

tainly not very tall now and scarcely overlooksthe theatre\342\200\231s

\nheight.\n

Alexander had no taste for uselesssieges. Hehad taken over

\nthe Persian naval power down the coast, and his businessthere
\nwas ended: his next necessity was to open up a

way
to his

\nbase in Phrygia. The Aspendians, therefore, were able to get
\nterms not very much harder than before, though\342\200\224chiefly

\ninterested in their feuds with Perge, and reasonably freeunder
\nPersia\342\200\224they

had already closed their gates and gathered their
\nstuff from the fields when Alexander and his

army appeared.

\nWhat they can have found left out at the endofwinter I cannot

\nimagine. The Macedonians then returned to Perge,and left

\nSillyon which they had passed on their marchto
Aspendus,

\nalone of the Pamphylian cities free and untouchedon its hill.
\nTo visit it, a turn-off leads from the coastroad,by

the village of

\nAbdurrahmanlar about twenty kilometres eastof
Antalya.\n

I drove there when the flocks were out and the asphodel in

\nflower, and the Abdurrahmanlar elders gave me as a guide a

\nyoung
man who happened to be in charge of the D.D.T.-ing

\nof five neighbouring parishes against malaria. We drove as
\nfar as we could, and then walked for half an hour and, passing

\nthrough a later and lower city, climbed
by

a buttressed slanting
\ntrack under a tower, through the place of a vanished gateway,
\nto the flat acropolis.\n

The later inhabitants intersected it with a wall, and lived as

\nwell as they could in the southern portion, cluttering up their

\nancient monuments and lovely doorways in a rubble of small
\nByzantine stones; and the northern city now lay as if drowned
\nin bushes, with column and arch, patterns of streetsand stone-

\ncut runnels of water scarcely visible under the criss-crosssha\302\254

\ndows of twigs the goats were nibbling, their delicateround

\nmuzzles fastidiously inserted among the thorns.\n

A goatherd in a black woollen cap, with moccasinscross-
\ngartered

like Malvolio, sat spinning in the sun. The village
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men all do this, and walk about with hanks of blackor white

\nwool wound on the left forearm, which
they pull

at and twist

\nwhile they talk, and spin enough thread, the goatherd said
\n(but

I did not believe him) to make a tent in a
fortnight.

\nSometimes they knit, with a hook at the end of oneof their

\nfour needles, and turn out the white patternedstockingsthat

\nlook so well. Down below, in the Roman
city,

the
goatherd\342\200\231s

\nwife was visible, in front of a thatched hut patchedwith petrol

\ntins, with four children about her; she too was outside in the

\nspring sunshine, cleaning tinned yaourt pails that shone like

\nsilver from far away. The goatherdlookedat us in a friendly
\nmanner with his green eyes, left his

fifty goats browsing, and

\nled us to the torso of a Roman soldiercarvedin marble,and

\nover the city, which was his since no otherhuman being was

\nleft to share it.\n

Palaces, and a public building with arched Byzantine win\302\254

\ndows still stand in the southern town and remindone that

\nSillyon was a bishopric when Perge and
Aspendus

had long

\nbeen deserted. Its steep defensiblesidesno doubt madeit the

\nmetropolis of Pamphylia. The fine early stone and straight
\nlintels

patterned with spirals are let in among rough medieval
\nwalls, and an early fa\303\247ade with six straight doors is on the
\nsouth-west side, with an underground store-house, not far

\nbelow, where the goatherd and his friends had found some

\nblackened seeds of com. To the south, a theatreis
dug

in

\nabove the precipice. Earthquakes have split it, but the rows of

\nits seats are in order, and overlook cornfields betweenridges
\nof

asphodel
and grassland, and the Roman town, and the sea

\nfive miles away.\n

From these places the Greek mercenariesand native soldiers

\nand the people whose language was still barbarianfor all the

\ncity\342\200\231sHellenizing ways, watched the Macedonian army as it
\nmarched between them and the sea and disappeared in the
\ndirection of Side, and as it returned under their high walls and\n
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stored harvests, and marched away again towards
Aspendus

\nand the west\342\200\224fifteen thousand men or so, enough to raise a
\ndust

among the olives and the stubble. Little elseis known

\nof the city, except this glance of Alexander\342\200\231s as he passes. The\n

streets and palaces and houses of all its different ages He voiceless

\nand contented in the sun.\n

When we reached my taxi, we sat on the grass among
\nasphodel

stalks taller than ourselves, and lunched in a cool
\nbreeze that blows in the afternoon in summer. Mindful of the
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egg, at Anamur, that had to be divided amongfive, I now

\nbrought better provisions for stray encounters,and the guide

\nand goatherd shared the meal, which was all the returnI could
\noffer for their kindness. Even so, they began to eat

only

\nwhen they felt sure I had finished, though I was able to press
\nsweets for the children into the

goatherd\342\200\231s
hand. \"When we

\nreturned there, the village of Abdurrahmanlar gave coffee,

\nand showed a coin of the helmeted Athena whichit wouldnot
\npart with; and I drove back to Antalya in the

evening
to my

\nhome in the Jumhuriyet Hotel.\n

I came to know the town well as the weekspassed.Fairly

\nearly in the morning, for the spring was already warm here
\nin the south, I would wander through the half-desertedstreets
\nof the old Christian quarter, superseded now by Muslimbuild\302\254

\ning. It also is decaying, but there arestillhousesunderbrown
\nroofs pleasantly tucked away behind high walls in gardens,
\nor opening on to narrow cobbled neglected streets with

bay

\nwindows overhanging, where the name of Allah or someTurk\302\254

\nish arabesque is painted on the peeling stucco, and wooden

\nlattices, leaning out in a pear-shapedcurve,let the women look

\nup
and down their street at ease.\n

There is a tarmac road to the harbour, overwhich an irre\302\254

\npressible Antalya waterfall gushes and splashes, making it
\nalmost

impossible
for horses; but it is pleasanter, if walking,

\nto take the steep way in the shade, underthe archofoneof the

\ngates that used to be closed at nightfall, to the
quays

whose

\ntranquillity is scarcely rippled by the American
Navy

or the

\nweekly steamer.\n

Or one can find, down
many steps, the beach where a

\nfighter
or two is building, among pots full of glue and smells

\nof tar and drying nets hung like the sails round the huts and

\nbleached ships at Troy. This place is shaded
by

tall plane trees

\nand high medieval walls with ancient foundations, which one
\nmeets here and there all over the town in unexpectedcomers,\n
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with a bath or tomb
\nbuilt into them, or

\nmerely supporting

\nsheds and gardens, in

\nstreets so quiet that

\nthe people
who live

\nthere can bring their

\nchairs in summer and

\nsit out undisturbed.

\nNear the eastern end
\nof this quarter is the

\ncathedral \342\200\224a five-

\naisled basilica of the
\n6th or 7th century

\nadapted from earlier
\nwork and touched up

\nagain
in the 12th cen\302\254

\ntury with paint and

\nstucco. Neglected

\nnow and forlorn, it still wears, like the reallace of a decayed

\ngentlewoman, some piece of fine carvedmarblehere and there.

\nMr. Daniell, who climbed up into the mountains and discov\302\254

\nered Selge and died of malaria, was buried here
by

the two

\nyoung naval officers, his companions, a hundred
years ago;

\nbut I was unable to discoverhis tomb.\n

The east of the town, beyond a round Venetiantower,ends

\nin
municipal gardens full of flowers, which the Turks love.

\nThey grow them along the water that runs in a channel in

\nthe pleasant forgotten fashion of Perge, down the middleof
\nthe street; and round the post office, and in factwhereverthey

\ncan. These things are all on the cliff-top,wherethe old city

\nalso extended, for the triple gate of Hadrian is thereamongthe

\nspidery, dusty cabs or droskys, whose horses\342\200\231heads droop into

\ntheir
nosebags through the day. The taxis have another more\n
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central station, and behave like all taxis anywhere,exceptat

\nfunerals, when they press on their klaxons and move slowly,

\nwith an unbroken noise, right through the town. But the
\ndroskys

wake up towards sunset, and move to and fro at an
\nambling pace for the people of Antalya who like to drive

\nfrom one end of the town to the other. I shall never hear the

\nclip-clop of hooves with that leisurely rhythm, without seeing
\nthe broad empty esplanade below my terrace window and the
\ncarriages

and horses beribboned for Bairam driving one behind
\nthe other, their owners gazing into space with the samefar\302\254

\naway expression with or without a fare. To getin,onehad to

\npull them out of their day-dream by
almost committing suicide

\nunder their wheels.\n

The most alluring of the
Antalya conveyances

were the

\nbuses, which also trotted to and fro along this thoroughfare,
\nif so frisky a word as trotting can beusedfor thoselongvehicles,

\nbrightly parti-coloured under a canvas roof. Fat on the
\nground and low, they rolled glibly on old motor-tyres,and
\ntheir horses also looked elongated like dachshunds, perhaps
\nbecause of the harness, which seemed to be reins and a collar

\nand very little else. Unlike the
droskys,

the buses kept an

\neye open
for passengers, and had regular halts, and

my
favou\302\254

\nrite\342\200\224which had \342\200\230Giil-Yolu\342\200\231or \342\200\230Roseof the Road\342\200\231writ\302\254

\nten on a yellow background\342\200\224used
to stop by the door of

\nthe hotel. What one can do with a bus I neverrealizeduntil,

\nstarting with my landlord\342\200\231s family
for a party to the coun\302\254

\ntry one day, his wife pointed out to the driver that we were

\ngoing farther than the rest of the passengers,and they all,

\nkindly and with the greatest politeness,gave up their seats and

\nwalked.\n

My life in Antalya was changed by my acquaintance with this

\nfamily. They lived on the far sideof the terraceon which we

\nall hung our washing or strolled in the
evening

to enjoy the

\nsunset and the view; and when we came to know eachother,\n
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the dreary masculine monopoly which saddens the Turkish
\nworld was at an end.\n

One could not imagine two more different sorts of life than

\nthose which the terrace divided. On my hotel side Avni

\nwrestled with problems, from bills to the tap that diedin one\342\200\231s

\nhand, or the sanitation which unfortunately communicated
\nwith the wash-basins. Naji, who had been a country police\302\254

\nman, helped him. Very knowledgeable about forest roads,
\nhe was off-hand at dusting; though I could

always
tell when he

\nhad been by the cigarette-ends on my floor. In betweenthese

\nactive spasms they relaxed, and some sad, drooping, taciturn

\nfriend was always ready to sit with them in silenceat the

\ndraughty end of the stairs. But Avni was proud of his

\nhotel, and of the bedrooms with two beds only and
running

\nwater, and he spent his spirit cheerfully in a wasteof ineffi\302\254

\nciency\342\200\224not
his but other

people\342\200\231s\342\200\224doing
the things that

\nevery
sensible country would let its women do

infinitely
better.\n

The opposite side of the terrace, ruled
by

Avni\342\200\231ssister

\nMuzaffer, was lapped in the easy Harim atmosphereof
peace

\n\342\200\224a
peace not quiet, but so secure that a surfaceruffle of constant

\nnoise and chaos is essentialto disguisethe absolute
stagnation

of

\nits pool. \342\200\230Women,\342\200\231says Plutarch, \342\200\230ifyou take from them

\ngold-embroidered shoes, bracelets,anklets,purple,and pearls,

\nstay indoors.\342\200\2319
Deploring it in a rhetorical way, but queen

\nof her secluded world, Muzaffer ran it with the additional
\nsecurity

of her beauty. It was she who emptiedthewholebus

\nof its passengers with a turn of her voice. With a turreted

\ncrown on her head, she could have been one of those Tyches
\nof the cities whom the later Greeks of the

Aegean adored; her

\nmatronly stately plumpness and freshcomplexion,herdark hair

\ncurling like hyacinth petals closely, the curve of nose and

\nmouth, and white small teeth under soft bps that knew how to

\nremain
just rightly open in

repose\342\200\224all
these assets Muzaffer

\nknew and used discreetly, sitting with a little cup of coffee
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among those bullet-hard cushions of the Levant, receivingmale
\nrelatives or female friends. What happened outside sheneither
\nknew nor cared for, since Muharrem her husband, who spent
\nmost of his leisure in his office, could obviously neverbe more

\nhappy and contented in his so-called working hours than in

\nthe more cheerful idleness of home.\n

But the two girls no longer belonged to this easy world, and

\nwere straining with all their generation against bars strong
\nenough,

in Antalya at any rate, to let the policestop the

\nyoungest on her bicycle, at the age of twelve, because such a

\nsight
was a disturbance in the street.\n

They were charming girls, full of cheerfulness and spirit.
\nThe elder was finishing her education in the north and taking

\nan interest in fashions, while the younger, Seftab,advancing

\nwith graceful clumsiness through the borderlands of childhood,
\nwas still

able\342\200\224apart
from bicycling\342\200\224to move in freedom.

\nShe could play with her cousin, whom no doubt she might
\nhave been marrying later on if the old

ways
had not ended

\nand
progress were not lapping into the houses of

Antalya year

\nby year. On my latest visit, a man and a woman were strolling
\narm-in-arm on the esplanadein front of the hotel; the officers

\nbrought
their wives to eat at the lokanta, and the younger ones

\ncame in bareheaded. All this was new. But Muzaffer kept

\nto the older rules; and though she took her husband\342\200\231s arm in

\nthe discreet darkness of evening, she would first make herself

\nrespectable with a pair of tiredstockings,and the ugly universal

\ncoat, and a kerchief knotted beneath the chin, until her regal
\npresence

achieved that defeated female air which makes the
\nprovincial city crowd of Turkey as depressing as a combustion
\nengine

with the spark removed.\n
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MOUNT CLIMAX\n

The Thracians had made him a road, the round journey being difficult and long.\n

He himself led his immediate followers along the coast,a route practicable only
\nwith a north wind blowing; south winds make the passage along the shore

\nimpossible.\n

ARRIAN I, 26, I.\n

IN

EARLY SPRING THE BAY OF ANTALYA LIES UNDER A MIST

\nslightly
raised above the surface of the water and filled with

\nsunlight,
until the warmth of day sucks it up. I would

\nwatch it from a slanting httle breakfast shop that overhangs

\nthe harbour. The six tiled domes of the Seljukmosque,now

\nthe museum, are there in the foreground with a minaretlike
\na bunch of asparagus beside them, rosy as if its bricks had been

\nscrubbed\342\200\224which indeed they had been, by the Department of
\nAntiquities

which has repaired them. Beyond these, brown
\nroofs and the tops of trees push out from hiddengardens;and

\nbeyond them a caique might have been moving out from
\nAntalya

with the dawn: she would leave a curved trail,marked
\nby

the current, as wavering and edgeless as the seasonal
path\302\254

\nways made by the feet of flocks; and beyondher and the misty

\nbay,
the Chelidonian peninsula spread its tented blue festoons

\nfrom peak to peak. Every shade of azure was caught by

\nthose pinnacles and in those valleys, and their
height

seemed

\nto vary with the hours, from its morning simplicity to the
\nmagnificance

of sunset, when only outlines showed and their
\nshadows were thrown across the sea. Or perhaps most
\nbeautiful when the full moon hung over Cyprus invisiblein the
\nsouth; then the foreground roofs became velvety and obscure
\nlike scabious flowers, the walls and towers that remain were
\narched over dark eclipses; and the far mountains rose into\n
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light as if the heavensabovethemopenedand their earth were

\nwinged.\n

There, straight out of the west and well in sight, the pass led

\ndown from Lycia, where Alexander\342\200\231s army surmounted

\nMount Chmax while he with his smallescortrode
through

the

\nshadowy borders by the sea. On
my

first visit to Antalya, I
\ndrove as far as I could to the west,alongthe

sandy
shore till the

\nKaraman river stopped me, bridgeless,though
shallow enough

\nfor a horse to ford if I had had one. I coulddo
nothing

about

\nit and turned back, after looking at trees and islands, and the
\nsheep-dipping

that was being carried on in the sluggishstream.\n

But a few months later when I camewith David Balfour in

\nthe Elfin, I asked him to put me ashoreon that coast at Kemer.

\nWe made for a sandy clifFanchorage and walked inland
through

\nwell-tilled plantations until, finding a prosperous village, we
\nexplained

to the elders that a horse was
required.\n

It was a busy time and the horseswere
mostly

out in the\n
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fields; and the village tailor, who had one, charged for the
\ntime he would have to waste over me and

my journey, which

\nmade it expensive. Without consulting us, the elders
rejected

\nthe tailor, another interval passed with glasses of tea and

\npauses, and at last a good-looking young man calledHasan

\nwas secured. Next morning, rather late, he reachedthe shore
\nwith a purple-tasselled, blue-beaded, cowrie-shell-decorated

\npony
which he had waited to see shod in the village,as we

\nasked him to do.\n

Our effort over this shoeing was a lessonin non-interference.
\nNeither shoes nor stirrups were used by Greeks or Mace\302\254

\ndonians,1 and one is urged, somewhere in Xenophon,to walk

\none\342\200\231shorses about on stones to harden their feet. This is
\nuimecessary

in south-west Turkey, as the process takes place
\nnaturally

whenever a horse walks about at all and the nomads,
\nobserved by Fellows, always rode them as they were. A few

\ndays before, my mount had lost three shoesout of four, and\n
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I had walked for an hour or so and then got on again, having
\ndecided that he could suffer more easily than I could; but I

\nhad that remorse which we English keep chiefly
for animals,

\nand now insisted on the shoeing as a sort of atonement: and

\nthe poor pony, unused to it and cut too near his flesh, was

\nalready slightly lame as we left the village. The cloudstoo
\nwere threatening over Climax; and I set out with far more

\nuncertainty than the troops of Alexander, whosestepshad been

\ncut and made easy for them
by

the top-knotted Thracian

\npioneers.2\n

After an hour\342\200\231slevel riding we reached and forded the green
\nKemer river, about two feet deep in its bed of boulders against

\nthe steel-grey background of the gorge. Hasan,throwing
me

\nthe rope by which my mild littleanimalwas led, strode through
\nwithout a thought for his moccasinsand stockings, and for

\nanother hour we followed the stream,some hundred feet or

\nmore above it, between the rock-wallsof Tahtali, the ancient

\nSolyma, and Yeni Dagh. They sloped as if the sides of a

\nfunnel held us, and clouds hid their summits. There never
\ncan have been more than one way through the fiercenessof
\nthe gorge, and the ledges my pony was clatteringover

might

\neasily have been those of the Thracians, smoothedand polished

\nto an alabaster whiteness with use and
age.\n

Alexander had cut steps before to circumvent a mountain,
\nwhen he opened the path over Ossa into Thessaly,and his rock
\nshaped

in the manner of a ladder is pointed out to this day.

\nBut the steel-grey Climax gorge is sterner than the vale of

\nTempe where the smooth Peneiusflows.\n

The degrees of the mountain were hidden, sovisible from the

\nsea where they show as three horizontal bands, one above and

\nbehind the other, divided by black lines that are really more

\nor less level shelves of pine and cedar. They climb in tiers to

\nthe watershed of Tahtali, and divide it both fromPisidia and the

\nhighlands of Termessus, and from the
Lycian valley of the\n
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Alagir Chay. No one visits their loneliness except the villagers
\n\302\253\302\267(one hamlet and the people of the coastwhen they move to

\niheir summer pastures, nor did we meet a soul, but rode under
\ntlouds that drifted and dissolved and others came,as if the rock

\nwere spinning them as we spin words out of the
very

stuff we

\nare made of, to vanish and melt in the stillness that produced'

\nthem. The rock appeared and vanished, its furrows too steep
\nfor

vegetation, while far below we looked on bright trees
\nalong

the water\342\200\224wild fig, myrtle, arbutus, laurel, cedar, olive,
\ncornel, carob, sycamore and pine until\342\200\224after an hour in the

\ndefile\342\200\224the valley opened to a forest bowl where nothing but

\n(lie river and the small noise of leaves that hid the valley floor

\nwere heard.\n

Here the Kemer comes from solitary sources,and we crossed

\nit by a wooden bridge and left it, and zigzaggedpleasantly
in a

\nnortherly direction above a tributary valley. We restedfor

\nhalf an hour by water spouting into a hollowtree,and ate some

\npink halva that Hassan had bought in the village;then, still

\nclimbing the same hillside, came out uponthe shelffromwhose

\ndrop the gorge begins. Opposite and below us, was the
\nhamlet of Kedialma in a patch of fields in the lap of the corrie,

\nwith a wall and square medieval tower amongitslittlehouses,

\nan hour\342\200\231sride away. The weather was too threatening to
\ngo there, for it would have kept us on the wrong sideof the

\nwatershed for the
night.\n

At about one in the afternoon, after reaching a secondterrace
\nscattered with oak trees, and signs of old shapelesscultivation,

\nthe high downs began to open, and we found a slope sown

\nwith com and a few houses. In this yaila, called Ovajik,
\nHasan spends three months of summer, resting from his winter
\nwork which is the buying and selling of grain. We sat on

\nthe grass and drank yaourt and learned that Ovajik has been

\nvisited by Mr. Davis, who is spending his life over the Turkish
\nflora and wandered here three years before. Otherwise, they\n
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told me, no one climbs
up

from Kemer, and my predecessors,
\nSpratt

and Forbes, are forgotten, who did the traverse in
\n1842.\n

They followed the ancient route between Lycia and Pam-
\nphylia by the ruins of Sarayjik3 above the left bankof the Alagir

\nChay, and we must have crossedthis point at about an hour\342\200\231s

\ndistance, seeing nothing, for from Ovajik onwards we climbed
\ninto mist. Pine trees loomed suddenly beside us, or a rough
\ngate

such as they use here\342\200\224alone of all the eastern peoples I
\nhave known; it gave a familiar atmosphere, as ofDartmooron
\na wet evening that darkens early, where I have so often ridden

\nhome over the drenched short turf that lies along the hill-tops,
\nwith all sight hidden and all sound smothered, yet

the sense of

\ndirection safe in the horse\342\200\231shead. Such comfortable reb\302\254

\nanee was missing on these vague pasturelands of the
Lycian

\nborder.\n

As we neared the watershed a thin drizzleturnedintoadeluge
\nworthy

of the sixty-one centimetre yearly rainfall of the plain.
\nThe whole hillside seemed to be slipping; the horse was lame

\nand tired; the water poured through my burberry as if it were

\npaper;
and Hasan lost the way. It was essentialto find the

\nfirst habitations on the far slope before the fall of evening,

\nand it was three o\342\200\231clockalready when we reached the top; but

\nhappily,
before the end of another hour, we steppedout below

\nthe mists and saw a wet valley dark and clearbelowus, with

\npatches of wheat round scattered homes. Wearily descending,
\nwe dismounted at the door of a house with broadeaves and a

\ntrellised verandah, and asked there for a lodgingfor the night.\n

The village was called Havazonii, and thehousebelongedto a

\nwell-to-do carpenter who was away with his wife in
Antalya.

\nHis two sons and their sisters made us welcome,unsaddled the

\nhorse, swept out the upper room, lit a fire of pine-logswith

\nthe slice of a tree-trunk upright inside it, and dried my sodden

\nclothes. It was my first evening
in a Turkish village, and I\n
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remember it with gratitude as I now remember
many others,

\nall uniform in their kindness shown to strangers who happen
\nto knock at any unknown door.\n

The windows had no glass, but were sheltered
by

criss-cross

\nlattice work like the trellis of the verandah. All the woodwork

\nof the house, the shutters, and cupboards, doors, the canopy
\nof the hearth and the niches let into the wall which take the

\nplaces
of shelves or tables\342\200\224all had been worked in simple fancy

\npatterns
of pine-wood by the carpenter or his sons. A mattress

\nand bolsters to lean on were brought, and
striped rugs of goat-

\nwool such as is used for the making of tents;and after a while

\nsupper on a low table like a tray with legs, covered with a
\ntowel. Loaves of thin wheat were folded like napkins;eggs
\nand beans cooked in fat, rice, milk, yaourt and honey were
\nadded, and coffee which is a luxury in the hills.

Many
of

\nthese people are fair; the sister,whoneverspoke,was beautiful,

\nwith straight eyebrows over grey eyes. The two young men,

\nwho ate with Hasan and me, were
gay

and easy, enjoying their

\nremote life as a springboard for a world
they hoped

to see.

\nOne brother had gone off for six months as a sailor,and sent

\nnylon shirts from the U.S.A., and printedcottonsand a quilted

\ncoat for his
sisters\342\200\224things

handled as the fine foreign garments
\nHomer describes in the store-house at Ilium, laid

away by

\nHecuba\342\200\224the best ones at the bottom, in a chest in onecorner

\nof the room.\n

Even the children were fearless,and a little three-year-old
\ntottered unprompted to kiss

my
hand. When supper was

\nover, the men piled a few logs on the fire and left me; the

\ntongues of the women were loosened and
they pressed

around

\nme; and one of the moreelderly,taking
me by one hand with

\na lantern and spouted jug of water in the other,led me to a

\nwooden hut in the yard wherethe sanitation was far better than

\nthat of the hotels in which I had suffered along the southern

\ncoast.\n
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I had undressed and blownout
my lamp (a thing the peasants

\nnever do) and was enjoying the firelight on guns and woollen

\nsaddle-bags hooked along the wall, restfully rejoicingat being
\nno

longer out with Alexander\342\200\231s army on the hillside in the rain,
\nwhen the door opened and the elder woman camein. I shut

\nmy eyes, and she bent and tucked the
quilt quietly

round my

\nshoulders, where a draught is apt to find one. With this last

\nkindness in my mind I fell
asleep.\n

Next morning the unknown valley shone like burnished
\nmetal from end to end, and mountain pyramids burnedlikethe

\nplumes of Sir Lancelot\342\200\231s helmet beyond its level rim in the blue

\nsky. Tekeova Dagh as we rode showed a triangle of rock
\nbehind us in the south, and a snow-streak of Solymaappeared
\nand was hidden. The fortress of Beydagh and Bakirliheldthe
\nwest, with patches of snow across the Alagir watershed;and
\nin the north Chalbali or Bereket (the two namesseemedtobe
\nused

indifferently) was the companion of our day. Likea
high

\nwave sucking at our valley it stood across the Chandirriver,
\nand rose fold upon fold to tired and snow-wornstones.\n

Patches of com were scattered on the unevenledgeslike laun\302\254

\ndry in the sun. The landscape was open,asthegreatmountain

\nvalleys are, where travel moves across from one end to the

\nother, and the slopes hold curves of all sorts for the lodging

\nof villages and fields. The houses, mostly hidden in trees,
\nwere old-fashioned, copied by the Lycians in their tombstwo
\nthousand years ago. The only tombs I saw, however,were
\nMuslim and late, built with four wooden planks and sometimes
\na carved turban, and the only sarcophagi known are thoseseen

\nby Spratt, Daniell and the Austrian Schonbom, near theGenoese
\nfortress two hours from Chandir village, where the upperand
\nlower levels of the valley are separated by a defile, and a
\nmedieval castle holds the

pass.\n

I was not yet at this time awareofa problem
in the geography

\nof Alexander\342\200\231s marches, nor had I read the accounts of the two\n
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The Chandir
valley\n

former journeys down this valley, or I would have ridden

\ndown to the castle instead of merelylookingat it through my

\nglassesfrom our high path on the hill. Forsomewhere in this

\nregion was the Pisidian fort whose capture from Phaselis is

\nmentioned by Arrian and given by Diodorusin full;4 and the,

\nacropolis of Sarayjik and the ruins above Chandir have both

\nbeen selected, by travellers, as the likely site.* That it was

\non or near the route from Lycia to
Pamphylia

is generally

\nagreed, and Arrian makes it clear that it was in the territoryof
\nPhaselis, for he says that the Pisidians

\342\200\230injured
those of Phaselis

\nwho were tilling the
ground\342\200\231.

I believe on the whole, with
\nSchonbom and Daniell, that the Chandir valley fortress is the
\nmore likely place, and have given my reasons at the end of
\nthis book in the appendix on Alexander\342\200\231s marches. But this

\npreference is very tentative, based
only

on a general view of
\nthe

positions and the greater accessibility of the Chandir
valley

\nto the marauding Pisidians on their heights; and I think with

\nregret of how easily I could have spent two more
days

and

\nsatisfied myself with a closer view, if
my knowledge had been

\nmore
adequate at the time.\n

Our track turned north-eastward through glades and forests.
\nWith many ups and downs and dips into

tributary valleys, it

\ngradually descended. Sometimes it was steep, or barely
\nscooped

out of a cliff-side; sometimes it lay easily for long
\nstretches where the Turks have planned a new road alongthe
\nancient way; and for hours together it led under the cone-
\nspotted ceiling

of the pines. It kept high on the right of the

\nvalley, passing Armutjuk, Chinarak, Akjaisa\342\200\224hamlets
so

\nscattered that only stray houses were noticeableamong the

\ntrees; and beyond the last of these we watched the Chandir
\nriver far below slip down into its gorge and disappear.Two
\nclefts or ravines come in here from either side to where the

\ngorge breaks and the castle with round towersholdsthe valley,\n
* For Alexander\342\200\231sroutes see maps in Appendix I.\n
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and it is here\342\200\224\342\200\230onthe left bank of Tchandir by the Genoese
\nfortress two hours from Tchandir

village\342\200\2315\342\200\224that
Daniell

\nconceived the fortress taken by the Macedoniansto have stood.

\nIt is not impossible that the old route
may

have threaded the

\nleft bank of the river; there are a few ruinson a cragnorth of

\nthe stream just below Havazonti, and no
signs

of anything

\nancient on the right bank whereI rode,though
the directness

\nof this route and the ease of its watershedfrom
Alagir

to

\nChandir are all in its favour. Right or left, the Lycian highroad
\nto

Pamphylia
must have run down the valley, sincethereisno

\nother way: and the Pisidian stronghold must have been near
\nenough

to threaten it, since this was the only goodreasonfor the

\nrobbers to want it, or for Alexander to think it worth the

\ntrouble of a siege. As we rode, the Pamphylian plain and

\nsandy
shore gradually opened before us, at the end of a long

\navenue of lessening hills.\n

Most of the hours went by in solitude,in the woods where

\nSpratt said that bears \342\200\230abounded\342\200\231,though not a shadow of one
\nwas to be seen. Whenever we found a thread of water,spout\302\254

\ning brown into a hollow tree, Hasan would fill my cup and

\nbring it, with one hand on his breast, and we rested;and, if

\nanyone came by, I would try to extract the namesof the

\nlocalities, which was difficult, since the valley itselfchangedits
\nname with every stretch of its river, and no onewas interested

\nin more than a mile or two of itscourse. Our
only

trouble was

\nthe pony, that now had gone badly
lame.\n

\342\200\234Hewill get accustomed, he will get accustomed,\342\200\235 said

\nHasan, walking steadily ahead like a Nanny whowillnot listen,

\nuntil I distressed him by walking. He bore this for some time,

\nand then collected a man with a mule from a fieldbelowthe

\nforest, and I rode in discomfort to pleasehim, and then
disap\302\254

\npointed him by walking again. The plain was now near.
\nSinuous ridges like lizards melted into it; on the left,our

valley

\nrose towards the highlands of Termessus, whose
shepherds\n
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must have watched the glitterofthe Macedonian spears. Their

\nhills broke to the isolated rocks of Sivri Dagh, while Gedelle

\nand a black Matterhorn crystal called Kara Dagh divided us

\nfrom goat-paths on our right that led into the
heights

of

\nClimax. We came out by the Gok Dere and an hour\342\200\231sflat

\ngoing, along river-bed oleanders and by Yiiriik camps,to the

\nSarichinar river flowing stagnant in the plain with the sunset

\nbehind it. An old Turkish bridge crossedit, and an easy road

\nled to the Karaman whose banks I had reachedfrom
Antalya.

\nThere, in a modem farm on the westernside,they telephoned

\nfor a taxi and ferried me acrossto it in a tractor:we had been

\neight hours, and two more resting,on our
way\342\200\224fifteen

hours

\nof actual walking or riding in the two
days

from Kemer over

\nClimax. This was considered fast going, and Hasan indeed

\nwas an excellent tough young man of twenty-five. Thepony,
\nthough

it stood abjeedy with one foot bent and its underlip
\nhanging,

still managed, to my relief, to whinny to a marewhen

\nit saw one; and would be no worse off than we all are after a

\nheavy day when our turn comes.\n

* * * *\n

My next visit to Climax was in 1956from
Antalya.\n

Bairam was then beginning. Among the calls of the
\nmuezzin at their appointed hours the end of Ramadhanwas

\nannounced with blasts of sirens. Electric lights sprang up

\nround minarets in a primrose dusk where swifts, or perhaps

\nswallows, were darting. And a vague buzz of
pleasure

filled

\nthe air.\n

I walked about my terrace quietly contented, as if the world
\nand I belonged to each other far from allpersonaltensions\342\200\224the

\nfeeling of a haven; and as I watchedthe swallows I thought of

\nmy private unhappiness, so long ago\342\200\224nearly forty years\342\200\224how

\ndeep
it had been, and how it had healed,and all had turned to

\nlife; as if, in the agony of one\342\200\231sheart, one were kneaded into a
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substance subtle enough to melt into existence,and could see

\none\342\200\231sown soul, and
everyone\342\200\231s

for that matter, stepping out

\nsmall and brave under the tall illuminated archway of its
past.\n

Seftab, coming on to the terrace, kissedher hand to the thin

\ncrescent of the moon. \342\200\234The
Prophet\342\200\231s eyebrow,\342\200\235

she said,\n

\342\200\234Isaw Allah

\nI believed in Allah

\nLight
to my face

\nHealth to my eyes: ah, ha,\342\200\235\n

she added, and explained that one greets the new moonwith a

\nlaugh.\n

It was hanging above Climax whosestepsappearedsouth of

\nthe Lycian pass and against the shadowsof the farther hills.

\nThe promontories all showed clearly againstit, Kemer and

\nPhoenix and the far Chelidonian home of the eagleswhere the

\nsea and sky were
meeting.\n

\342\200\234When are you going to take me to lookat Alexander\342\200\231s road

\nround the bay ?\342\200\235I asked.\n

\342\200\234Soon,\342\200\235said Seftab. \342\200\234When my father has mended the
\nmotor-boat.\342\200\235\n

Weeks passed; but eventually, just before I was leaving,
\nMuharrem sat up a whole night and announced that the boat
\nwas mended and we would leave at six. Muzaffer

packed

\nsamovar and picnic; Avni took a day from the darkdesk near

\nthe stair; and with the girls and two
young helpers and myself,

\nwe pushed out from harbour under the bows of an American

\ndestroyer. The morning lay quiet on the water,and nothing

\nbut our own furrow, curled like a white feather,followedus

\nacross the
bay.\n

In an hour we had reached the Karaman
estuary,

and saw

\nbuildings put up by N.A.T.O. beyonda
sandy

curve not far

\nfrom ancient Olbia, where people come to bathe from huts of

\nreeds. On our right we left the
Lycian pass; we left, too, the

\nunknown sites of Thebe and Lymessus. The coast grew steep\n
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and lovely, and we followedit southward to where the slopes
\nof Climax dip to the sea.\n

Mr. Daniell, a traveller some hundred years ago,had ridden
\nhere below them, and found the way flat except

for a craggy

\nportion
in the south; and we could seehowhe went, skirting the

\nsandy bays and climbing low ridges,wherethe built-up stones

\nof an old track were visible here and there. On the heights

\nabove, straggling bush thinned to single treesand ended in walls

\nof rock slung from ravine to ravine like garlands. As I had

\nalready been told, there is only one
way

to the heights of Cli\302\254

\nmax on this side, apart from the Kemergorge,and that is called

\nGoyniik, and it enters a cleft south of the hamletof Beldibi,
\nthe solitary inhabited spot on all this stretch of rock and

\nsea.\n

The Goyniik path is scarcely used, they told me, and would

\nobviously have been longer than the Kemer gorgefor Alex\302\254

\nander\342\200\231sarmy. His own way, in the water, stood in sight.
\nChaltijik

is the more northerly and the higher of two
promon\302\254

\ntories, a naked face of pink rock where a new tourist road,

\nchipping hopefully to the middle of a precipice,gives up the

\nstruggle and dies in mid-air. An anchorage is marked where

\nthe northern edge meets sandy stretches of a shallow
bay

and

\ntraces of the road are seen; and the truth about the southerly

\ngales
and their violence is shown by the

rusty
skeleton of a small

\nship,
lifted high across the beach and thrown amongthe trees.

\nThe ancient road here might be flooded by a southerly seaon
\nits sandy stretches; but the rocky promontory could neverbe
\nan obstacle, since an easy neck leads across it, a

very
short

\ndistance inland; the beach too is shallowat its footeven today.

\nThe more southerly cliff, whose name is not
thought

worth a

\nmention either by Beaufort or the MediterraneanPilot,is
\nmore likely to have been the crucial passage, since the sea
\nwashes around it more deeply and the detour is far longer at its

\nback.\n
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It was this that we weremakingfor, and its name\342\200\224Muhar-

\nrem told me\342\200\224was the Headland of Drops, Damlajik Bumu.
\n\342\200\234Wewill picnic there,\342\200\235said he, pointing to a strip of white
\ngravel against a shadeless face of rock. A fringe of pine trees
\nbent over the edge above and showed the steepnessofthe hidden

\nslope ascending; and fallen boulders lay strewn about,polished
\nto a satin smoothness by the waves. On this unpromisingspot
\nwe landed in water clear as daylight, on a beachof small bright

\ngravel; and saw, a few steps away,
the opening of a cave. The

\nprecipice
slanted across it, leaving an easy height of a manfor an

\nentrance; and a lofty natural room opened inside,coolin a

\npale green twilight, with a white-and-pink floor and a clean
\nsmell of the sea. A high canopy at the inner end was damp

\nwith moss and little pools, dripping on to
stalagmites

with

\na noise of drops that fell in twos and threesin different places,

\nbut never in a stream. The water was sweet, and hornets,

\nplum-coloured with yellow bars, camehereto drink it, sailing

\nround the precipice, clustering their angularlegson the moss,

\nfolding back their polished leaf-veined wings, and sailingout
\nagain

across the sunlit band of shore and sea. Herewe lit a

\nfire and filled the samovar, cut bread and cucumbersand

\ntomatoes, and laid out the salt on the stones;and we slept in

\nthe fresh airy solitude, under the pleasant smoke-smell of the
\nfire. Ender, with pretty bare feet, plump fingers, and

tiny

\nwaist\342\200\224all the ingredients of mythology about her\342\200\224stood
pour\302\254

\ning out our tea. Beyond the moist and coolglitterofthe drops

\naround us nothing was in sight excepta dazzling horizon, and

\na far curve of the distant Taurus. At any moment, I thought,
\nas I lay with my eyes half-closed, the young Macedonian
\ncaptains might come riding round the precipice, waist-high
\nin water, delighted with the veering north wind that leaves

\nthe beaches free.\n

Ender and I swam round the tip of theheadland. Thewater

\ndropped beyond our depth, or that of any horseman, for\n
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boulders have rolled from the
overhanging

rock and the way
\nround has probably been pushed farther out to sea than it was

\nbefore.\n

This circumventing of Climax was in any caseno
very

mem\302\254

\norable feat, nor did Alexander pride himself upon it; the short

\ncut does no more than save a few hoursof
up

and down going,

\nby
the inland way which Mr. Daniell followed in 1842and

\nwhich must in some form have existed when Phaseliswas a

\nflourishing city. The people of Kemer or Tekirovause it

\ntoday, when they are unable to cross their
bay by sea and are

\nforced to a twelve or fifteen hours\342\200\231ride. Their track, which

\nis shown on the modem map, climbs behind the two
promon\302\254

\ntories and runs along the coast again southofBeldibi. \342\200\230With

\nthe exception of a few hours\342\200\231ride over an excessively rocky
\nand craggy road\342\200\231it

\342\200\230passes
over

plain\342\200\231;
and it was the rocky

\nbit that Alexander rode into the ocean to avoid.\n

A waveless sea lay in the bays and inletsaswe chuggedhome
\nin the afternoon. The shallow green water showed the iri\302\254

\ndescent sand beneath it, and the road couldbe seen clearly built

\nwhere it rose from the beaches,with
square

stones that belonged
\nto a day when more important places than the presentwere
\nspaced along this coast. It is still known as the Unbelievers\342\200\231

\nWay\342\200\224a
reference probably to the Genoese, or such peopleas

\ninhabited the islet of Rashat which\342\200\224with medieval ruins and

\nolives gone to wildness\342\200\224lifts its miniature precipice under the
\nlee of the land.\n

An afternoon breeze was raisingsmallchoppyridgesbefore

\ndie bay was crossed. They moved in solidwedges,unrecog\302\254

\nnizable as the transparent morning water we had left round
\nAlexander\342\200\231s footsteps near the cave. The upper bungalows of
\nAntalya

on the cliffs drew nearer, and we slippedagain
under

\nthe bows of the American destroyer,wherea sailorwas strolling

\nin the sun. He looked down with kind nonchalancefromhis

\nheight, with all his wealth and one hundredand
thirty

million\n
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fellow-citizens behind him; and it is
very unlikely that he

\nknew how all in his own civilization that really matters had

\nbeen carried here before him, by a lad with
seventy

talents

\nand a few companions, riding their little poniesround the

\nbay.\n
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7\n

THE PAMPHYLIAN DEFILES\n

Alexander moved to Perge and thence began his march to Phrygia, which led

\npast Termessus ... A height runs from the city to the road and there ends;

\nbut opposite is a height equally abrupt. These make natural gates . . . and a

\nsmall guard can cut off all approach. Alexander passed the narrow passage

\nand encamped near the city.\n

ARRIAN I, 27, 5-8.\n

THE

SPRINGWAS ALREADY PUSHING INTO SUMMER. CHERRIES

\nand apricots and syrupy sweet mulberries in baskets

\nappeared;
the first warm day in May had reachedthe

\nplain, though a light coat was still useful.\n

People began to sit outside the doorstepsof theirshopsin the
\nHigh

Street of Antalya, where a sad little pastimecouldbe
\nindulged

in with a scraggy rooster perched on a
sky-blue

box

\nwith screws of paper before him: for five kurush he pulled one

\nout, crowed, flapped his wings at a white rabbit besidehim,

\nand offered you your fortune.\n

The lokanta laid tables on a terrace roof and one could dine

\nwith the outline of Antalya below, watching it turn from
\nnectarine to brown, while the rose-coloured minaret gathered
\nthe remaining light, and even the new bungalows on the cliff
\nbegan

to mellow, set in square gardens full of flowers.\n

Ender and I bathed on the western plage,hiring
a drosky

\nwhose horses, when they reached the steepnessof the hill, had

\nlearned to rid themselves of frightenedpassengersby biting

\neach other\342\200\231snecks. Or we drove in the other direction,to
\nwhere the cliffs sink, and the shapeless brick ruins at La\342\200\231ara

\nwere covered with a magenta carpet of blossomingthyme.
\nStraw huts were going up here and painted chairscollecting
\nround an old church now turned into a \342\200\230

gazino \342\200\231.Scabious and\n
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hollyhocks were everywhere in flower, and the waterfalls of

\nCatarrhactes showed full and white over their cliffs. Solyma

\ntoo was white in the west, though on the southern slopes
of

\nTaurus the snow had melted; and pink powder-puffs
of cloud

\nfloated through the sunsets, in the cold
northerly

stream of the

\nupper air.\n

In the evening light the mountains, jutting fromtheir
valleys,

\nlooked flat and thin like theatre wings. Their uneven line

\nbroke behind Perge to an open horizon\342\200\224and another wide

\ngap appeared north of Antalya. It was the sightof this
appar\302\254

\nent easiness, compared with the rugged sunset bastions of
\nTermessus, that made me wonder what induced Alexander to
\nmake west from Pamphylia; for going, according to Arrian,
\nfrom Perge to Phrygia in the north, \342\200\230hismarch led past Ter\302\254

\nmessus\342\200\231. Why?\n

I had climbed up to that city with two Czechs on my first
\nvisit to Antalya. After a casual lift on the Perge road,we

\ndrove together next day to the caf\303\251at Giilliik, which then stood
\nalone in the landscape. A spring was splashingintoa

sarcopha\302\254

\ngus by a shed of scattered tables, and drivers to the plateau

\nstopped for a glass of tea. Fromherea shepherd boy led us for

\ntwo hours along a path that slants through woods, to wherethe

\ntown is slung like a hammock between sharp ridges.\n

The trees, already leafy down below, werejewelledand trans\302\254

\nparent here with buds; ash, oak, bay and cherry in flower,
\ndaphne

and arbutus among them\342\200\224they
wove themselves so

\nthickly
that we scarcely noticed the city gate speckledwith

\npatterns
of branches as we stepped through. Out of Pisidian

\nroughness and tribal foundations easily Hellenized, Termessus

\nemerged
and flourished with many temples. Their doors and

\npediments
and tumbled columns survive in the descending

\nbasins of the valley; and the pedestals of stoas show Greek
\ninscriptions,

where lichens and spring shadows blur the for\302\254

\ngotten names. A great wall, six feet wideor more,stillstands\n
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across the inner valley, with the disc carvedupon it which

\nseems to be the sign of Termessus, so
frequent

is it on all the

\ntombs that scatter the crests of the enclosinghills. Beyondit,
\nthe street led to temples, a grass-grown market, a gymnasium
\nshadowed by budding plane trees like an Oxford quad in
\nspring;

and at last, on the tip of thedefile,tothe most beautifully

\nsited of all Pamphylian theatres, whoseshallow stone seats and

\nenfolding crags look three thousand feet down a straight

\nravine to the sea.\n

The shepherd led on under oak trees,amongstone
sarcophagi

\nshaken together by earthquakes as if at any moment their
\nDantesque

lids might move under the steps of sinners;until the

\noak gave way to pine and the hillsideopened,and there

\nappeared the rough snow of Tahtali Dagh and the smooth

\nsnow of the flattening plateau highlands.\n

Her children must have loved a city so
high,

so strong, so

\nbeautiful and remote, whether they greeted her climbing from
\nthe hollow valley as we had done, or

by
the path from the

\nhead of the defile, that runs to the easternand the oldest wall.

\nOn the long ridges north and south, the precipiceitselfis the

\nonly fortification, and tombs and cisterns are peacefully
\nchiselled into the few and difficult honeycomb crannies of the
\nrock.\n

No Christian church or cathedral, as in the other cities,
\nseems to have stood in Termessus where once its templesstood.1
\nIt emerged into history with a short robust recordin the wars

\nof Alexander and his successors, settled a colony in
Cibyritis,2

\nbribed Manlius in 189 b.c. with
fifty talents, left an inscription

\namong
its monuments to Plato and the Muses, and faded back

\ninto its mountain solitude until Dr. Clarke rediscoveredit about
\na hundred and twenty years ago.3\n

In the generation that followed Alexander it left a tragic
\nstory. Alcetas, one of his officers, commander of a battalionof
\nthe Phalanx in Bactria and brother of Perdiccas,was sent after\n
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the
king\342\200\231s

death to western Pisidia, and built up a strongfriend\302\254

\nship with the mountaineers. When Perdiccas was murdered,
\nand his generals defeated by Antigonus and Alcetashimself

put

\nto flight, he escaped with six thousand Pisidiansto Termessus,
\nand the young men of the city fought for him

against
Anti-

\ngonus\342\200\231forty thousand men and refused to give him up. Their
\nmore prudent parents and elders betrayed him, choosing a
\nmoment when the young warriors were away; and Alcetas
\n\342\200\230laidhands on himself not to come into the powerof his

\nenemies\342\200\231and his dead body was wrapped in a cloakandcarried
\nto Antigonus among the rocks. Maltreated and exposed
\nthe young men recovered it when Antigonus departed, and
\nburied it honourably as Diodorus tells.4\n

I repeated this story to the Czech professorand his wife, who

\nwere enjoying the peace and
beauty

of the spring in the tame\302\254

\nless city. To them, tossed through concentration campsin
\nEurope,

with only each other to hold on to in their battered
\nworld\342\200\224with their very name, Heribert Grubitch, reminiscent
\nof

forgotten invasions\342\200\224thesorrows of Termessus were a part
\nof

everyday history, and the climax of the centurieswas this

\nquiet oasis of a day. It was touchingto seethem among the

\ncolumns, the standing lintels and fallen pedestals,enjoying
the

\nthinly-veiled velvety solitude of the valley. Undertheopening
\nleaves the lattice-shadows touched tree-trunks and stone with
\nlight fingers, as fugitive and swift as the glitter and the dark\302\254

\nness that a current swallows at the bend of a stream.\n

A Yiiruk with his family had pitchedtwo smalltents in the

\nlowest lap of the city. They lived therewith their goats and

\ndogs around them, and they had draggedtemple
columns end

\non end to shore up a brooklet that watered their grazing. The

\nold man sat, unwelcoming, to watch us, from a heap of the

\ntemple stones where two draped marble figures vaguely

\nshowed.\n

He too, like the ancient Termessians,had no wish to see his\n
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privacy invaded, and, as he was alsodeaf,it tooksometime for

\nilie shepherd guide to get the matter of the
country

we belonged

\nto settled\342\200\224the most important point about a stranger in the
\neyes

of every Turkish peasant I have met. \342\200\234PekGiizel, very

\ngood,\342\200\235they usually say when one is English; and ask some
\nrather

surprising constitutional question, such as whether a two-

\nparty government is good ?\n

\342\200\234Andshould the opposition take its turn?\342\200\235\n

\342\200\234Yes,\342\200\235I say, \342\200\234ifyou have two horses and one carriage,it is
\nbetter for each of them to

pull.\342\200\235\n

But the Termessian in his old fashionhadbeen
brought up to

\nthink of strangers as infidels. He allowedhis dogs to growl
\nwhile he sat with hands gnarled on the crookof his stick, and a

\ndaughter with two children at her skirts stood
smiling

in

\nsilence. When we came down again, some four hours later,

\nthey were away, looking after their goatsand kidsamongthe

\narbutus. We were tired, and so was our
young guide, trailing

\na
sapling

for firewood from his shoulder along the
stony path;

\nand we were glad to rest at the
wayside

caf\303\251at the bottom of

\ndie hill.\n

The road lies in a hollow
valley

below the northern face of
\nthe Termessus mountain and climbs gradually to a pass at its
\nnorth-western end. It is the main road to Korkuteli

(Isinda)

\nand runs along or near its ancientpredecessor. Thetwo diverge

\nwhen the height of the pass is reached. The modem road

\ntakes a wide and beautiful bend to the
southerly

outskirts of

\nthe defile; there it looks over wooded hills to the levelsand

\nsummits of the Beydagh range and all the Termessian
high\302\254

\nlands, until it winds back between narrow sidesunderwatch-
\ntowers that the old road has been following all along: and

\nthe old road, unfit now for cars, dusty among stones flattened

\nby
herds and flocks of many generations, has a branchat what

\nis called on the map Injirji Kahvesi or the
Place-of-Figs\342\200\231-caf\303\251

\nthat leads to Bademagachi, the ancient Ariassus, and
through\n
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the Pisidian country to Phrygia. Alexandereitherfollowed
\nthis route or otherwise retraced his steps for five miles or so

\nfrom the entrance of the Termessus valley, and marchednorth,
\nmore directly, by what later became the main south and north
\nroad from Antalya, over the steep but short Dosheme

pass.\n

I looked at both these routes and it is obvious,fromthe fact

\nof his attack on Termessus, that either the Isindaor the Bade-

\nmagachi road were in Alexander\342\200\231s mind to begin with. His

\nchange
and turn to the north against Sagalassusmay

have been

\nsuggested by the Selgians, who arrived at the Macedonian
\ncamp just after Termessus had been beaten in a

night
attack in

\nthe valley. A later, Hellenistic wall, with a gateand a rampart

\nof ten towers, is slung across from hill to hill in the position
\nindicated by Arrian as that of the Termessusdefence.*5 The

\ntowers and their doors, however, face so as to show that the

\nfortification was intended against, and not for, the people of

\nTermessus on their hill. The buildingis of the 2nd century

\nb.c. and probably belongs to someone\342\200\224Attalus of Pergamum

\nperhaps\342\200\224who
remembered or feared the menace of the

\nPisidians.\n

The position, anyway, at the
valley\342\200\231s

eastern end, gives the

\nchoice of two routes for Alexander\342\200\231s onward march. He either

\ncontinued under the long cliff and the western defencesof
\nunconquered Termessus, half-way up the long defile to the
\nBademagachi track; or he may, after the Selgianshad

given

\ntheir advice, have changed his route ascompletelyashe
changed

\nhis plan, and\342\200\224leaving
Termessus alone since it had become

\nunimportant\342\200\224retraced
his steps some five miles or so into the

\nplain
of Pamphylia and marched north to the plateauby

Kirk-

\ngoz and Dosheme.\n

* TheLoeb translation is misleading as it suggests that the defence position ran

\nup from the city: but the Greek text (kindly translated for me by Sir Harry Luke,
\nK.C.M.G. and Mr. David Balfour) doesnot imply this, and the actual fact is that

\nthe two hills slope down to the road from either side.\n
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Although I had no time to follow them in all their length, I
\nlooked at both ends of both these routes and walkedfor some
\nway along them. In the north, they break out, not far one

\nfrom the other, on either side of the modernmain road along

\nthe flat plateau to Burdur, which followsa third and middle

\nway between them through the defdes of the hills. Old
\nmen remember the making of this new road some

sixty
or

\nseventy years ago. The earlier track can still be followed.
\nIt winds down the Termessus valley in an easterly direction
\nthrough

the gate of the wall, joins the new road under glades

\nof pines, and breaks away again to run through cornfields and

\nunder stunted olives round the north-east mountain entrance
\nof the valley, from under whose hill a smoothly-jointed Hellen\302\254

\nistic guard tower watches the flat lands
beyond.\n

The bed of the Kuru Chay, dry as its name
suggests,

also

\ncomes down here from the Termessusvalley. It circumvents

\nboth the hill and the wall, which adds to its other
disappoint\302\254

\nments by not crossing the river or indeed closingthe valley

\nat all. Descending from the Termessus hill, it swings up the
\nsmall

opposing slope in a reasonable way, and thendieslikethe

\nMaginot line in mid-air: the little hill is an isolatedoutcrop,
\nand any sensible army would circumvent it by following the
\nbed of the Kuru Chay behind it; and this seemsto metobe the

\nonly inaccuracy in Arrian\342\200\231s
description,

which declares that \342\200\230a

\nsmall guard can cut off all
approach\342\200\231.\n

Farther down, and also on the north of the Kuru Chay, but

\nin flat pinelands that turn to cultivation, was a
city

whose

\nwater-channels adorned with altars I have already mentioned.
\nIt looks like a late town, and Spratt identifiedit with Lagon.

\nSince my map placed it to the southof the road instead of to

\nthe north, it took me some time to find. Theseabsent-

\nminded moments in the
cartographer\342\200\231s

head cause a lot of
\ntrouble. But the taxi-driver and I finally located it at the
\nCaf\303\251of the Far, or Long, Well (Uzunkuyu Kahvesi),seventeen\n
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kilometres from Antalya, now grown froma village of fifteen

\nto one of seventy-five houses, to the damage of its ruins.\n

If I were rich, I should like to restorethe little town of Lagon.
\nIt must have prospered on the traffic of the road which, for

\ncenturies before the old men remember, ran northward along

\nthe western edge of the plain. The water,too,inits
straight

\nchannels, must have kept Lagon happy, and paidforitsstreetof
\ncolumns now prostrate, and for the temple heapedat itscentre.
\nFour long strips or more of carved cornice, pillars diagonally
\nfluted, fragments of a coffered ceiling and winged naked

figures

\nwith garlands, all lie together, so that it would be no
very

\ngreat labour to set them up where
they

stood. How pleasant
\nfor the people of Antalya in summer, when

they come, as

\nthey do, to picnic in the pine-woods,to seetheir ancient city

\nblossoming like a bed of lilieson its columns. Its waters are

\nreviving, and the peasants have cleared the formerchannels,

\nthat run along stone blocks, about three feet high, wherethe

\nwater has left an overlapping incrustation of lime. The
\npeasants

use it and dig new gardens, and every turn of the

\nspade uncovers some bit of stone or marble, Byzantine
or

\nRoman, mostly doomed to disappear.\n
A line of caravanseraisor hans was built in Seljuk times along

\nthis road. The finest of them is at the top ofDosheme,onthe

\nplateau, at a village called Susuz, the Waterless,eastof the

\nmodem main road and north of Mellikoy. Nineteenth-
\ncentury

travellers rode by its door and noticed floating figures
\nin stiff relief, and thought them angels; and the insideof the han

\nhas an unusual cathedral quality, with a domed nave, and

\narches on piers rising from it, where the cattlenow enter a

\nRembrandt gloom under the stalactite carving of the door.

\nSome part of the front wall must have belonged to an older

\nbuilding,
but the rest of it\342\200\224with slit windows widening in\302\254

\nward, and buttresses, round, square, octagonal and hexagonal,
\nfour on each side\342\200\224is Seljuk at its best.\n
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The other two hans are in the plain, one at Kirkgoz and one
\nat the cross-roads at Lagon. They also have fine doors of a
\nsimpler pattern; and they open to double arcadeson an enclosed

\ncourt, where Spratt and his party lit their fires and picketed

\ntheir horses as travellers did throughthe ages,lodgingtogether

\nwith their pack-animals in the outer and inner rooms. These,
\nbans too have buttressed walls, square, squat and windowless,
\nfortified to suit the commerce of their day. The traffic of the

\nCrusades came by as well as the earliertrading;the Byzantine

\nheritage is shown at Kirkgoz by charming shallow domes of

\noverlapping tiles; and, fold within fold of civilization, my eye
\nfell

upon
a small altar with a Greek inscription,let into the

\nScljuk building of the wall.\n

Kirkgoz must always have had a road becauseof the water

\nthat gushes out here between the hillsideandtheplain. Lorry-

\ndrivers today stop and sleep in the shade
through

the hot hours

\nbefore continuing their journey, as their predecessorsdid
\nbefore them; and tables with napkins and glassesarelaidunder

\nplane trees beside a water-lily lake in sight of the Seljuk han.

\nThe road divides, and the middlemodem
way

turns up into the

\nlulls; while the old leads to Dosheme, a few milesfarther north.\n

I turned off the main road at Mellikoyto examine the top of

\nthis
pass, by two small rises with fragmentary ruins and a

\nreport
of further antiquities at Chakraz, on the left. These

\nseemed to be high up and far away in the hills,and\342\200\224refusing

\nto be led
astray\342\200\224I

made for the
plateau\342\200\231sedge, as far as the taxi

\ncould go. There the Dosheme track tilted steeply downward
\ntowards the peacock colours of the plain, and after walking
\nhalf an hour or so, I was about to dismissthepassforitssteepness
\nwhen some ancient wheel-ruts caught my eye. They continued
\non and off about three feet above the presentlevelof the path,

\nwhich had evidently washed away between them; and
they

had

\nworn deep wide grooves in the limestone,overa longperiod
\nof time. Delighted with this evidence, and thinking how\n
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agonizing the jolting must have been before springs or rubber

\ntyres
were invented, I made as soon as I couldfor the other

\nend of the pass, beyond Kirkgoz, in the
plain.\n

Each one of these investigations meant a separateexpedition
\nfrom Antalya in a taxi, since the placesthat buseswent to were

\nnearly always far away from ruins.
My

driver had become

\ntrained to deal with ditch or stubble; and this was necessary for

\nthe
finding of Dosheme which, forty-one kilometres from

\nAntalya,
is now scarcely used. The cart-tracks that lead from

\nvillage
to village in the plain had given out beforewe saw the

\nold route creeping, with shallow undulations like an asp be\302\254

\ntween the breasts of low steep hills. Walls of largebut mean

\nbuildings showed its importance in the time of the
Byzantines

\nand Crusaders; and it continued to be used,and to be referred

\nto by the name of Bijikli village, by the 19th-centurytravellers.
\nThe many towers, cornices and columns seen by Koehler\302\256

\nhave disappeared, but stretches of original wall are still there
\nunder medieval building, and sarcophagi, carved with rosettes,
\nGreek

inscriptions, shields, convoluted angles, and even a
\nmutilated sprawling Hon, are scattered about, too heavy to
\ncarry away from the base of the hill. They flank a causeway

\nwhose pavement is eight or nine feet across, edged with big

\nstones, evidently built in an age of Christian vandalism, since

\nlids of tombs have been used here and there in its surface.
\nRuts are deeply worn in the stones, and thesemustthemselves
\nhave been preceded by a more ancient road, built perhaps
\nby

Attalus when he founded his port of Attaleia, when the

\nsarcophagi stood to right and left on the hillsidebeforeanother

\nage broke them to bits.\n

I climbed for nearly an hour, and sat down to rest and look

\nback over the sun-drenched plain, where the reapedstems lay

\nin rows and caught the sunlight among the
standing

com.

\nGrassy avenues had been left for village carts and tractorsto
\nmove among

their harvests.\n
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The plain curved north-eastward; hills floated into it like
\ngrey

swans into a lake whose northern shore was the greatgap

\nof Perge. It looked as if the easiestof all the passes must be

\nthere, and indeed somewhere in that direction is the opening
\nwhich Augustus later fortified with a garrison at Cremna.7
\nAlexander would never have turned away to Termessus if
\nhis intention had been to make north! Of so much I felt

\ncertain though the reason was still obscure. He meant to
\ngo

towards the west when he started from Perge. The
Selgian

\nambassadors or some other information turned him to the
\nlands of Sagalassus in the north, and he eithermadefor them

\nby
this way, or else marched by Termessusas he had marched

\nunder the walls of Sillyon, and came out near Ariassus on to

\nthe
upper plain.\n

Ariassus was easy to find at Bademagachi,a friendly village

\nof prosperous houses scattered west of the mainroad,fifty-six

\nkilometres from Antalya, among fruit trees on warm slopes.
\nAll these passes are free of heavy snows in spiteof their rise

\nto the plateau, and this no doubt the
envoys

from Phaselis

\nstressed when they urged Alexander to abandonthe
high

frozen

\nuplands of Xanthus.\n

In Bademagachi, the Almond-Treevillage,we drank our
\nglasses

of tea in the shade of the square,and walked with a

\nschoolmaster for the inside of an hour over the
ups

and downs

\nof a low promontory sown with coni, to wherethe ruins slide

\ndown the slope of a narrow
valley,

and a Roman triple gate of
\nthe age of Hadrian stands neat and slender at their foot. Be\302\254

\nyond it the cultivated plateau shows to therimsofthe Sagalassus

\nhills. The position dominates both the modem roadand that

\nof the Termessus defile, one on eitherside;and the importance

\nof the place is shown by the span of its ruins, that cover the

\nhill. The huge blocks of a heraion were beside us, a high

\ntomb with a double alcove beyondit, and the fallen pillars of

\na church near-by.\n
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Most of this, except the heraion,seemed late; there was a

\nslickness about it, as if the architect, after too much
building,

no

\nlonger respected each work separately for itself, but copied
\nmerely.

That is decadence, I thought, as I wanderedamongthe

\nthorns\342\200\224in architecture, in life, and in literature also. As the

\narchitect his stone, so the writer too keepshis idea side by side

\nin his mind with the sentences that describe it, to see them

\ncontinually together, so that reality may rule his words, in
\na human proportion, and the fact and its reporting may

\nnot deviate one from the other and truth be lost. Decadence

\nis their divergence, a gap between the conception and its
\nexpression,

a slackening of the discipline that unites us with
\nvision: and excellence, which alone matters in a world that

\nneglects it, lies almost entirely in this coincidenceof the

\nthing with its expression. However humble or
unimpor\302\254

\ntant the object may be, this is true, and even the bows and

\nribbons of la Pompadour are remembered because they were
\nright.\n

But who cares for what happened in Ariassus, when Alex\302\254

\nander had passed? The provincials went on building their
\nsepulchres,

one like the other, and are forgotten, while his

\ntorch moves down the solitary valley. The inert walls and

\nruined tombs and empty churches glow for a momentin their
\nobscure and thorny thickets. The pride which made them
\ncomfortable and rich has long departed and among theirdead
\nstones nothing but a young man\342\200\231sdream remains. But as I

\ncame away, the D\303\266sheme pass still seemed to me the most

\nlikely
for Alexander\342\200\231s passage since it did not have an uncon\302\254

\nquered enemy on the defile behind it. However this
may be,

\nfrom one road or the other, he marched across the plateau to

\nSagalassus
at the spring turn of the year, acrosslands that he

\nlike pools between sudden ranges, where men walk on the

\nwinter-flattened pastures with their flocks behind them as

\nsoon as the March snow melts.\n
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Aglason, the modem village, leans in gardens against
a

\nmountain that spills waters down wooden shoots for mills.
\nPieces of marble, lintel, cornice, or column are put to poor
\nvillages uses, as familiar and unrecognized as the civilization
\nthey brought and belonged to; and in the square,undera tree,
\nwith the new school behind it, the countrymen have stood a
\nstatue from the city above. With its name

slightly altered,

\nAglason\342\200\224Sagalassus, Shakalsha of the
Egyptians8\342\200\224it

is on a

\nshoulder of the mountain, as straightasonecan go.\n

The ascent is so steep that the sight of the shelf and all its
\nruined buildings is long hidden. A road cuts through it,
\nleading

to Isparta, but in the chaos of rocks,ravines and tangled

\nranges, one would scarcely notice that the
grey

lichened stones

\non either hand were once a carved and decoratedtown, if it
\nwere not for the theatre, oriented to a churchand shaken by

\nearthquakes, and backed by funeral nichesonthe vast face of the

\ncliff. The outlines of a main street run southwardon a
spur,

\nand many temples with pieces of sculpture still about them
\nshow the strength and grandeur of this

\342\200\230fairlylarge city\342\200\231
of

\nthe most warlike of the warlike Pisidians.\n

A shepherdess, knitting a sock, showed us the metopesand

\nfallen sculptures that she knew. And when we hadspentsome
\nhours here, on our way as we descended, we saw a litde car

\nand two figures rather lost beside it\342\200\224ahusband and wife who

\nhad driven from Paris without a word of
anything

but French,

\nand were looking for Sagalassus unnoticed beside diem in the
\nvast

landscape. Below it in the plain, the springhad come;
\nwe looked down on cultivated hollows like spoons amongthe
\nhills where the shallow lakes of winter were drying; therethe

\npoplars shimmered as if with sequins on silver, the walnuts

\ncurled infant leaves bright and brown as polishedleather,the

\npear trees were thick and tight with blossomlike Victorian

\nnosegays in every sheltered hollow. People were out, riding
\nor walking near the villages; the manes and tails of grazing\n
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horses were ruffled in the breeze; women were weeding, kneel\302\254

\ning in rows; or hoeing, one behind the other,with a man at

\nease to direct them; and oxen were ploughing, four or five

\nteams together. All were in groups, spaced here and there

\nlike a ballet of the works of
spring.\n

The buffaloes were being taken along the plainin droves, with

\nsome old plough, shiny with handling, askew on a donkey
\namong them; and our zigzag road and the short cuts of the

\nsteep hill beneath us were being climbedin longfiles to the

\nearliest mountain pastures by young creaturesout for the first

\ntime\342\200\224kids and calves, white lambs with black ears, small girls
\ndressed like their mothers, in quilted jackets and full trousers

\nthat turn the female body into an egg-shapedoval below the

\nbreasts. They looked free and sweet. Sodidtheir brothers,

\nin rags surmounted by new peaked caps bought at the fair or

\nbairam in Aglason below.\n

At the foot of the hill, with the same
spring

air about him,

\nand without his cuirass, for he rarely wore it inbattle,Alexander

\ntoo was marshalling his army, if one had eyesto see.\n

He was fighting to reach his base and reinforcementsin the

\nnorth, and the battle is described by Arrian with great care\342\200\224

\nthe marshalling of the phalanx at the foot of the slope, from

\nAlexander with his bodyguard on the right to the territorial

\nfoot \342\200\230intouch with them, up to the left wing, all under the
\nbattalion officers in the order of precedence for the

day\342\200\231.
On

\nthe right wing in advahce were the archersand the Agrianes

\nlight-armed from the upper Struma; on the left the Thracian
\njavelin men; and no cavalry, for they would have beenuseless
\non the steepness of the hill.*\n

* The Loeb translation declares the battlefield to have been unsuitable for

\ncavalry because narrow. This is incorrect, as the hillside is wide and open, but

\nrough and steep, and difficult rather than narrow is a correcttranslation, or \342\200\230rough

\nand unfavourable* as given by E. J. Chinnock in 1893. (Arrian I, 28, 4). See
\nCurtius, IV, 13, 25, for Alexander\342\200\231scuirass: it would not be worn up so steep a

\nhill.\n
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The Pisidians,and the Termessians who had joined them,\n
\342\200\230

occupied
the hill in front of the

city
which was as strong for

\ndefensive operations
as the wall itself, and held their

ground\342\200\231.

\nThe walled city and the cliff that rises from it were behind them,
\nand already Alexander\342\200\231s right wing was advancing. It was

\nclimbing
the steep part of the ascent, where the Pisidians'

\nattacked from ambuscades among the boulders on either hand;
\nand the archers were driven back; but the Agrianesheld.
\n\342\200\230TheMacedonian phalanx was coming up, and Alexander
\nhimself was visible at its head\342\200\231:and the battle became hand to

\nhand, the unarmoured mountaineers charging the overlapping
\nsliields and9 long advancing spears. Some five hundred

lay

\ndead, and the rest knew their way and fledamongthe rocks,

\nwhile the Macedonians, \342\200\230fromweight of armour and want of
\nlocal knowledge, had little heart for the

pursuit\342\200\231. They were

\nout of breath no doubt, but Alexanderkepton the heels of the

\nflyers
and stormed the city, and \342\200\230thenhe attacked the remaining

\nPisidians, capturing many of their forts\342\200\231. He marched on, by
\nLake Ascania or Burdur, regions where waters flow naked
\nthrough sandy landscapes, and villages are screened in poplars,
\nand few tracks wind among stones; to Celaenae, now Dinar,
\nand on to Gordium, where the forces that led to Issus were

\nwaiting.\n
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SELGE\n

At this point arrived envoys from the Selgians,who are also native Pisidians with

\na large city, a warlike people; they had been for sometime at enmity with the

\nTermessiatis and so had sent an embassy to Alexander to askfor his friendship.
\nAlexander granted their wish, and found them wholly trustworthy allies.\n

ARRIAN I, 28, I.\n

THERE

IS NOTHING EXPLICIT IN ARRIAN TO LINK THE SELGIANS

\nwith Alexander\342\200\231s change of plan; but the fact is clearthat

\nhe did change it, turning from the west to the Sagalas-
\nsians in the north, who were the enemiesof the Selgians.They

\nwere at any rate the close allies of the
Selgians\342\200\231 enemies, and

\nAlexander did this immediately after meeting the Selgianam\302\254

\nbassadors under the gates of Termessus. It is thereforepossible
\nthat their being singled out as

\342\200\230trustworthy
allies\342\200\231may refer to

\nthe
important information they gave, and the opening of the

\ndefiles which followed. Other advisers, from Phaselis or

\nPerge,
had encouraged Alexander to destroy the Termessians

\non their own borders rather than the distant Sagalassians;and

\nthe Selgians, pointing out an easier and a shorter
way,

would

\nnaturally be considered the better friends. To such a point,

\nI think the short words of Arrian may fairly
be rounded, taken

\nas they are from immediate diaries, written on the spotat the

\ntime.1\n

In 1832, Selge had not
yet

been rediscovered in \342\200\230thesolitary

\nand pathless wilds of Taurus \342\200\231.Nine years later both Schonbom
\nand Daniell visited it,2 and it has been illustrated

by Lang-

\nkoronski, and is now reached not oftenbut at intervals of a few

\nyears by such travellers as have leisure to organizea small
\ncombined

operation of car, jeep and horse or mule. I talked

\nof this, and was given advice and a letter to the Miidur of the\n
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nahiye of Besh Konak, by the kind head of
Antalya mu\302\254

\nseum, Ismail Bey, who had been up there. BeshKonak, he

\nsaid, could be reached by jeep. Jeeps were described to me

\nas scattered about Manavgat in profusion, but there werenone
\nin Antalya and for some days nothing happened. Yet the
\nTurk suddenly acts; there is an energy about him almost
\nunnerving

to anyone accustomed to the Mediterranean languor,
\nand his activity explodes fully armed out of the mostplacid
\nrepose,

like Athena from the head of Zeus, and as
unexpected.\n

I had taken a room which I couldleaveand come back to, and

\nthis gave me the peace of mind northerners need to meet the

\nconstant unpremeditated strains; and when the taxi-driver
\narrived before five one morning and announced that he had

\nheard of one of those
many jeeps,

I was able to pack a haversack
\nand be ready in half an hour. The

fifty-mile
drive along the

\ncoast was over while the sun climbed the aqueductof Side;
\nand we found the (single) Manavgat jeep under a planetree

by

\nthe river, with a small morning market under
way

around it.\n

By eight-thirty we started, with bread, cucumbers, olives,
\nsardines and beans, excellendy canned locally and bought and

\npacked
beside us; and by nine o\342\200\231clockwe had retraced twenty-

\nfive kilometres of our
morning\342\200\231s

drive and left the main road
\nto make across cultivation for Tashajil, a well-to-do villageat
\nthe entrance to the hills.\n

From here we passed two hamlets only, and coveredno more
\nthan thirty-four kilometres in three hours, for the road is bad
\nin summer and for cars impossible in winter. We followed,
\nmore or less, the Eurymedon river, cutting away from it now
\nand then across pine-covered ridges, rough and low; or crossing
\ngravel

beds and cornfields of its tributary, the SagiriChay,
that

\nruns along a deep cross-shaft of the range. Daniell had taken

\nthree days to climb over the ridgeofBozburun from Sillyon,

\nled by an old man who remembered the ruins from nineteen
\nyears

before: but we kept easily near the left bankof the stream,
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and at pleasant intervals drove beside it, between
clumps

of

\nmyrtle rank green in spring. The river, historicin its lower

\nreaches with Greek victories and failures, was here a smooth
\nand strong expanse of moving water, glistening and bending
\nlike a horse\342\200\231sneck and sucking at the drooping boughs of trees.
\nWe lunched beside it, where planks were stacked to

push
in

\nand float when the season came; and about
midday opened

\nup
the fertile lands of Besh Konak\342\200\224the Five Mansions\342\200\224ina

\ngreen
basin enclosed but open, where the current flows

ring\302\254

\nleted with curling shallows, like a
god.\n

The Mudiir of the nahiye, a fair-hairedandfragileyoung man,

\ncame from Istanbul, and this was his first post. He liked it,

\nthough
the five neat whitewashed cubes put up by

the
govern\302\254

\nment for its officials were all the sociallifewithin his reach.\n

\342\200\234Iwould wish to go with you to learn,\342\200\235he said, when he

\nhad sent to fetch two mules and muleteers: \342\200\234ButI left school

\nat sixteen, and came here; and what can one do?\342\200\235He said it

\nwith the unconscious sadness that seems to weigh on
young

\nnationalists\342\200\224the result perhaps of their strange patriotism, that
\nthinks that all except what is foreign must be bad.\n

The anxiety to learn, however, did not take him beyonda
\nRoman bridge near-by, where the mules were loaded up and I
\nwas mounted.\n

Strabo mentions these bridges in the mountainous
country

\nwhich abounded with precipices and ravines and kept the
\nSelgians

from being \342\200\230atany time or on any single occasion,
\nsubject

to any other
people\342\200\231.

This one joined two cliffs with
\none arch across the river far below, and its road, cut in the
\nprecipice,

continued to show itself at intervals, in slabs of stone

\nplaced end to end for miles into the hills.\n

The climb took three hours. Down in the
valley,

we had

\npassed occasional travellers, riding ponies with a red cloth
\ntinder a carpet-saddle, or had seen camps of Yiiriiks in the

\nglades; but here solitude floated up from the vertical
gorges,\n
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filled with cypress or cedar as if with black
spears.

The

\nsilence buried the sound of its ownwaters,and a thin haze, spun
\nin the blueness of air, divided one range from another,asif the

\nheights wore haloes. The trees closed in above us and below

\n\342\200\224juniper,
with soft fresh needles; and the harder aromatic

\ncypress; maples, with their younger leaves light against the
\ngreen

in damp places; carob, and Judas, some sort of rhus

\nwith round leaves and feathery purple plumes, and the red
\nboughs

of the arbutus like sudden naked arms. Higher up,
\nthe oak leaves lifted into sunlight, and their trunks, and thoseofa

\ntall tree like a chestnut, stood furrowed like stoneamongthe

\nstrange hieratic stones. These ribs of rock, symmetrically

\nranked, descended, one felt, into the hill\342\200\231sfoundations, and the

\nbare rain-washed scaffolding that shows must be a part of the
\nhidden

scaffolding of earth.\n

Under the movement of the sun, styrax and olives spread
\ntheir luxuriant branches and slim leaves. Perhaps it was not
\nstyrax,

but it looked like it and I hoped it might beso,for that

\nwas the
Selgian\342\200\231sexport, used for incense and javelins; and the

\nolive was famous round Selge, and must surely bethe treegone
\nback here to wildness, for nowhere else have I seenit

pushing

\namong alien thickets with such ease and splendour,as if it had

\nnot forgotten how it once owned the land.\n

There was a human kindness about these trees; as there was

\nin the floor of the road whose giant stoneswekepton
meeting,

\nand in a cistern scooped solid through the rockat the rim of the

\ncliff. The hands that pruned the trees, the feet that trod the

\ncauseway, brought their centuries across the empty afternoon.
\nEven my two boys who led the muleshad fallen silent, for they
\nhad never been up here before, and were not quitesureof our
\npath

that grew smaller when it left the edge of a gorgeand

\nbegan again to climb. At the end of two and a half hours
\nof complete solitude we passed near a

goatherd\342\200\231s hut, and kept

\naway
from his dogs, and heard him talking to his herd among
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the tree-stems out of sight: and when I lifted my eyes, I saw

\nnear-by, looking at me, motionless under an olive as if she
\nwere a part of its shadow, a girl dressedin a tom smock as grey

\nas its stem and with eyes as green as its leaves. Seeingher

\nastonished I rode by in silence, thinking of
myths

and how

\nnaturally they grow in the life that breeds them, and seem

\nstrange only to us who look at them from a more populated

\nworld.\n

About sunset, when we were very weary, a softeningin the
\nlandscape\342\200\224not terracing, but a trace of it from the

past\342\200\224

\nappeared with flat spaces of meadow, and then of
ploughland.

\nThe symmetrical, natural rocks encircled this place and must
\nhave made it religious long before the days of known history

\nor the knowledge of the Greeks. Smallpointedhillockswere

\nframed in these formal borders, and, riding by them, we reached

\na
cemetery of stones and marble fragments scattered under

\nhigh
oak trees and saw the village now calledZerkwhich once

\nwas
Selge\342\200\224fifteen cottages or so scattered among prostrate

\ncolumns under a Roman theatre in a hollow.\n

It was shallow as a saucer and the ploughedfields filled it,

\nand small pinnacles surrounded it, where templeshad stoodon
\neasy slopes. Beyond them, the high peaks rose with unseen
\nvalleys intervening\342\200\224Bozburun

in the north-west, and Karadagh
\nacross the Eurymedon, and Ovajik smoothly edged with snow
\nin the south-east: the names are Derme and Kerizon the map,
\nbut the people of Zerk call them by the facesthat

they see.

\nSome in light and some in shadow, they
had the cold pink

\nmountain glow upon them as we made for an alpinecottage
\nbuilt between the marble shafts of some forgotten public
\nbuilding.

This was the muhtar\342\200\231s house, under a roof weighted
\nfor snow with stones. A verandah with broad eavesheldthe

\nwife\342\200\231sloom with the living room behind it, while the stables
\noccupied

the floor below.\n

A porch to sit on was built out in the open, and here we\n
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climbed by a particularly difficult ladder, and the Miidiir\342\200\231s

\nletter was handed round till someone young and recently
\neducated could be found to read it. A feeling of gloomdeep\302\254

\nened as they read. When they had all takenit in, the muhtar,

\ntall and rough, and rather stupid, but with the
dignity

which

\neven a small habit of authority gives,sat darkly fingering the

\nnote, and I began to fear either that there was a feud with the
\nauthorities\342\200\224which would have been most likely in Arabia but
\nalmost unthinkable in

Turkey\342\200\224or
else that this village was

\nfanatically prejudiced against strangers. My muleteers were
\ntoo young to explain things in the presenceof their elders, and

\nit was only after a long time, when I had beensettled in the

\nvillage guest-house and a fire was lighted,that I gathered from

\none man and another what the trouble was about.\n

The little place was desperately poor. The cornfields,which

\nhad looked meagre to my eyes as I rode
by them, had had no

\nsnow that
year\342\200\224and

there is no water in Zerk for irrigation
\nexcept

what comes from the snow: the wizened stalks were

\nthere, upright but dead. There was no food,even for a night,
\nfor our animals, and after a long discussionamongthe eldersa

\nyouth had been sent across the hills to wherethe year had been

\na little better and enough fodder for one mealcouldbefound.
\n1had planned to spend a second day in Selge,but the thought

\nfilled everyone with dismay, and I there and then renounced it.\n

It is like an abyss opening at one\342\200\231sfeet to look into the face
\nof starvation, and see the earth turn barren, and know that

\nunless it feeds us we must die. The villagers,with their sad

\ndignity, went on with all their hospitablerites. Themuhtar\342\200\231s

\nwife brought a carpet for the floor, and mattresses,bolsterand

\nrugs to lay upon it; a fire (and timberwas plentiful) made the

\nhearth under its wooden canopy in the dark litde roommore

\ncheerful; and a scanty dish of rice, a bowlof
yaourt

and water,

\nand some flaps of bread were prepared. The muhtar and I

\nand the muleteers ate\342\200\224and then one or two of the Elders, and I
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took as little as I could and watchedwhile
my

canned beans

\nmade a feast. No one mentionedthem; no onetookmore

\nthan their share or tried to do so; but our metal
plate was as

\nbright
as if it had been polished when the mealwas over. An

\neasier atmosphere began to creep about us; a sliver of pine

\nthrown on at intervals kept up the firelight and the villagers

\ndropped in one by one from their labours,and sat or squatted
\nall together, far or near according to their station and theirage.
\nThere was still hope, they said; for, though the wheat had dried,

\nthe maize was sown and rain, if it came,would save it, although
\nthe season was over; and a silence fell, as everyonethought

for

\nhimself of what would happen if no rain came.\n

Mr. George Bean, who collects Greek inscriptions, had
\nbeen up here as he has been to mostplacesin Turkey,

and had

\nbrought his sister three years before. He was remembered

\nwith friendliness, and I too was gratefulto him, for not only
\nhad he made the village understand what a traveller wants to
\nsee, but he had also made it possible for me to sleepalone.
\nWhen the moment came, my two young muleteers showed
\nevery

intention of sharing the guest-room, now warm and
\ncomfortable with its fire; and the Elders looked perplexed
\nwhen I said firmly that other quarters must be found. It was

\nonly through the example of Mr. Bean, who had left his sister

\nin her seclusion, that the two reluctant muleteerswere taken

\naway and I was left in darknessand peace; till a manhalfin at
\nthe window in the middle of the night startled me

by asking for

\nhis donkey. Someone, he thought, had taken it, and leaning
\ninto my torch-light like the bandit in

Rigoletto,
he looked at me

\nin a dazed way and retreated.\n

Zerk and its fields were beginning to stir in the
half-light

\nwhen I awoke. Men, with ploughs laden on
donkeys

or oxen

\nwere setting out to work in the hopeof rain, and the women

\nwere at the back of their cottages gathering sticks for a fire.
\nThe muhtar\342\200\231s wife came with a teapot across the level

plough-\n
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land, and put a few stickstogether,and dug a hole in the ashes,
\nand poured me out two little glasses of tea. The Elders who

\nhad
nothing to do came drifting over, and we beganto walk

\nabout the ruins, beginning with the theatre and goingon from
\npinnacle

to pinnacle, in and out of the ancientwalls.\n

In its crown of mountains the city musthave been something

\nof a miracle, through the heyday of the Greco-Romanworld.
\nSurprise,

the magic of life, must always have hung aboutit in
\nits remoteness, even then, when there were twenty thousand
\nof its sons to defend it.3 There cannot have been

many

\ntravellers up and down the stone-built road from the deep
\nvalley,

even when Laodice, a Pontic princess, spent her
youth

\nhere, late in the 3rd century B.c., in the timeof the Hellenistic

\nkings.4 Logbasis, a citizen of Selge, had brought her
up

\n\342\200\230tenderly
loved as a

daughter\342\200\231
in his house, and she married

\nAchaeus, his friend, who later revolted against Antiochus III
\nand died in Sardis.\n

Polybius5 tells how the Selgianswere
besieging Pednelissus,

\nwhich is now Baulo or Bala, a
day-and-a-half\342\200\231s

ride away (they
\ntold me), beyond Kozeli in the west. Thesepeoplesent to ask

\nAchaeus for assistance, and his generalcamewith an army and

\nthe men of Aspendus to help him; and after various feints and

\nbattles in the passes, the men of Selgewere defeated. Their

\nenemies reached the gates of the city; and Logbasis, because of

\nhis known friendship with Achaeus, was sent out to themto
\nparley.

He offered to hand over the town and a truce was

\ngranted, while Achaeus was sent for in secretand the
negotia\302\254

\ntions were drawn out till he came. Then Logbasis,who had

\nquietly hidden many of the enemy in his house, advised the

\ncitizens to call an assembly to debateon a
peace. Even the

\nsentries came down from the littlehills to join in the delibera\302\254

\ntion, while Achaeus and his general, with separateforces,were

\nmarching. They were making for the Cesbedium, the acro\302\254

\npolis temple to Zeus, and no one was there excepta goatherd\n
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to see them; but he ran to warn the men of Selge, who rushed
\nto their walls and held them, while the crowdclimbedthe roof

\nof
Logbasis\342\200\231

house and killed him and his followersand his sons.\n

All this can be traced plainly, though the peopleofZerk and

\ntheir ploughing have destroyed the city in the hollow,and the

\nCesbedium is flattened on its hill in ruins, and the other temples
\nand the churches that followed them are prostrate too.

They

\nare heaped about, with hidden or weathered sculpture,and the

\nfoundations of streets of shops between them. The market

\nfloor is bare to its arched gateway; .and the theatreis built
\ninto the hill with stone that crumbles, and in its crevicesthe

\nbushes hang in air.\n

The city went on after the death ofLogbasis,and made peace

\nand signed a treaty with Achaeus in 218 b.c. It
fought

Per-

\ngamum, and, four centuries and a half later, in a.d. 399,was

\nstill able to withstand the attack of Tribigildthe Goth,with the

\n\342\200\230audacity
which becomes temerity, and has always distinguished

\nthe Selgians in war\342\200\231.8\n

It died slowly, probably of thirst, on the summitsofitshills.
\nThe streams, that were brought from beneath Bozburun,
\nwhere they still gather in a dip of thepine-slopes,have lost their

\nancient conduits; their reservoir on the acropolisis empty,

\nand the stone brackets and the earthenware pipes that dis\302\254

\ntributed them, a foot in diameter and overan inchin thickness,
\nhe about in pieces. The cisterns under the houseshave fallen

\nin with the ruin of the housesabovethem;and water, the
city\342\200\231s

\nhfe, has trickled through the blind labyrinths piled up
in the

\npillared darkness of the mountain, until far below, between

\nthe cliffs that make it useless for long stretches,the beautiful

\nwaters reappear and waste themselves at sea. Only a dripnow
\noozes out below the southern wall of Selge,whereaNausicaawas

\nwashing in a dingy way over a cauldron, with a gourd whose
\nlengthened shape provided a handle used for a dipper besideher.\n

As we climbed down a young girl met us
carrying this\n
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household water on her shoulderin a tin. She turned, as the

\ncustom is, to face the ditch
away

from us as we passed, and
\nstood there, her chin and forehead wound in a white veil,
\nknowing perhaps

that her profile was beautiful against the
\nsnowy

mountains. The gesture, so modest and so noble,
\nhad the grace of a ritual, leading the poor lifelikea quiet and \302\267

\ncertain step in a procession, over ground that has beentrodden
\nfirm

by many feet before.\n

The whole of Selge was visible from the south-eastern

\npinnacle.
The pillars of a church aisle lay among bushes of

\nsmall blossom like blackthorn on the ground, and the market
\nand Cesbedium, the southern walls below them and the necro\302\254

\npolis beyond curved in a semicircle round the theatreand

\nhouses of Zerk and the ruins in the hollow. The Elders who

\nsat with me in the sun kept on asking: \342\200\234Were they men

\nmade like us, who built these
things

?
\342\200\235\n

They would have understood more easily if I couldhave said

\nthat they were giants: and as I sat there I began to wonder

\nmyself,
as I often do, what makes the differenceand what it is.\n

In the middle of the 4th century B.c.die
Selgians changed

\ntheir barbaric coins for Greek patterns modelledon
Aspendus.\n

A hundred years later they claimed a Greek origin.7 It was the

\nfashion, and even before Alexander the hellenizingprocesshad

\nbegun. Greek culture had spread on its own merits,and

\nprinces\342\200\224such
as Mausolus, or Abdastart, \342\200\230Slaveof Astarte\342\200\231at

\nSidon who called himself Strato\342\200\224were anxious to be known

\nby
Greek names.\n

But chiefly Alexander altered the complexionofAsia \342\200\230sothat

\nHomer was commonly read, and the childrenof the Persians,

\nof the Susianians and of the Gedrosianslearnedto chant the

\ntragedies of Sophocles and
Euripides\342\200\231.8

No empire before or

\nsince has been so persuasive, nor has any conversion excepta
\nreligious

one been so complete and widespread as was his

\nhellenizing
of the Asiatic world.\n
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Now that the British peace is over and the worldfluid, and

\nrefugees pour once again from the east,*it isno wasteof time to

\nthink of these causes, that made him successful where nearly

\neveryone else has failed. For hiswasno swift military triumph,

\nthat leaves a red scarand isover;norwas he a deliverer, rescuing
\nthe

oppressed; nor did he come with a great army,
for he had not

\nmore than about thirty thousand men when he landed, and
\nmost of the recruits made were natives of the nations he sub\302\254

\ndued. But he had, first of all, the excellenceofGreek civiliza\302\254

\ntion which the Macedonians themselves and all the tribes
they

\nconquered believed in; and\342\200\224since such superiority often

\nspreads a religion, but rarely a political power\342\200\224he
had his

\nown individual dream of the generalbrotherhoodof man.\302\267

\nIt came, apparendy, by gradual steps, and there were
signs,

\neven in his lifetime, of its failure; and after his death the no\302\254

\nbility and the glory departed. The vision was forgotten or
\nmerely

not understood until our own day, when its future is

\nequally obscure. Yet it led him to
say things which, for two

\nthousand years, only Saints and Prophets were aware of; and,
\nalienating

him from many of his own people, it bound him
\nstrangely

to the Asiatic world.\n

\342\200\230Itook to wife a daughter of Darius,\342\200\231he says to the foreign
\ntroops

at Opis, \342\200\230sothat I might abolish all distinction between

\nvanquished
and victor . . . Asia and Europe now belong

\nto one and the same kingdom ... It isneither unbecoming

\nfor the Persians to simulate the manners of the Macedonians,
\nnor for the Macedonians to copy those of thePersians.Those
\nought

to have the same rights who are to liveunderthesame
\nsovereign.\342\200\231\n

\342\200\230Isee,\342\200\231he says, \342\200\230inmany nations things which we should

\nimitate; and so great an empire cannot fidy be ruledwithout

\n* This was written during the massacre of Hungary.\n
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contributing some things to the vanquished
and learning

\nfrom them....\342\200\231\n

And at last: \342\200\230Ifwe wish to hold Asia, not merely to pass
\nthrough it,\342\200\231he says with a strange modernity, \342\200\230ourclemency

\nmust be shared with its
people.\342\200\23110\n

Many steps led to this climax: the pattern of
Xenophon\342\200\231s

\nCyrus, whose life he must have read beforehis great adventure;

\nhis direct and growing acquaintance with the peoples of Asia,

\nbegun probably with refugees at his father\342\200\231scourt; and chiefly
\nthe natural courtesy that made him respect strangers, without
\nwhich neither his nor any other brotherhood could live.\n

This is often recorded, in small and significant stories,such

\nas that of his behaviour when Statira died, the wife of Darius,

\nand \342\200\230heabstained from food and observed every honour ... in
\nthe native manner of the Persians\342\200\231;u and the episode at Susa,
\nwhere, the throne being too high and Darius\342\200\231table placed as a

\nfootstool, a household eunuch wept to see his master\342\200\231smemory

\ndisgraced, and Alexander was for removing the table until

\npolicy
and his counsellors prevailed;12 or his meeting with

\nArtabazus, whom he made Satrap of Bactria, and insteadof
\nwalking

as he usually did, ordered horses so that the old feeble

\nman
\342\200\230might

not feel ashamed\342\200\231.13\n

This courtesy won him the heart of Asia. It planteda seed
\nthere which has never been forgotten, and the name of the

\nGreat Alexander is familiar as no other westernnamein all
\nthese lands. As I looked over the crumpled Greeksplendour
\nof Selge,

I wondered why it should be so hard a
thing

for

\nhuman beings to learn; and why one mustnow travel chiefly

\nin the remoter places to find it? There the travellercomes
\nacross it, as I did.\n

The muhtar\342\200\231s wife had breakfast ready when I descended.
\nShe brought honey and egg between flaps of bread to the

\nverandah, and we sat and talked of the fife of Zerk and Selge,
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while she fondled the last and youngestof her girls. Decked

\nwith cowry shells and talismans, and
evidently loved, it

\ntottered around, though its mother seemedunable to remember

\nhow many, exactly, she had borne. But shewas definite about

\nher seven sons.\n

\342\200\234Andwhen do your girls marry i\342\200\235I asked.\n

\342\200\234When their hearts are hot,\342\200\235she said. \342\200\234Thatis what we

\nare like, up here.\342\200\235\n

Matronly and gentle in her shabby slippers and long red
\nshirwals or trousers, she moved about with a blue skirt wrapped
\nbelow the knees, and a flowered blue quilted jacket, a red
\nkerchief down her back hiding the hair and the circletofcoins.
\nHer hands were fine for all their wear and toil.\n

She was charming, and had been beautiful, with hazel-green
\neyes

and a regular profile, and strands of hair that were still

\nclear red-gold under the wreath of coinsand the cotton veil.

\nIn spite of all the poverty, she was sereneand
gay,

with frank

\neyes that liked living; and kindnessflowedlikea stream about

\nher, over the baby girl, and thesmallersons,and the cat and the

\nguest:
on a sudden impulse, putting her armsround

my neck,

\nshe kissed me, and said: \342\200\234Donot forget us, when you are

\naway.\342\200\235\n

I pressed a note into her hand whenthe menwere not about,

\nand she hesitated for a moment, and then no doubt
thought

of

\nthe children and their hunger, and tied it
quietly

in the comer

\nof a crimson shawl. I put a little bracelet,of the mosaics that

\none buys in the Square of St.Mark\342\200\231s,round the child\342\200\231s
podgy

\nwrist, and then the muhtar came up with the Elders,and we

\nwatched the mules being saddled while themencracked walnuts

\nfor me with stones. Then I rode
away sadly, as if the happiness

\nof Zerk and its history, the olive slopesandcolumnsand
twenty

\nthousand fighting men of Selge, and the passionateindepend\302\254

\nence, had died and were still dying in
my sight. At the edge

\nof the fields some boys came up with debasedpiecesof terra\302\254\n
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cotta, which I refused;but a man pulledout the embroidered

\nbag they all wear in their girdles,and extracteda tiny silver

\ncoin; it had a full face on one side and a helmeted headon the
\nother\342\200\224and the beauty and the gaiety were there, with

every\302\254

\nthing that matters, triumphant over the endlessdisappointments
\nof the ages, and the stupidity of men who arenolongerable

\nto cut the stone for their aqueducts and graft the wild olives
\nof their hillsides, as they did so successfullywhenit was harder

\nto do than now.\n

I walked most of the steepuneven way down; and we were

\ndelayed by meeting Yiiruks heading for their summer pastures,
\nand by one muleteer buying a ewe and her lambfor twenty-

\ntwo shillings from the passing flock. An old white-haired man

\nhad joined us, riding to pray during his Bairamin the first

\nmosque down the valley; and as we reachedthe lowerforests

\nand heard the voice of the river travellingup
to us along the

\nwalls of its ravine, a few large raindrops fell: the cloudshad

\ngathered thickly, and Bozburun was hidden; and wehopedand

\nhoped that a downpour was falling on the lastcropof the year

\nin Selge.\n
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LYCIA\n

In Lycia therefore after leaving the promontory of Mount

\nTaurus we have the town ofSimena, Mount Chimaera, which

\nsends forth flames at night, and the city-state of Hephaes-
\ntium, which also has a mountain range that is often on fire.
\nThe town of Olympus stood here, and there are now the

\nmountain villages of Gagae, Corydalla and Rhodiapolis, and

\nnear the sea Limyra with the river of which the Arycandus
\nis a tributary, and Mount Massicytus, the city-state of
\nAndria, Myra, the towns of Aperlae and Antiphellos for\302\254

\nmerly called Habesos, and in a corner Phellos.\n

PLINY V, 28, 100.\n

So fared he to Lycia by the blameless convoy of the Gods.\n

iliad VI, p. 103.\n
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THE CHELIDONIAN CROSSING\n

He came soon after to Phaselis . ..\n

ARRIAN I, 24, 6.\n

THE

WINDOWS ON TO THE TERRACE WERE ALWAYS OPEN

\nnow in Antalya, and the call to prayer seemedto float

\nin and out all day long. It was givenby loud-speakers;

\nand when a Muezzin in a peaked cap likea bookie sometimes

\nstepped on to his litde balcony,he didnotmuch improve it;

\nbut even so I think of it with peacefuldelight,foritsatmosphere
\nseemed to rock our most trivial acts in a cradleof safe and pious

\nwords whose passion had become mellow,lying
like old wine

\nso many years in the world\342\200\231sdarkness.\n

The coming of evening was now
actively pleasant, and the

\nred streaks of sunset illuminated supper on the roof of the

\nlokanta. The men sat there longer, chatting over their meal,
\nand I would linger a litde too, watching the

shapes
of their

\nheads\342\200\224their good looks like those of intelligent guardsmen,
\nwith every quality except that life-enhancing curiosity, and
\ntheir clothes so

abstract\342\200\224regardless,
that is to say, of fit. The

\nidea of adapting the suit to the figure is, I have read, quite

\nmodem; all through the Renaissance and beforeit, people
\nbought

a dress for its own sake; a bulge here or there did not

\nmatter, and the fitting is a deviceto make up
in some measure

\nfor our decline in magnificence. The Turks, jostled out of the

\nbeautiful tradition of their garments, have not
yet adjusted

\nthemselves; they buy, rather pathetically, with a repressed
\nhankering

for colour and pattern and a disregard for shape,
\nand though they feel bound, in this as in other

things,
to admire

\nforeign fashions, in their hearts
they

do not do so. Seftab\n
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and Ender, when
they

found that I liked them, would show
\nme their

grandparents\342\200\231 garments,
laid away at the top of some

\ncupboard, wrapped
in the towels with embroidered fringes

\nthat have come down through Turks and Byzantinesfrom who

\nknows what Lydian or pre-Lydian kings.\n

In the morning, when I sat in the glassed-in,ramshackle,

\noverhanging balcony of my milk shop, I watchedthe headof
\nthe little servant boy who always fell asleep among the cups
\nand had to be shaken awake to wash them. He

might
have

\nbeen designed from some Alexandrian coin, with his full lips

\nand dusky eyelashes. He looked anything but Turkish.
\nWhat far stream had brought him? The Mediterranean

\nproportion,
the curls clustering so gracefully, the rounded neck

\nand chin and eyebrows lighdy slanting to the
temples\342\200\224all

these

\nfine ingredients had become twisted into an expressionof
\ncorruption.

Who had been
responsible\342\200\224Persians, British,

\nArabs, Mongols, or Romans\342\200\224that vulgar people with their

\ntalk of liberation\342\200\224orthe mere absence of freedom throughthe
\ngenerations

? Or simply, and most probably, some voluntary
\nor involuntary break in tradition, by which thefocusof nations

\nis blurred? These wavering outlines are everywhere in the
\nMiddle East today; and a long time will be requiredfor new

\nshapes to settle and grow firm. But Ataturk, while modern\302\254

\nizing Turkey, was aware of the danger, and kept the country

\nto its own tradition, nor did he\342\200\224asa number of Middle Eastern
\nnations have done\342\200\224degrade the peasant in favour of the towns.
\nWhile this remains so, the picture of the childasleepamong

the

\nalien cups is not a Turkish picture,the rootlessnation\342\200\231send.\n

From such sad reflections I would look
up

and see Mount

\nClimax and Mount Solyma beyondthe domesof the
mosque,

\nacross the love-in-the-mist gentleness of the bay; and make up

\nmy mind that it was time to leave
Antalya

and ride across those

\nhills. The heat was becoming too fierce in the plain. I had

\nbeen talking nothing but Turkish for a month, and I beganto\n
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feel the strain of one thing and another. My taxi-driver, for

\ninstance. Rheumatism had made his teeth fall out; and a
\ngrease-stain on his coat collected the dust of weekswithout a

\nbrushing. He never would let me eat
by myself: out of

\nkindness he sat and peeledcucumbersfor me, and I longed for
\na meal at the Ritz or somewhere like it, whereone\342\200\231sdishes

\nwould be handed from behind in a quietunconversational way.

\nIt is humiliating to be impatient with physicalunattractiveness,
\nthough

it seems reasonable to enjoy the sight of presentable
\nmen. Their good looks make them un-self-centred and gay;
\nand there is a lot to be said for women plain enough to be
\ngenerally

interested in life and men handsome enough to be
\ndistracted from themselves. It was natural therefore that one

\nday, lunching under the plane treesofKirkgoz,I should wish for

\nonce to eat alone at a separate table; but it offended my driver;
\nI reached the hotel feeling that it was time to go if such little

\nthings disturbed me; and I happened on the sameafternoon to

\nmeet Ernes Talay Bey in the town.\n

He and his young wife own the chrome minebelowthe

\nChimaera. I had known them two years before, when they

\nwere waiting in the hotel for a smooth sea and we had visited

\nand dined with them when we passed by their minein the

\nElfin. I remembered Mrs. Talay with her Eton crop of
\nreddish-gold hair, her round gold ear-rings and sleevelesswhite

\njersey high round the neck, her belt with brass knobs, and

\ntight black trousers to the middle of the leg; and herself all gay
\nlittle curves inside them. She was away now, and Erneswas

\nin Antalya only for a day, but he gaveme a letter to his Man\302\254

\nager, and told me to cross the
bay any week I liked in one of his

\ncaiques\342\200\224the
Tekir or the Yilmaz\342\200\224whose blue sides and new

\nbright
bairam flags were reflected in the harbour below.\n

I therefore went to the bank where the dreamsof life are

\nbeaten out in metal. A pleader in the outeroffice was talking

\nto his creditor, who sat immobile, rather like Mr. Dullesin\n
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looks, with pouches underhis eyes and his mouth a little open,
\nsmiling

and relentless with cold eyes. From this sight of
\nstupidity

in power, I passed to the
Manager\342\200\231s office, where one

\nwas welcomed in a cordial way as if paying a call,and letters,
\nthey kindly promised, would be forwarded. Having settled
\nthis, and looked in on Ismail Bey at the Museumfor more
\nintroductions; and having shopped with Naji the policeman
\nfor coffee and tea, and sweets to leave insteadof

payments;

\nand having found out that there was one jeep in Elmalion the

\nplateau, and arranged with its owner that he would
carry

off

\nmy luggage and meet me in answerto a telegram on the western

\nside of Chelidonia\342\200\224Ipacked my haversack and bedding and a
\nbasket of food, and walked down to the Yiltnaz before five

\no\342\200\231clockone morning.\n

No one was yet about excepta watchman. Hehelpedme

\non to a coil of rope on Yilmaz\342\200\231s deck and the crew began
\npresently

to collect. They came, left baskets and parcels,went

\noff again and returned, and at last we wereoff:a mechanic,

\nwith a woollen shawl round his head and an arak bottle full of

\nwater; a man with gold teeth; a peasant who knew the coast
\nas we passed it; an old sailor devoted to Omdi,the

skipper\342\200\231s

\nlitde boy, who sat in an un-English way passionately glued to

\nhis lessons; and the skipper himself, who might have been an

\nadolescent German with a fair head. Our flag fluttered out
\nafter a short unsuccessful tussle with ropes aswe triedtomake it

\ndo the things one does when one leavesharbour; and the

\nbeautiful and familiar shapes of Climax were
moving by with

\na dark blue sea between. I saw the silver rocks,the dips and

\namphitheatres of cliffs, the easy pointed heights. We passed
\nthe banded steps of the gorge, oudined with cedars. We sat

\nand ate together and it no longer seemeda
hardship, dipping

\nour bread in salt on the deckin the sun. And in six hours we
\nturned a headland filled with chrome, and landed besidethe
\nfive or six small houses of the mine.\n
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When the Manager had metme and read my letter, and let
\nme rest in a neat litde house for visitors till the heatof the day

\nwas over, we drove to where the chromeis refined above the

\nnorthern comer of the bay. The installation is a simple

\naffair, worked by crude oil, the ores minced and shakenin two
\nshutter machines under a shed; earth and stone are washed

\ndown in running water, and the chrome is kept on onesidein
\na

glittering powder like steel. The ships come straight from
\nAmerica and anchor, and the litde decauville running down
\nfrom the shed tilts four or five thousand tons a year into their
\nholds. What do their skippers think of, I wondered,when they

\nspend their days here in the roadless
bay

and the legend-haunted

\nsilence, with no house in
sight

on all its hills? Beyond the

\npine
trees and the jutting rocks the seawinds in and out to the

\nChelidonian islands; and the Machineand the Chimaera vie

\nin
brightness for forest nomads who have learned their

ways.\n

I spent the evening with the Manager and his wife. Hewas

\ntall and quiet, with most beautiful hands, that moved gently

\nraising or lowering a long cigarette-holderin pointedfingers,

\nwhile he talked with much feeling about the placeand the

\nwork he loved. They both came from
Erzinjan,

and she

\nhad one of those sudden strong faces, with blackeyebrowsand

\npouting lips and heavy eyelids, that look at us from Ponticor
\nCappadocian coins, with too much vigour for time to alter.
\nThey gave me the kindest hospitality, and supper in their
\nnew fenced garden; and early next day sent the Yilmaz to land

\nme on the sandy beach of Olympus,wherethe sailors let me

\ndown into shallow water by a rope at the stem.\n

\342\230\205 \342\230\205 \342\230\205 \342\230\205\n

It was about seven o\342\200\231clock. The curving sands and woods
\nwere bright, and there was no sign of the horsesthat should

\nhave been waiting on the shore. No human trace was there,

\nexcept a heap of branchescollectedfor firewood, which the
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Yilmaz crew began to loadin a timeless way. Seagulls were

\nfishing, and their white bodies and the black tips of their
\nwings were reflected by every transparent wave as it turned
\nover:

flying fish, their aeroplane fins blue as metal,skimmed
\nthe surface of the water: an infinite leisure surrounded us

\nand them. The day was slipping through my fingers and

\nI had been feeling ill. I laid my head on
my

haversack and

\nslept, till in less than an hour two horsesand a donkey were

\ngreeted with joyful laconic Turkish words. The
donkey,

\nbeing smallest and weakest and oriental, had to
carry

the
lug\302\254

\ngage, and Ismail the guide and I rodeon
up

the valley.\n

The feeling of illness vanished\342\200\224it had been nothing but

\nfrustration and fatigue. In the heat of the morning, the sun

\nspread a velvety scent of broom through the resinousair; and

\nwe rode among white boulders, or dipped under sycamores
\nto brown and stagnant crossings of the stream. We were
\nmaking

our way towards an inland basin of woods and fields

\nwith the headlands of the Solyma range beyond it, and in

\nabout half an hour passed the track to Ardachan. It looked an

\neasy
but longer way across the peninsula in the south; and

\nsoon after, as we began to climb, we passedthe opposite,

\nTekirova (Phaselis), route to the north. We mounted
steadily

\nto Yazir, a permanent village with scraps of a late rough ruin

\non a rock; and left the trees and rode
through stony patches

\nwhere people grow their summer com. The
day

rolled itself

\nout, embroidered, like a garment, with trifles:the line of the

\npass
before us, the wayside greetings, the talk of Ismailabout

\nwoodlands to which he takes his children to growstrong;the

\npoplars hooded in the breeze like Turkish women
turning

at the

\nwayside; the water in rare
wayside troughs which the horse\342\200\231s

\nnostril blows into ripples before he drinks. As if it were for us
\nthat

they were woven, we wore these glittering hours, riding
\namong pink freesias, and yellow sage taller than the horse\342\200\231s

\nsaddle, or finger-nail buds of oleander tipped likered
lacquer.\n
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All the simple ingredientsweretherethat the Greeks enjoyed
\nand made immortal\342\200\224olive and bay and laurel, the

sheep\342\200\231s
skull

\nscarecrow that sculptors have carved through the ages,wild

\nparsley, the cricket\342\200\231svoice, and shade in the drip of water, and

\nthe sea between steep slopes. As I passed, I tore a sprig
of

\nmyrtle from a bush and crushedit and
suddenly

the ambrosial,

\nindescribable fragrance spread its rapture from the unobtrusive

\nleaves dedicated to Aphrodite by someone who
surely

knew the

\nsecrets and the freshness of love.\n

An old man walking down the stony path told us that we

\nwould find poplars and shade to restin on the other slope; and

\nwe now reached the top, three hours from Olympus,among
\nstones that mark the graveyards on a pass. The range of
\nSolyma

went rising north of us, in higher and highershoulders;
\nways

cross it to the uppermost pastures, but no one with an

\narmy would choose them if he camefrom the south-west. I

\nhad wished to ascertain this point, and Alexander\342\200\231s march

\nacross Chelidonia was now more certainly clearin
my

mind.

\nThe great and shallow valley of the
Alagir Chay lay before and

\nbelow us, filled with smaller ranges and open placesand sur\302\254

\nrounded beyond its lesser barriers by high round hills still

\nstreaked with snow. All variety was there,andthebrownand

\ngreen lines of the map were changed into sands or plough or

\nwoodlands, and every separate dip or riseor hollow a dint in

\nthe world\342\200\231ssurface with a character of its own. In the south\302\254

\nwest was the sea, and the flat sweep
of the deltas of the Alagir

\nand Arycanda, with a blur for the little town of Finike at their

\nwestern end. From there Alexander and his army came

\nmarching, between the swamps and the hills, by Limyra to

\nCorydalla, close by the modem Kumlujawhich was our goal.
\nThen they crossed by our

pass\342\200\224five
hours between Kumluja

\nand
Olympus;

a seven hours\342\200\231march altogether would take

\nthem to Phaselis. A road is to be built, and a faint smoothing
\nhad already been made near the top where the lands are easy
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at the saddle; and as I walkeddown on this wide track with no

\nobstructions to contend with, I thought of the strangenessof
\nAlexander\342\200\231s

story, and remembered the legend of the founding
\nof his house:\n

\342\200\230Gavanes and Aeropus and Perdiccas,\342\200\231 Herodotus says,1

\n\342\200\230cameto the city of Lebaea in upper Macedoniaand served

\nthe king there for a wage; and one tendedthe horses, and

\nanother the oxen, and the youngest of them, Perdiccas,

\ntended the smaller beasts. The wife of the king cooked
\nthem their victuals herself, and saw that the lad\342\200\231sloaf waxed

\ndouble when she baked. \"When this same thing happened

\nevery time, she told her husband, who commanded these
\nservants to go from his land. Now they said that it was their

\nright to receive their wages before they went; and the sun

\nwas shining into the house by the hole in the roof. And

\nwhen the king heard them speak of wageshe said, \342\200\234Iwill

\ngive you the wages you deserve; lo, here
they are,\342\200\235and he

\npointed to the sun. Then Gavanes and Aeropus stood
\nastonished; but the lad, who chanced to have a knife, said
\n\342\200\234O

king, we accept what thou
givest.\342\200\235

And he cut round

\nthe
sunlight with his knife, and gathered the sunlightthrice

\ninto his bosom, and departed, both he and those that were

\nwith him. So they went
away.\342\200\231\n

The shaft cut out in the mountain cottage grew mighty

\nenough to illuminate the known world in the ageof his des\302\254

\ncendant. Yet Alexander, wrapped in that brightness, died in
\nthe solitude of kings. His vision, not his position,madehim

\nlonely; neither Asians nor Macedonians could understand his
\nbrotherhood of men. Very rarely and slowly, as the centuries
\npassed,

small communities or single individuals conceived it.

\nAugustus put the Macedonian head upon his signet ring: and

\nwithout Alexander Zeno and the
stoics\342\200\224though intrinsically\n
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diff\303\250rent\342\200\224could not have been. And
\342\200\230

when at last Christianity
\nshowed the way to that spiritual unity after which men were
\nfeeling,

there was ready to hand a medium for thenew religion
\nto spread in, the common Hellenistic civilization of the \342\200\234in\302\254

\nhabited world\342\200\231\342\200\235.2\n

This had scarcely begun when, ten years later,Alexander
lay

\ndying at thirty-three in Babylonia. With the world behind
\nhim and his sunlight gathered, he had wandered far from the

\nyoung pioneer who walked with his companionsacrossthe

\nChelidonian hills.\n

As we descended the western slope,and pausedto eat beside

\na
trough of water, under a cypress with somecottagesnear-by,

\none of my curiosities was satisfted : for I offered a share of my
\nfood to an old woman who brought a bowl of

yaourt,
and she

\nlooked at the canned beans with suspicionand rejectedthem

\nbecause they were cooked in oil : the mostbeautiful hillside of

\nolives would have been uselessto her; and that is no doubt the

\nexplanation\342\200\224the
nomad with his flocks came down from inner

\nAsia, and his women cooked with mutton fat, and the untended

\ntrees went back to their native wildness.\n

An hour and a half\342\200\231sriding from the top brought us down to
\nthe lowest foothills, and we then trotted in the shadow of pine-

\nwoods along almost level paths. The minaretof
Kumluja

\nappeared far ahead in the plain and a Roman milestone,or it
\nmight

have been the half-buried shaft of a pillar, stood
by

the

\nwayside in the first of its hamletsas we rodeby. The place

\nitself is the centre of a district, and new housesare
building

in

\nstreets parallel to the one long streetwherethe shops are, filled

\nwith country goods\342\200\224lamps, glass-ware and teapots, ropes,
\nrubber hoses, tools, and coloured threads, socks, buttons and
\nprinted cottons, and a surprising quantity of tailors. At the

\npolice post and Miidiir\342\200\231s office I waited, in a cold but not
\nunfriendly police atmosphere, till the M\303\274d\303\274rcame, sprucely

\ndressed, with white hands and a ring. The head of police was
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beside him, younger and more
jaunty,

with gilt arms embroi\302\254

\ndered on the sleeve of an immaculate tunic. Fromthe Black

\nSea coast whence he came he brought the manners of a

\nman of the world to the old-fashioned South, and thought

\nit natural that one should look in the hills for Alexander.\n

What I wanted was a guide and a horsenext morning, a

\ntelegram to be sent to the driver in Elmalito tellhim where

\nand when to meet me, and a roomin whatever hotel there might

\nbe; and all these things, and a glassof tea at the Kumluja club

\nin the High Street as well, were provided. The hotel was

\nopposite, with four beds in a row and boardsscrubbed reas\302\254

\nsuringly clean. A young man owned it, gendeand deprecating

\nand anxious to please, and told me how muchhewould like to

\nfurnish it better, how little scope Kumluja afforded, how

\nforeigners never came, and how muchhe would like to have a

\nmarble floor. He had been bom and bred here,andproduced
\na little son of exquisite beauty whom he calledIdrisbecause he

\nwished him to have an Arab name, though
a Turkish one was

\nkept
for every day. A young, lovely and obviously happy

\nwife kept herself secluded at the back, and took
my

clothes to

\nwash them; and before the eveningwas over, the authorities of

\nKumluja
came to my door in a little group with a young man

\ncalled Durmush as a guide.\n
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Alexander bade both the envoys of Phaselis and the Lycians to hand over their

\ncities to those whom he despatched to take them over; and they were all duly
\nhanded over.\n

ARRIAN I, 24, 6.\n

THE

RUINS OF THE LITTLE TOWN OF GAGAE ARE ON THE

\neastern edge of the bay of Finike at the sands\342\200\231end, where

\nthe hills break in red cliff to a shelf, so that a lower

\nacropolis was built below the higher. Nothing much is left
\non the plain but a rubble of baths and churchesand a modem

\nhut or two with wattled chimney and thatch of rushes, hidden

\nunder fig and olive and the scented willow called
yidi,

beside

\nshapeless patches of medieval wall. The aqueductisnow only

\na line of denuded piers ; and the theatrehas vanished altogether,

\ninto a little mosque built fifteen
years ago with pride by the

\nneighbouring village of
Yenijek\303\264y.

Stone gate-posts too have

\ngone
: Durmush\342\200\231s uncle, who hved in one of the huts, told us

\nhow he had watched their destruction. Only the wall of the

\nhighest acropolis has endured, and vestiges of a medievaltower
\non a rock on the sands which may once have been covered by

\nthe sea.\n

Security, and the coming of the Englishpump,have been

\neating up the ruins of Gagae, and the importationof these

\nengines
has been altering the bay of Finike

during
the last few

\nyears.
The swamps through which Commander Forbes and

\nhis friends and contemporaries scrambled a century ago have
\nalmost disappeared : the lower Alagir Chay lies under a counter\302\254

\npane of harvests interspersed with orange plantations and
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wattle-fenced gardens; acqueducts are again building, in
\nunobtrusive lengths of metal piping; and the ancient towns,
\nnow turned to villages, have shifted their old places only

\nslightly, on the low slopes where they flourishedand shipped

\ntheir timber across the Syrian sea.\n

Rhodiapolis, Corydalla, Gagae\342\200\224their
names are polished

\naway
till the edges are worn and the meaningsforgotten. It

\nwill still take centuries for the Yenikoys and the
Akkoys

and

\nthe Karakoys of Turkey to reach sucha sweet-soundingvague\302\254

\nness blurred by inaccuracy and time.\n

Durmush and I rode to Gagae, to look at this, the most

\nsoutherly of the Chelidonian transitsat its openingto the plain:

\nand it still remains in my mind a possible,but not a probable,
\nroute for Alexander and his army. All whom I asked,across
\nChelidonia, for news of the passes, told me that the Yazir

\nwhich we had come by was theonemost used and the shortest;
\nand the outline of the range made me feel

fairly certain, since

\nanything to the north of Yazir would be more laborious, and

\nanything
to the south would mean a detour for an army

march\302\254

\ning from coast to coast.\n

In the plain everything grew richly. Poppies and
holly\302\254

\nhocks, borage and honeysuckle filled the banks and ditches;
\nthe vines spread and covered large trees with theirfoliage;and

\ngroups of the giant black snake-grass-arum (Dracunculus)
\ngrew

near the roadside, with a snake wriggling beneath. The
\nsight

of four snakes in five days made me walk
gingerly among

\nthe ruins.\n

Durmush pointed out a tomb, and the column of a temple as
\nwe rode. The latter, some wayside shrine, still showed its
\nsite under a small heave of the ground, doomed

by
the

plough\302\254

\ning that had almost reached it; but the tomb was safe in the

\nface of a cliff on our left and must have been missed by Com\302\254

\nmander Forbes who declares that only two rock-tombs,on the
\nother side of the range, existed east of the

Alagir Chay.1\n
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Durmush told me about himself as we rode along. Hewas

\nheavily built and fair, and had learnt to drivea lorrya yearago
\nwhen he was a soldier. Now he made money in the harvest

\nseason, and spent the rest of the year at home, at Yenijekoy,
\na mile or so inland from Gagae, and had been

picked up by

\nchance, by the authorities in the
high

street of Kumluja, to'

\nguide
me.\n

In the course of the next few
days

I grew in his sight into a

\ndream, an incarnation of enchantment\342\200\224a delightful thing for

\nanyone
to be and one which in the courseof

my life, now and

\nthen, I remember; and a few elderly people here and there may

\nremember it too. But it is an averageenoughexperiencefor

\nmen and women in Christian lands, where both the lightest
\nand the deepest intercourse are drawn from the samewell,and

\nthe Christian symbolism, that gives holiness to the human body,

\ncreates romance.\n

Perhaps the dullness in Turkishintercoursecomes from the

\nwant of some such background ? To Durmush, at all events,
\nromance came in a different way. He had four children,
\nfair-haired and solid, with whom he was on

happy
terms as

\nevery Turkish father seems to be; to his mother, a handsome

\naquiline
woman younger no doubt than I was, he offered

\nfriendliness in exchange for her devotion; and with his father
\nthere was a tacit comprehension, as when a sailoris takingover
\nthe helm from another. But his wife was more likea

piece

\nof unanimated furniture than any woman I have seen. In front

\nof the little house where they had entertained us, when I had

\nslept through the early afternoon and it was time to go, she

\nbrought saddles and bridle, and gave him a drink of water, all

\nwith her eyes fixed away from his faceon the ground;
nor did

\nhe trouble to cast a look on her ashe left! It was I, haloed and

\ndisembodied by the legends of his
country\342\200\231s history, who

\nravished him with excitement and delight; and as we rode he

\nwould turn at frequent intervals with a glowing face to tell
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me how happy it made him to be discoveringthese new, un-

\ndreamed-of
things.\n

The cornfields whispered around us in the sun. Their
\nbearded heads swished together, and young girls stood among
\nthem

reaping, slim inside enormous trousers, their chins and
\nforeheads bound in white like armour, as they heldtheirsickles
\nin their hands and watched us

pass.\n

I rode on thinking, after a while, to myselfabout \342\200\230Eros,how

\nZeus took his shape to createthe Cosmosfrom
opposites,

to

\nbring it into harmony and love, and sowed likeness in all, and

\nunity extending through all
things\342\200\231,2

and how the sacramental

\nfeeling
for the body, in spite of all we do to it,persists.Free

\nof such a tradition, homosexuality seems to have done less
\ndamage

in ancient Greece and in the Levant today, than it does
\nin the West. Its background makes it different there and free
\nfrom fear. In Europe the most appalling of all fears,the fe\"
\nof life, is too often a cause; and bringsitsarid

poverty,
howe

\nmuch delayed.\n
Professor Tam\342\200\231sresearches8 have freed Alexander from this

\nimputation,
and it is strange to think how the slandercanever

\nhave gained credence in face of the evidence. \342\200\234What evil

\nhas he ever seen in me, that shouldmakehim offer me such

\nshameful creatures?\342\200\235 the King cried, when Philoxenus wished
\nto send him two beautiful boys. Arrian writes that \342\200\230whenhe

\nsaw Roxane he fell in love with her, but captive though she

\nwas, and deep in love as he was,hewouldnot offer any violence,

\nbut deigned to marry her\342\200\231,and the political advantages of the
\nmatch do not seem a reason in themselves for doubtingso
\nexplicit

a statement.\n

\342\200\230Thereis not one scrap of evidence for calling Alexander
\nhomosexual\342\200\231 is Professor Tam\342\200\231sverdict. And if he had been

\nso, fear would not have been one among his causes;but he

\nwould have had to be a different Alexander, lessreverentto\302\254

\nwards the ritual of life, its disciplines,measuresand duties, less\n
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religious, less carefulfor all formsof excellence or integrity

\nwhen he met them, less
constantly

anxious to master his own
\nself. These are all facets of what one

may
call a sacramental

\nattitude of mind; and a repeated break in what he felt to be a

\nmoral law could not be reconcilable with sucha background.
\nNor does his passionate acceptance of life tally with

anything'

\nthat is negative or sterile, though his short
busy years gave him

\nlittle time for private hours.\n

The women of Macedoniawerean exacting troop, beginning
\nwith his mother Olympias, and his aunt Polyclea, who had
\nherself carried across the Achelous river to obtain the possession
\nof a throne; and Cynane his sister, \342\200\230famous for her military

\nknowledge\342\200\231,
who charged at the head of armies in the field,

\nand never married again after her husband\342\200\231s death.4 Eurydice

\ntoo, her daughter, when Olympias sent the lastmessage,\342\200\230laid

\nout the body of her husband, cleansingits woundsas well as
\ncircumstances permitted, then ended her life by hanging herself
\nwith her girdle, neither weeping for her own fate nor humbled

\nby
the weight of her misfortunes\342\200\231.\n

The next generations carry on with the same vigour:
\nCratesipolis,

the wife of Polyperchon, \342\200\230heldhis army together
\n... most highly esteemed

by
the soldiers for her acts of kindness

\n...skilltooin
practical matters, and ... governed the Sicyoni-

\nans, maintaining many soldiers\342\200\231;5 and the Laodices and the
\nBerenices and the Stratonices and Cleopatras make a succession
\nthat might daunt as well as fascinate the bravest. Norwere the

\nPersian women too domestic either, but rode in chariotsoron
\nhorseback, with the children enclosed in Utters; and Statira
\nthe

queen of Artaxerxes drove
\342\200\230

with the curtains open, admitting
\nthe women of the country to approach and salute her\342\200\231.At the

\nking\342\200\231s
table his mother and wife were admitted, the first seated

\nabove him and the last below.6\n

Their bravery was approved by the sententious estimable
\nXenophon

in the book which Alexander studied, of which a
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general echo persists in all the
conqueror\342\200\231s

treatment of the

\nwomen of Asia; there is a constant thread of equality and pity
\nin his dealings. There is affection when he talks to the mother

\nof Darius about his own sisters\342\200\231weaving; and there is friend\302\254

\nship too and understanding when \342\200\230heheard that his sister

\nhad had intercourse with a handsome young man\342\200\231,and he

\n\342\200\230didnot burst into a rage but merely remarkedthat she also

\nought to be allowed to get some
enjoyment

out of her royal
\nstation\342\200\231.7\n

In the afternoon, now pleasantly cool, with the minaretof
\nKumluja gradually approaching in the north, I rode thinking
\nabout these things, while convoys of herds and flocks drifted

\nfrom their fields. Whenever a mare came near the road,my

\npony woke up from his boredom and arched his neck and

\nturned into a thin brown flame between
my

knees. The bond

\nis very strong. From beyond our sight, animal or human,

\nthe physical spark lights the world\342\200\231s interest and
beauty\342\200\224a

\ntransformation whence all our arts and pride derive; and

\nthinking with horror of the gelding of creatures\342\200\224as if mere

\nliving were everything that mattered\342\200\224I was pleased to manage

\nmy
horse\342\200\231sdifficult litde curvets about the road. A young

\nfriend\342\200\231s
complaint came into my mind: she told me that dancing

\nis no pleasure, since too many young men aretoomuch inter\302\254

\nested in men; and I thought of long-ago dances\342\200\224the magic

\nwhen the arms that held one were the
right arms, the dullness

\nwhen they were not\342\200\224and the poverty of a life that misses\342\200\224not

\nsentiment, not affection, not friendship, for these can be
\nenjoyed

in many versions\342\200\224but that ripple which runs like the
\nwind over a harp from behind the beginning of time.\n

Next day we rode to Corydalla, now calledHajjivella,a dull

\nplace close by, where nothing but a few fragmentsof column

\nin the graveyard and a tomb or so are left. The theatre and

\naqueduct have gone, and a whole massof architraves are being

\nbuilt into the Kumluja houses; but it matterslesssince the site\n
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is a poor one, probably chosenbecauseit
lay

on the main way
\nacross the valley, as Kumluja does

today.\n

Rhodiapolis, now Eski Hisar, crowned with pines,is lessthan

\nan hour\342\200\231ssteep ride from a few cottages called Sarajasu. We
\nreached it across the cornfields where wind had beatenhollow
\nplaces,

and our ponies, with that firmness in leadingtheirown
\nlives in spite of circumstances which is the charmand complica\302\254

\ntion of the East, browsed to right and left as they walked

\nthrough.\n

A man was busy in his field besidethecottageson their ledge,

\nand with one rather regretful look at his
morning\342\200\231s

work

\nbehind him came with us to showthe
way.

No payment can

\nbe given for such service, but I have never knownit withheld;
\nand our guide, when we were up there, enjoyedthe expedition
\nas much as we did. No houses are in the neighbourhoodand

\nthe ruins are unvisited by his village belowfor months on end,

\nso that it was a novelty for us all. Nothing much is known

\nabout Rhodiapolis, except for Theopompus who says that

\nAmphilocus
founded and called it after his daughter Rhoda\342\200\224

\na
happy

little unwalled town with no history, seen far away

\non the crown of its hill. Its small theatre was carpeted with

\npine-needles strewn over the seats, brittle and
bright as glass

\nunder the sunlight that filtered through the branches. The
\ninscription

that disclosed the
city\342\200\231s

name has fallen, and lies on
\nthe ground

in two pieces; but little else has altered in the
\nhundred years

since the English travellers saw it, anditsmarket
\nand long terrace are there littered with fragments and sur\302\254

\nrounded by cisterns, apses, pedestals, and tombs on theheadland,
\noddments of the civilizations that have climbed the hill.\n

It seemed possible to me at this time that Alexander might

\nhave come down to the Alagir by
its only western pass from

\nArycanda (Aykircha), not marching here along the coast at all.\n

Spratt
and Forbes bring him from Elmali

by
the Arycanda

\nvalley,8 all the way to the coast,and up again by the
high\n
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Solyma passes: and they made, I eventually cameto think, a

\ndouble mistake\342\200\224first in having him up on the Elmali plateau
\nat all, and secondly in making him cross from it to the eastern

\ncoast by a pass distant only an hour or sofrom his
army\342\200\231s

well-

\nknown way over Climax to Pamphylia. If the two routes
\nhad really been so close together, branching off parallel from
\nthe

Alagir valley and its highroad, it would be
truly astonishing

\nto put the Thracians to the trouble of repairinga new way

\ninstead of using the one
by

which they came.\n

This argument is equally conclusive
against

a crossing from

\nthe west into the Alagir valley higher up than Rhodiapolisand

\nCorydalla: Alexander must have neared the coastbeforehe
ap\302\254

\nproached the Chelidonian range. But he might have takenthe

\nAlagir way down to it, instead of the coastroador the more

\nwesterly Arycanda, and I decided to ride
up

the valley to two

\ncities with Pisidian names, Acalissus, and Idebessus,9 and to look
\nfor myself at the Arycanda pass.\n

Next morning at five we started from Kumluja. We kept

\nfor two hours in open country, which the
Alagir

river abandons

\nin its lower reaches, flowing out of sight behind hills on our

\nleft that narrowed gradually. The valley was dotted with

\npointed hillocks streaked with what the men told me was

\nchrome. Mineralogists had come here, they said, and one had

\nfallen off his horse. The path began to go up
and down in

\nforests, where the Alagir waters,likeworms eating into wood\302\254

\nwork, trickle through dry little tributary glens; and Ak

\nDagh shows itself for what it is\342\200\224alimestone bowl surrounding
\nthe chrome hills. Its high but shallow summits barred the

\nnorth with streaks of snow, and cedarsclimbedto itskneesand

\ndwindled, with naked ridges between them.\n

Durmush had found two horses and rode behindme,while

\nIsmail who owned them kept abreast on solidbow-legscriss\302\254

\ncrossed by laced moccasins over his fancy stockings. An old

\nman also joined us. He was going up
the valley and looked\n
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like a fancy portrait of an antique philosopher,reduced,as if

\nhe had been boiled to become soft and small. He was only

\nfifty-three and many of Alexander\342\200\231s Macedonian veterans

\nprobably looked no younger. Out of his rather toothless face,

\nand black-rimmed glasses, and clothes that seemed to adhere
by

\na force independent of gravity in a manneristic
way,

his friendly

\nsoul looked out mildly victorious, without maliceor strain.

\nHe trotted ahead with one of our baskets over his arm, losing

\nthe cushion on which he sat as it slipped away
at intervals from

\nbeneath him; and in this natural
Canterbury way of travel we

\nsat to rest under the same plane tree, where
everyone

rests near

\na pool, and continued for another two hours of riding,till the
\nforests opened to a hilly country of com and woodland,that

\nled us to the pale Alagir waters curlingover a wide bed of

\nstones.\n

Here, under light wicker-work frames that must belong
\noriginally

to central Asia, the Ytiruks camp and cultivate
\nsummer patches

from which the shrinking stream retires. We
\ngreeted

them in passing, and asked for the ford, and crossed

\nwhere water came to the stirrup, and then cantered
easily

\nalong the sandy bed. The hill of Karabukwas on our right
\nacross the water, with ruins, they said, upon it; but our day
\nwas too long for deviations, and our travelling companion
\nturned left up a side valley filled with plane treesand singing

\nbirds. After another hour and a half of climbing,we reached

\na ledge well up against the valley wall; and there,by
the village

\nof Asarkoy\342\200\224the ancient Acalissus\342\200\224the old man had his home.\n

It was the hottest part of the day. He madeus lie on mat\302\254

\ntresses on the dais of his verandah, wherethe
valley

wind came

\nscented with olives and vines in flower.
Apricot, mulberry,

\npeach, walnut, plum and cherry, were all about, and the com,

\nwhich we had left yellow near the sea,was green.
The eaves

\nof the roof were finished off\342\200\224asthey all are in the mountains\342\200\224

\nwith a pattern cut in wood to show
against

the sky as one\n
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reclines; the doors were carved and painted; and all the
rugs

\nwoven of homespun wools. Amid this simple poverty
and

\nbeauty, a daughter cooked our meal and brought us water,

\nmoving like a Kor\303\251 young
and straight in front with hips

\nalready curving under the huge shirwal. \342\200\234Becareful of the

\nglass,\342\200\235
the old man said; for it was a tumbler with a gilt rim

\nand he had only one.\n

I slept, and when I woke up another
guest

had appeared, with

\na cap
back to front and two rosebudsin itspeak,and was wash\302\254

\ning
for his afternoon prayer; our host was spreadinga rug for

\nhim on the floor, and the two old men madea Rembrandt

\npicture in the half-shade together. He told mehe had walked

\nacross the valley from Godene, where
already

the news of our

\njourney
had travelled.\n

It was surprising how large a crowd had gathered,for

\nAsarkoy is so small and scattered that it does not appearto be
\na village at all. The site of the old

city
is however very clear,

\nwalled off on a headland between two valleys. Scarcelyany\302\254

\nthing except roughly carved tombs are left; and a last impulse
\nto destruction had recently been given by the discoveryofsome
\ngold

ornaments in a grave. They were variously reported,at

\nFinike, Antalya, and finally Ankara, but I was nowhereableto
\nsee them; and the trouble with all the antiques of the region,
\nwhen anyone does take an interest in them, is that

they
arc

\ncarried here and there with no recordof their
origin attached.

\nThe inscribed sarcophagus we were looking for was finally

\nlocated in the maquis, split in two for hidden and
impossible

\ngold; and we then relaxed over tea at the caf\303\251until its owner

\nshut it up and rode with us for another half-hour
through

the

\nsunset to his house for the
night.\n

It was too late to reach Idebessus,visible on a
slight ledge in

\nthe wall of Ak Dagh an hour\342\200\231sride away, above a hamlet
\ncalled Kozaagachi. We would go there early next morning,
\nand then spend the day over the pass to

Arycanda,
which\n
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everyone thought difficult and long. The
Kahveji\342\200\231s house,

\nalone in its dell, was cool and moist,surrounded by fruit trees

\nand com. Beside it stood a wooden bam in the shapeof the

\nLycian tombs, and one of the round
yurts

covered with wool,

\nin which the household loom was set as Menanderdescribes
\nit:10 the two fragile little buildings together seemed to sym-'
\nbolize the whole fife of Anatolia, where, in so vast a landscape,

\nwith origins so different, the Aegeanseaand the steppes of Asia

\nmeet.\n

The Kahveji was a keen, thin man who was pleasedto
\nentertain us, and fretted under the remoteness of his fife. He
\ntreated his

wife\342\200\224strong
and fair and a little overblown like a

\nRubens\342\200\224with a human affection pleasant to see. He had
\nbought

her a sewing-machine; and this and some chairsand

\ntables and a mirror gave an international look to the pleasant

\nroom in which they put up my
bed. A mattress for Durmush

\nin the other comer promised me a poor night\342\200\231s
rest without

\nundressing, but there was nothing to be done about it. A

\nremark that I should like the openverandah to sleep in was

\ndismissed as not even worth contradicting, and I had to make

\nthe best of Durmush\342\200\231s suggestion, and look upon him for the
\ntime being as a son. There is not more than one room in

\nmost of the peasant houses, and there, when the
evening

talk is

\nover, as many mattresses are laid as areneededor the space
will

\nhold.\n

Now that I had escaped from the squalorof inns into these

\ncountry places, I never lay down to rest without a thought of

\ngratitude
and wonder for the goodness of the Turkish

peasants

\nas I found them. The Arabs and Greekshavemorearistocratic

\nvirtues that lead to enterprise and hatreds and adventures
\nbased on exclusion. Goodness, since it is based on sharing,

\ncan never be aristocratic, and the Turkish villagersin their
\npoverty

are ready to share with all. The
simplicity

of their

\ngoodness is
touching\342\200\224its anxiety to help, its honourableness\n
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and active kindness, its love for children and flowers. Unlike
\nmost of the world, they do not undervalue their own\342\200\224but

\nshow ready pleasure if any poor possession,air, view, or water,

\nor
any attractiveness in the hard and simple life is praised.

\nThey
turn willingly from all their own distresses,delightedwith

\nwhatever the humble excellence may be. Nor can I remem\302\254

\nber, during all my three visits to Turkey,to have been offended

\nby
a discourteous word.\n

At five-thirty in the morningwe setout. The old man had

\nwalked from his house to guideus, and in an hour we reached
\nthe

acropolis
of Idebessus, so much dissembled among trees

\nthat its contours were hard to see. A rock-tomb wasaboveit in

\nthe north, carved in one of the boulderssentdown
by

the over\302\254

\nhanging precipices of Ak Dagh; and from here the
city

des\302\254

\ncended\342\200\224walls, theatre, sarcophagi and stone-cut water-chan\302\254

\nnels, all flattened under moss and the
shadowy rigid branches

\nof the pines. Large tombs with long inscriptionsstoodcarved
\nin hellenized barbarian smugness, as if the bourgeois spirit,
\npreoccupied

with other men\342\200\231sopinions,
must carry its burden

\nof responsibility even through the forgetfulness of Time. For
\nit was as if Time itself, like a tide withdrawing,had receded
\nfrom this high lip of the valley and no

whisper
of its movement

\nwere any longer heard.\n

From the ledge above the spring of water, to which the

\npeople of Kozaagachi walk from their few houses, the sight
\nwanders over the whole country of the

Alagir Chay, and to

\nSolyma beyond it, where the
way

ran high above the left bank,
\nand the passes of Godene and Climax went over side

by
side

\nto the east. One could see how unlikely these
heights

would

\nbe for Alexander with the more southerly routes to choose
\nfrom; and one could follow the easy lines of the watershedto
\nthe Chandir valley, about five thousand feet high on the left,
\ndown which his troops marched by the Thracians\342\200\231 road. The

\nwall of rock against which we were
leaning

was the rampart\n
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from which the Pisidians sallied to raid and take the fort of
\nMarmaris, wherever that might be. From one of its clefts
\nthey

must have descended, and Idebessus too at that time must

\nstill have been Pisidian, for\342\200\224apart
from its name\342\200\224what little

\ntown would sit where its enemies could pour the mountain

\nstones upon it from above? There is a
way up through the

\nfissures of Ak Dagh to summerpastureson the plateau,
and

\nElmali, according to Spratt, is three
days\342\200\231

ride away. In winter

\nthe snow lies deep; and the Alagir river is not to becrossed.
\nImpetuous

and difficult to ford according to the travellers,it
\nswells in early summer with melting snow, and carriesthe
\nforest timber to the sea. It comes out of the

country

\342\200\230

barely

\ninhabited and late and sparsely civilized, of the unhistoried

\nSolymi and the Lycian Thracians\342\200\231.11\n

The forest of Kardich, clothing all one sideof the southern

\nvalley with dark green undulations, used to
supply Egypt

with

\ntimber, and one could seea road therethat followed a western

\nledge
or terrace above the river\342\200\231scourse. It reached Acalissus

\nbelow us and a jeep, they told me, had madeits
way along it;

\nthe varied country descended from it in delicategradations,to
\nwhere the sea lay curled in distant mistsand

drowsy
in the sun.\n

We left at eight and rodein a
westerly direction, and for an

\nhour and a half skirted the head of the
valley,

on an orange path
\nthat shrank to footholds and is washed away every

winter when

\nstones roll from the precipiceabove. The
villagers

have planted

\nyoung pine trees that reach the ridges, and the valley below

\nthem lay dark, wide and receptive, a Danae recliningto the sun.

\nAt the saddle of the pass were levelfieldsof
barley

and droves

\nof Yiiriik horses, and mountain children to watch them
though

\nno villages are near; and we rested to letourhorses graze under

\nbanks of cistus and mullein, wheresomesubterranean moisture

\nhad made a patch of meadow\342\200\224the last, Ismail said, that we
\nwould find.\n

From here for the next three hours the
way descended, a
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river of stones in a sheer passage. Halfa mileorsowide, with

\nblack Aleppo pines rooted about it, the
pass belonged to the

\nY\303\274r\303\274ks,who were coming up with their silky goats and their

\npacks on donkeys, stopping in parties to drink at
any

water-

\ntrough on the way. A woman walking alone
through

the

\nspeckled sunlight carried a gourd of water and a partridge, in

\na cage built like one of their huts, in her hand : and a double

\ncaptivity
seemed to enclose the bird and her in thoseenormous

\nwalls. For Ak Dagh here is slicedon the south as if a knife had
\ncut it, through two thousand feet or so of its pink strata, a
\nsheer nakedness of rock illuminated by the travelling day;
\nwhile the opposite wall is in metallic shadow, its stonesheets
\noverlapping

dark like bronze. Milton might have seen this

\npassage
and described it, and perhaps imagined the-wings of

\nSatan as these mountain ramparts, one sunlit and onedark. A

\nfew sparse trees grew in the slits; and, against
the glowing

\nprecipice, the straight cedars climb as
they can; but no light

\nliving
colour wanders about here, except down the blinding

\nwhite ruin of the boulders, where plane treesfeelforthe invisible

\nwaters with their roots.\n

I walked down, for it was too rough to ride. The horse\342\200\231s

\nshoes were old and slithered, and his bit had comein two in

\nthe way of the Levant, so that his mouth had to be controlled
\nwith an inadequate litde oddment of wool. By the timewe

\nhad descended for two and a half hoursandwere
resting,

I was

\nready to take my oath that neither Alexandernor
any

other

\narmy had ever come this way. But the
day\342\200\231s

march had made

\nit clear that his man\305\223uvres, both from Xanthus and at Ter\302\254

\nmessus, were attacks on the great natural fortress,behindwhich

\nlay the road to all his reinforcementsin thenorth. Not
having

\npenetrated it on the west, he was forced to circumvent and

\napproach it at Termessus since the great southern escarpment

\nextends from Xanthus to Pamphylia, unbroken exceptby
the

\ntwo valleys of G\303\264mbe and Arycanda.\n
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The Arycanda, or modem
Aykircha,

was now opening
\nbefore us, with an easingof the slopeto subsiding

hillsides and

\na cottage in the landscape here and there. And on the highroad
\nMehmet was waiting in hisjeep,with my luggage and Mahmud
\nhis assistant inside it, who rushed to meet me as if

already
we

\nwere as closely bound to each otheraswe soonbecame.\n
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Envoys from Phaselis came to offer friendly relations and to crown Alexander

\nwith a golden crown.\n

ARRIAN I, 24, 5.\n

A

NATURAL DOCILITY IS SHOWN BY TURKISH CLIENTS IN

\nprovincial hotels, where the light, switched on or off
\nl. outside your bedroom door, is only remotely in the

\npower of those who use it. In Iskenderun,in a new varnished

\nbedroom with a telephone, I was startled at 2 a.m.
by

a voice

\nthat asked what I was doing and seemed
scarcely

mollified by

\nthe news that I was reading. At Finike, the landlord surprised
\nme, when I had parted from Durmush and the horsesand was

\nsetting off with Mehmet in the jeep, by inverting the usual

\norder, and telling me that he was pleased with me, in a kindly
\nvoice of power.\n

Usually, however, landlords either were not interested,or
\nhad doubts of their own already, and sympathized with

my

\nfeelings. \342\200\230Fleasas big as
frogs\342\200\231

Alexander seems to have

\nwritten to his mother.1 In Finike the hotel was
particularly

\nclean, and a woman came every day to searchthe quilt when a

\nguest
had gone; but bugs ensconced in the woodwork

usually

\nbelonged to the inevitable.\n

The inevitable loomed large,andpeoplewere fatalistic more

\nby necessity than choice. Having run out of smallpresents,I
\nwent into a shop stocked with teacups and watches,on the

\nchance that it might contain pocket-knives. It was the wrong
\nplace,

and the shopkeeper had never had them, but he merely
\nsaid, \342\200\234Thereare no more,\342\200\235and sent me along the street to an

\nequally unlikely place where they existed, not to be openedby\n
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any but a young Goliath. I decidedon
pens

instead. Helped

\nby
a schoolboy who took the matter in hand,we filledfour or

\nfive with ink and found them unworkable, while the owner
\nwatched with no trace of anything but a sincere acceptance
\nof their badness. We picked on one at last, for four Turldsh
\nliras.\n

\342\200\234Cheap,\342\200\235
said a bystander, anxious to

help.\n

\342\200\234Ifit works,\342\200\235 said I.\n

\342\200\234Yes,only
if it works,\342\200\235 the owner repeated, with heartfelt

\nagreement,
and detachment from things could go no further.

\nBut this was not usually compensated by any great interestin
\nideas, either.\n

A remarkable optimism, on the other hand, exists here and

\nthere, and on that, I suppose, the strength to wresdewith life is

\nsupported. Two middle-aged women were in the hotel,
\nbrought by a Bey from Antalya who left them there like
\npackages

and vanished. They took sad little walks looking
\nneither to the right nor left, not free enoughin their

thoughts

\neven to realize that they thought a holiday much less
pleasant

\nthan their home. But one thing they were definiteabout\342\200\224

\nand that was the danger of sitting in a car
through

the defiles

\nof Termessus (which are in fact singularly mild and propped
\nup by hills on either hand). They were not goingbackthat

\nway; and as there was no other shortof the fortnightly steamer,

\nthe Bey was finding them horsesand
they

would ride\342\200\224a thing

\nthey had never in their livesattempted. Perhapsit would be a

\nturning-point, so I said nothing discouraging,but left them

\nand set off with Mehmet and Mahmud in thejeepon an easy

\nseventy-six-kilometre run to Elmali. It is up the
Arycanda

\nvalley, which is now the Bashgoz Chay; and therewas nothing

\nto delay us but some tombs at the Limyra comer,andthe ruins

\nof Arycanda itself, perched on the valley side.\n

The tombs are a good half-hour\342\200\231s walk above the road, on a
\ncliff that lines the opening of the valley; and thereare six of\n
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them cut in the shape of housesout of the solid rock. Fellows

\nmentions them, but cannot have enteredthem,unless with ropes

\nand ladders: for their sides are smooth as new and inaccessible,

\nbuilt out over the drop. I could reach
only

the smallest by

\nclimbing round its ledge, and found three stonecoucheswith

\ntheir pillows carved upon them inside it. The
valley

below

\nbegins to look as it must once have done in prosperoustimes,

\nmerging into level stretches of shore; below the drierslopes
\nof com, in place of the 19th-century landscape of ruins and

\nnomads and swamps, houses cluster with dark greengardens,

\nsuch as might once again send out funeral processionsand

\nleave their dead here beyond human habitation, to dissolve
\nin the warm stone-built shadow and scented living silenceof
\nthe hill.\n

The Arycanda, as one drives up it, has none of the varied

\nopenness
of the Alagir valley. Very soon the gatesclosein, by

\nwhich all these water-eaten limestone gorges are divided,step
\nbeyond step; and as one curves along, above the streamthat

\nruns green and gay, the basin broadens to cultivation, and tilts

\nup
between two gorges that meet like the arms of a Y from

\nright and left. The first, to the west,crossesthe
Alaja Dagh to

\nKassaba; the second, is thepassfromthe Alagir valley by which

\nwe had come; almost immediately above, again to the west,is
\nanother valley and neck that lead to Ernes, the ancientAmeae.
\nAs one reaches these passes, visible at the far ends of their

\ndefiles, the mountains grow taller and stronger; singlecypress

\ntrees or cedar show on shoulders that glisten as if pressedand

\nrounded under the weight of the Anatolian plateauwhich they

\nlift above the sea.\n

Opposite the two western passes, the ancient
city

of Arycanda

\nis visible. The rock rears sheer behind it, and
spouts

white

\nwaterfalls under a raised caf\303\251platform by the road.\n

Mehmet and Mahmud rested there in the shade,while I
\ntoiled

up to the city in the middle of the
day

and thought, not\n
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for the first time, how natural it was for Greek women, who
\noften lived in mountain places, to think it a privilege to

stay

\nat home. The walls of Arycanda ran down along an over\302\254

\nhanging cliff, sharply. Pilasters and acanthus of a small
\ntemple

were there under a pine tree; an innergatewith angels

\nheld up an obliterated medallion, and a late Roman
palace

\nwas built with a double row of windows below. High
\nabove were the theatre, protected by arcades against the hill;
\nand dateless cisterns cut in the rock; and square-builtHellen\302\254

\nistic towers. The whole place must have tilted steeply,one
\nroof upon another\342\200\231s wall; and perhaps, with its white water
\nwhich once was led along in rock-built conduits, it

may

\nhave contained the shrine of Helios which fromitsbold
pattern

\nwas known as
\342\200\230prow\342\200\231

or \342\200\230trireme\342\200\231,and was near here.2
Ary\302\254

\ncanda itself was identified, from an inscription, by
Fellows with

\n\342\200\230great
excitement and

pleasure\342\200\231.\n

More antiquity was in the valley in his
day,

or perhaps it is

\nstill here and there, hidden from those who use the modem
\nhighroad.

The grandeur remains, as this sensitive traveller saw
\nit, who felt that he had \342\200\230comeinto the world and seen the

\nperfection
of its loveliness\342\200\231 and knew no scenery equal to this

\npart
of Lycia in sublimity and

beauty.\n

As we drove on, the lines grew nakedandnobler,the trees in

\ntheir black wedges rarer, and the airgainedthat radiance which

\nkindles the high comlands of the plateau. The
caryatid

\nmountains remained unseen behind us; and other near and far

\nwide-based mountains appeared.\n
These serene wide hills, pale and striped evenly with snow;

\nthese waters in shallow temporary lakes with grassy strips
of

\nislands; catde in droves about purposeless rivers, where all

\nseems to move slowly in uncrowded spacesand oxendrag the
\nsolid wooden wheels invented far away for the steppesof
\nAsia; this glitter of the self-sufficing air above the jade-green
\nvelvet

pale barley and the com, and brilliance of wild almond
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saplings coloured like the shining lichen of the rocks; this

\nvivid late spring of English flowers\342\200\224drifts of vetch purple and

\nyellow, grey-leaved cerastium, cornflower and anchusa and

\nmullein, white roses and the orange-red bushy poppy of the

\nplateau\342\200\224ah open suddenly above the bent shoulders of the
\nvalleys

as one breaks upon the Anatolian
plain.\n

The road follows the lake, which has no outletbut sinks into

\na cavern and produces the Bashgoz river far below; and beyond
\nits southern shore, across the shallow pastures, we couldseethe

\nwestern Ak Dagh hiding Xanthus, the range of
Massicytus.\n

It was no good to suggest to Mehmet that the day was still

\nyoung
and we might set off in that direction. Hishomewas

\nin Elmali and drew him like a magnet; and when I toldhim

\nwhat I felt about hotels in little towns
(and

I remembered Elmali

\nrather
particularly), he said I should sleep in his housewhere

\ninsects were not, and we should start next morningearlywith

\nthe Jeep in good order. When the Jeep was brought into

\nquestion there was nothing more to be said, for it was a shrine
\non wheels, pampered by Mehmet and Mahmud with unceasing
\nand assiduous devotion. The Turkish customs in 1956 were
\nengaged

in practically strangling motor traffic with high duties,
\nand this one and only Jeep of Elmali moved about the two

\ngood roads of its district in proud and
solitary splendour.

To

\nget Mehmet off the good road was in itselfa feat of diplomacy:
\nhis reason admitted that if I travelled across the seaand spent

\nthe enormous sum of fifteen pounds a
day

on transport, it

\nwas not to renounce my ruins at the end, and in a short time

\nhe had come to the point of crossinga ploughedfieldor other

\nobstacle with an unhappy but obliging expression; but he was

\na lover, and could not really believe that anyone might wish to

\nbe harsh with that shabby but adored machine: and so when

\nhe said, and Mahmud agreed, for he always did so, that she

\nneeded some sort of attention which only Elmalicould
provide

\n\342\200\224toElmali we went, in a northerly direction alongthe
edge\n
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of the plain, and spent the
night

in Mehmet\342\200\231s house, with two

\nchildren and his wife who camefromBrusa.\n

Mehrnet was gay, kind and easy-going, and had beenbrought
\nas a refugee baby from Salonica; he had a handsomefacenow
\nfattening slightly, like some of the Ptolemaic portraits among
\nthe Diadochi, with dark hair and blue eyesof that cold, smoky

\nquality different from the
English\342\200\224the

difference between a

\nmisty
and a sharp horizon. He liked country things\342\200\224the

\ncolour of the lake, and the white water-bird, an ibis perhaps,

\nthat flew against it; and when he saw a view of which he

\nthought
I might take a picture, he would stop of his own

\naccord. He was fastidious too, with his own
things,

and had

\na little purse much too small for usewhichhe treasuredbecause

\nof a motor-car worked on it in beads; and whenhis hands were

\nblackened by attending to the jeep, he would wash them out

\nwith a scent called Red Rose, of which he first always poured

\na little into my hands.\n

He had no idea of
treating

me except as man to woman, nor
\ndid I ever venture to pay for my mealsor

any glass of wayside

\ntea; and the fact that it was I who decidedwherewe were to

\ngo
was a shock which it took him a secondor two to assimilate

\nwhenever it was repeated. He was of a simplemind\342\200\224fond

\nof the same joke over and over again,likethe word
\342\200\230asphalt\342\200\231

\nwhen the road became really bad: or beggingme not to fall

\nasleep, \342\200\230uyiirma\342\200\231,
out of the jeep in the drowsy afternoons,as

\nI sat by its open door. As for ruins, and the ideaof
history

\nbefore motor-cars were invented, they left him cold.\n

But Mahmud, who was poor and was the
Jeep\342\200\231s

bondslave

\nand adored Mehrnet with devotion, had somehowswallowed
\na streak of romance among the obscure ingredients that had
\nbuilt him; and now and then, if I mentionedsomedistant

\ncountry\342\200\224Cairo, or Baghdad, or India\342\200\224he would turn to

\nMehrnet with watery blue
eyes

like an interested parrot, only
\nto be quenched and brought back to the day-to-day level of\n
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the Jeep by his friend and
employer\342\200\231s

aloofness as soon as our
\nconversation wandered off the road\342\200\224and the main road at that.
\nNever would Mahmud think himself right when anyone else
\nthought

him wrong: his poverty was service, given with an
\neagerness

and a happiness that constantly touched me. His
\nbandy legs, set off by an enormous black patchin the middle
\nof the back of his jodhpurs and by a peakedcap,

the only new

\nthing
about him, gave a comic jockey turn to his

appearance,\n

straight in front and curved behind, with enormousfeet. It
\nwas

only when looking at his face carefully, and now and then

\nseeing it shaved when circumstances and theJeep gave
a respite,

\nthat one noticed how friendly and gendeit
really

was. It was

\nalways
Mahmud too who could find a path or knewthe names

\nof hills, and would come with me while Mehmet waited
\nplacid

but uninterested, in some wayside patch of shade.\n

We now honked our way through Elmali, round the fine

\nOttoman mosque and the triple waterfall that splashesbetween
\nmunicipal railings below it, to a little house among fruit trees.\n
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Mahmud\n

Apple, vine and fig were held in
by

a fence of poplar and Mrs.
\nMehmet reigned here in surroundings frilled and festooned
\nwith the cross-stitched embroideries of her youth. Polished
\nfurniture, chairs and mirrors, ash-trays and pictures of Istanbul,
\nNaples

or Mecca, Arabic prayers in frames\342\200\224she gave them her

\ncare, as one to whom the lesser things of life must suffice; for

\nshe had money of her own, she soon told me, and was not

\nvery beautiful, with gold teeth and stronghands, and Mehmet,

\nshe told me when we had the house to ourselvesand could

\nrelax, had another wife in Antalya, and spenthis winters there.\n

\342\200\234Wethink it hard for women, when there is more than

\none,\342\200\235said I, reflecting, if the truth must be told, that a good

\nmany Christian marriages seem to end that way.\n

\342\200\234Sodo we,\342\200\235said Mrs. Mehmet.\n

It was probably fairly
turbulent for her husband as well, at

\ntimes.\n

He wandered about, proud of the beautifullykeptlittlehouse,
\nwith obedience all round him, and yet there was an atmosphere
\nof

incomplete possession. His smoky blue eyes looked with
\ncold distaste at the little son, growing up exactly like him,

\nwho preferred football to the exams in which he had just

\nfailed.\n

\342\200\234Youwere probably like that
yourself,\342\200\235

said I, and Mehmet

\nlaughed:
his pick-up gave him more peace and satisfaction;

\nit
played

ten Turkish song-records on end.\n

But one human being in the house countedmorewith him

\nthan any machine\342\200\224even the Jeep; and that was his three-year-
\nold daughter. With an elfish face, long upper lip and straight
\nblack hair tied at the top of her headlikea Lapp, she conducted

\nthe most Freudian of father-daughter passions with a frightening
\ntechnique

of experience, and set up a wail that refusedto stop
\nwhen she heard that he was leaving. He seatedherin his arms,

\nbut she continued it with eyes shut and mouthopen,regulating

\nit for longer endurance to a lower tone; and at intervals one
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terrible black calculating eye would un\302\254

\nclose, to see what effect the manifestation
\nwas having, and would shut again before
\nit was observed. The mother knew all
\nabout this and paid no attention, but
\nMehmet lavished concern and endear\302\254

\nments on the little Jocasta (whose name
\nwas Uvia) and finally, having fondled
\nher to quietness, left to attend to the

\nJeep\342\200\224whereupon
the Oedipus atmos\302\254

\nphere lifted and Uvia became a natural
\nand unimportant child.\n

On a comfortable mattress in the sit\302\254

\nting-room floor I lay and thought of
\nthese domestic things next morning,

\nhoping
that Mehmet would not be too

\nlate in starting. A stork\342\200\231snest on the

\nroof opposite was visible through the
\ntrees; and there the wife stood in dignity
\nand repose, waiting motionless on one

\nleg
to be made love to now and then,

\nwhile the husband fidgeted with bits of

\npaper
for the nest. Were there uneven moments, I wondered;

\nand did not the animal traditions that we call instincts have a

\nfeeling in the first place to makethem start ? On the Anatolian

\nplateau
the women and the animals\342\200\231behaviour seemed extra\302\254

\nordinarily alike: the tortoises turned their heads asideat the
\nroad\342\200\231s

edge with the same self-conscious gesture; the sheepran
\nwith their noses to the ground, hiding their faces,one

against

\nthe other; and the women, wrapped in blackabovetheir
baggy

\ntrousers, came riding behind them, with only one eye showing

\nand the cloth held in their mouth to leave their hands free,

\nlooking like one of Diirer\342\200\231sideas of death.\n

We left finally in a south-westerlydirection,for the Massicy-\n
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tus range, that separates the whole of theXanthus valley from the

\nElmali
plain.\n

Somewhere the envoys from Phaselis must have crossedit,
\nconducting

first Alexander\342\200\231s deputies and then himself with his

\narmy;
and the ascertaining of this route was thesecondproblem

\nI
hoped to solve now that the Chelidonian peninsula seemed

\nfairly certainly settled, and had given Finike (or Limyra
close

\nby) as a fixed point on the
way.

There were at least four

\nroutes to choose from for this middle portion oftheMacedonian
\njourney,

and I found myself in disagreement with both
Spratt

\nand Schonbom,3 who assumed a march acrosstheElmali
plain.\n

It seemed to me that I now knew what Alexanderwas after,

\nand could see the connection between his puzzlingwestward

\nturn at Termessus and his midwinter operation against the
\nmountain tribes from Xanthus. They were two parts of a
\nsingle

attack with a single objective\342\200\224the
road that led from

\nLaodiceia to Pamphylia. He was as yet unaware of the

\ncomparative
ease of a straight march north by Sagalassus\342\200\224

\nhe was possibly indeed unaware as yet of the generalfriend\302\254

\nliness of the coast\342\200\224and he looked upon the Laodiceia road
\nas essential for his link-up with Parmenion and the basein
\nPhrygia.

His little army was in fact completely in the air,
\nfor the sea and even Halicarnassus behind him were still in
\nenemy

hands and the Persians held Pamphylia in front of him.
\nHe never wasted an effort: he would by-pass anything

that had

\nno military or political importance; he would certainly not
\nhave attempted

a tribal war in winter without goodcause:but

\nhe had an excellent and indeed urgent reason: he was attacking

\nthe tribes that stood between him and his base-road,and this

\nroad came by Cibyra into the country nordi of Xanthus ;4 it

\nwas therefore north that he would attack from the Xanthus

\nvalley.\n

I assumed that the envoys from Phaselismethim somewhere

\nin the highlands of Xanthus, and must have led his
delegates\n
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to Finike either by the Arycanda valley or along the coast.
\nTheir most northerly course would cross the seven-thousand-
\nfoot height which a road now opens to Elmali, and this I

\nproposed to look at later on, though
even at the time it seemed

\nout of the question. All other possible paths by
which the

\narmy could have marched from west to east would be cut

\nthrough by the way we werenow taking, until we reached the

\ncoast and the track I have come to think the most
likely,

from

\nXanthus through Demre or Myra, by thecitieson the sea.\n

There are a number of passesboth north and south of the

\nten-thousand-foot summit of Massicytus,and we had
already

\nvisited the western side of one of them
during

the tour in the

\nElfin.
We had then reached Tlos whose rich acropolis,dis\302\254

\ncovered by Fellows, looks out across the Xanthus plain. Men\302\254

\ntioned by Strabo5 as the starting-point of a pass to
Cibyra,

\nit had a stone-paved road and Turkish barracks in recenttimes.
\nNow, it lies prosperous but shrunken among sloping comlands
\nsouth of the Deli Chay which we had crossed

by
the simple

\nexpedient of stopping up the exhaustand all other vents of the
\ncar and driving through the water. The old

city,
with many

\ntombs honeycombed in the jutting rock, with gymnasium and

\na hundred yards of market arcade still standing, and theatre
\nbehind high-built walls with seats of polished limestone carved
\nwith lion claws\342\200\224all spoke of centuries of ease. A Lycian
\nstele, among the myrtles and oleanders of the

valley, represents

\nwith undeciphered letters the earlier age to which the Lycian

\ninscriptions and some of the tombs
belong.6\n

From here the southern slopes of Massicytuslook
easy

and

\ngradual, and the passes in winter cannot be hard. Nor, in

\nfact, did there appear to be any difficulty
when I came to see

\nthem from the eastern side; there are bridle-tracks acrossthem
\nthrough

inhabited lands and a road to Elmali is mentioned.7
\nCarvings

in stone\342\200\224sarcophagi I
imagine\342\200\224are spoken

of on

\nthe paths that lead to the northern passes,wherehousesare
only\n
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built for summer pastures; so that all this country in ancient
\ntime must have been richer and more populous than now. But
\nAlexander\342\200\231s route in my own mind came to be

pushed
farther

\nand farther south as we drove down. For the whole of the

\nnorth is closed in winter by snow, and
why

should envoys

\nfrom Phaselis lead an army by impassable ways when all they
\nhad to do was to step back into the friendly valley behind them ?

\nAnd
having once got back into the valley, would Alexander

\nnot go as far as his centre at Xanthus (whereno doubt he had

\nleft a few odds and ends) and theretakethe shortest and easiest

\nway,
rather than move up across higher slopesevenif

they
were

\nfeasible, from Tlos or Arsa, or
any

other starting-point ? The

\nthing
to discover was, I decided, the quickest and easiest

way

\nbetween Xanthus and Finike, and everything north of that must

\nbe discarded, including Spratt\342\200\231s
route by Elmali and even the

\nsouthern edge of the Elmali plain where two placeswith

\nLycian tombs and ruins have been found.8\n

We set out to look for these,in the morningonour
way:

but

\nthe first site, Podalia, which is on a hill to the north of the lake,
\nseemed to be completely unknown to all the peasants in the

\nfields about there; and Armutlu, a village full in sight, was

\ndivided from us by the Ak Chay, a deep and bridgeless stream.
\nIt would have meant a whole day or more to circumvent these

\nobstacles, and as I had just excludedthe Elmali
plain

from

\nAlexander\342\200\231s marching, I decided not to linger but to moveon
\ntowards the south. The fact that I was paying so muchmore
\nthan I could afford for the Jeep, and Mehmet\342\200\231s distress at having
\nthat

pampered object involved in ditches, had no small share
\nin making up my mind.\n

Apart from the Finike-Antalya highway there are only two
\nmotorable roads from Elmali, one to the upper Xanthus and
\none south-west to the sea: and this, which we wereon, was

\nalready one of those that made Mehmet say \342\200\234asphalt\342\200\235
at

\nintervals, though only built during the last two years. It soon
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left the plain and the tough little trottinghorses,four to a cart,

\ntossing their manes; the willow-fringedlakesin whose pale

\ndream the sword Excalibur might bum; the villages,built of
\nmud and petrol tins, whose wooden dishevelled roofs with
\nuntrimmed eaves are bleached by frozen winters. Against
\nthe mountain wall of Yumru Dagh and Ak Dagh, onebehind

\nthe other, we drove into a stony world wherethe little village

\nof Gombe sits waiting for summer visitors in the semicircleof
\nits waterfalls and hills. No casual tourists come here, but

\npeople of the coast, Kassaba and Kekova and Demre, who

\nmust surely have left their stifling summers and ridden
up

\nthrough the forests to this coolness for thousands of years;and

\nI believe myself that it is this civilizedseasonalmigrationrather

\nthan the spontaneous local art that has produced stray
tombs

\nand carvings in the pasturelands around.\n

The Jeep broke down at Gombe, and I sat at the caf\303\251and

\nheard about tombstones at Gedrop, three hours\342\200\231ride away, and

\nhow Mr. Bean who has walked everywhere had examined
\nthem a year or two ago. Mehmet meanwhile, pulling his

\nJeep about, explained that what was the matter was \342\200\230dirt\342\200\231;

\nand I found it exasperating that he should take the natural

\nunreliability of machines for granted with such
easy charm,

\nwhen we had gone to Elmali and set off
very

late that morning

\nentirely
for the

Jeep\342\200\231s
sake. It did not take long, however, to

\npolish it, and we drove now east of south, through
what is

\naccurately known as the Waterless Valley, with the ridgeof
\nAk Dagh like a grey horse with a snow mane on our right.
\nPines grew here, single on the caked earth againstthe naked
\nbackground,

until we drew away and saw the mountain
\nbecome

open
and leisurely in the south, with plotsof comland

\nand clumps of trees between its washed ravines.\n

It was here that my thoughts went roundthe comertoTlos,
\nand to our day there, two years before, and I remembered
\nthe people\342\200\224how alike they all were\342\200\224with green eyes and fair\n
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hair, like Greeksevenbeforethe Dorians; and how dignified,

\npolite
and friendly, and proud of their village which has

\ndwindled to a hundred and fifty houses from the wealth that

\nonce spread the city across the hill. The Xanthus shows

\nthere, most beautiful of open valleys, fertile and tended like

\nEngland, from misty forest pedestalsand snow-fleckedgorges
\ndark with scattered trees, through low hills descending to the
\nsea.\n

No road fit for a jeep comesacrosshere,and we now follow\302\254

\ned our road southward through the forest of Oenium,which

\nAntony gave to Cleopatra for her navy. Its cedars,hidden
\nfrom the rocky coast, glitter tier above tier with dark horizontal
\nbranches along black ridges in the sun. No wind, one feels,

\ncan ever toss them, and their rigid elegancemakes
every

other

\ntree seem dowdy; even the cypress,and the fierce
Aleppo pine

\nthat grows among them, look
fluffy

and disarranged.\n

It takes two days for a laden horseto crossthe forest from

\nKassaba to Gombe, and in theJeepI lostcount of the hours.

\nTowards the late afternoon, peopleand animals began to meet

\nus; houses and fields appeared, where the trees had turned to

\noak and pine. We were soon in theoblonghollowofKassaba,

\nsurrounded by slopes, where all the streamsaregatheredin the

\nflat bottom as in an arena, and have to eat their
way

collec\302\254

\ntively through the sunless gorges of Demre to the sea.\n
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Further, he reflected that ... by capturing the Persian coastbases he would

\nbreak up theirfleet, since they would have nowhere to make up their crews from,
\nand, in fact, no seaport in Asia.\n

ARMAN I, 20, I.\n

ONE

OF THE CHIEF BLESSINGS OF TRAVEL IS THAT SAMENESS

\nis not its attraction: the pleasant and unpleasant days

\nare almost equally agreeable to remember, once
they

\nare over. Since my DDT had come to an end, a certain pattern
\nwas

beginning to show; good days were followed
by depressed

\nnights, so that a graph of my feelingswould have looked

\nlike a temperature chart of ups and downsat regularhours;
\nand though the night in Kassaba was well-to-do, and most
\nkind, I was glad to get out on to a spiritedlittlepony

next

\nmorning.\n
\342\200\230

Shut off from all culture,\342\200\231<is Hans Rott, who travelled there\n
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in 1908 unkindly puts it, Kassaba must indeed have been a
\nrather isolated little place before the road was made. It is
\nnow

prosperous through cotton and tobacco, has been made
\nthe centre of a nahiye (district) and is buildingnew houses
\nround a scattered square. It was visited by Fellows and
\nColnaghi,

and by Spratt who describes it as having about a
\nhundred houses and being next in importance to Elmali,
\nthough gloomy and tumbledown and surrounded by plague
\nat the time of their visit. Benndorf, forty years later, found it

\ndecayed. But its position must always have
given

it a certain

\nimportance, making it a gathering-place of roadsas well as

\nwaters ; and there is a choiceof ancient sites around it, whether

\nalong
the northern axis, by the walled city of

Candyba (now

\nGendova) and on the way to the
Arycanda pass by the equally

\nancient city
of Ameae (now Ernes) ; or

by
the southern centres

\nabove the coast; or through the gorge to
Myra (Demre).

\nAny one of these ways must havebeenfeasible to Alexander\342\200\231s

\narmy, and I decided to look at the openingof the Demre gorge

\nnext morning, and then to follow the lineof least resistance

\nwhere alone the Jeep could man\305\223uvre, along the southern ridge
\nabove the sea.\n

It took an hour and three-quarters, to and fro across the

\nriver-bed, to reach the gorge which the Turks call Dere Agzi,
\nor the Mouth of the

Valley.\n

The morning was hot over the long southernridgeand on

\nthe quiedy sunken expanse where we rode. The oblique
\ngashes

of the way to Kash and the smalleroneto Demre were

\nvisible. The river murmured, rippling and shallow,with

\ntamarisk, oleander, agnus castus and myrtle among its boulders;
\nand as the neat myrde branches brushed me, I crushedthemto
\nsmell again their Aphrodite fragrance, so feminine, sumptuous,
\nand tart in the morning sun.\n

The gorge looked rather Rhine-like, with a castledhillsteep
\nat its opening between two entering rivers. Medieval walls
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and square round and polygonal towers were basedon Grecian

\nstones, and Lycian graves of the familiar house-facadepattern
\nappeared

in the rocky walls, one on the westand several on the

\neastern side. There the entrance to the
shady

defile was cut

\nin
steps over grey herded elephants of boulders. Colnaghi

\nfound three bears in the gorge, and Spratt rode
through by

\neighty crossings and Fellows by thirty, with three to four feet

\nof water. All the travellers give the time
differently, varying

\nfrom four to seven hours; but I have found the foreigners less

\nreliable than the local averages, and these give threehours for
\nthe gorge or four for the road that crossesthe ridgeabove it.\n

After looking in, we left the narrow walls and made for

\na mill and a house beyond, a short distanceto the east on a

\nhillock of com. Near-by, surrounded
by

brambles in a field

\nwith no other ruins about it, was the Byzantine basilicaof
\nDere Agzi, with chancel arch complete and aisles and walls

\nhalf crumbled and two octagonal baptisteries or towers. It
\nbelonged

to the 8th century and the Arab wars,when the cities

\ndrew inland from the coast and its dangers; and looked at

\nfirst like an untidy chaos meant to be coveredwith paint
and

\nstucco and marble of which shreds remain. The
wearing

\naway of their outer coverings spoils these later ruins. But
\nas I sat trying to draw it\342\200\224for my camera had failed me\342\200\224it

\nseemed to grow into its forgotten atmosphere of prayer: the

\ncurves imagined by some unknown Constantinople builder

\nrecaptured
their secure repose. Out of their shapelessnessand

\nneglect, lifting light weeds against the sky, the brokenarcs
by

\ntheir mere pattern spread warm harmonious shadows over the
\nagricultural simple landscape of olives and com.\n

The millers in Lycia used till recently to be Greek,and had

\nno very good name, but the onewholivedherehad a charming

\nserious face and smile, and left his mill to come with us to see

\nthe nearest village muhtar. I had no wish or reasonfor this

\ndetour, and think it was my guide\342\200\231sstratagem in order to get a\n
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meal; and we had to wait till tea and bread and the dark

\nhoneycomb were provided. Then, having listened to the

\nmuhtar\342\200\231s son, who was learning French at the secondary
\nschool in Kash, I rode back by a shaded track under oak trees

\nsome way from the river, jogging the
pony

as they taught me,
\nwith the poke of a stick at the baseof itsneck, and lost in that

\nvacuum of summer feelings when the world seems
good.\n

The house, when I returned to Kassaba,was cooland quiet;
\nfour low empty rooms made the living floor, looking on to
\nmaize-fields and a garden full of vegetables and flowers.
\nVoices of some of my host\342\200\231stwenty-three grandchildren were

\nmurmuring here and there. Someone would
always

be

\nsquatting by the kitchen hearth to brew the coffeeor tea;and

\nthe brides of the sons in their girlhood had woven carpets,

\nand embroidered the covers of long woodenseatsthat ran along

\nthe walls, and yellow sheets for the bed vacatedfor the guest.
\nThey

still talked of Kash as Andifilo\342\200\224the ancient Antiphellus

\n\342\200\224andwere prosperous, and lived there in winter, and spent
\nthe summer months at Gombe; and they paused here

only

\na month or two to gather or sow their harvest in spring

\nand autumn, weaving the shuttle of millennialseasonal
migra\302\254

\ntions into their own short strands of life. The winter here is

\nunpleasant with constant mists, though three-quartersof the

\npopulation stay.\n

The owner of the house was going to
Mecca\342\200\224flying

from

\nAnkara at the age of
seventy\342\200\224and

I was able to give him a
\nsmall pocket Quran, bought in Cairo a few months before,
\nthat he valued. He had a drooping benevolence,andastrangely
\nshaped

head with ears like an
elephant\342\200\231s, long and flabby.\n

\342\200\234Iam not rich, but I live the life I like,\342\200\235he told me; and

\nshowed me his photograph as a stalwart young father with a

\nspiky
moustache and the present married children on his knee.\n

Mehmet and Mahmud and the Jeep were refreshedand, asI
\nhad rested also, we set off when the heat of the

day was over;\n
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for it is only twenty-three kilometres to Kash. I had anyway

\nno intention of crossing the ridge as far as the harbour. I

\nwould stop on the pass, I told Mehmet, at Chukurbagh,and

\nride up to the ruins of Phellus, on the mountain above, in the

\nmorning.\n

The Jeep was crawling along and nearly stopped.\n

\342\200\234Youcan\342\200\231tdo that,\342\200\235said Mehmet. \342\200\234Thereare no houses

\none can sleep in.\342\200\235\n

\342\200\234Wewill put up the tent,\342\200\235said I; a thing I longed, and
\ncontinued to long to do, in vain.\n

\342\200\234Tent!\342\200\235said Mehmet. \342\200\234Wewill go down to Kash and
\ndrive back to Chukurbagh early in the

morning.\342\200\235\n

\342\200\234Doyou think,\342\200\235said I, \342\200\234thatI enjoy waiting till the sun is
\nhot to walk over ruins J And what is it that you callearly?

\342\200\231\342\200\231\n

This touched Mehmet at a rather vulnerable point, and

\namused Mahmud and the two stray passengers who had
\nattached themselves to us and acted as chorus: but it madeno
\ndifference to the situation, which was resolved only by my final

\nsuggestion that I was to be setdedin the best available lodging
\nwith a horse for the morning arranged for, and theJeepwould

\ncome up to fetch me by ten o\342\200\231clock.\n

Mehmet was distressed at the thought of leaving me in
\ndiscomfort. He would have agreed with the Duke ofWelling-
\nton that a lady should never be allowed to travel by train alone.

\nI too felt rather gloomy when my ramshackle lodging was

\nfound: perched on an insecure stair, it kept planks
and rusty

\npetrol tins together without any visiblecohesion,asthebaroque
\nsaints do their draperies. The household, said Mehmet, was

\ngood;
and a stray man with a stray horse,whomwe had met

\non his way carrying a load of grass, had promisedto call for

\nme next day at five.\n

There was a room, \342\200\234afine room\342\200\235said the man who owned

\nit, with that optimism about the things they five with that

\nmakes the Turkish peasant so.touchinglyagreeable.Having\n
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settled me there, and put up my
bed among the sacks of com

\nwhich was the household\342\200\231s store for the year, the men all left
\nme. The woman too had to leave, for

they
were of the poorest

\npoor,
and she had to go to cottagesscatteredon the hill and do

\ntheir washing. Having rolled out a little flat bread for our.

\nsupper, she excused herself with a sad look and went, and I

\nwas left to a mountainous mother-in-law seatedon the small
\nverandah of the only other room, and swollen out of all human

\nproportion by some disease.\n

She was a terrifying old
lady\342\200\224not

so old either, I thought
\nwhen I looked ather, and probably younger than I was. But she
\ncould not move except by waddling cross-legged along the
\nfloor with jelly-like convulsions, and her disease, which made
\npeople

kind to her, had made her ruthless in conversation.
\nShe screamed in a harsh voice to all who passedalongthe path
\nof Chukurbagh below.\n

She was sorting out rags likea witch and, making room on

\nthe tiny platform, asked me to sit beside her; and a feelingof
\nvast loathing, of which I was ashamed, overcame me while she

\nfingered my clothes. Such unreasonable, uncharitable re\302\254

\npugnance continued with me all night, and nothing but the

\npoverty and the squalor produced it; for the peoplewere as

\nkind as they could be and gavethebestofwhat litde they had;

\nand if, when I had just fallen
asleep\342\200\224thankful

for my own eider\302\254

\ndown\342\200\224the woman came rummaging time after time among
\nthe sacks and stores, it was merely becausethreeseparateparties

\narrived and required attention, and some sort ofaccommodation
\non the remaining spaces of the floor had to be

arranged.\n

At dawn, the man with the horse was there,and a cushion on

\nits wooden saddle for me to sit on.\n

The mountain was steep above, an hour\342\200\231sclimb away, and

\nits name\342\200\224Fellendagh\342\200\224makes it pretty certainly the site of
\nancient Phellus. The road probably ran below as it doesnow,
\ncoasting

above a small patchwork prosperity of gardens, and
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the desolation described by Fellows is giving placeto
vineyards

\nand olives that are now returning after the interveningcen\302\254

\nturies of rapine, as so much along this coastseemstobe
doing.\n

The hill holds this cultivation as in a cup, and beyond its

\nrim one could feel the radiance of the seain
empty spaces.

\nIt came in sight, with Castellorizo and other islets,asour
path

\nled towards the first of the Lycian tombs.\n

We lingered on the way to drinkout of a
sarcophagus which

\nis the village fountain; and then helped to loada camelwhich

\nthe owner of my horse had left his little boy to deal with.

\nThe poor beast, in such small incapablehands, was turning its

\nhead with foaming green grimaces that made one noticehow
\nmuch better-looking camels would be if they had better-kept
\nteeth. When we had seen to this, we climbed

up
into the

\nmorning gold. Step after step, the edgeof the world widened

\nwith the increase of the light; the
pony grew warm beneath

\nhis padded collar, and talked with his ears as he snuffed the

\nsteep stones before him; in hisdim
way perhaps he remembered

\nPedasos, his Cilician forebear, who was put in the side-traces

\nand followed with the immortal horses,1 for one might remem\302\254

\nber anything on such a morning; the troublesof the night

\nmelted in a happiness suffused with sunlight, luminous and

\nremote.\n

The people of Phellus must often have felt like this as they
\nlooked from their height on to their fields of

Chukurbagh

\nand the flat lands of the ridge and thesixeastern ranges, pointed

\nor horizontal, that rise to the snows of the EasternAk Dagh

\nabove Arycanda.\n
Their town looked down on the two likelyroutesofAlex\302\254

\nander\342\200\224the one from Xanthus in the west by Kalkanand Sidek

\nDagh and Seyret, which is still a road now
though

unusable

\nby cars at the moment because a bridge is broken,and
keeps

\nnear the summits above the sharp drop to the sea; and the other

\nfrom the lower shelves of Massicytus by the Hajioglanvalley\n
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into the Kassabadepression. It
lay spread

at our feet, with

\ntwo passes winding along Susuz Dagh towards Arycanda
\nbetween the scrubby hills. They looked as uncultivated and

\nstubbly
as the chin of an old Sayyid who shaves himself with

\nscissors; and on our other side,holdingall the south, was the

\nsea.\n

There, round Castellorizo and two little empty islands one
\nfat and one thin, the people of Phellus couldsee

ships
as they

\npassed from Syria by Cilicia and
Lycia through Rhodes to

\nAlexandria\342\200\224the trade route of that day.2 The fashions

\nchanged.
The quinquereme was invented in Phoenician or

\nCyprian
waters to supplant the trireme, and cataphracts with

\nrowers enclosed under decks rowed by. Their sides looked
\nstraight,

from above. All these craft were built to equalizethe

\nleverage of a single row of oars, and the curve was built, with

\nwood not too seasoned to bend, under water out of sight.
\nFive men sat to each oar in a quinquereme, so that only one

\nskilled rower in five was needed, even on these coasts where

\nthe hollow southern seas come with wide spacesbetweenthem,
\nand lift the

ships\342\200\231
ribs unsupported. The ships grew bigger

\nand
bigger through the Hellenistic wars, till the Roman peace

\ncame and the pirates stopped, and, with smaller shapes return\302\254

\ning, the naval speed and skill declined.3\n

From the beautifully cut stone walls of their litde
city,

the

\npeople of Phellus looked out through the clean
Aegean air;

\nand temples must have shown on their hill-top,for a column

\nhalf buried was lying at my feet. The hillside was scattered

\nsparsely with tombs, whose doors and windows and rafters

\nwere chipped to look like houses,amongthe giant yellow sage
\nand bright arbutus, and the honeysuckle scent and broom. In
\nthe days of the Byzantines, the

city\342\200\231s
defences had been re\302\254

\narranged with haste and fear before they left it; until raids and

\nwars grew too frequent and the solitudeincreased.\n

While the sun climbed like a wet flame,four thousand feet
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as it seemed below me, I sat for a long time and considered

\nthe two roads of Alexander; and felt that therewas nothing to

\nchoose between them. Perhaps there was a slight tilt in

\nfavour of the way we had come,winding through the Chukur-

\nbagh gardens in our sight. For the reason of Alexander\342\200\231s

\nmarch must be remembered\342\200\224that he came to Lycia \342\200\230tobreak

\nup the Persian fleet by capturing their coast bases\342\200\231and that

\namong these bases (and most importantbecauseof the timber

\nin the forests behind them) were the harboursbetweenPatara

\nand Pamphylia tucked out of sight below. Alexanderhad
\nsent deputies ahead to take over these Lycian seaports,and the

\nprobability is that he would choose the route that led most

\nclosely by them, so that either he couldturn aside at intervals

\nof a few hours to be received by the municipalitiesof the

\nlittle towns that are now Kalkan, Kash, Kekovaand Demre,

\nor else the authorities themselves and his own deputiescould
\nride

up to report to him on his way. A greater certainty than

\nthis is not to be inferred; for the alternative route\342\200\224a six hours\342\200\231

\nride from Kalkan to Gendova\342\200\224is not far away to the north,
\nand the winter weather, or any sort of circumstancenow for\302\254

\ngotten, might have determined in its favour. The coastcould
\nstill be reached easily through or above the gorge of Demre;
\nand the traces of ancient tombs and walls are found beside all

\nthese
ways.\n

I would follow the ridge road to Demre
(Myra);

and would

\nthen ride over Alaja Dagh which is the barrierbetween the

\nUpper and Lower Lycias, and that (I woulddecidein
my

own

\nmind if the track there seemed ever to have been feasible for

\narmies), would be Alexander\342\200\231s most likely road. I wondered

\nidly why I was giving myself so much troubleto discover, in

\nsuch obscure places, where an army marchedsolongago. Not

\nfor writing, for I would make thesejourneysfor theirownsake
\nalone with equal pleasure. The pure wish to understand,the
\nmost disinterested of human desires, was my spur.\n
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The way of the
ridge\n

Nor does the obscurity of places matter with Alexander,who

\nmeasured himself by his glory rather than his life and \342\200\230wherever

\nI shall fight, shall believe that I am in the theatreof the whole

\nworld
\342\200\231

.* I had come very close, it seemedtome,tothe veterans,

\ngrizzled and unshaven like the peasants who led
my horses,

\nwho marched day after day behind the
young

men who led
\342\200\231

\nthem, and rested in or by these small walledcitieswhere Greek

\nwas spoken, while rumour preceded them and memory fol\302\254

\nlowed, and the world\342\200\231shistory has rung ever since with their

\nhigh,
hobnailed booted footsteps on the

ground.\n

\"We rode down from the hill-top of Phellus,and the old

\nwoman pushed herself across the floor to kissme when I gave

\nher a garment or two I couldspare;and after I had got over
\nthis horror, and Mehmet had brought the Jeep up cheerfully
\nfrom Kash, and we were on our way againalonga roadwhose

\nribs nature never meant for wheels\342\200\224this
familiarity of the

\nancient landscape seemed to me particularly clear. The cities
\nwith their ruins, reduced now to very poor patchesofcultivation

\nand very few living houses, were strung all over the ridgeat a

\ndistance of a few hours\342\200\231ride or walk from one another. In
\nsome places

like Avullu or Baglija, a sarcophagusor two alone

\nremained. Their loosely-walled enclosures of com peteredout
\namong

the rocks, and our track with its cutting surface wound

\non through the maquis to jade-green gladesof oak trees with

\nblack boughs, whose leaves a cold west wind turned inside out.

\nIt gave to this day, and to everything in
sight except the ragged

\npermanent stone ridges, a tossing sheen of silk in constant

\nmovement; and the Jeep went on with stately lurches, no

\nfaster than a horse. Mehmet\342\200\224over whom the
night\342\200\231slodging

\nwas already looming\342\200\224could only be kept cheerful by the
\nremark that the road was good: at this he would

laugh
in spite

\nof himself and say \342\200\234asphalt\342\200\235,
while Mahmud leapt in and out

\nof the back to make sure that the wheels still held.\n

In my mind, I could see the landscapeasif it were a map, for
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we had travelled in the Elfin along the invisible coast below.

\nWe had seen the road wind up from Kalkan and wondered

\nwhat it led to; and had restedat Kash (Antiphellus) and bathed

\nin ninety fathoms where a hammer-shaped promontory gives
\nshelter near an island, and a ruined city showeditsunnamed wall

\naslant towards the sea. Byzantine and earliergateswerethere,

\nand an eight-windowed church or cathedral, and tombs and

\npalaces whose rooms made ready-walled cornfields for the
\nfew houses called Sijakyalis close by. The Mediterranean
\nPilot merely calls it fort or ruin\342\200\224Asar Veya Hisar\342\200\224and adds

\nthat the coast
\342\200\230appears

to be steep-to, but has only been
partially

\nexamined\342\200\231; but we called the city provisionally Polemus, since
\nthat name is still marked a mile or so to the east.5\n

From there we had slipped, for the secondtimein
my

life

\n(how fortunate twice in a lifetime), into the exquisitewaters

\nthat He round Kekova; and had turned the comertoTristomo

\n\342\200\224nowUch
Agiz\342\200\224and

seen the outcrops of the ridge above,
\nwhose pinnacles

are worked here and there into Hellenistic
\ndefences. Some fifteen hundred feet up, we had riddenhere
\nto Cyaneae which is now Yavi, by a hot gully flaggedin places
\nwith slabs so anciently worn as to glow like alabaster,and I

\nhad looked from the overhanging acropolis to this single pink

\nribbon of a road winding into shallow distances between Kash

\nand Demre, and had made up my mind to return.\n

We were now passing a little
way

south of the beautiful

\ntheatre and the tomb-guarded entrance to the town; but the

\nvillagers
at that time had led us through the

city thickly tangled

\nwith trees, disclosing an inscription to Hadrian,an arched gate

\nwith a disc carved upon it, fine tombs and rough walls. The
\nusual traces of panic and danger still lingered among its peaceful
\nearlier records, carved in difficult places or cut into the cliff.\n

When Alexander and his friends walked here, the citadels
\nwere intact on their hills. Their walls and towerswerein

sight

\nfrom one to the other, with broader fieldsaboutthemthan now.\n
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Some pillared temple or porticomust always have been
appear\302\254

\ning, with the snows of Ak Dagh western or easternbehind it,

\nas one rode past the lion-headed sarcophagi to the
straight

\ngateways across the
ridge\342\200\231s

undulations along a road where the
\nsea was out of sight but always felt. It ran like a backbone

\nthrough the level landscape painted like somemedievalmissal
\nwith spiky ridges, and small clear points of rock

surrounding

\nflats of com, where the army rested besidethe
scanty

waters

\nthat still remain.\n

It was easy in our ownslowtravel to picture the comradeship
\nthe

day\342\200\231s
march produces, with stray discomforts and sudden

\ngood
moments of shade or water, or scent of

honeysuckle

\nblown across the track; or to think how the
king\342\200\231ssayings

\nwere handed from mouth to mouth along the column,while

\nhe walked under his broad shallow hat of the Macedonian
\nfashion at its head.6 The boyhood friendships continued

\nthrough
these marches lasted him all his life, and the

injury
to

\nhis memory and to his family, when it came, came
through

\nthe absent Cassander,7 who had no share in theseenchanted
\ndays.\n

The stories trickle haphazard into history, mostly from a
\nlater time, for of this march in Anatolia hardly a detailhas come

\ndown. But the character is alwaysthe same,ardent, courteous,

\nand impetuous, with a certainty that never hesitated to strike

\nwhen it was essential, and a willingness to sparewhen it could.\n

\342\200\234Bearit,\342\200\235he said, as a soldier passed fainting
under a load

\nof gold which he had taken from his exhaustedmuleand was

\ntrying to carry. \342\200\234Youneed only reach your tent, to keep it
\nfor

yourself.\342\200\2358\n

In our day, Wavell, in the desert mess of the
Eighth Army,

\nwould send for a double Scotchand leaveit,sothat the stewards

\nwhen he went away might have a drink which only an officer

\ncould order.\n

Of the Alexander stories a few have survived;but hundreds
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more must have circulatedround the camp-fires,when the

\nking and his suite had disappeared for their receptionin one
\nor other of these little towns. The last oneon theridgeappears

\nfrom a solitary inscription to have been Trysa, otherwise
\nunknown. It is near Golbashi, on a pointed summittwo thou\302\254

\nsand four hundred feet above the sea,discovered
by

Schonborn

\nand then forgotten, until an Austrian expedition reachedit in
\n1881 and carried to Vienna the bas-reliefs of the friezeof its

\nheraion. They are as fine as the carvingsof Xanthus and of

\nabout the same 4th-century date. Of the
city

little except a few

\npedestalled sarcophagi and some lengthsofwall remain; and in

\nthe heraion site nothing sculptured is left except two
fragments

\nof cornice askew in the naked enclosure. A herd of goats were

\nbrowsing by its broken altar and round the few sarcophagiout\302\254

\nside the plundered walls; the red-stemmed arbutus made the

\nhill bright; and the ridge was spread flat below with all its

\nminute pools
of cultivation left in their rocky pocketsas

by
a

\nreceding tide. Its level isolation is cut
by

the gorge of Demre,
\nwhose perpetual shadow lies there at one\342\200\231sfeet.\n

This hill commands the steep descentto the sea,and was easy

\nenough to locate; and Mehmet nursedthe illusion that he could

\nfind me an animal, or persuade me to walk
up

late in the sunset

\nto the ruins and still reach the comforts ofDemrefor the night.\n

But I was feeling tired after the
morning\342\200\231s expedition to

\nPhellus and an unsuccessful scramble with Mahmud to reach

\nthe beautiful austere Hellenistic theatre of Cyaneae, which
\nturned out to be much too far away. We hadjoltedalong

with

\nonly two hours\342\200\231rest, and I had been out since dawn; all this,

\nwith the longing thought of my tent unused in the backof the

\nJeep,
I pointed out to Mehmet and addedthat the night would

\nhave to be spent on one side or the otherof the hill, where

\nsome cottages with roofs sagging likehollow-backedoldcab-
\nhorses were clustered. A neat new school in the foreground
\nwas disappointing for it was shut, as they often are in this\n
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remote part of the country. Mehmet, discoveringthis to

\nbe so, started to grind on again full of the hope that no lodging
\nmight

be discovered, while he reproached me in a myopic
\nmasculine way for not allowing myself to be lookedafterin a
\nland I didn\342\200\231tknow.\n

Women are handicapped in Turkey by their unimportance,
\nwhich is so absolute that even flattery is disregarded;the
\nfamiliar

expedient of making men feel better and cleverer
\nthan they are fails, since female praise is too idletocount. All I

\ncould do with Mehmet was to askhim what he did as a soldier.

\n\342\200\234Why
not pretend you are one tonight and I will lend you the

\ntent while you put me in one of thosecottages?\342\200\235\n

\342\200\234Thetent!\342\200\235said Mehmet again, with that voice of scorn.
\nBut when we reached the patch of tiny fields, with almond
\ntrees blowing about it in the sunset, he ledmetowait in a room

\nwhere the wife of a forestry effendi was looking after a baby,
\nwhile a cottage near-by was prepared for my reception.\n

This was a charming evening, with a brisk young woman
\nwho set me to rest on mattresses and bolsters,took

my dusty

\nstockings to wash, brewed me \342\200\230islandtea\342\200\231of hillside herbs,

\nand set about the rolling of the thin peasant bread, damp\302\254

\ning and sprinkling it with water as if she wereironing,and

\nfolding it away. The supper when it came was a
\342\200\230jajik\342\200\231

of

\nbeaten yaourt and cucumber slices, and stewedbeans,friedeggs
\nand rice; and the husband, as friendly and as pleasant as his
\nwife, came to eat it beside me. He had found me a little

\ndonkey by next morning, and beforeeight o\342\200\231clockmy expedi\302\254

\ntion was over, since the hill-top of
Trysa

was only three-

\nquarters of an hour
away.\n
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13\n

A line offortified positions ... between the eastern and western cities of Lycia.\n

IR CHARLES FELLOWS WROTE THAT THE ROUTE FROM DEMRE\n

across the headland of Alaja Dagh was
\342\200\230totally

unfit for\n

horses. . . . For three hours we did not find a level large

\nenough for a horse to stand upon,
and at the end of that time

\nwe were among numerous sarcophagi upon the ridge of a
\nmountain about five thousand feet above the undisturbed blue
\nmirror of the sea\342\200\231.\n

Spratt
and Forbes, the only travellers I know who followed

\nafter, give it the same poor reputation,though they diminish

\nthe height to four thousand feet and increasethe distanceto
\neleven hours instead of nine. Neither version made it appeara
\nlikely

choice for an army marching; but it was that or nothing

\nif the coast road was the road of Alexander,and I thought I

\nwould look at it for myself before making my
own guess,

\nwhile Mehmet, after taking me to Demre, would drive the
\nJeep

back by the way we had come.\n

SPRATT and FORBES, 157.\n
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Our road was fairly smooth along the last stretchof the

\nridge, and peasants and a lorry were working upon
it as we

\npassed. It is the sparsenessof the population that makes the

\nupkeep
so difficult; and it is indeed an admirableachievement

\nthat there should be any road here at all. On our
right,

\nthrough lonely maquis, the old track ran down to the sea, as

\nit had done for thousands of years till the present Turkish

\ngovernment came to power. Wild pig and bears are still

\nplentiful
in the valley where it descends, and theoldertravellers

\nsaw many animals, though I noticed nothing but two squirrels
\nand a weazel in all my journey, and two porcupinequills

on

\nthe ground.\n
I had looked at this ancienttrackbefore,from St. Paul\342\200\231s

\nharbour in the bay of Andraki (Andriace) at its lower end.
\nWe had anchored there in the Elfin and had bathedin a cold
\nstill stream, and rowed our dinghy along the silted

quays
whose

\nwalls\342\200\224as in all these cities\342\200\224showed desperate traces of anxiety
\nand

danger, stuffed with the beautiful fragments of theirearlier
\ndays.

Lentulus had broken in here with his ships, forcing
\nthe harbour chain,1 where we spent the morning underpines,
\namong clumps of myrtle, and waded back to the

Elfin across

\nwater that has grown shallow since it carriedthe Greekand

\nPhoenician navies.\n

When our Jeep made its long curve round the headland of

\nthe ridge and was descending, the old track showed again.
\nOne could see it in the distance, with one of the Hellenistic

\nforts and a sarcophagus beside it\342\200\224ata place called Sura, where
\na fish-oracle once existed beside a temple to Apollo.2 Mehmet,
\ncheerfully

bored by ruins, pushed on with no ideaofstopping,
\nand watched in a pained way while I walkedbackto where

\nthe fortress was visible through my glasses, a half-hour or
\nan hour\342\200\231sscramble away. The suggestion that perhaps the

\nJeep might like to try to go acrosscountry was receivedas an

\ninsult, and Mahmud, tormented now by a divided
allegiance,\n
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jumped out to say that he would walk with me if I wished to\n

go-\n

But there was obviously no temple besidethe littlefort. It
\nshowed through my glasses very clearly and exacdy like

every

\nother fort that I had lately seen. The whole of this coast

\nfrom Xanthus is thickly spangled with them, and they are all

\nsimilar and must belong to the same age though placedon
\nsites that often go back to archaic times.3 Alexander\342\200\231s generals,

\nwho were to succeed him, no doubt noticedthe defensive

\nsituations and the immense riches of timberbehindthem,and

\njust
as Silifke was possibly a consequenceof the raidfrom Soli,

\nso these numerous fortresses probably sprang up along the
\nline of the Lycian march where the value of the positionswas

\nobserved. They might tentatively be taken, I thought, as

\nindirect evidence to establish the coastal route, together with

\nother accidental
glimpses\342\200\224such

as the march of Polyxenides
\nin Livy,

who landed at Patara in 189 B.c. to march \342\200\230itinere

\npedestri\342\200\231
to Syria.4\n

At the time, however, I felt that the morning was already

\nhot and I had climbed one acropolisalready;and this weakness

\nwas soon consoled, for as we followedthe jeep-road,Mehmet

\noffered an olive branch in the shape of a little
temple quite

\nnear-by on the right, and stopped of his own accord. When\302\254

\never I became difficult, he looked around for a ruin, and in

\nfact I was delighted by this charming little building,of the 2nd

\ncentury a.d. or thereabouts, decorated with Corinthian
\npilasters,

and opening by a tall door to a space amusingly

\narcaded, with one bigger and one lesserarchto each side.\n

In harmony therefore we entered Demre, and madefor one
\nof its two caf\303\251s, and Mehmet put my chair, as he

always did,

\nin the most respectably hidden comer, which was
usually just

\nopposite the W.C. To his distress,as soonasit was
apparent

\nthat I could speak a little Turkish,the wholeaudience would

\nturn in this unattractive direction to face me, and the fact that\n
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one might just as well let the conversation take place in more

\nagreeablesurroundings never crossedhis mind.\n

A sort of offer went round asto who should look after me for
\nthe night, and a man took me to

stay
with his sister in a country

\ncottage among gardens.\n

The new English pumps now makeit
easy

to grow oranges,
\nand motor-boats take them round the cape to

Antalya,
to be

\nshipped to Istanbul. In the four
years

since my first visit the
\nlittle world of Demre had grown. The orange gardenslapped
\nup

to the theatre which before had looked out over open
\nexpanses

of com; and the church of St. Nicholaswas being

\nattended to by the care of IsmailBey in
Antalya.

A graceful

\napse
was coming to life, like

Pygmalion\342\200\231s statue, from the

\nearth where they were digging: and a hotel for tourists was the
\nvision for the future in the town. They were presumably
\nexpected

to arrive by sea, for the forests of Oeniumand the

\nhinterland of Elmali are still a complication, and the coastroad
\nthat Demre dreams of round the headland would cost, they

\nafterwards told me in Finike, two million Turkish liras or
\nmore. Of its difficulties I became aware next morning,when

\na horse had been found and Mehmet and Mahmudhad left for
\ntheir long trek back to Gombe, to meet me

again by the

\nwaterfalls of Arycanda in two
days\342\200\231

time.\n

I spent the afternoon resting, until the horse came for a

\ngentle ride round the cliff-walls, where the tombsclimb one

\nabove the other with a busy feelingas if
they

were a street of

\nshops.
Goatherd children with charming manners scrambled

\nwith me up steps nearly effaced. They refused
my

few pence,

\nand asked with mysterious interest for the figuresof the
popula\302\254

\ntion of Britain. What they learnt at school I neverdiscovered
\n(I

have never discovered what I have learnt
myself)\342\200\224except

\nthat they are taught to think of the red
flag

of Turkey as a

\nflower that grows like the poppy, out of the heartof their soil;

\nand their beautiful good manners they learnat home.\n
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My guide, though living so near, had neverhimselfbeen up

\nto the cliffs. A party drinking tea under an almond tree

\nwould have come with us, if
they

had not been celebrating the
\nfather\342\200\231sdeath like the figures reclined and feastingin the tombs
\nabove. From those carved porches we looked at the gorgeof
\nDemre, whose wheatfields filled the flat that once was sea.
\nThe scar of the defile above was dark in shadow, but all else

\nglowed uncontaminated and fine in the latelight,as if it were

\nmolten gold. The authorities of the townlet, police and

\nmudiir, were strolling, by a path where the wall of the old

\nenclosure of St. Nicholas still shows
though

all except the

\nchurch has been demolished. They bowed and hoped
I

\nwas happy. A woman carrying cucumbers from her fields

\ngave a gift from the bundle to the stranger. And even a

\npoor bitch, suckling her four puppies by
the roadside, looked

\nup transfigured
in that peaceful glow: she lifted her care\302\254

\nful gentle eyes towards us, as if their ceaselessawareness

\nof darkness and danger were slipped for a moment into its
\nsheath.\n

My guide came at four next morning,and we soonstarted,

\nand trotted along the level for an hour undera
widening

streak

\nof dawn. We then turned inland, to circumventa sea-lake
\nwhich is a dalyan or fishery at the easterncomerof the bay.

\nAs I rode, I recognized the landmarks of the travellers before

\nme, unchanged in the hundred years by
which we were

\ndivided\342\200\224the water on my right, and on my left a Hellenistic
\nfort of two square towers with a curtain betweenand around

\nthem, seen through the Vallonia oaks that clothe the lower
\nspurs.

The mass of Alaja Dagh, which divides the two
Lycias,

\ncomes down here steep-sided, in one solid movement that

\npours
itself to sea. Far away on its shoulderanotherfortress

\nshowed, but the few wayfarers of the plain denied a track
\nacross there: the only inland route passes through higher
\ncountry

farther north, by summer pastures and the
Alaja\n
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Yaila where a church is reported, betweenus and the way
\nfrom Kassaba that leads to

Arycanda.\n

Meanwhile, our path narrowed above the last cornfields
\nthat clothe the headland base, until it turned and began its

\nuncompromising
climb. It zigzagged up a shallow open gully,,

\nevidently
washed away by every winter, where all tracesof an

\nold road would be lost. It was here that Fellowsfound no

\nlevel large enough for a horse to stand on, and Commander

\nSpratt
and Mr. Forbes had to save their horsesfrom

falling by

\npushing them from behind or putting their shoulders to the

\nbaggage. It was indeed extremely steep,but these young men

\nmay
have been unlucky too in their animals, which

they
had

\ndifficulty in finding, for it is a great advantagein such places

\nto have a pack-horse accustomed to the way. I did not dis\302\254

\nmount, knowing by experience that when I do soa manmuch
\nheavier than I am climbs up and makes the animalless

happy

\nthan before: but I left the reins on itsneck,and let it rest every
\nfew paces, and stood well forward in the stirrups to take the
\nweight

off. As the start had been so early, the hillsidewas in

\nshadow to the top. The
dalyan,

smaller with every turn of the
\nscrew-like path, looked as the world looks from an aeroplane;
\nthe hill sloped steep as a waterfall to meetit; and at the end of

\nan hour-and-a-half of climbing, the loosened sliding stones
\nchanged

to rock with thorny tufts; the sun shot
rays

of spears

\nfrom its hidden horizon; and a footpathfor goatson the
pro\302\254

\nmontory showed familiar ruins of tombs and walls.\n

In this solitude not even the goatherd was about, though
his

\nflock was browsing. But it was a fortunate day, and a soldier
\novertook us just as we reached the top of the ascent. He
\ncame up

from Demre, as he had been doing two thousand

\nyears ago, to
\342\200\230keep

watch over the sea\342\200\231;and he told me that I
\nwould find more ruins if I walked towards the headland.\n

There indeed was the little acropolis, finely cut with
many

\nearly pieces not much later than the
days

of Alexander, but
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with its stones rehandled in the panic of all this coast. Nor

\nwas this all: for the town spreadout of
sight

on the slope to

\nthe east, where the houses, guarded by their square tower,
\nmust have looked out like a

wasps\342\200\231
nest to the fleets of Ptolemy

\nor Demetrius, or seen Charimenes pursued by the sloopsof
\nPericles the Lycian, when he landed to travel through the
\nmountains in disguise.6\n

I did not climb down, for I
only

discovered this residential

\narea from the opposite hillside later on, the steepnessof the

\nacropolis slopes on three sides having hidden everything but the
\nsea. Even now, if I think of that view on some winter\342\200\231sday,

\nthe freedom and the light return, the
glistening

solitude possesses

\nme; the Aegean is plumb below, darkenedwith
sunlight,

\nwhere vagrant islands dance unfrequented and the morning
\nlandscape

curves by itself alone.\n

I sat there idly, and far away the coast of Demre spread
\nwaves on flat sands in easy patterns. Like speechor

writing

\nthey pressed with ceaseless variety from their sea, and under

\nthe lightness and foam their run was shortor longeraccording

\nto the depth from which they came.\n

After an hour or so I returned along the promontory,and

\nnoticed the buildings upon it\342\200\224stone rooms whose walls were

\npierced
with doors and windows cut in the rock itself. I had

\nonce seen this in the upper church on the island of St. Nicholas,

\nbut had no idea of the date of suchbuilding;the drafted blocks

\nthat lay about, squared to a gateway, and the four pedestals
\nor altars all seemed to belong to the Roman age. The reser\302\254

\nvoirs for water cut in the stone were there,and a column lay

\nthere, and some public building must have held the headland\342\200\231s

\nneck. All except one of the sarcophagi had been tumbled

\nabout and broken at the entrance to the
city,

and perhaps a

\nlittle depression on the right held the theatre, for blocksofstone

\nnear-by looked like the theatre seats.\n

This is the only site that Mr. Beanhas not examined among\n
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those I have visited in Lycia, and he has kindly looked at my

\nphotographs
and corroborated this description, and will I

\nhope
climb soon and perhaps find an inscription with the

city\342\200\231s

\nname. Fellows thinks of it tentatively as the ancientIsium,
\nand the other young men noticed only the acropolison the
\nheadland and no more. But I was

sufficiently delighted by its

\nmere existence, with or without identification; for the
way

\nup, with natural difficulties and no shred of
antiquity along it,

\nhad made me doubt whether an
army

could ever have chosen

\nsuch a road. The presence of all thesebuildingson thehill-top
\nproved

it a thoroughfare after all, and I nowfelt
pretty

confident

\nthat the Macedonian army passed by here with only one other

\nrather less likely alternative\342\200\224through
Kassaba to Arycanda.\n

Fond as he was of geography,Alexander,I thought,
would

\nlike the ardour with which I was toilingin his
footsteps, asking

\nquestions in a small way in a mannerhe would understand:

\nfor he cared for such things. It interestedhim that the Persian

\nsea was only a gulf of ocean, and \342\200\230whenwriting to Olympias
\nabout the country of India ... he stated that he thought he had
\ndiscoveredthe springsof the Nile; drawing a conclusion about
\nmatters of so much importance from very slender indications.
\nBut when he had more accurately investigated ... he learned

\n. . . that the Indus has nothing whateverto do with
Egypt.

\nOn this he cancelled the part of the letterto his mother which

\ndealt with the Nile\342\200\231,being scrupulous as a good geographer
\nshould be. And when Aristander the seer, in whom he
\nbelieved, could make no prediction, he

\342\200\230gave
orders that the

\nmen
acquainted

with the country should be summoned\342\200\231 and

\nfound out what he could.6\n

There were no men of the country I couldask
except

the

\nsoldier, and he knew little of ruins except that a few existed
\nfarther on. We sat on one of the Roman stonesand ate the

\nbread we each had with us, and shared the cucumbersand

\npeppers given by the cottagers of Demre; and at nine o\342\200\231clock
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rode on again, skirting steep curves till gentler slopesshowed
\npine-clad highlands, that rose to the summits of

Alaja
on our

\nleft.\n

A solitary sarcophagus appeared on the hillside, and another
\ngroup lay smashed and strewn about by the nomadson the
\neasier

ground. It looked too as if there might be ruins, but

\nunimportant, some way off on the right. We disregarded

\nthem and kept on, to a headland that faced the morning, where

\nanother sarcophagus and a wall with towers roughly built
\nguarded

the aspect of the sea. Here the path grewsteepagain,

\nand \342\200\234Imust be an
Optimist\342\200\235,

I thought, watching the outward-

\nsloping ledges we were on; and finally dismounted.\n

I had been puzzling over the nine hours which Charles

\nFellows assigns to this traverse, sincethe pacewe were making

\n(exclusive of our rest) was fitting exactlyinto the normaltime

\nreported by the people of Demre as only five hours and a half.

\nHis ascent of the steep tract had taken longer than mine, but

\neven so it left a large gaptobeaccounted for, and I was coming
\nto the conclusion that these travellers had impeded theirhorses
\nby trying to ride them too correctly up the steephills.\n

Horses with their packs are accustomed to walk aloneahead

\nof their drivers, encouraged or admonished now and then
by

\nan \342\200\230Ah\342\200\231or a guttural noise from behind; when the road
grows

\ndifficult, they put their heads down and seekout their
way

\nalong it, and a tight hold on the reinsnot
only puts them off

\ntheir stride and tires them, but also I think makesthem unsafe.

\nA
good rider feels more secure if he holdshis horse, but this is

\nan illusion, and it is far sounder to sitbacklikea
piece of luggage,

\nwith the reins run loose through a scarfand lying on the animal\342\200\231s

\nneck, though this absence of control is apt to be
unnerving

\ndownhill. The path we were on was a smoothnarrowslab

\nof limestone tilted over space in the wrong direction,with

\nnothing but a wrinkle or two to keep a hoof fromsliding;
\nbut the horse is of course just as interestedasoneisoneself,and\n
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if left to his own deviceswill get by. When, however, we

\nbegan
to descend as if by a corkscrew, I gotoffand walked.\n

Charles Fellows had given the horses \342\200\230restafter the strain

\nand fatigue of
yesterday\342\200\231;

and Spratt and Forbes, whose time
\nwas eleven hours, and who descended \342\200\230thegreater part of the

\ndefile on foot on account of the slippery surfacesof the rock*,
\nalso continued to Limyra on foot the next

day
because of the

\nfatigue
of their horses. But my guide, who came from

\nSalonica\342\200\224the mere raw material of a human being, very
slow

\nand fair with huge long hands\342\200\224was, I knew, going to ride

\nback all the way, and do it that very afternoon; and the infer\302\254

\nence one could draw from this was that Alexanderknew what

\nhe was about when he left his siegeenginesbehind him. Such

\nhorses as he had with himwere
probably

much tougher up and

\ndown the hills than an orthodox modem rider might suppose.\n

The books of these early travellers, telling of circumstances
\nso much the same in places so little altered,are

pleasant company

\non such a journey. I felt I knew them well, gay and dis\302\254

\ninterested young men whose days and memories of thesecoasts

\nand hills never can have faded, whatever their later lives

\nbecame. And how well they were educated, to
enjoy every

\nadventure!\n
\342\200\230

Often, after the work of the day was over and the night had

\nclosed in, when we had gatheredround the log fire in the
\ncomfortable Turkish cottage which formedthe

headquarters

\nof the party, we were accustomed to
sally forth, torch in hand,

\nCharles Fellows as cicerone, to cast a midnight look of admira\302\254

\ntion on some spirited battle scene or headlessVenus, which

\nhad been the great prize of the
morning\342\200\231s

work\342\200\231
(among the

\nruins of Xanthus); and these \342\200\230conversations all who took

\npart
in will ever look back upon as amongthe most

delightful

\nin their lives\342\200\231.7 They were splendid young men, however
\nerratic their time-table may have been up the hill.\n

As we reached the eastern steepness, the
bay

of Finike opened,
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and in its triangle the far familiar headlands of Chelidonia
\nappeared

bathed in sky. The slopes were rich with arbutus,
\ngrown high like feathery trees with only the pinesabovethem;
\nand the track followed a long gully which turnedinto a

valley.

\nOlives began. One of the Hellenistic towers
evidently

once

\nspaced along the coast road was on our left, bricked up and

\nturned into a
peasant\342\200\231s

hut with a roof of rushes; theothertwo,
\nreported

here a hundred years ago, must be
destroyed.\n

Spratt and Forbes describe Finike at that time as a dozen tents

\nand three of four stone houses, with a Greek caf\303\251and bakery

\nestablished by a Pasha\342\200\231sorder to supply the Sultan\342\200\231s
ships that

\ntouched here, on the voyage from Istanbul to Alexandria.

\nThen as now this was the seaportfor Elmali.\n

But the thatched huts have grown in numbersand moved up

\nthe valley, and a flourishing little town with streets of red roofs

\nand balconied uneven houses appears against the edge of the sea
\nbelow them. The hotel gave me a friendly welcomeand a bath,

\nand I found a taxi for Arycanda next morning; and Mehmet

\nand Mahmud were there ready to receiveme,seated at a table

\nunder the plane tree, on the wooden platform wherethe white

\nwaterfall spouts below. They too were pleasedby
the reunion,

\nand made short firm work of the demands of the strangetaxi-
\ndriver, while I lunched and Mahmud told me about their

\njourney,
and Mehmet circled round his Jeep in a sort of ritual

\nadoration, with a pink rose crooked in his little finger and a
\nduster in the other hand.\n
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THE HIGHLANDS OF XANTHUS\n

In the height of winter, as it now was, he attacked the Milyan territory, as it is

\ncalled; it belongs to Greater Phrygia, but was reckoned then as part of Lycia.\n

arrian I, 24, 5.\n

*BOVE ITS DEFILES, AND THE WALL OF BEIDA DAGH WITH\n

/ \\ upreared summits (Chalbali and Baraketand Ak Dagh

\nx V of the east), the Anatolian plateau lies
basically

level

\nround many mountain islands, and stretchesnorthward to the

\nrolling plains of Phrygia.\n
The precipices that hang over the

Lycian
coastlands run back

\nin eroded valleys, shallow, empty, waterless, and patched only
\nwith snow. On their bald summits, with gatesnow vacant, the

\ncircular forts of the ancient Pisidianslie aslant here and there like

\ndrunken garlands, and the raised clump of some nameless
\ntower breaks the rough and crumbled circlet of their walls.\n

A vast but easy land is behind the nakedbarrier, a world of

\ncom with pools of village trees. Poplars,the scented willow,

\nand
many fruit trees, are visible far-spaced and far away. The

\ndeep winter snow feeds the harvests; and half-way between

\nAntalya and Elmali, and one-quarter of the
way

to Fethiye,

\nis Korkuteli, near the site of Isinda where?the ancient
highway

\nran. West of the Termessus defile, it led
by easy reaches

\nround the lake now called the SogiitGol,onto Tefenni; and

\nover hills to Laodiceia built by the followersof Alexander,

\nand there took off from the Maeander
valley.\n

It was used as early as the 5th century B.c. and probably
\nbefore it, when Phrygia and Lydia communicated with Tel-
\nmessus,1 and its importance became apparent under Rome.

\n\342\200\230Leaving
the Southern Highway at Laodiceia, it led southward

\nover a pass into the basin of the Horzum
Chay,

a few miles\n
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north of Cibyra, and then, turning into the south-east,ran over

\nthe western Taurus by way of Isinda and Termessus to the

\nPamphylian plain; thus it afforded the chiefmeansof commu\302\254

\nnication between the province of Asia and the southern coast\342\200\231.2\n

This road, I reflected, was probably the goalof Alexander\342\200\231s

\neffort, both in the winter campaign from Xanthus and in the
\nattack on Termessus some months later \342\200\230withthe intention\342\200\231,

\nas Strabo writes, \342\200\230of
opening

the defiles\342\200\231. But there might
\nbe some doubt as to the direction in whichhe

approached
it.

\nXanthus is the last fixed point we know beforethe envoys

\nfrom Phaselis came up and altered the whole
campaign:

and

\nit is evident that, if Alexander\342\200\231s aim was merely to reach

\nPamphylia,
he could take one of the quick routes, which

\naccording to Spratt are open through the year, fromthe lower
\nXanthus valley by Tlos or any other of the passes.The
\nElmali plain itself is, however, said to be deeply under snow in

\nwinter. He would have had to fight his
way

across it to the

\nroad, to reach the defiles of Termessus from above: and
why

\nshould he return with the Phaselis envoys to sea-level,to attack

\nthe defiles all over again from the east,ifhehad
already reached

\nthe Elmali plateau and the way to
Pamphylia lay geographically

\nopen?\n

Apart
from this, I had become convinced that his main

\nconcern was not Pamphylia but the reopening of communica\302\254

\ntions with Parmenion in Phrygia. His natural
way

would

\ntherefore be north and not east from the Xanthus valley. A

\nroad in that direction is not
specifically mentioned, but there

\nis indirect evidence for it in the mere existenceof a harbour as

\nimportant as Telmessus (Fethiye), with the rich hinterland of

\nthe upper Xanthus and Cibyra behind it. In 189b.c.when

\nAntiochus was defeated and the lands of his Anatoliankingdom
\nfell to Rome, Telmessus was granted to Eumenes ofPergamum
\nas a reward for his services.3 Its value to him as a seaport
\nwould have been nil if there had been no roadto

approach
it\n
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(since the coast road from Caria was not in his hands). It
\nmust therefore be presumed that a way for traffic already existed

\nfrom Telmessus and Xanthus to the
Phrygian road, though no

\nexplicit record has yet been found and no mention of such a
\nroute is made by Ramsay (who in any case touches

very
little

\non the geography of
Lycia).\n

At the risk of being pedantic, I have repeatedthe evidence,
\nwhich is more fully presented in my appendix. The whole
\nexplanation

of Alexander\342\200\231s two campaigns hinges on the

\nimportance
of this road. When it emerges so to speakinto

\nhistory,
we find Manlius, the Roman general, marching down

\nit in 189 b.c., blackmailing Cibyritis on his
way.\n

Alexander, I therefore concluded, began by going north; but

\neven so there was a possibility that, when overtaken
by

the

\nPhaselis envoys, he might have turned directly towardsElmali
\nand the Arycanda valley, without revisiting his baseat Xanthus
\nat all; and I was the more anxious to lookinto this alternative

\nas it appeared to have been the one assumed
by Spratt and

\nForbes and Schonbom, who took it for granted that the

\nMacedonians marched down by Arycanda. The
only

modem

\nroad west from Elmali makes for the upper Xanthus. But it

\nis enclosed in a mountain barrier whose lowest passes,described
\nas

\342\200\230pitiless\342\200\231by Spratt, are nearly seven thousand feet high and

\nhold the snow through May. To circumvent suchanobstacle,
\nAlexander must either reach the Cibyra road\342\200\224and where then

\nwould be the sense of marchingaway
to attack it again from

\nthe other end ?\342\200\224ormust do what I soon felt convinced that he
\ndid do\342\200\224march back to Xanthus and set off eastward alongone
\nof our two roads near the coast. No

army
would dream of

\ncrossing so high an obstacle in winter with an easy southern

\nalternative at hand. When I reached Elmali, however, I had
\nnot yet come to this conclusion and I wishedto

verify
it in the

\nfew days that were left me.\n

My time was running out and the summerwas advancing.\n
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The middle of June, fresh in the empty air of the plateau,was

\nsweltering already in the gorges of Xanthus below. And

\nnothing could get Mehmet and his Jeep to move. \342\200\234Youare

\ntired,\342\200\235said he; \342\200\234soam I\342\200\235;and the Jeep was bozulmush when
\nI was packed and

ready\342\200\224an
ominous word whose full

implica\302\254

\ntions I was to learn in the next few days. Mehmet, with that

\nendearing blue-eyed air of a classical demigod who has acci\302\254

\ndentally hit middle age, maddened me with frustration, and
\nthe strain of not knowing the language well enough to be
\neffectively annoyed. It would anyway have been of no use.
\nThe art of travel, and perhaps of life, is to know when to give

\nway and when not to, and it is only after thelevelof
grievances

\nhas risen so as to be obvious to all that a scene does any good.
\nThe moment came, however. Scattering grammar to right
\nand left, I made a speech, and Mehmet tore himselffrom the

\narms of his family and started. The Jeep, said he, was in

\norder; we left Elmali while the beautiful Ottoman mosque

\nwas calling its faithful at dawn.\n

The pass has the ridiculous name of Giigubeh,impossiblein
\nwinter and four hours by jeep both up and down at other
\nseasons. I had been over it some years earlier, with David
\nBalfour, but had not noticed it very carefully nor at that time

\nconnected Alexander\342\200\231s marches with these inland hills. We
\nhad

stopped to visit rock-tombs at Eski Hisar whichwe took
\nto be the ancient Choma, and had watched thenomads

coming

\ndown in autumn from their high pastures, their firesgleaming
\neverywhere

at night. At every turn of the road one would
\nmeet them, the cradles askew on their camels,with sometimes
\na baby in a flounced sunbonnet loaded inside oneof their great

\ncooking-pots, or, wrapped in felt, tied to the mother\342\200\231s back for

\neasy transport.\n

Now, in June, there was no movementover the passes, but

\nthe
peasants were out in their fields. Even the townswomen

\nat Elmali mostly still cover their faces, or wearthe old-fashioned\n
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black Turkish skirt and veil; but the peasant girls tie a white
\nhandkerchief over the mouth and across the back of the headto
\na knot above the forehead, leaving their plaits to show below it

\ndown their back. They do not use the
gay striped

nomad

\nskirt over the full bright trousers,or the turbans tied out of many
\nsilk headcloths, or necklaces and dangles of silver; nor have

\nthey the delicate gipsy eyebrows and softer contours,but are

\nthick and strong and square without surprises,their trousers
\ntucked into white woollen stockings, their feet laced with
\nblack rubber shoes. They push wooden ploughs behind a
\ncamel or small square bleached bullock, or they dig all in a
\nrow, bending over their hoes. The men too have given an

\neasy look to western clothes by wearing stripedwoollensashes

\ntwisted many times round their waists, and white cotton
\nundertrousers that show a span or two above thewesternarticle,
\nwhich they wear suspended loosely and, in appearance if not
\nin fact, rather precariously round their

hips.\n

Beyond Eski Hisar we entered the north-west
bay

of the

\ngreen plain and began to climb. A crooked valley leads

\nacross a lop-sided bridge under the
carving

of a pig cut in

\nthe rock and mentioned by travellers. A mill and then a
\nclump

of oak trees open the long grind of the pass. Towards

\nit, the mountain block of Massicytus and Yumru Dagh,
\nwhich we had seen from Gombe, splashes like a ten-thousand
\nfoot wave rich in choppy falls and ridges,scatteredwith pockets

\nof com. There is a track on the far side of the mountain sum\302\254

\nmits to the left, with no villages along it, though
tombs are

\nsaid to be among the summer pastures. A few sarcophagiand

\ntwo slices of marble column were on our own road also, near

\nthe top of the pass as we climbed.\n

The surface had greatly deteriorated since both Mehmetand

\nI had been along it, and he told me that it is to be abandoned:
\nno traffic can use it in winter and a new route

by
the Sogiit

\nlake\342\200\224the track of the ancient
highway\342\200\224is being planned.
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If Turkish enterprise in road-building were to stop, the whole
\nof this Lycian country would slip back to the ageof pack-
\nhorses in a few years. As it was, we pushedup slowly, un\302\254

\nwinding the hills in their blue expanses,till we climbed
beyond

\nthe pines and reached the weather-whitened cypress trunks

\namong
discoloured rocks. From the top a wide curve of

\ntrees
melting to grassland descended, with the pastoral Cibyritis

\nspread below in a watered plain. Out of
sight

behind an

\nundulating range, the ancient road ran \342\200\230smooth as silk\342\200\231,said

\nMehmet, to the lake and Cibyra and the frontiersof Ionia.\n

A fair-weather track goes north, crossing from the upper
\nXanthus to the Dalaman Chay, whose waters the Turkish
\nGovernment are now regulating at their source. In this basin
\nof rich secluded country the four cities, Cibyra, Bubon,
\nOenoanda and Balbura formed their tetrapolis, and lived under
\ntheir

kings, and one hears little of them until
Livy4

describes

\nthe coming of Manlius Vulso and his methodswith the ruler

\nof the day, \342\200\230aman\342\200\231,says Livy, \342\200\230faithlessand hard to deal with\342\200\231;

\nand goes on to describe how the consul sent five thousand

\ninfantry \342\200\230totest his attitude\342\200\231, and how they were met by
\nambassadors bringing fifteen talents in the form of a golden
\ncrown.\n

\342\200\230Theconsul said: \342\200\234WeRomans have no indication of
\nthe goodwill of the tyrant towards us, and it is well known

\nto all that he is such a person that we must think about

\npunishing him rather than cultivating his
friendship.\342\200\235\n

\342\200\230Dismayed by this speech, the ambassadors asked nothing
\nelse than that he accept the crown and give the

tyrant
the

\nopportunity to . . . speak and to defend himself. ... He

\ncame next day, clothed and attended in a style inferior to
\nthat of a private person of moderate wealth, and his speech
\nwas humble and incoherent, the speech of a man who
\nbelittled his own station, and lamented the poverty of the
\ncities under his control.... From them, by robbing himself\n
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and his subjects, he promised, though hesitatingly,
to raise

\ntwenty-five talents.\n

\342\200\230\342\200\234Come,come,\342\200\235replied the consul, \342\200\234thistrifling
cannot

\nbe endured. It is not enough that you did not blush when,

\nremaining away, you mocked us through your ambassadors;
\neven when here you persist in the same shamelessness..'. .
\nUnless you pay five hundred talents in three

days,
look

\nforward to the devastation of your lands and the siegeof
\nyour city.\342\200\231\342\200\235\n

This dialogue, which reminds one of that between the wolf

\nand the lamb in the fable, was perfectly successful,and Cibyra

\npaid one hundred talents and ten thousandmeasuresof
grain

\nwithin six days; and having remained in friendshipand alliance
\nwith Rome through the following century, was annexedin
\n84 b.c. by Murena. \342\200\230Whatprovocation, if any, impelled
\nhim thus to disregard an ancient treaty of allianceand reduce

\nan independent state to subjection, we do not know\342\200\231;5 but the

\nreal reason, the historian suggests, was the desire to control
\n\342\200\230theroad which connected the province of Asia with the
\nsouthern coast\342\200\231,the same problem that had, as I surmise,
\noccupied

the mind of Alexander, though the methods used
\nwere different.\n

Ever since my first descent I had longedto revisit this quiet

\nbasin, so high and so secluded. And when the Elfin brought
\nme for the second time to Fethiye, with David Balfour and

\nHilda Cochrane, the consular Land Rover met us and we
\ndrove across the Xanthus where it flows through a miniature

\ngorge
into open pastures, and followed it to its source. There

\nfrom a wooded bay the stream ran into meadows,through
a

\ncountry of gentle ranges framed in snow. Columns
lay

\nstrewn beside the drowsy flocks. We had seenfrom
higher

\nground\342\200\224without having time to visit them\342\200\224the ruins of

\nBalbura, on the bank of the Kelebek
Dagh

near Katara across

\na tributary stream; and had looked through our glassesat its
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bridge, and theatres, temple floor and terraces and tombs.
\nContinuing

northward over an easy high watershed and down
\nlong glades of pine and juniper, we had passedthrough Dirmil,

\nwhose name recalls Termilae, the Homeric name of the

\nLycians; had reached the neighbourhood of Horzum wherewe
\nknew that Cibyra must be located; and had campedin a cold
\nlittle

gully for the
night.\n

Unpleasantly drenched with dew next morning, we cast
\naround and found the ancient capital not far away on the saddle

\nof a hill. It was, Strabo says, a city of onehundred stadia\342\200\224

\nabout eleven miles\342\200\224in circuit, when the Pisidians took it from
\nthe

Lydians and rebuilt it; and it flourished \342\200\230inconsequence
of

\nthe excellence of its laws\342\200\231. Governed by \342\200\230tyrants\342\200\231
who ruled

\nwith moderation, it was able to put thirty
thousand foot and

\ntwo thousand horsemen in the field; and being there on
\nthe road at a crossway of traffic, it spoke the

language
of

\nGreeks, Lydians, Pisidians and Solymi from Chelidonia;and

\nused the oxide ores in which its neighbourhoodwas rich6 \342\200\230to

\ncarve ornamental ironwork with ease\342\200\231.\n

A touch of city opulence and pleasure still hangstherelike
\nsome half-remembered perfume on the empty hillside and the
\nwide-spaced

ruins. A great theatre has its seats,and the neat
\narch of a vomitorium; a small one has a windowed

wing
and

\nthe heavily-built tier of the scaena in place. We trod on a

\nHadrian inscription, with one to Tiberiusbesideit, and above

\nus the market-place and temple levels were built on stretches
\nof Greek or Byzantine walls. The line by which water had

\nbeen brought across the valley lay in sightfroma high necropo\302\254

\nlis ; and, at the head of a sort of Via
Appia

of sarcophagi, a

\nstadium showed the curve of its seatsand the remnant of an

\narch above them. The hillside, warm and silent under
filmy

\ncloud like milk that the sun was drinking, seemedalive not

\nwith life but with time.\n

The new towns need the safety of the hills no longer, and\n
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modem Horzum is
busily growing on the plain. While the

\ngoatherds alone, and the goats strung out like rosariesbehind
\nthem, tread the thorn-encumbered vanished streets above, a
\nnew road unconscious of its ancestors runs easily along the
\nlevel of Tefenni. It has not yet brought much changeto th,e

\npeople of Cibyritis, who live in their small
villages

in old-

\nfashioned wooden houses pointed like pagodas,where the

\nsummers remain cool and green, and wheat grows to a late

\nharvest, and the winter shuts them in with snow. Here and

\nthere in the midst of fields they make a detourin their
plough\302\254

\ning, to avoid the heap of some lost templeor townlet, where

\npieces of carved stone show, while onesycamoretree grows
and

\nanother decays, shading the
wayfarers\342\200\231 springs through the

\nages.\n

By one such, called Zobran, we rested,near the village of

\nKinik in the basin of Xanthus, and werejoinedby
two young

\nmen on their way to a wedding,who sat and strummedon a

\nlute beside us though we could not makethemsing. They
are

\na tough short population with neat features, and when
they

\nreceived us officially they did so with a dignifiedand modest

\nair, as of conscientious people anxious to carry through a
\ndifficult operation correctly\342\200\224a touching manner unlike the

\nease of Arabia or the servility of the West. The humble

\nlaird Moagetes probably tried so to deal with Manlius,when

\nthat ill-mannered Roman came
along.\n

Travelling alone I was treated in a far easier, and\342\200\224since

\nthe manners were always perfect\342\200\224a pleasanter way. On this

\nmy
third arrival in the uplands of Xanthus, I hopedto visit

\nBalbura, and the other two towns of the tetrapolis,Bubonand

\nOenoanda, which we had missed before. We thought to
\nhave discovered Oenoanda at the top of the littleuppergorge
\nof Xanthus, but it turned out to be a poor destitute ruin

\nof Termessus-near-Oenoanda, a colony of the Pisidian Term-
\nessians mentioned by Strabo, while Oenoanda itself is on\n
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a neck between two passes to the south. Bub\303\263n and

\nBalbura and Dirmil too, are all near the northern opening
\nof the Xanthus passes. The former is west of Dirmilat the

\nvillage of Ibejik, and is described
by Spratt

as uninteresting,

\nthough he mentions a pediment-tomb, and an inscriptionto a

\nmatron celebrated for having children, a thing no onewould

\nthink of noticing particularly today.7\n

Oenoanda is only five kilometres or so fromInjealilarwhich

\na
jeep or lorry could easily reach from ourrouteat Seki, and the

\nafternoon had not yet begunwhen we reached this village. A

\nsmall
acropolis, with tombs and smooth walling on a rock,

\nshowed below the road as we descended; and I notedthem, but

\nhad no intention of lingering, and only did so when the Jeep

\ngave out beside the village caf\303\251and hours passed and every sign
\nforetold another

night\342\200\231sdelay. The M\303\274d\303\274rwas a tall thin

\nyoung
man from Istanbul with reddish hair which had

already

\nleft his intellectual forehead, and he had comeand given me tea

\nunder the plane trees that make the square. Havingsettledme

\nhappily in an orchard below the office window to sleep on a

\ncarpet
in the shade, he had been made more intimate

by
the

\nsmallest imaginable ant that crawled into
my

ear and, finding
\nno way out, panicked inside. Nothing more terrifying canbe
\nimagined.

It felt like a lorry going round and round, and I

\nrushed into his office and askedto have it drowned\342\200\224which was

\ndone with a glass of water. After that the M\303\274d\303\274rtalked about

\nthe boredom of life in his six villageson the upper Xanthus,

\nsnow-bound for four months of theyear. A jeep rarely gets up
\nfrom Fethiye, and all other tracks\342\200\224to Elmali, to the

Sog\303\274t

\nlake, or to Dirmil\342\200\224are closed except for horses; and Elmali is
\nclosed for horses too. He had been six months

already
and

\nmight be marooned here for years, as there appearsto beno

\nfixed time of transfer; and he had himselfchosenSeki, misled

\nby his love of the sea and a mapwhich
placed

this village on the
\ncoast. Old-fashioned Turkish maps can easily do this, though\n
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the new ones\342\200\224which I was
using\342\200\224are good enough for the lie

\nof the country, and only rather difficult because of their un\302\254

\nfettered choice among a variety of names.\n

As the afternoon wore on we walked over the unnamed
\nunknown acropolis of Seki, which the Miidiir had never
\nvisited; and talked about Alexander. We

agreed\342\200\224though
he

\ndid not know much about it\342\200\224that the pass over from Tlos

\nand Gombe, which Strabo mentions, would be out of the
\nquestion

in winter, and that, once up here out of the lower

\nvalley, there must have been two routestowardsthe Laodiceia
\nroad to choose from, the one leading north to Cibyra and the

\nother east of north to the lake. Thereis a slight
tilt in favour

\nof the latter, because of its easy open valley,
without a ridge

\nbetween.\n

We then returned to the Jeep, and sawMehmetand Mahmud

\nsquatting one on each side hitting it gently with spanners,
\nprepared

to tinker at it through the night. I left themwith

\nforebodings; and slept in the doctor\342\200\231shouse in comfort, above

\na
slope of cornfields soft as water, where the soundof water

\nran too, sinuous and long as a snake\342\200\231sbackbone that slides from

\nvertebra to vertebra, in a subtle incarnation of
repose.\n
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OENOANDA AND THE
\nPASSES OF XANTHUS\n

But if the deity that sent down Alexanders soul into this world of ours had not
\nrecalled him quickly, one law would govern all mankind, and they all would

\nlook toward one rule of justice as though toward a common source of light.\n

But as it is, that part of the world which has not looked upon Alexander has

\nremained without sunlight\n
plutarch, Moralia, 330D.\n

THE

JEEP WAS STILL BOZULMUSH NEXT MORNING. MEHMET

\nlooked wan for he had worked at it most of the
night,

\nand Mahmud emerged like a thin but sporting water-rat
\nfrom below it, and they broke the news with as muchdistress
\nfor me as for themselves. That fate should hit them

they

\nseemed to think natural, but that I should come so far and

\nnot arrive was the wrong treatment for visitors. Therewas

\nnothing for it but to go to a garagein
Fethiye

if indeed the

\nJeep
would go. If not, she would have to be loadedon the

\nlorry which united Seki with the world.\n

I was grieved to miss my towns andthe
way

to the lake which

\nwe had hoped to follow, but Mehmet and Mahmud\342\200\231s uncom\302\254

\nplaining acceptance stabbed me to the heart. For to Mehmet

\nthe Jeep\342\200\224reduced to a skeleton, patient and prehistoric under
\nthe trees, and surrounded by screws\342\200\224was not a mere machine

\nand a rather unattractive one at that. It was El Dorado,his

\ndream. It was La Princesse Lointaine and the New
Age

all

\nin one, to which the
\342\200\230pick-up\342\200\231

that played ten tunes by itself

\nbelonged.
Nor had he stinted or neglected anything about it,

\nfor the Turkish cars that can get no sparesbecauseofthe present

\nrestrictions need a great deal of resourcefulnessin theirservice.
\nOne is always grateful for the sight of pure, harmless,and\n
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undiluted happiness in this world: and that is what Mehmet

\nenjoyed, sailing up and down with his Jeep well dusted on the
\nroad between Antalya and Elmali, and greeted along it all the
\nway:

and it was not money-mindedness but simple easy

\nkindness that had brought him over this gruellingpass. The
\nfifteen pounds

a day which were so much more than I could

\nafford had only bought two new tyres, and the roadto
Myra

\nhad eaten up the old ones as if
they

were jam. The sole

\ndifficulty
I had had with Mehmet when engaging him was

\nthat he had felt that what he asked was more than it was

\nreasonable for me to give. He had
only

been persuaded when

\nI told him how impossible it was for me to reachthese remote

\nplaces in time, and indeed all my troublesover
starting

came

\nfrom this disinterestedness, for the riding of his Jeep was all

\nhis horizon and no reflection of mere finance went beyondit.
\nWhat was a day or two more or lesswhile

waiting for such a

\npleasure >. Now there it stood dishevelled, the heartless
\nmachine-age personified

and bankrupt: and Mehmet arranged
\nfor the lorry of Seki to take me to the Oenoandatrack, where

\nthey and the Jeep would meet me, eitheron their own wheels

\nor on those of the lorry, when I camedown.\n

The Miidiir escorted me, and we turned southa half-hour\342\200\231s

\nwalk off the road, into the bay where the
high summer pass

\nfrom Gombe comes down; and at the
village

of Injealilar

\nfound a horse and the Muhtar\342\200\231s son to guide us up the hill.
\nThe grey wall of Oenoanda was visible on theneckofthe spur,

\nin a strategic position above the Gombe trackon onesideand

\nthe Fethiye road on the other, with the
ways

to Elmali, Dirmil,

\nand Sogiit-Gol fanning out between them. The spur pushes
\nout from the range of Ak Dagh that barricades the lower
\nXanthus, and the overhang of the deep river-gorge endsin a
\npeak,

still streaked with snow in the middle ofJune,opposite
\nus in the north-west.\n

This city has scarcely been touchedin the hundred years
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since Commander Spratt was up here, and the
only

differ\302\254

\nence in what he and I saw was due to our
climbing

the hill

\non
opposite sides. He came from the west

by
the remains

\nof an ancient way that branches from what is now the modern
\nroad to Fethiye, and he discovered the theatre whichHoskins
\nhad looked for and missed. These young men\342\200\224Fellows,

\nSpratt, Forbes, Hoskyn, Daniell, around 1840, and Schonborn
\nand Loew a little later\342\200\224discovered and identified \342\200\230nofewer

\nthan eighteen ancient cities\342\200\231,determining fifteen of them by

\ninscriptions.
Daniell alone, whose grave is lost beneath a

\nGreek column in Antalya, visited Selge, Syllium, Marmara,
\nPerge

and Lyrbe, while Captain Beaufort, a generation before
\nhim, made known Patara, Myra, Olympus, Phaselis and the
\nChimaera. Hamilton, Leake, and Clarke who discovered Ter-
\nmessus, were all turned aside by riots, plague or fever. Fellows

\nin 1838-40 found Xanthus, Tlos, Pinara, Cadyanda, Arycanda,
\nSidyma, Cydna, Calynda, Massicytus, Phellus, Corydalla,
\nChoma and Trabala; while Hoskyn from H.M.S. Beaconcame

\nupon
the lost city of Caunus, and\342\200\224in 1841, with E. Forbes

\n\342\200\224discovered Oenoanda and Balbura.\n

It was pleasant to see the placesthey
wrote of unchanged.

\nLittle enough is known of Oenoanda, except that it sided with
\nBrutus against Xanthus, and seems to have been expelledfrom
\nthe Lycian League when Antony restored the cities\342\200\231freedoms;

\nand a point of some interest is to be found in its coins, together
\nwith those of Bubon and Balbura, for the name of

Lycia
was

\nnot added to them, as it was to the coinsof Telmessus, when

\ntheir inclusion in the League took place under Rome. The
\nexact point where the Lycian border ran when Alexander
\ncame here is unknown, but it was probably enough formed

by

\nthe gorges of Xanthus and their passes,and the omissionof the

\nname of Lycia north of these might be a clue. Thewalls too

\nof Oenoanda resemble the Pergamese building of thetimewhen

\nAttalus was given the port of Telmessus, and strengthenthe\n
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conviction that an earlier road to the coastwas there to be

\ndefended. The more I looked, the more I felt how easily
\nthis

may have been the route by which the Macedonianarmy,

\nimpressed by the high winter passes, debouched from the
\ngorges,

and found
Milyas\342\200\224that vague country\342\200\224hemmed in

\nby
the mountains on their right. One can still feel the awe in \342\226\240

\nthe words of Arrian. When another objective offered, they

\nwould surely leave the mountains alone, whether it were the
\npass

to Gombe or the seven thousand feet of Gugiibelwhich

\neven in the good summer weather had just demolishedour
\nJeep;

and they would be delighted to move back
through

\nXanthus and along the snowless ridges of the coast.\n

Meanwhile we had reached the walls of Oenoanda,and were

\nwalking below them. Their fine blocks, brushed
by

the

\npines and plump as cushions, caught light on facetsroughened
\nby

the Hellenistic chisel with a perfect elegance of
military

\nart. Eaves of stone threw a slanting shadow, and
loopholes,

\nwindows and towers made their black rectangularpatterns.
\nThe wall is over six feet thick and as solid as the hill that

pro\302\254

\nduced it, and a narrow postern was visible
only

because an

\narrow of sunlight fell through. Within, over the
dip

of the

\nridge, the city lies half-buried, worn down to the huge stone

\narches on which its buildings stood. A
pillared square over\302\254

\ngrown with trees was perhaps a market with pedestalsall
\nround it, its space still flagged and smooth; and the theatreis
\nscooped

out of the hill beside a half-fallen arcade.\n

Its stone seats too were latticed with sun or fresh under the

\nshadows that moved like hands to and fro. I sat there for a

\nlong time, thinking of all these theatres and what
they

had

\nseen: of Memnon, who commanded the Greeksfor Persiaand

\nwas Alexander\342\200\231s most dangerous opponent, and how he sent
\nhis musician to Byzantium to count audiences so as to

guess
the

\ncity\342\200\231snumbers; and how the commander of the garrisonsin
\nAeolis would sometimes trap and ransom crowded audiences.1\n
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The city worshipped in its temples and defendedits walls,but

\nhere in its theatre and agora and gymnasiumit lived;and, in

\nthe days that followed Alexander, the little barbarian
popula\302\254

\ntions would listen to the plays of Menanderand buildherein
\nimitation of the coast.\n

* * * *\n

The Greek civilization, as Alexander\342\200\231s successors established

\nit through Asia, was one of cultivated oasesconnected
by roads2,

\nas it still is in a lesser way today. It was a self-conscious

\ncolonizing of ideas as well as of people,and was already in the

\nair in Alexander\342\200\231s youth.
Isocrates preached it ;3 Philip prac\302\254

\ntised it in Thrace; and Aristotle wrote on colonies,observing

\nthat the Greeks
\342\200\230placed

as it were between the two boundaries\342\200\231

\nof the north and south,4 were capable of commandingthe

\nwhole world. There was little idea of fusion in his vision, or

\nin that of any Greek before him except Xenophon: bom of
\nisland stock, Aristotle looked with a conventional mind on
\nbarbarians and slaves.\n

\342\200\230Couldone have one\342\200\231schoice,\342\200\231he writes, \342\200\230thehusbandmen

\nshould by all means be slaves not of the same nation, or

\nmen of any spirit; for thus they would be laboriousin their
\nbusiness, and safe from attempting any novelties: next to
\nthese, barbarian servants are to be

preferred\342\200\231;
and

\342\200\230among

\nthe barbarians\342\200\231, he considers that \342\200\230afemale and a slave are

\nupon
a level in the community, the reason for which is,

\nthat amongst them there are none qualified by nature to
\ngovern,

therefore their society can be nothing but between
\nslaves of different sexes. For which reason the poets say,

\nit is proper for the Greeks to govern the barbarians,as if a

\nbarbarian and a slave were by nature one\342\200\231.\n

An even more thorough bigotry appears when he contem\302\254

\nplates slavery in action.\n

\342\200\230That
being,\342\200\231says he, \342\200\230who

by nature is nothing of himself,
\nbut totally another\342\200\231s, and is a man, is a slave

by nature; and\n
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Aristotle on Slavery\n

that man who is the propertyofanother, is his mere chattel,

\nthough
he continues a man. . . . Sincethen some men are

\nslaves by nature, and others are freemen, it is clear that,

\nwhere slavery is advantageous to anyone, then it is just to
\nmake him a slave.\342\200\231\n

A doubt is expressed, but it is not a
very

firm one.\n

\342\200\230Manypersons,\342\200\231
he adds, \342\200\230callin question this pretended

\nright [of conquest] and say that it would be hard that a man

\nshould be compelled by violence to be the slave ... of
\nanother . . .; and upon this subject, even of thosewho are

\nwise, some think one way and some another\342\200\231; and his

\nconclusion was one very satisfactoryto Philip and his son in

\nMacedonia\342\200\224\342\200\230forall persons quietly to submit to the
govern\302\254

\nment of those who are eminendy virtuous, and let thembe
\nperpetually kings. . . .\342\200\2315\n

With this conditioning then, Alexander at the ageof
twenty-

\ntwo came to Asia, and the plan of hellenizingthe worldhe
\nbrought

from his background, his youth, his teachers, and\342\200\224

\npossibly
most of all\342\200\224his father. He transformed the plan,

\nbut the essence of it was there already: he seizedand
developed

\nthe impulse of his time. The trainingof
youth,

instituted in

\nAthens about 335 B.c. and derivedfrom Plato\342\200\231sLaws, spread

\nthrough the Greek world and intobarbarianlands;\302\256 Alexander\342\200\231s

\ngames and competitions in Asia, literary and athletic,developed
\ninto festivals held for generations in his honour; and theatres
\nin cities soon began to be built in stone. When the Romans

\ncame, a vast network, not pure in racebut deeply Greek in

\nfeeling, had spread from the Mediterraneanto India,7 and the

\nhellenizing that passed into the Roman worldhas lived to this

\nday.
One may remember the dream of Pyrrhus before his

\nmarch, when he thought Alexander called to him and offered

\nto assist him. But Alexander lay ill and
Pyrrhus

asked how he

\ncould do it. \342\200\230Iwill do it,\342\200\231said he, \342\200\230withmy name\342\200\231:and his

\nname has done it to our time.8\n
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Even if this were all, it would be a recordof
conquest

no

\nother human being has attained before or after. Butit isnot
\nall. The first part of his plan was in the fashion of his day
\nand of his people, but the second was sharedneither

by
his

\nteachers nor by his friends. It was his own, andit steepedhim

\nin loneliness. More than two thousand years have had to
pass,

\nand Alexander\342\200\231s dream of a united world is still a dream: it
\nhas waited, like a sound in mountain walls, for the centuries
\nto give an echo back, and has found a commonvoiceat last and

\nechoes in many hearts. What would one not
give

to know

\nhow it first
began;\n

As I sat in the stillness of the theatreofOenoanda, where the

\nspirit of Greece lived though probably no Greekhad built it, I

\nbegan to think of what canhappento
change

a lad of twenty-
\ntwo who comes for the first time to Asia. Romancereaches
\nthe romantic\342\200\224and Alexander was passionately romantic; and
\nhuman sympathies come to the warm-hearted, and the Alex\302\254

\nander saga could never have existed if his heart had not been

\nwarm. Time too must be remembered\342\200\224the fact that a year
\nand a half or more was spent along the coastof Asia Minor

\nbefore ever the battle of Issuswas fought; and five years before

\nhe first adopted the Persian dress in Parthia.\302\256\n

Aristander, his friend and intimate adviser from childhood,
\nwas a Lycian; and when they came to Aristander\342\200\231s

people on

\nthis coastland, it was with the friendship and protectionof a

\nCarian queen behind them. These nations were all half
\nhellenized

already, so that it was no very suddenstep from
\nEurope

into Asia; the difficulty of
language\342\200\224the

main barrier

\nsince Babel\342\200\224was here largely overcome. And even if this had
\nnot been so, I thought of all the Englishmenwho have written,

\nand looked with the eyes of
youth

on these lands and been

\nenchanted, and how the division of customs has melted and

\nthe human bond asserting itself remains. This
surely happened;

\nand one can watch the change, fromthe confident
young

victor\n
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who sent, from the Granicus,the spoilsof the barbarians, to

\nthe man who comforted the mother of Dariuswhom he had

\nunknowingly
offended:\n

\342\200\234Itwas our custom,\342\200\235 said he, \342\200\234thatled me astray. Do

\nnot, I beseech you, interpret my ignorance as an insult.
\nWhat I have known to be in accordance with your habits,
\nI have, I hope, scrupulously observed. I know that in your

\ncountry it is a crime for a sonto remain seated in the presence
\nof his mother . . .; as often as I have visited you, I myself
\nhave stood until you gave me a sign that I might sit. You
\nhave often wished to show me respect by prostratingyour\302\254

\nself; I have prevented it. I confer on
you

the title due to

\nmy dearly beloved mother
Olympias.\342\200\23510

\nIt is no wonder that he was beloved in Asia, nor is it sur\302\254

\nprising that, out of these years of
familiarity

and the continual

\ncomradeship of strangers fighting on the sameside
together,

\nthe idea of human unity should arise. The conservativepenin-
\nsularity

of the Macedonians would perhaps be more to be
\nwondered at, if one did not know what the natural intolerance

\nof nations can do.\n

Xenophon\342\200\231s
influence in the liberal direction has I think been

\nunduly disregarded. He was the recognized expert. Anyone
\nwith a military or exploring mind would obviously study

him

\ncarefully before setting out on the Persianadventure and as I

\nhave already suggested in passing, the correspondences between
\nArrian and Plutarch and the Cyropaedia are far too numerous

\nto be merely accidental. Alexander\342\200\231s admiration for Cyrus is

\nconstantly
recorded\342\200\224his anxiety to visit the tomb; his distress

\nwhen he found it rifled; his rewarding of the Benefactors;his

\ncare to follow the precedents set by the ancientking.11All

\nthis bears out his reading of the
Cyropaedia,

of which many

\npassages might easily be transferred to Arrian or Curtius.\n

The ones that deal with the soldiers\342\200\231life are not important,
\nfor they would come naturally to any commander :12Alexander,
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walking, \342\200\230sothat the rest of the troops should . . . bear their

\ntoils more
easily\342\200\231,

or pouring away the water brought him in
\nthe deserts of Gedrosia so as not to drink alone,isXenophon\342\200\231s

\ncommander bearing more heat in summer and more coldin
\nwinter \342\200\230andin all great fatigues more exertion\342\200\231. It is a com\302\254

\nmonplace
of generalship, as is the note that \342\200\230allthose with

\nCyrus were furnished with the sameequipmentas himself\342\200\231,13

\ncompared with Alexander\342\200\231s cry: \342\200\234What is left for myself
\nfrom all these toils save the purple and the diadem? I have

\ntaken nothing to myself, nor can anyone show treasuresof
\nmine, save these possessions of yours, or what is being safe\302\254

\nguarded for
you.\342\200\235

Or
Cyrus\342\200\231calling of officers by name,

\nthat
\342\200\230

those who thought themselves known to their commander
\nwould be more

eager\342\200\231,14
and Alexander

\342\200\230calling
aloud the

\nnames . . . even of squadronleadersand
captains\342\200\231

before Issus;

\ntelling them, as Cyrus had done, to
encourage

each one the

\nranks below him;18 and collecting physicians and attending
\npersonally

to the wounded16 as Cyrus had done.\n

Such too is the detail before Issus,when Alexanderled his

\narmy
on with halts, \342\200\230checking

his men by a gesture of his
\nhand\342\200\231while Cyrus, \342\200\230beforethey came in sight of the enemy,
\nmade the army halt three times . . ,\342\200\23117Or Gaugamela where

\n\342\200\230hebade them tell Parmenion that he must
surely

have lost the

\nuse of his reason and had forgotten . . . that soldiers, if vic\302\254

\ntorious, become masters of their enemies\342\200\231 baggage; and if

\ndefeated, instead of taking careof their wealth or their slaves,
\nhave nothing more to do but to fight gallantly and die with

\nhonour,\342\200\23118\342\200\224\342\200\230for who does not know,\342\200\231says Cyrus,
\342\200\230

that conquer\302\254

\nors save all that belongs to themselves,and acquire... all that

\nbelongs to the defeated enemy, but that they who are conquered
\nthrow both themselves and all that belongs to them

away\342\200\231.\n

There are many other such natural parallels, that deal with

\nhunting, with contests and races,with sacrificesto
foreign gods

\nin their own countries, and even with a sportingfeelingfor\n
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equality in games; for \342\200\230inwhatever exercises Cyrus and his

\nequals
used to emulate each other, he did not challengehis

\ncompanions to those in which he knew himselfsuperior*and
\nAlexander, \342\200\230learning

that in gambling with dice some of his
\nfriends did not enter into the same as a sport,punished

them\342\200\231.19\n

All these are likenesses common to the good generalship,of
\nany age, as was the generosity which in

any
case might be,

\nand probably was, inherited by Alexander from his father;20
\nyet

it is difficult to think resemblances accidental when
they

\nappear in many details so continuously, and in smalland

\nconcrete instances such as the habit, for instance,of
sending

\ndishes from their table to their friends: ... \342\200\230apresent of small

\nfishes to
Hephaestion\342\200\231,21

or \342\200\230whenany rare fish or fruits were
\nsent him, he would distribute them among his friends and
\noften reserve nothing for himself\342\200\231, as Cyrus, \342\200\230wellaware that

\nthere is no kindness . . . more acceptable than that of sharing
\nmeat and drink . .. distributed to thoseof his friends of whom

\nhe wished to testify remembrance or love\342\200\231.\n

An even more isolated instance of similarity is the ruse
by

\nwhich Cyrus diverted the river and entered Babylon,almost
\nexactly repeated before Cyropolis by Alexander.22\n

The evidence, however, for the link of the Cyropaedia is

\nnot in those actions which anyone of that age might have

\nthought of for himself, but in such behaviour as was unusual

\nand individual for its time. Such is the courtesy shown to

\nprisoners: \342\200\230Assoon as Cyrus saw them, he gave orders to
\nloose those that were bound, and, sending for the surgeons,
\ndesired them to take care of the wounded.\342\200\231 This was a

\nsingularity in
Xenophon\342\200\231s day,

and not less so in the
days

of

\nAlexander who, receiving the ambassadors of a surrendered
\ncity,

\342\200\230whensomeone brought him a cushion, made the eldest
\nof them ... take it and sit down upon it\342\200\231.23\n

\342\200\230ForI came into Asia\342\200\231,he said to his soldiers, \342\200\230notin order to

\noverthrow nations and make a desertof a half part of the world,
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but in order that those whom I had subdued in war might not

\nregret my victory. Therefore those are serving in the
army

\nwith you and are shedding blood in defenceof
your empire,

\nwho, if they had been treated
tyrannically

would have rebelled.

\nThat possession is not lasting of which we are madeowners

\nby
the sword.\342\200\23124 The authenticity of these sentiments (never

\nvery
sure in Curtius), is made probable by similarwordsin

\nXenophon
before him: \342\200\230Thatso many Persians, so many

\nMedes, so many Hyrcanians, as well as all these Armenians,
\nSacians, and Cadusians have been so earnest in your service.. ..
\nAnd even to this day we may see the

Hyrcanians
trusted and

\nholding posts of government, like those of the Persians and

\nMedes that appear worthy of them.\342\200\231\n

\342\200\234Consider,\342\200\235says Tigranes to Cyrus, \342\200\234whether you can

\nexpect the country to be more
quiet

under the commencement

\nof a new government, than if the accustomed government
\ncontinue\342\200\235: and Alexander permitted \342\200\230thedistrict governors

\nto govern their own districts as had been their
way

all
along\342\200\231.25\n

The most remarkable parallel is that which dealswith the

\ntreatment of women, so singularly exceptional in both. \342\200\230
Pan-

\nthea told him [her husband] of the
integrity

and discretion of

\nCyrus, and of his compassiontowardsher . . . \342\200\234because, when

\nI was a captive ... he neither
thought

fit to take me as a slave,
\nnor as a free woman under an ignominious name; but he took

\nand kept me for you, as if I had been his brother\342\200\231s wife\342\200\235\342\200\231:26

\nand Alexander
\342\200\230pitied

and
spared\342\200\231

the wife of Darius, and

\n\342\200\230treatedthese illustrious prisoners according to their virtue
\nand character, not suffering them to hear, or receive,or so
\nmuch as apprehend anything that was unbecoming . . . esteem\302\254

\ning it more kingly to govern himself than to conquerhis

\nenemies\342\200\231; for, writes Xenophon, still referring to Panthea,
\n\342\200\230weakand unhappy men are powerless, I know, over all their

\npassions,
and then they lay the blame upon love\342\200\231;but Alex\302\254

\nander wrote that \342\200\230hehad not so much as seen or desiredto see\n
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the wife of Darius,no, nor suffered anybody to speak of her

\nbeauty
before him\342\200\231.\n

There is surely a strong connection between thesestories,and

\nthe bond appears again in the
king\342\200\231sadoption of Persian clothes,

\ncustoms, and troops which gave so much offence to the Mace\302\254

\ndonians. The complaint of Artabazus is in Xenophon,but it

\nmight have come word for word out of the mouth of one of
\nAlexander\342\200\231s comrades of early days,2

7
just as the 30,000Persian

\nyouths
trained by Alexander might have belonged to Cyrus.

\n\342\200\234Wehave taken Babylon; and have borne down all beforeus;
\nand yet, by Mithras, yesterday, had I not made

my way with

\nmy fist through the multitude, I hadnotbeenable to come near

\nyou.\342\200\235
It was Cyrus who

\342\200\230thought
that princes ought to

\nimpose upon
their subjects and chose to wear the Mediandress

\nhimself, and persuaded his associates to wear it\342\200\231and
\342\200\230having

\ndistributed a certain number to each of the commanders,bid
\nthem adorn their friends with them, \342\200\234asI\342\200\235,said he, \342\200\234adorn

\nyou\342\200\235\342\200\231\342\200\224and
it was Alexander who \342\200\230worea composite dress

\nadapted from both Persian and Macedonianfashion\342\200\231. \342\200\230As

\nsovereign of bodi nations and benevolent king, he strove to
\nacquire

the goodwill of the conquered by showing respectfor
\ntheir

apparel\342\200\231;
and \342\200\230seemed to like the Persian habits\342\200\231of

\nPeucestas who, alone of his Macedonian satraps, adoptedthe
\nMedian dress and learned their

language.\n

\342\200\234Normust you think,\342\200\235 said Cyrus, \342\200\234of
filling up your

\ncompanies only from your owncountrymen;but as, in selecting

\nhorses, you look for those that are the best... so you must

\nchoose, from among men of allkinds,such as seem most likely
\nto add to your strength and do you honour . . .\342\200\23528and Alex\302\254

\nander, \342\200\230whereas before the cavalry were enrolled each man in
\nhis own race ... gave up the separationby

nations and assigned
\nto them commanders ... of his own choice.\342\200\231 Of the Bactrian,

\nSogdian, Persian and other
cavalry

\342\200\230thosethat were conspicuous
\nfor handsomeness or some other excellence\342\200\231 were brigaded
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with the Companions, and as commander over a new
cavalry

\nregiment, Hystaspes the Bactrian was appointed. \342\200\234Ihave

\nmade a selection from the men of
military age among you,\342\200\235

\nsaid Alexander to his barbarians. \342\200\234Youhave the same
equip\302\254

\nment, the same arms. . . . Those ought to have the same

\nrights who are to live under the same
sovereign.\342\200\235

\342\200\234Itis

\npermitted you,\342\200\235Cyrus had said before him, \342\200\234ifyou think

\nproper, by accepting these arms which are such as we have

\nourselves, to engage in the same enterprises with us and . . .
\nto be honoured with the same distinctions as ourselves.\342\200\235\n

There can, it seems to me, be no reasonabledoubtof the

\ninfluence of
Cyrus\342\200\224as

Alexander thought\342\200\224orof
Xenophon\342\200\224

\nas it really was\342\200\224upon him; and this is a fact of increasing

\ninterest when we come to the morecontroversial ideas which

\nhe
adopted, whose origin has been disputed. The deification:

\n\342\200\234You,Cyrus, who in the first place are sprungfromthe gods

\n.. .\342\200\235;2# the proskynesis, or prostration, which the Macedonians
\nrejected

with such scorn: \342\200\230Allthe people on seeing him, paid
\nadoration, either from some having before been appointed
\nto begin it\342\200\231(which is what Alexander also seems to have
\narranged),

\342\200\230orfrom being struck with the pomp, and thinking
\nthat

Cyrus appeared exceedingly tall and handsome; but no
\nPersian ever paid Cyrus adoration before.\342\200\23130 Arrian refers in

\npassing to Cyrus as the originatorof this \342\200\230humiliation\342\200\231,but I

\ndo not know that any modem author has connectedits impact
\non Alexander with the Cyropaedia, nor is the connectionto be
\npressed

too exactly or too far. It is not likely that every or

\nany one of these similarities were consciouslyadoptednor that

\nthe situations to which they were adapted were exactlythe

\nsame. But the book, carefully read, would he at the backof
\nthe young conqueror\342\200\231s mind, and when new problems with
\nthe new nations arose, the solution would be there,consciously
\nor

unconsciously ready to his hand. It is the processof
sug\302\254

\ngestion which modem advertisement
adopts.\n
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Most remarkable is the coincidencebetween the Xenophon-

\nCyrus notion of the human tie and Alexander\342\200\231s United World.

\n\342\200\234Nextto the
gods,\342\200\235

said Cyrus, \342\200\234have
respect to the whole

\nrace of mankind, rising up in perpetual succession.\342\200\235 When

\nCroesus hailed him as master, he answered:\342\200\234Hailto you also,

\nCroesus, for we are both of us men.\342\200\23531 It is he who first
\naffirms a good ruler to differ in no respectfroma good father;

\nand Alexander echoes these thoughts, declaring Zeus to be the
\nfather of all.\n

The selflessness of the ruler appears in the
Cyropaedia

in a

\nnumber of places. \342\200\234If,elevated with your present good for\302\254

\ntune,\342\200\235says Cambyses, \342\200\234you
shall attempt to rule the Persians,

\nlike other nations, only for your own benefit; or if
you, citizens,

\nenvying Cyrus his power, shall endeavour to deprivehim of

\nhis command, be assured that you will hinder each other

\nfrom enjoying many blessings:\342\200\23532
and just as Alexander

\ndesired to render all upon earth subject to one law of reason

\nand one form of government and to reveal all men as one

\npeople\342\200\224Cyrus
said on his death-bed, \342\200\234Ihave borne an affection

\nto men, and feel that I should now gladly be incorporatedwith

\nthat [earth] which is kind to them.\342\200\235\n

So Xenophon: while Alexander
\342\200\230prayed

for all sorts of bles\302\254

\nsings, and especially for harmony and fellowshipbetweenMace\302\254

\ndonians and Persians\342\200\231, and
\342\200\230brought together into one body all

\nmen everywhere, uniting and mixing, in a great loving cup,
\nas it were, men\342\200\231slives, their characters, their marriages, their

\nvery
habits ... He bade them allconsideras their fatherland

\nthe whole inhabited earth, as their strongholdand protection
\nhis

camp,
as akin to them all good men,and as foreignersonly

\nthe wicked\342\200\231.\n

His acts will always live with the passionthat
possessed them,

\nwhile few can read the maximsof
Cyrus

without boredom;

\nyet it is pleasant to find that the integrity comes
through,

of

\nthe prosy elderly general who had lost his sons in war and lived
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in his retirement, under the sandy pines of Olympia,and

\nremembered that he had listened to Socratesin his youth.\n

So from rock-walls that seem to give so little the great

\nmountain saxifrage blossoms in
splendour.\n

\342\226\240K -fc * *\n

We have wandered to the unity of the worldfrom the city

\nstate which was all that the
Lycians

could have known when

\nthe Macedonians came. These valleys had a culture of their
\nown since the Bronze Age, but the most

they
had reached was

\na federatioii of separate units,33 which the Lycian Leagueseem
\nto have invented independently in the valley of the Xanthus.

\nIt was efficient enough to maintain their freedom, and Pericles,
\nthe last of their native princes, ruled nearly to the time of
\nAlexander. These several units became Greek cities as Aristotle
\ndescribes them,34 with walls and \342\200\230bulwarks and towers in

\nproper places, and public tables in
buildings

to be made the

\nornaments of the walls\342\200\231;and temples and hall for the chief

\nmagistrates, contiguous to each other, on a conspicuous situa\302\254

\ntion, in the neighbourhood of that part of the
city

which is

\nbest fortified. And a large square adjoining,\342\200\230likethat which

\nthey call in Thessaly the Squareof Freedom, in which nothing
\nis permitted to be bought or sold: into whichno mechanicnor
\nhusbandman, nor any such person, should be permitted to
\nenter\342\200\231;and another square for buying and selling,commodious
\nfor the reception of goods by land and sea.\n

Such were the cities whose battlements Alexander was said
\nto have demolished so that

\342\200\230bylosing their ornaments\342\200\231 they

\nmight appear to mourn
Hephaestion\342\200\231s death;36 and these

\nmodels the Pisidians and
Mylians

and other mountaineers

\ncopied as they grew civilized. Oenoanda,with the paved

\nmarket, and columns, and the theatrebehindthem,was one of

\nthis general pattern: and though it was small,and nothing could

\nmake it \342\200\230commodious for the reception of
goods\342\200\231

since the\n
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sea was thousands of feet below and the roadsall very steep

\nto reach it, yet it did what it could and followedAristotle\342\200\231s

\nprecepts, building \342\200\230large
cisterns to save rain water\342\200\231,and making

\nits walls \342\200\230a
proper

ornament to the city as well as a defencein
\ntime of war\342\200\231. Its people travelled, and there were soldiers
\nfrom Lycia and Termessus, and one from the little

city
of

\nBalbura, who left their painted tomb stelesin Sidon.36\n

It was easier to love such placesthan the union of mankind.

\nThis fact is, I suppose, the originof all wars and most of our

\ntroubles; and one can only attain the more universal view
by

\ntravelling in body or in spirit and noticinghow deeplymost
\nplaces

are the same. This Alexander did; and the transition

\nmust have been working in his mind along the
Lycian coast,

\nwith the possibly unexpected kindness of a half-orientalworld
\nabout him.\n

How happy I am, I thought, as I walkeddown the hill

\nbehind the muhtar\342\200\231s son, who was wearing his secondary school

\ncap
from Fethiye at a naval angle and leadingmy

horse down

\nthe steep places: how happy I am to have discovered Alex\302\254

\nander.\n

\342\200\230Thisunsatisfactory love affair of
yours\342\200\231,

Victor calls it.

\nBut would one not give most of what one has for the chance

\nof meeting such a mind in its lifetime ? And is the difference

\nso great when the words and the deeds are there, and only

\ntheir continued production has come to an end?\n

The reticences of the living are generally greater than those

\nof the dead. The element of fear is in them; and the happy

\nintimacy, the recognition of one spirit with another,isnotso
\nfrequent

as it might be in this world. But to the scholar, who

\nseeks for no response, but only to listen,the barriersof time

\nare open; the fragments that come drifting through them are

\nwarm with life.\n
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THE WALL OF XANTHUS\n

We all dwell in one country, O stranger, the world.\n

Meleager, translated by Mackail.\n

THE

JEEP APPEARED, AT A SLOW BUT ROYAL WALKING PACE,

\nas the Miidur and I were making for the road: Mahmud

\nwas waving from the back. All was well, saidMehmet,
\nfor a downhill drive.\n

It was by now the middleof
June,

too late for the lowlands.
\nThe myrtles, as we descended, changed their strings of pearls
\nfor buds of open blossom. The tall candlestick thistles had

\ngrown up
in the ditches, and their sharp ridgedleavesbranched

\nto
purple heads. Wild doves in the middle of the roadmoved

\ncourting round each other, like slender restlesshands.\n

The road followed a gully with Judas treesin slabsof rock
\nand

plane trees in the bottom. Then it looped down for
\nmiles, not too steeply, leaving the cleft gorgeson our right.
\nFrom ancient Araxa\342\200\224now

Orenkoy\342\200\224below
us the old

\nXanthus track joined it beside a disusedreservoirforwater;and

\nthe valley soon opened, resplendent and stifling in the sun.
\nThe waters of Xanthus, pouring out of their carved

amphi\302\254

\ntheatre, flowed gleaming into cultivated stretches; the mass
\nof Ak Dagh broke down towards them in terracesand ranges;

\nthe tributary valleys led to high forbiddingpasses;and Tlos

\non its precipice stood out upon the middle
way.

At the

\nbridge of Kemer we crossed, and reached
Fethiye

and found

\nthe Seke Palas, a clean new comfortablehotel.\n

Mehmet and Mahmud took off the jeep to be
ready

next

\nmorning, and I drove the Miidur, who had becometrans\302\254

\nformed into an elegant young man in a grey suit, twenty-three\n
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kilometres in a taxi up a northern
valley

to Uziimlii. It is the

\nsummer resort for Fethiye, set in a rich littleplainabovepine-
\nwoods and the pointed foothills of chrome; and was also,they

\ntold me, not half-an-hour\342\200\231s walk away from the ruins of

\nCadyanda.
This turned out to be inaccurate; the ancient

\ncity
was pointed out on a summit too highfor a late afternoon\342\200\231s

\nexcursion, but we saw what interested me, the openinghere
\nof the most westerly Xanthus route, that leads

by
an eight-

\nhours\342\200\231ride to Ibejik (Bubon).\n

Spratt wrote on March4 that \342\200\230thepasses to the Yailas from

\nthe upper part of the
valley\342\200\231

were still shut up by snow;1 but
\nthis must refer, I think, to passes south-east of our roadwhich

\nare said to lead to summer pastures only, and are all around

\nseven thousand feet in height. The
way

from Uziimlu to

\nIbejik
is open till late in winter, and

fairly low, with villages.
\nThe

pass east of it, from Orenkoy (Araxa) to Dirmil,isusually

\nclosed by the end of the year; it takes twelve hours and there

\nare only yailas on the way. Both these passes are lessused

\nthan the nineteen-hours\342\200\231 route from Fethiye to Oenoanda,
\nwhich is followed by the modem road and is now easier
\nunderfoot, since it has a hard winter surface of snow instead

\nof mud. The main way from Araxa to the north probably
\nled across the Xanthus bridge now washed away to thejunction
\nwith the modern road that winds through the Bedalagorge
\nto a dip below Oenoanda. A sarcophagus and a Corinthian
\ncapital,

and a little altar with marble snakessippingfromtwo

\ncups, stand about there on green and watered turf, where the

\nvalley opens to the Xanthus
highlands.\n

I decided to look at Araxa next
day

on our way back to the

\nmountains, and meanwhile discussed the passes with the
\nMiidiir\342\200\231sfriends at Uziimlu as I had already been

discussing

\nthem in the highlands above. The litde town was comfortable

\nand friendly round its square. A mosque andtreesand a trun\302\254

\ncated Seljuk minaret stood beside it, and gardensand fruit trees
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surrounded it, as its name, Rich in Vines, and that of Injirkoy

\non the pass, the Fig-village, imply. Even in June it was near

\nenough to cold places for its grape-sherbetto be mixed with

\nfrozen snow. Alexander, in India, \342\200\230dugthirty pits which he

\nfilled with snow and covered with oak
boughs\342\200\231;2 but here they

\nmerely
sent a donkey up every day and carriedit down from

\nthe hills. The pass to the north winding to an easy sky-triangle,

\nand Cadyanda on its height to the south, showedhow the
\nancient city must have held the traffic of the road.*\n

Fethiye, when I returned and strolled about it, seemednot
\nto have grown much in the four years of

my absence, but was

\nbeginning to look urban, with a
tidy restaurant, a bookshop

\nand a club. It was hot enough to makeone
sympathize

with

\nthe young Englishmen who called it so
unhealthy

\342\200\230asto be\n

* Since writing the account of this journey I have revisited Lycia and ridden

\nup the middle one of the three passes from Araxa, and down from Ibejik to
\nUzumlii. The middle pass is out of the question for an army, so steep, fierce,
\nwaterless and devious above the Xanthus gullies far below: but the way from

\nIbejik is an old track where one can trace ancient cuttings in the stone here
\nand there. It leads down the Akchay tributary to Orenkoy or branches easily to

\nUzumlii, and was, at the time of my visit, crowded here and there with donkeys

\ncarrying loads of figs to the upper levels. The old citadel of Bubon (Ibejik) on

\nits conical hill commanded the northern slopes of the pass right up to its water\302\254

\nshed, while Cadyanda and Araxa held the valley. Below Ibejik, where a westerly
\nroute breaks in at Pimaz, tombstones and shafts of column He about and Ibejik
\nitself has a rough rock tomb on the Lycian pattern that shows at any rate an early

\nintercourse along the pass. From here to the north there is no obstacle excepta
\ngentle rise with ancient pedestals and stones, called Topak Tash. Beyond it lies

\nthe enclosed plain of Dirmil. A low ridge on the right leads by a few poor
\nsummer clusters to the watershed of the middle pass. A small ancient site must

\nhave been here also, for shards of Hellenistic pottery lie on the southern slope of this
\nrise. The modem track to Dirmil from the coast comes in at a higher and more

\neasterly point, and before reaching it one crosses the ancient route of
\nthe most easterly of the three passes, that led below Oenoandathrough Balbura.

\nThis site is now deserted, exceptfor a few summer huts and fields; its two theatres,

\nand market-place heaped with ruins are closebelow the modem road, but the

\nacropolis stretches out of sight up a small valley and there, by one of the tall and

\nugly lion-tombs, the old track to Dirmil can still be seen\342\200\224usedby local peasants
\nfor its shortness, in preference to the modem road.\n
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almost uninhabitable during a great part of the
year\342\200\231.

Its

\nchrome hills, they say, are serpentine; and so are most of the

\nred cones of rock that rise in all this country, and produce the

\nmean landscape that stretches to Caria, so different from the

\nnoble embrace of the limestone, which foldsboth the chrome
\nand the contours of the bay in its distant outline.\n

The club terrace is mere beaten earthedgedwith petrol tins

\nof flowers, where the well-to-do gather round little tables
\nwhen the sun departs. A caique, laden no doubt with chrome,

\nmoved through the sunset water, that opened sluggishly, as if
\nthe heat of the day had melted some

syrupy
metal paler than

\ngold.\n

I was anxious to leave now, to getbackto the coolness of the

\nplateau and, like Alexander, to meet my friends in
Phrygia,

\nwho were expecting me in two
days\342\200\231

time. We could follow

\nthe route by the lake and just do it; and Araxa, a mere nothing
\non the map, could be glanced at in the morningas one passed.

\nThis was my mistake, for no temptationshouldeverpersuade
\none, anywhere in the Levant, to try to do more than one thing

\nin one day.\n

Yet all began well. Mehmet and the Jeep appeared,
one

\nhour late because petrol had been forgottenand the storewas

\nshut; but we were off by six o\342\200\231clockand running happily
\nacrossthe easy country to Kemer. Hereit dawned on Mehmet

\nthat I meant what I had said about visitingOrenkoy-Araxa,
\nand he turned off the road with the gloom that is bound to

\nmake one a doormat for the Fates. Orenkoy, they
told us,

\nwas only fifteen kilometres away, full of ruins; and they

\npointed
out a road which almost immediately scattered into

\nsmall
paths leading to pine trees tapped for resin, which

they

\ncollected in a tin receptacle attached to each trunk.\n

In a crisis it became apparent that Mehmet and theJeep,and

\nMahmud and I, belonged to two separate categories: the
\nMachine Age divided us. Mehmet became maimed and his
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life stopped when the road failed him, like a prima donna

\nwhose cast has let her down.\n

\342\200\234Where does one go, when there is no road?\342\200\235 he cried,

\nabandoning the steering-wheel at an absurd
angle.\n

We turned him round and decided to go back to Kemer and

\nask
again.\n

\342\200\234Ofcourse that was not the road,\342\200\235the very same people told
\nus. \342\200\234Thatbelongs to the

forestry.\342\200\235
And pointed in what

\nlooked a more hopeful direction, remarking that it was
thirty-

\nfive kilometres away.\n
\342\200\234Ohwell, we must give it

up,\342\200\235
said I.\n

Mehmet\342\200\231s natural kindness now prevailed, and \342\200\234wewill ask

\nagain\342\200\235,
said he; and we did. The kilometres changedback

\n(in
accordance with my map) to fifteen. We set off, and they

\ntook us for an hour alongthe stone-cluttered
valley

floor that

\nran almost level.\n

\342\200\234Why,\342\200\235
Mehmet asked in a reasonable voice during this\n

respite, \342\200\234doyou always choose this sort of a road to drive\n

. \302\273>\n
on?\n

\342\200\234Because,\342\200\235said I, equally reasonably, \342\200\234thegood roads don\342\200\231t

\ngo to the ruins; and if it were a good road,\342\200\235I added, \342\200\234would

\nit not be pleasanter to do it easily in a taxi rather than in a

\njeep?\342\200\235\n

This argument worked, for Mehmet was the fairest of men

\nwhenever the Jeep had not clouded his mind with emotion.

\nAnd we were now in sight of the treesof
\303\223renk\303\263y,

folded in

\nthe seven-thousand-foot Xanthus cliffs behind them. The
way

\nto them looked like a grassy level stretch, of the sortliked
by

\ntrainers to exercise their horses; except that at every two or
\nthree hundred yards a runnel for irrigation intersected it,
\nimperceptible

until one reached it, and unsuitable for cars;
\nthat, and one small river of which the bridgewas in process of

\nbuilding, were the only remainingobstacles,and\342\200\224as far as I

\nwas concerned\342\200\224all trouble vanished when the approaches to\n
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The visit to
\303\223renk'\303\263y-Araxa\n

\303\223renk\303\263y
showed a low outcrop, a twenty- or thirty-foot

\ncliff of limestone, carved into clusters of the familiar house-

\nfa5ades of tombs, with the ruts of the ancientwheelsstillcut
\nin the stone before them.\n

The hamlet was settled round a lost acropolisbright with

\npomegranate trees in flower; scraps of wall, piecesof column,

\na stone with an inscription, nothing but dispersed fragments
\nwere left\342\200\224less than in the day when Fellows rode acrossfrom
\n\303\234z\303\274ml\303\274and Daniell found the name of Araxa inscribed. It
\nhad been an autonomous city, and held the pass, the parallelto
\nOenoanda above. A decree found here by Mr. Beandescribes
\nhow the people of Bub\303\263n attacked it3\342\200\224indirectlya testimony
\nto the existence of the road between them; and with two passes

\nbehind and the river besideit, itspositionmust always
have been

\nimportant till the new road and thebridgeat Kemer were built.\n

Fellows rode there before this happened,andmetthe nomads

\nclimbing from Kemer to the pasturelands round Oenoanda,
\nas we meet them today: and the geographical evidenceis all
\nin favour of Araxa or

Cadyanda\342\200\224\303\223renkoy
or \303\234z\303\274ml\303\274\342\200\224as

\nthe end of the road from Phrygia and Cibyritis, that provided
\nthe reason for handing Fethiye to Pergamum, and gave the
\nwinter

opening by which Alexander could attack towards the
\nnorth.\n

Below the acropolis and the village, beyond a mill
lavishly

\nspouting water, the blue Xanthus runs between treesfromthe

\nopening of its gorge. The bridge across it has decayed; a
\nwooden bridge for pack-horses replaces it; and the ruin of an

\neven older bridge showed a few hundred
yards upstream.

The

\ntrack led on steeply round the outer shoulder of the hillside

\nto its junction with the modem road, and all ancienttraces
\nwould hardly there survive the natural erosion.\n

The village itself was too small to possesseven a caf\303\251,but a

\ncharming and enthusiastic muhtar made us welcome,provided
\ncoffee, which is a luxury in Turkey at the moment,andoffered
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horses, if ever we wanted them, to the gorgethat opens one

\nand a half hours\342\200\231away and has a path along it.\n

\342\200\234Why
not

stay,\342\200\235
said Mehmet, \342\200\234andride up to it, and we

\ncan return to Fethiye tonight ?\342\200\235\n

What I wanted to do would takethe better
part

of a week\342\200\224

\nto ride through the pass from Orenkoy to Dirmil, and back to

\ntjzumlii by Ibejik; and the season was late, and I had hurt my
\nfoot so that it would not be fit for some days to clamber about

\nruins; and the Jeep was too expensive to keep in idleness.
\nIt was better to do as we had planned; to reach the plateau in

\nthe cool of the evening; and I would come backnext year,

\nand the muhtar would find horses, before the threatened
\n*sentraV is built and the wildness of the river leapingfromits
\ngorge

is tamed.\n

The Jeep cancelled this decision
by bumping

and damaging
\nits brake on one of the irrigation runnels aswe droveback. It
\nwas like a woman who gets her own

way by falling ill when

\nthings go wrong; and even I, who knew nothingmechanical,
\nrealized that a brake is necessary in the mountainsof

Lycia.

\nI
spent the rest of the afternoon reading Xenophonin the heat

\nof the Fethiye hotel, while Mehmet and Mahmud devoted
\nthemselves to the Machine Age, getting paler and thinneras
\nthey

did so. They turned up at eight in the
evening

to say

\nthat the Jeep was again in perfectorder,and they would take

\na little rest and we would go round
by

the long but easy way
\nthrough Caria, where cars can drive swiftly along roadssmooth
\nas velvet, and we would start at two in the morning,and still

\nreach my friends in time.\n

In a foolish moment I agreed. The Jeep,I suspected,
would

\nbreak down again if we got beyondhelpin the mountains, and

\nan important
main road, marked as a wide red line,showed on

\nmy map between Mugla and Denizli, through country alluring

\nand unknown. The two slaves of the Machinetotteredoff,

\nMehmet to a bedroom and Mahmud to curlhimself
up

inside\n
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the tyrant where he slept; and at two, in the darkness, drunk

\nwith sleep but clean and hopeful,we setout
gropingly

to find

\nthe Carian road.\n

I had travelled on it, and there is only one road anyway along
\nthe coast. But wherever a flat stretch opened, there would
\nbe tracks whose unimportance it was difficult to disentanglejn
\nthe night. We spent some time trying to makeenquiriesat a
\nsleeping cottage by a river, but who would open to someone
\nshouting

in such lonely country from the dark > So we drove

\non, with the frantic shapes of the Carian pinesvanishing
like

\ngoblins from the headlights, until the depth of the darkness
\nturned metallic, as if the night were gathering blue skirts about

\nher to depart. When the stars sank back and the detail of the

\nhills
appeared,

I was surprised to see the Dalamanbasin,which

\nI
thought we had crossed long before.\n

We had been making about eighteen kilometresper hour, a

\nrate at which the journey might be foreseento last three days.

\nBut now, I thought hopefully, the
daylight

has come; the road

\n(which
is indeed the one road of Lycia) is good. We can now

\ngo quickly. And seeing the empty curves of Dalamanbefore
\nus, I asked Mehmet if we could not makea better

pace.\n

Whether it was fatigue or an increased concern for the

\nJeep\342\200\231sfragility, Mehmet continued to drive as if through the
\nmost dangerous traffic, not only hooting but almost stopping
\nat every comer before venturing on innocuous landscapes
\nat rest in their peaceful solitude of dawn. This maddening
\nprocess

went on for an hour. Even Mahmud lookedpained,
\nand I tried at intervals to point out the

length
of the way and

\nthe passing of time; the full day came and lorriesbeganto rattle

\npast
in dust; a little market trail of cows, goats and donkeys

\nbegan to appear near villages. At last, exasperated beyond

\nendurance, \342\200\234Doyou realize, Mehmet,\342\200\235 I said cruelly, \342\200\234that

\neven the motor-bus has passed us ?\342\200\235\n

Easy-going as he was, it would have been too much to
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expect Mehmet to pay any attention to a woman. Hissolici\302\254

\ntude was full of activity and interest while therewas anything

\nto do, but it dropped away in ratheran English manner without

\na trace of curiosity when that was over; it was no doubt what

\nQueen Victoria found so boring in Mr. Gladstone. Thiswant

\nof curiosity reaches its lowest pitch in Turkey, and I often

\nthought how dull any pleasure would be, even one\342\200\231sfood, if

\ntreated as carelessly as the old-fashionedTurktreats his women.

\nBut to hear what ought to be the Embodiment of Acquiescence
\nbeside him compare the Jeep to a motor-bus must have given
\nMehmet a horrid jolt, for he cried out, \342\200\234Ah\342\200\235as if a stiletto had

\npierced
him to the heart. At the same time, seeinga cowfar

\naway beyond the middle distance, he slowed down almostto
\na walk.\n

This is useless, I thought; and what does it matter? We

\nwill arrive a day late and I will have to send telegrams from

\nMugla;
and I shut my eyes not to continueto be goadedby

\nthe slowness of the passing landscape, until the full morning

\nshone about us and we were climbingthe mountains of Caria.\n

We were on the route which in one form or another and

\nwith slight deviations must always have been used between
\nthe lower Maeander and the south; the Macedonian

army

\nmust have marched along it from Halicarnassus or Stratoniceia,
\nand seen the misty lake above Caunus opening as we saw it

\nfrom the curves we were so gingerlyascending.\n

Harmony was restored. Mahmud, unshaven and thin with
\nwear and tear and looking in his jodhpurs as if OsbertLancaster

\nhad drawn him, kept his cheerful philosophy and leapedout
\nat intervals to trot round the tired Monster and tap its tyres;
\nhe was delighted to be out in the unknown, but did not say

\nso, for Mehmet was preoccupied by its weakness and the
\nheight

of the hills. Although I had been along the road,
\nI had forgotten how many mountains there were between
\nus and the asphalt of Mugla; and Mehmet was

constantly\n
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\nprepared him. But we saw the rich Carianlevel opening

\nat last, and at nine-thirty reached garages, petrol pumps and
\nthe amenities of modem life, with flower-beds set in round\302\254

\nabouts as a concession to the natural world when keptin its
\nproper place of civic subordination.\n

Here our little outfit cameto rest beside the pavement, look\302\254

\ning like something between the Marx Brothers and
Waiting for

\nGodot, for one must admit that the Jeep had a battered look

\namong the polished cars of Mugla. It had becomebozulmush

\nagain, but not, said Mehmet, as my face fell, very seriously.

\nWhile I lunched, they would put it right; and he went off to

\nmake
enquiries,

and came back with three men to explainthat

\nthe road to Denizli no longer existed.\n

\342\200\234Itwas indeed there,\342\200\235they said, looking at the thick red line
\non the map: \342\200\234butit too is bozulmush, and\342\200\224though you could

\npossibly get by\342\200\224ifanything went wrong it might be three or
\nfour days before another car appeared along it; and it is

very

\nlonely. The views are beautiful,\342\200\235 they added, finding no

\necho in any of us.\n

\342\200\234Ifyou think it better,\342\200\235 said Mehmet, so unselfishly, \342\200\234Iwill

\nget you a good new jeep, and you will stillbe able to drive

\nround by the Marsyas gorges and reachChivril (near the source

\nof the Maeander) before
night.\342\200\235\n

My detour seemed to be widening to embracethe whole

\nof western Turkey. I knew the twistingroadof the Marsyas

\ngorges, and the thought of Mehmet at every comer was too

\nmuch. I accepted his offer, and with the eastern
promptness

\nso
surprising when it comes, a jeep was found.

My luggage

\nwas transferred; Mehmet appeared with apples and breadand

\ncherries; finances were sorted out, and a present given to
\nMahmud who took every small kindness as if it werean

opening

\ninto paradise; and the moment came to
say good-bye. Sud\302\254

\ndenly and surprisingly we were none of us ableto
say anything,\n
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but shook hands with eyes full of tears. The new driver
\nsettled in his seat, and bowed towards me. \342\200\230\342\200\230

May your journey
\nbe

happy,\342\200\235
said he. \342\200\234IfAllah wills,\342\200\235said I, and we went.\n

For hours, as the day wore on and wespedwith a wonder\302\254

\nfully pleasant nimbleness round the corners of the twisted
\nvalley,

this departure distressed me. Everything I had done
\nhad been wrong. I knew from years of experiencethat one

\nshould never have an appointment at the other end when one

\ntravels in Asia. And even after this mistake,I couldhave

\nsent a few telegrams and borne the heat, and waited till the
\nJeep

and my foot recovered in Fethiye. It was not
my fault,

\nperhaps, but I could have avoided all the trouble
by

not
hurry\302\254

\ning.\n

I had hurried, and the whole tenor of
my companions\342\200\231

life

\nwas
disrupted\342\200\224so

vulnerable to an outer world is their
system,

\nwhich pleased and contented them and allowed themto
practise

\ntheir virtues. The poor Jeep, their pride, had been shown

\nup
for what it was, gimcrack and unreliable; and

they
were left

\nin a strange part of the country, to get backas best they could

\nover all those mountains alone. The vision of the two figures,
\ncrouching

in the dust and serving their idol with spanners,
\ncame to me at intervals and brought tears every time. It
\nmust be fatigue, I thought, not having eaten since two in
\nthe

morning; and I took one of Mehmet\342\200\231s apples; but the tears

\ncontinued. It is my fault, I thought. What happenstopeople
\nbecause of their dealings with us must be our business. It is

\nbrotherhood,the best
thing

we find in Asia\342\200\224brotherhood not

\nbecause people are the same but because
they

are different. It

\nis a monstrous wish to make people equal before
you

can think

\nof them as brothers: the other is the realdemocracy,and we find

\nand spoil it.\n

One\342\200\231ssympathy,
I reflected, is nearly always tinged with

\nexasperation
in the \342\200\230oldworld\342\200\231of Asia: because it is outside our

\nphilosophy,
doomed to failure in an incompatible world in\n
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which it is inefficient and hopelessly outchanced. But it is

\nalways
resilient under the troubles it has asked for; free of

\nenvy,
and with no thought that one human being is better

\nthan any other because of money, or of
any

human
posses\302\254

\nsion other than goodness and good manners. And to come

\nupon a code like that and help to destroy it is cause enough for
\nsorrow.\n

The coarse granite of the Marsyas gorges flashed by with

\nlavender in flower. Those creeping rocksseemedalive, with

\na sub-animal fife of their own. A tomb or two showed
\nabove Chine, obviously cut to imitate the ugliness of nature.
\nAnd I was soon drowsing through the afternoon heat of the

\nMaeander.\n

The new jeep did well. At Nazilli, quickly and
unexpect\302\254

\nedly, the owner transferred me to a friend. The road,which

\nhad been made since my last visit, was smooth; leaving
at five,

\nwe bowled along through Denizli and a
hilly

land of corn\302\254

\nfields ripe for harvest. As the sun sank,we
began

to scale high
\nand lonely shoulders, the western supports of the plateauwhose
\nsouthern bastions we had climbed to Elmali so short a while

\nago.\n

The owner of the new jeep was a
gay

adventurous little man

\nwho told me he was delighted to see country he had never

\nseen before. He and his car werein that first
year\342\200\231shoneymoon

\nwhich is transitory in most things, and he showedme all the

\ngadgets of the admired one as we raced
along

at fifty miles an

\nhour. It was only when the night had fallen, whenwe drove
\nslowly,

and moonlight lay around us, that I askedwhether it

\nwould not be a good idea to use the
headlights,

and was told

\nthat the battery had failed. A little power was left, said he,
\nbut better kept for emergencies.\n

This familiar touch mademe feel
curiously at home. The

\nestrangement with Asia was over and
inefficiency, as such, left

\nme placid
and unmoved. It was pleasant driving along the\n
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solitude of the high valley, dimly lifted out of time and space

\nby
the moon. The road showed just enough for the car to

\nkeep upon it\342\200\224a
grey, bankless river through the night. My

\nthoughts
went wandering to Alexander, for after our wide

\ndetour we were coming again into the line of his march across

\nthe level lands from Sagalassus. Celaenae, which is now
\nDinar, was behind a long hill upon our right. That march
\ntook him five days, and he must have haltedhere and there;

\nand I thought of those plains that I had traversed in early
\nspring

in the slowest train in the world, which left Burdur
\nstation at four o\342\200\231clockin the morning and travelled through the

\nbright ploughlands and pastures, where everything, air, land,
\nwater and grass, is pale. There was no detail, and one plain

\nwas separated from the next one
by

hills that are never green.
\nThe few trees were poplars, shading the solitary stations and
\nshimmering

as if draped in sequins, or cherry trees whose
\nblossom is transparent, or pear trees, pushing out solid

nosegays

\nlike the whiteness of earth breaking through; outof the strength

\nof their year they pressed their short profusion,hard-won,
\nlike an archaic age. The flocks grazed there, behind their
\nshepherds,

the long nostalgic monotony of Asia; the goats
\nkept together, with a swishing noise like silk and a sheen
\nas of black satin on their new coats in spring;and Celaenae

\nas we passed it had that touching, fragile look of the fertile

\noasis just below the windswept plateau, where
nothing

is lush,

\nbut a clean austerity, the stem nurse of
beauty, prevails.\n

Alexander left fifteen hundred troops there, and marchedon
\nacross the flats which are now prosperous wheatlands,wherethe
\nSecond Crusade wandered in misery and lost its horses; until

\nhe reached the huge Persian ramparts of Gordium, built on
\nthe ruined gateways of the Phrygians, where\342\200\224by

the pastoral

\nriver and the tumuli of the
kings\342\200\224the Royal road to Susa has

\njust
been rediscovered. There he found Parmenion, and the

\nMacedonian reinforcements, and, with the Lycian interlude\n
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Dreams in the moonlight\n

over, marched south-eastto Issus and Tyre, and Persia and
\nBactria and India beyond.\n

In the moonlit vaguenessI saw that journey, horizon beyond
\nmountain horizon\342\200\224horizons of the East that seem in them\302\254

\nselves to be nothing, mere passages for the eyeto
things

unseen

\nbeyond. Wave after wave they led through the solitudesof
\nAsia; until after ten years the golden carriage so

cunningly
and

\nrichly constructed,4 with the Persian Immortals and the
\nMacedonian

Companions carved upon it together, bore the
\ndead Wonder back, across the Syrian desert to Alexandria,
\nwhere for many centuries the East and West couldmeet.\n

So the young dream died, of the brotherhood of men.
\nAnd, absurdly enough, from the thought of that jolting carriage,
\nmy

mind turned to the Jeep and my two companionsleft at

\nMugla. That, I thought suddenly, is
why

I am so unhappy.
\nI have failed this brotherhood. I should have stayed. And

\ntears threatened again (I had been eighteen hours on the
way

\nwith practically no food).\n
And yet, thinking it over, I believe that the fantastical con\302\254

\nnection was a right one. Alexander\342\200\231s vision ended and was

\nlost for over two thousand years; and we, who are
dreaming

\nit again, look extremely like failure at the moment; but if
\ntwo or three are gathered together, wherever they may be, in

\nits own minute compass the dream and the brotherhoodare

\ntrue.\n
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Appendix I\n

Reprinted by kind permission from the Journal of Hellenic Studies,
\nVol. 78, Autumn 1958\n

ALEXANDER\342\200\231S MARCH FROM

\nMILETUS TO PHRYGIA\n
*
If anything relative to ancient history escapes my notice,it must be pardoned,

\nfor this is not the province of the geographer*\n

strabo, xii. 8.5.\n

Foreword1\n

The

march of Alexander from the Granicus to Issus is given by
\nArrian in less than a dozen pages scatteredamong various sieges
\nthat are more fully described; Plutarch, Diodorus and Quintus

\nCurtius do less, and no more than a page or two apiece has come down
\nto us on the whole of thesemovements.2\n

Although his first meeting with Asia was probably the most important

\nexperience in Alexander\342\200\231sadult life, and though the Anatolian campaigns

\nlasted a year and a half, or even a little more, out of the short total of

\neleven years that were left him, the povertyof the sources has imposed its

\nbrevity on modem historians also. Professor Tam\342\200\224who is as much a
\nbedside book to modem devotees as the Iliad was to their hero\342\200\224describes

\nthe marches and countermarches of Asia Minor in little more than three

\npages;3 and there is a great gap left us from classical times between
\nXanthus and Phaselis in Lycia. It would be absurd to think of filling it.

\nBut after sailing down the coast,I believed that some evidence might be

\ngathered by comparing the written scraps left us with the nature of the

\nplaces recorded, provided this were done before the road-building policy
\nof modem Turkey succeeds in changing the pace of living in these moun-

\ntians. Hitherto their ruins have scarcelybeen altered except by a natural

\ndecay; and the methods of travel being as slow as ever they were before,
\nexcept along a very few roads, the flavour of their past is preserved.\n

In this essay the geography is attempted, with the problems and such
\nanswers to them as my rather intermittent journeys seemed able to pro\302\254

\nvide. Someone better equipped than I am may find the outline useful

\nand venture more profitably, before too much time goes by; for the\n
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interest is not one of geographymerely. By visualizing the routes which

\nwere chosen, the motives and processes by which that choice was made

\nbecome clearer; and behind these motives and processes is the most

\ndynamic being that the world has perhaps ever known.\n

I overlap a little to the north and south of the actual problem of Lycia

\nand Pamphylia, because the whole year\342\200\231scampaigns in Asia Minor, from
\nthe siege of Miletus to Issus and indeed to Tyre, are held together by a

\nsingle plan. Their interest lies in the unusual strategy of a naval war

\nfought out on land, and they culminated, not in the battle of Issus,but in

\nthe destruction of the Persian seapowerand the fall of Tyre. Issus was,
\nas it were, an interruption between threemain points: the landing in Asia;
\nthe establishment of communications and defeat of Persia at sea; and the

\nconquest of the land empire at Gaugamela in Mesopotamia. In this light

\nthe whole march, down the Carian coastand after, falls into position. Its
\nnaval aspect is of course well known, and thereisno essential problem in

\nCaria, either about the motives or the geography,as there is in Lycia
\nfarther on; but here again it seems to me that there were a few points

\nworth noting, more
particularly the connexion of Alexander\342\200\231s early years

\nwith the family of Ada and the human
relationship by which policy may

\nhave been influenced at this
point.\n

The Plan\n

In the camp in the outer city of Miletus, while the attack on the inner

\ncity was preparing, Arrian records a conversation between Alexander and

\nhis father\342\200\231sgeneral Parmenion, in which the naval plan is outlined that led

\nthem down the coast (I. 18.4-5). The young conqueror\342\200\224twenty-two

\nyears old\342\200\224wasabout to discard from strength, if one may use a term of
\nbridge for something so important. His navy was successful. His one
\nhundred and sixty ships had beaten the four hundred Persians(if Arrian\342\200\231s

\nfigure is correct) by three days in a race for the harbour approaches.
\nNicanor, Parmenion\342\200\231s son, had brought them up and anchored them at

\nLade, which is now a hummock in the Maeander reaches, but was then

\none of the estuary islands, notorious for a Greekdefeat a century and a half

\nbefore, and close in to the town.\n

The conversation has come down to us with still a faint touch of that

\nirritation with which Ptolemy, or the man who kept the journal which

\nhe copied, wrote down Parmenion\342\200\231s sayings. These were young soldiers

\njotting their histories, and Parmenion\342\200\224the man whom Philip had thought\n
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of as \342\200\230theonly general\342\200\231\342\200\224wasover sixty, surrounded by many excep\302\254

\ntionally capable young generals in the making. He had advised caution

\non the banks of the Granicus when their first battle in Asia was spread out
\nbefore them. He had pointed out that it would be better to effecta sur\302\254

\nprise at dawn across the river,
\342\200\230

whose banks are very high, sometimes like

\ncliffs\342\200\231and where the enemy, prepared as he was in daylight at that

\nmoment, could charge the troops emerging in disorder. And Alexander

\nhad replied that he would feel ashamedif a petty stream stopped him after
\nthe crossing of the Hellespont; and had led his right to the attack\342\200\224with

\nwhite wings on his helmet and his Companions behind him\342\200\224oblique

\nacross the stream (arrian, I 13. 3-6; plutarch, 16.3).\n

But now, while Alexander held back,Parmenion was for risking a naval
\nbattle. Defeat, he said, would not be very serious,sincethe Persian navy
\nwas anyway supreme. And an omen had been seen\342\200\224aneagle perched
\non shore at the stern of the Macedonianships.\n

Alexander would not chance a repulseat sea. It would be lunacy to

\nface the crews of the Cyprians and Phoenicianswith his own who had not

\nyet completed their training, and with the Greeks \342\200\230readyto blaze into

\nrevolt\342\200\231at the first whisper of a naval disaster. As for the omen, he
\ninterpreted

it differently: the eagle was sitting on land, and it was there that

\nhe would beat the Persian navy (arrian, I 18.6-19).\n

So he took Miletus by assault, and his little fleet sailed into the harbour
\nwhile the fight was on and jammed their triremes, bows seaward, at the
\nnarrowest part of the entrance\342\200\231to keep out the Persian ships. These
\nsailed towards them again and again, hoping to provoke an engagement,
\nbut Alexander held himself in, and guarded the harbour; and the enemy,
\nfrom want of water and stores, was as good asbesiegedand made off to

\nprovision at Samos. He came back, and again drew out his line to entice
\nthe Macedonians, and slipped five ships between their camp and island to
\ncatch them unawares. But Alexander collected what he could find ready,
\nand sent ten triremes with orders to ram; and the Persians, seeing the

\nunexpected opposition, doubled back while still at a safe distance, and
\nlost only one slow-sailing ship from Iasus. Then they left Miletus, with

\nnothing done. And it was on top of these successes that Alexander

\ndetermined to disband his navy.\n

The conversation with Parmenion is completed by Arrian\342\200\231scom\302\254

\nmentary (20. 1-2), which states definitely that the young king was in\302\254

\nspired by want of money and by his unwillingness to risk disaster with
\neven a portion of his armament. The navy cost him more than a hundred\n
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talents a month, and he could not afford it.4 \342\200\230Ashe now had a secure
\nfooting in Asia with his land troops he no longer needed

ships,
and he

\nthought that by capturing the coast bases he would breakup the enemy\342\200\231s

\nfleet, since they would have nowhereto make up their crews from and, in

\nfact, no seaport in Asia. Thus he interpreted the eagle to mean that he

\nshould
\342\200\234conquerthe navy from dry land\342\200\235.\342\200\231\n

The safety of Alexander\342\200\231s genius shows itself in the two oppositions to
\nParmenion. They are disimilar to each other, startling to the orthodox,
\nand both successful. Five years spent with Aristotle\342\200\231saccurate curiosity to

\nguide him, gave him perhaps this scientific ability to look without pre\302\254

\njudice and judge things on their merits when they came. He was asked
\nas a boy what he would do under certain circumstances, and replied that

\nhe could not know until the circumstances arose; and this empirical

\nquality of mind is what we meet over and over again aswe travel down

\nthe coast. It is one among the slender threads by which to trace his ways.\n

Caria\n

He now neglected the example of Cyrus, the route of all the armies
\nbefore him, and the highroad of Asia; and began his march through the

\nsmall fertile plains of Caria and the forest ridges that hem them in. At

\nLabranda, in the north of this country, the sanctuary of the double-axed
\nCarian Zeus showed by its name its ancient origin, and a subsidiary track

\ncrossed its high saddle,from Alabanda in the pastoral Marsyas valley where
\nthe extreme western route from Lydia led to the south. The modern
\nroad loops and twists in the Marsyas gorges;but the old way avoided that

\nregion of ice-polished boulders and kept to the more manageable westerly

\nfoothills, through flats that are often flooded,by the temple of Hecate at

\nLagina\342\200\224now Leyne. The modem road to Milas (Mylasa) joins it near

\nthe village of Eski Hisar. The city of Stratonicea was built here later for
\nMacedonian veterans by Antiochus 1, to hold the key of Mylasa and the
\nHalicarnassus peninsula just where the fertile lands rise to shallow wooded

\nhills: but an easy earlierroute must have run through these villages at all
\ntimes, avoiding the climb to the Zeus of Labranda and its winter snow.\n

There were two other ways by which the Halicarnassus
peninsula

could

\nbe reached from Miletus\342\200\224the one along the coast, by the ports of Iasus

\nand Bargylia, by-passing Mylasa; and the other by what is now the lake
\nof Bafa, under Heraclea whose stupendous walls were to bebuilt within a

\ngeneration, along a road where sixteen columns of a late Corinthian

\ntemple
still stand at Euromus, near the present Selimiye.6 The road\n
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crosses an old Turkish bridge on eleven arches, to reach the neon-lighted
\navenue of Milas, which is a typical small country town in Turkey, and was
\nnumbered in Strabo\342\200\231sday with Stratonicea and Alabanda as one of the

\nthree inland cities of Caria. Its templehas gone, built into a mosque be\302\254

\ntween 1740 when Pococke saw it and 1765 when Chandler describes the

\ncity; but it still has a gateway with the double axe of Zeus upon it, and a

\nsmall, late mausoleum. It was the religious centre,and for a short while,
\neven in Alexander\342\200\231s lifetime, had been the actual capital of Caria, under

\nHecatomnus who founded the native dynasty, and whose son Mausolus
\nmoved back to Halicarnassus whence they originally came.\n

Arrian does not mention these places, though they are
probably\n
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included in the
*

capture on the march of such citiesashe between Miletus

\nand Halicarnassus\342\200\231, where Alexander camped and attacked by the Mylasa
\ngate (I. 20. 2, 4). His route from Miletus into Caria is probably that of

\nthe Marsyas valley and Alabanda, since the coastroad is made impossible

\nand that of Lake Bafa unlikely by the fact that he visited Ada, the dis\302\254

\npossessed queen of Caria, in Alinda.\n

This city now includes the village ofDemirjidere,on the east side of the
\nLabranda range that cuts it off from Bafaor the sea. It is reached from
\nAlexander\342\200\231smain road south by a tributary valley of the Marsyas, the

\nKarpuz Chay.\n

Queen Ada headed the anti-Persian sidein Caria, and Alexander had

\ncorresponded with her family three years before. Thisis the background

\nto his visit. While his father was still living, he had thought to marry the

\nqueen\342\200\231sniece, and had sent a messengerto Caria. Philip had been vexed,
\nand his son\342\200\231sfriends, who were now on the march with Alexander\342\200\224

\nPtolemy, Harpalus, Nearchus\342\200\224paid for their share in the plot with exile.6

\nCortimunications probably had been openedup again, though the family
\naffairs of the Carian dynasty had meanwhile passedthrough some drastic

\nchanges. The great days of Halicarnassus under Mausolus and Artemisia
\nwere over by 351 b.c., soon after Alexander\342\200\231s birth, and their son Hid-
\nrieus, who had married Ada, had also died, three years or so before the
\nMacedonians came. The brother of both Mausolusand Ada, whose

\ndaughter Alexander had proposed to marry, was Pixodarus, and he had
\nousted his widowed sister, and had also died,two years before Alexander\342\200\231s

\narrival. The whole of Caria exceptAlinda had fallen to his brother-in-
\nlaw, Orontobates, who was a Persian. With this rather complicated

\npanorama of the dynastic background in his mind, and the friendly and

\nflattering foundations already laid from Macedonia,Alexander evidently

\nmade for Alinda.\n

*Hecatomnus\n

*Mausolus = ^Artemisia Ada\n

d. 353\n d. 351\n

*Pixodarus = a Persian, sister
\nd. 336 to ^Orontobates\n

*Hidrieus ( =
Ada)

\nd. 337?\n
*

Reigning sovereign.\n
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Arrian does not say that he went there; but he describesthe coming of

\nAda to meet him, and the adopting of Alexander as her son, leaving us to

\nfill in as best we can the backgroundof the planned Carian marriage that
\nhad entered into the political dreams of a

nineteen-year-old boy (23. 7-8).
\nThis background probably had its influence: Alexander, at any rate, came

\nto the walls of Alinda, and there was a warmth in his welcome that made
\nthe queen of Caria adopt him as her son. Nor is this human touch un\302\254

\nworthy of historical attention: the envisaged marriagein Caria with a

\nhalf-Persian, half-barbarian, the adoption by a Carian mother, the affec\302\254

\ntion for Persian Sisygambis, the final unity of mankind\342\200\224all are steps in

\nthe same direction and lead Alexander far away from Aristotle and Iso\302\254

\ncrates, or even from his own first message after his first victory, when he
\nsent from the Granicus \342\200\230thespoils of the barbarians in Asia*.\n

The suggestion that he stayed in Alinda is given by Plutarch in his

\nSayings of Kings, who tells how Ada, \342\200\230outof kindness, sent him every day
\nmany

curious dishes and sweetmeats, and would have furnished him with

\nsome cooks and pastry men\342\200\231,but he told her that he wanted \342\200\230nothingbut

\nanight-march to prepare for breakfast, and a moderate breakfast to create

\nan appetite for
supper\342\200\231.7 Every visitor to the East has had to find some

\nsort of an excuse on some such occasion,and this vignette of life in Alinda

\nbears a stamp of truth.\n

Having deviated from the highroad to reach the fortress, Alexander

\nmust have retraced his steps for a short way, forded the tributary, the

\nKarpuz Chay, and found the main road again\342\200\224marooned now in swamps
\nand neglect\342\200\224that

led by Alabanda and Lagina to Halicarnassus.\n

Lycia\n

When he left the Halicarnassus peninsula on his way into Lycia, Alex\302\254

\nander cannot have diverged very far from the modem road that unites

\nFethiye, the ancient Telmessus, with Caria. Arrian indeed says little,

\nexcept that he went towards Lyciaand Pamphyha so that, \342\200\230whenhe had

\ngained possession of the coast, he might render useless the enemy\342\200\231snavy\342\200\231

\n(I. 21. 3)\342\200\224aconfirmation of what had been decidedat Miletus; and other\302\254

\nwise no more news is given, exceptthat
\342\200\230

on his route he took in his stride

\nHypama,
a strong place\342\200\231,

as yet unidentified as far as I know.\n

Other evidence, however,goesto show that he followed more or less
\nthe line of the modern road, at any rate from the Ceramic Gulf south\302\254

\nward ; for the cities of Cnidusand Caunus both remained on his right un\302\254

\nmolested, in the hands of the Persianbrother-in-law of the late Pixodarus.\n
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Their submission was only made certainnearly a year later by his final

\ndefeat. Alexander must therefore have gone straight, as one does now,
\nround the eastern end of Lake Koyjeyizacrossthe Dalaman river, leaving
\nthe two western peninsulas and their cities out of sight.\n

The leaving of these cities illustrates his policy in a negative way. He
\ngoes from place to place with friends to introduce him, and this funda\302\254

\nmental management of travel, in a little-known country before maps were
\nfrequent, was evidently used wherever possible.

\342\200\230
In Caria he had found

\nAda. In Myndus, when the promised openingof the gates failed him,
\nhe tried the strength of the walls and passed them by. In Lycia he cer\302\254

\ntainly had friends. The house of Halicarnassus was honoured and in

\nauthority there; Pixodarus, before he went over to Persia, while Hidrieus

\nand Ada were still reigning, had an inscription dedicated to him by the

\nLycian cities of Xanthus, Pinara, Tlos, and perhaps Cadyanda.8 Alex\302\254

\nander\342\200\231sfriend, Nearchus the Cretan, seems to have had acquaintance in

\nTelmessus,if thereis any foundation for the story in Polyaenus ofhow he
\ncaptured the place from a local dynast of the time: this man came
\nout to meet him as an old acquaintancewhen he sailed into the har\302\254

\nbour, and asked if he could be of service; and Nearchus told him he
\nwould like to leave some captive music-girlsand the slaves who attended

\nthem; and with swords hidden in their flutes and small shields in their

\nbaskets, they were taken up to the fortress which they captured.
\nNearchus was, infact, made satrap of Lycia and Pamphylia soon after

\nby Alexander.\302\256\n

Apart from such stray indications, and the help no doubt of others un\302\254

\nknown, there was Aristander, the seer from Telmessus. He
appears

in

\nPlutarch as a friend to Philip and Olympias before Alexander\342\200\231s birth.
\n\342\200\230

Philip, some time after he was married, dreamt that he sealed up his wife\342\200\231s

\nbody with a seal, whose impression,ashe fancied, was the figure of a lion.
\nSome of the diviners interpreted this as a warning to Philip to look
\nnarrowly to his wife; but Aristander of Telmessus, considering how
\nunusual it was to seal up anything that was empty, assured him the mean\302\254

\ning of his dream was that the queen was with child of a boy, who would

\none day prove as stout and courageous as a lion\342\200\231(alex. 2. 4-5).\n

Olympias may well have taken a poor view of the other diviners, and
\nhave brought up Alexander, who was devoted to her, to trust the Lycian
\nseer. He was with the young conqueror from the beginning, in all his

\njourneys: at Delphi, when the imageofOrpheussweated and
\342\200\230

discouraged

\nmany\342\200\231
and Aristander reassured them; at Halicarnassuswhen a swallow\n
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foretold the treachery of a Companion; at Tyre and Gaza and the found\302\254

\ning of Alexandria; at Gaugamela when the fight began. The short words
\nof the narrative in Plutarch and Arrian are touched with gentleness; it

\nappears only here and there, but it comes through. When the soothsayer
\nforetold the fall of Tyre on the very day on which it unexpectedly hap\302\254

\npened, and the soldiers laughed, the king \342\200\230seeing
him in perplexity\342\200\231,

\nordered that the day should not be counted as the thirtieth but as the

\ntwenty-third of the month, to give him time. Plutarch explains (25. 2)
\nthat Alexander was always anxious to support the credit of the predictions;

\nbut one may fairly see more in it than that, and feel how the perplexity of
\nan official trained to conceal it was visible to his friend. And one may
\nalso remember the most poignant of all Alexander\342\200\231s moments, when he

\nhad killed Cleitus and his generals stood round him in his silence and no
\none could console him, until Aristander, the friend of his family and his

\nchildhood, found the right words, and, \342\200\230asif all had come to pass by an
\nunavoidable fatality, he then seemed to moderate his grief\342\200\23510\n

Such was Aristander, and it is reasonable to assume that he had friends

\nin Lycia, and had talked to the king about them, and no doubt communi\302\254

\ncated with them before the army reached them. Their arrival was

\npeaceful. They had come where they could expect a welcome; as they

\ntravel on towards Pamphylia this characteristic is more and more worth

\nremembering. If the places that held aloof were not indispensable,

\nAlexander avoided them if he could.\n

The army rested where the River Xanthus winds half round its city

\nacropolis in the beautiful valley; and Pinara and Pataraand thirty smaller

\nstrongholds submitted (arrian, 24.1). If we could tell what these

\nstrongholds were, we should know a good deal more about the next

\nmove, which hinges on where the Lycian frontiers ran.\n

All the information we get is that, \342\200\230inthe height of winter, as it now

\nwas, Alexander attacked the Milyan territory, as it is called\342\200\231(arr: 24.5).
\nThe problem of what he actually did attack has been complicated by
\nwhat Magic describes as the \342\200\230uncertainty of what was meant by Milyas\342\200\231.11

\nThe territory varied, no doubt, at various times; but it must always
\nhave included the basin of Lake Kestel,the double valley of the Istanoz

\nChay, and the modem Korkuteli near the site of the ancient Isinda.

\nStrabo stretches it between the pass of Termessus to Sagalassus, now

\nAglason, and the confines of Apameia, now Dinar, in the north (XIII, 4
\nad Jin.). It bordered on the Pisidians in an earlier age, when they had

\ntaken over Cibyra, now Horzum, from Lydia(ibid.). Pliny puts it south\n
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of the modern Isparta (which is not far north of Sagalassus) and then

\ndescribes it as \342\200\230beyondPamphylia\342\200\224a
tribe of Thracian descent, and their

\ntown is Arycanda\342\200\231(N.H. v. 95); while Ptolemy the geographer(v. 3.3-4)

\nmakes nonsense of this by giving the cities north of Arycanda, Podalia

\nand Choma, to Lycia. Most interesting is Herodotus (i. 173.2) who
\ntells how Sarpedon brought the Lycians from Crete \342\200\230

to the land of the

\nMilyae in Asia, who were then called Solymi,; and tells how the Lycians
\n\342\200\230arecalled even now Termilae\342\200\231 (vii. 92). The little town of Dirmil
\nnorth of the Xanthus valley still probably perpetuatesthis name.12\n

Distracted by such an embarrassment of choice,and after moving north

\nand east a good deal, it dawned upon me that probably the vaguenessof
\nthe lands of Milyas was just as noticeablein Alexander\342\200\231s day as it is now.
\n\342\200\230TheMilyan territory, as it is called\342\200\231,was a fairly uncertain jotting in the

\nmilitary journal. I decided to tackle the question from quite a different

\nangle, to forget about the Milyae for a time, and to ask myself what

\nAlexander was being compelled to do.\n

One consideration reduces the scope of this question to a reasonable
\ndimension. It is obvious that a general who renounced the siege of

\nMyndus and omitted to bother about the coastal citiesashe passedthem

\nby, would not devote his time and strength to anything but an important

\npurpose while he knew that every month was strengthening Darius in

\nthe east. What motive was sufficiently strong ? Not, surely, the mere
\nreduction of bandit villagers in the hills to please his Xanthian friends.
\nThe only reason that justified delay and a winter campaign in the wildest
\nhills of Anatolia was a threat to communications, to the link-up in this

\ncase between the army and Parmenion in Phrygia.\n

The gravity of such a threat can be gauged by comparing a similar

\none later, when the Persians after Issus concentrated on Cappadocia
\nand left Alexander with a bottle-neck behind him; Antigonus, in charge
\nof communications in his rear, had to fight three hard battles, and his

\nreputation and Alexander\342\200\231s trust in him are the measure of the importance

\nattributed to his action at the time.13 The situation in Lycia was equally
\ncritical. With about half his

original army (the rest were sent home
\nfor the winter or scattered in garrisons) he was exposed on a narrow

\nthough friendly coast, with Persia not yet out of actionin Halicarnassus

\nbehind him and increasing in
strength

in front, with the sea in command
\nof the enemy, and a hostile blockof mountains between him and his own
\nline of reinforcements. Plutarch, 17.3-5, says that at this time \342\200\230hewas

\na little unsettled in his opinion how to
proceed\342\200\231

until an omen appeared\n
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near the city of Xanthus ; and a little uncertainty surely is a fair
descrip\302\254

\ntion of what must have been his state of mind under the circumstances.\n

He decided to open up a way to the flat lands of the plateau where
\ncommunication with Phrygia was easy. If this reconstruction is sound,
\nthere was only one direction for him to make for, and that was towards

\nthe important north road that came down from whatever then
repre\302\254

\nsented the later Laodicea, through Temisonium (Kara Hiiyiik) to what\n

is now Tefenni, or a little farther south to Cibyra (Horzum), and on by
\nIsinda (Korkuteli) to Pamphylia.\n

This road was soon to be the chief means of communication between
\nthe later provinces of Asia and the southern coast, though there is, so far

\nas I know, no notice of it in the time of Alexander. Ramsay mentions

\nit as important before 200 b.c., and makes the generalstatement that \342\200\230the

\nsystem of routes, lying east and west, which had been growing during
\nthe previous two or three centuries, remained . . . without essential

\nalteration during the Roman rule\342\200\231.14.He brings the road down below
\nTefenni as far as Horzum where the flat lands offer no obstacle: and there
\nhe turns it eastward, by the lake Caralitis,now the S\303\264g\303\274tG\303\264l,to Isinda\n
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and Pamphylia through the Milyan-Pisidian lands. He gives no sign
\nof a track between Cibyra and the Xanthus valley. But one may make
\nanegative inference from the history of a slightly later time\342\200\224the division

\nafter 189 b.c. of these coastlandswhen Eumenes of Pergamum was given
\nTelmcssus,15 together with portions of Pisidia and Milyas. If there

\nhad been no means available to him of reaching it, that port alonewould
\nhave been useless. Telmessus must already have been the established

\noutlet for the Cibyratic hinterland with some means of communication
\nbetween them, especially since the final outlet for the south, the port of
\nAttaleia, now Antalya, was not yet built. The existence of a route
\ndown the upper Xanthus is confirmed a little later by an attack from

\nCibyra and Bubon, now Ibejik, on Araxa on the lower Xanthus, which
\nmust have come pouring down somewhere along the edge of the Xanthus

\ngorges.16 The strong defences of Oenoanda, too, look like Pergamene

\nwork,17 and point to a road alreadywell enough established to be worth

\nprotecting.\n

Alexander therefore, I believe, climbed up one of the three passes that

\ncircumvent the gorges of Xanthus. They start either at Uzumlii or
\nOrenkoy, the ancient cities of Cadyanda and Araxa, and lead by a

day\342\200\231s

\nriding through Bubon to Cibyra, and then easily and flatly on to Tefenni;
\nor from Araxa to Dirmil and Cibyra, below the fortress of Oenoanda

\n(Injealilar), by Balbura (Katara).\n

Since writing the account of this journey I have revisited Lycia and
\nridden up the middle one of the threepassesfrom Araxa, and down from

\nIbejik to Uziimlii. The middle pass is out of the question for an army,
\nso steep, fierce, waterless and devious above the Xanthus gulleys far

\nbelow; but the way to Ibejik is an old track where one can trace the
\nancient cuttings in the stone here and there. It leadsdown the Akchay

\ntributary to Orenkoy or brancheseasily to Uzumlii, and was, at the time
\nof my visit, crowded here and there with donkeys carrying loads of

\nfigs to the upper levels. The old citadel of Bubon (Ibejik) on its conical

\nhill commanded the northern slopes of the pass right up to its water\302\254

\nshed, while Cadyanda and Araxa held the southern valley. Below Ibejik,
\nwhere a westerly route breaks in at Pimaz, tombstones and shafts of

\ncolumn lie about, and Ibejik itself has a rough rock tomb on the Lycian

\npattern that may show at any rate an early intercourse along the pass.
\nFrom here to the north there is no obstacle except a gentle rise with

\nancient pedestals and stones, called Topak Tash. Beyondit lies the

\nenclosed plain of Dirmil. A low ridge on the right leads by a few poor\n
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summer clusters to the watershed of the middle pass. A small ancient
\nsite must have been here also, for shards of Hellenistic pottery He on the
\nsouth slope of this rise. The modem track to Dirmil from the coast
\ncomes in at a higher and more easterlypoint, and before reaching it one
\nmust cross the ancient route that led from the most easterly of the three

\npasses below Oenoanda through Balbura. This site is now deserted,
\nexcept for a few summer huts and fields; its two theatres, and market\302\254

\nplace heaped with ruins, are closebelowthe modem road, but the acro\302\254

\npolis stretches out of sight up a small valley and there, by one of the tall

\nand ugly lion-tombs, the old track to Dirmil can still be seen\342\200\224used by

\nlocal peasants for its shortness, in preference to the modem road.\n

Cibyra and the upper basin of the Xanthus can of course also be
\nreached by tracks that lead out of the lower Xanthus valley over the

\nshoulders of Mount Massicytus (Ak Dagh); but one must remember

\nthat it was midwinter, and that an accent of wonder is perceptible in
\nArrian when he says that the effort was made \342\200\230inthe height of winter* at
\nall (I. 24.5; see p. 245). The passesthat run into the upper Xanthus

\nfrom the east of Ak Dagh all becomesnowbound, and not even shepherds
\nliving in the highest of the villages use them during the winter months.\n

The Cadyanda and Araxa passes,on the other hand, are usually possible
\nto the end of December. The villagers told me that the two westerly
\nones suffer more from rain than snow, and they find the easterly one
\neasier, whose modem road is hard frozen underfoot. It zigzags up from

\nXanthus bridge at Kemer to the pass of Kara Bel, below the ruins of

\nOenoanda on a spur; and the old way from Araxa joins it just south of
\nthe gorges.\n

This pass gives a choice of two routes\342\200\224the one west of north to Cibyra
\nand the other east of north to the Caralitis lake: both equally lead to
\nthe ancient Laodicea-PamphyHa road, but the second has the advantage
\nof avoiding the watershed between Xanthus and Indus; being very open
\nand easy, it makes one obstacle the lessin winter. This is a detail, and
\ndoes not affect the general direction of Alexander\342\200\231s campaign. What is

\nimpossible to determine, except by excavation and archaeology, is the
\ndistance of his penetration into the hill-country.\n

Somewhere, in the middle of winter, to the north of the three head-
\nvalleys of Xanthus, the envoys from Phaseliscame up to him, to present
\ntheir golden crown. The meeting-place cannot have been far north of

\nthe boundaries of Lycia at that time, since the Tefenni road which
\nwould solve Alexander\342\200\231s problem was only a short distance away.\n
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One may surmise that while the feet of the passes, at Araxa and Cadyanda,
\nwere in the hands of Lycian friends, the northern outlets may still have

\nbelonged to the hillmen. When Oenoanda, Bubon and Balbura were

\nincluded in the Lycian Leaguein 84 b.c., the word Lycia was not added
\nto their coins as it was to those of Telmessus, and this difference may
\nsuggest a different origin.18 The excavation of these little cities could

\nsettle the question, by the presence or absence,and the character, of any
\nfouth- or fifth-century b.c. objects found there.\n

Fourth-century or earlier Lycian inscriptions, on the other hand, have
\nbeen found at Isinda, to the east: and Lyciantombs are noticed by Spratt
\non the shore of Caralitis ;19 but they appear to be solitary finds, and it

\nseems to me that one might expect such traces along
a used highway,

\nwhere traders would mix with, or influence, the hillmen without actually

\nowning the districts. There are hints of such influence as early as
\nHerodotus, who mentions (vii. 76-77) that the Pisidians (?) each carried
\ntwo javelins of \342\200\230Lycianwork\342\200\231,20and describes the Milyans as wearing
\ngarments fastened about them with brooches, and casquesof hide, and

\nshort spears, \342\200\230andsundry of them had Lycian bows\342\200\231.Alternatively,

\nthese inscriptions might represent a stronger period of Lycian expansion
\nnow waning under the Carian or Pisidian impact, as we shall presently

\nfind it in Lower Lycia when we get there.\n

A Pisidian push westward is in fact shown later, in the 3rd century b.c.,

\nwhen a colony from Termessuswas settled close to Oenoanda and called
\nTermessus-near-Oenoanda.It is obviously the Pisidian city described

\nby Strabo as \342\200\230situatedabove Cibyra\342\200\231(xiii. 4.16)\342\200\224adescription which

\ndoes not fit the older Termessus. It lies, shuffled into heaps of white

\nstones, where the small pastoral Xanthus stream is caught in shallow cliffs

\nalong its upper reaches.\n

The result, then, of my investigations in this region was, in my own
\nmind: (1) That Alexander was making north by one of the passesfrom

\nCadyanda or Araxa, towards either Cibyra or LakeCaralitis, to reach the

\nLaodicea-Isinda-Pamphylia road. (2) That he did not reach it, or he
\nwould have linked up with Parmenion and his most urgent problem
\nwould have been solved. (A few weekslater he had to send a messenger
\nto Parmenion who went disguised in native dress, i.e. through country

\nstill unsafe in enemy hands.) (3) That if he had reached it, his first care
\nwould have been to secure the northern half of the route, that is the link\302\254

\nup with Parmenion, and that it is therefore not to be thought of that he

\nmarched east from Xanthus, where the passes towards Elmali and Isinda\n
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are over 7,000 feet high and unnecessarily difficult in winter, and where

\nthey were leading him away from his goal. (4) That the only reason

\nfor imagining his direction to have been east rather than north, towards
\nIsinda rather than Cibyra or Caralitis, is Arrian\342\200\231smention of the Milyae
\nand their easterly location by Strabo and others. (5) That there is evi\302\254

\ndence for their more westerly location at an earlier\342\200\224and therefore more

\nsuitable\342\200\224date in the passages in Herodotus (vii. 76-77 and 92), with its

\nplacing of the Milyae-Lycians-Termilae, and in the etymology of Dirmil

\nin the region where they overlapped just south of Cibyra, where, even
\nin Strabo\342\200\231sday, the Milyan (Solymi) language was still spoken (xiii.

\n4.17). (6) And lastly, even if the Milyan direction in Arrian is incorrect,\n

it would be a very easyslip to make in the military record of the time ;
\nthe same country was soon to be attempted from its eastern approaches,
\nwhere it was undoubtedly Milyan. The reference itself is given by
\nArrian in a very indeterminate way. What his statement does suggest
\nis that Alexander had not yet got very near to his

objective, and that it

\nwas therefore still shrouded in that absence of concrete nomenclature
\nwhich every eastern traveller deplores.\n

Lower Lycia\n

Like love in Shelley\342\200\231spoem, the weaker the evidence the heavieris the

\nload it has to carry. Inferencesmust be used that the better documented
\nare rich enough to dispense with, until\342\200\224asa tight-rope walker burdens
\nhimself with one object after another, until only his straight, per\302\254

\npendicular balance saves him from falling\342\200\224so the whole proof rests on
\nthe integrity of one thin lifeline of historical imagination. The reasoning
\nhas to be honest at the start, or it will not bear the load it has to carry.\n

The whole of Alexander\342\200\231s journey from Xanthus to Phaselis suffers

\nfrom this sketchy documentation, and there is a fair case, I think, for

\nallowing some imaginative insight in dealings with the military journal
\nwhich Ptolemy copied, on which the main part of Arrian\342\200\231snews is based.

\nWe see it in a third incarnation, and must remember the stages through

\nwhich it passed. The first was a straightforward note of events, with no

\npossibility for much selection, at the end of every day. The second,

\nPtolemy\342\200\231scompilation, was done at leisure later and it is the choice of

\nimportant events made by a very acutemind that was present and there\302\254

\nfore knew all about them. It is as goodevidence as one can have, and
\nit is fair to assume that in it\342\200\224unlike the journal from which he copied\342\200\224

\nevery item was meant to tell us something that he himself wished to\n
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remember or that we are intended to know. The third version\342\200\224

\nArrian\342\200\231s\342\200\224isa blurring of this definite picture, made by an honest and

\nintelligent man who wasnot a Macedonian, and was hampered by the
\nfact that he was transcribing, nearly five hundred years after it had hap\302\254

\npened, something of which he had no direct knowledge. The back\302\254

\nground, in fact, is missing: it is this background, the thing that Arrian

\ncould not know but that was clear to Ptolemy when he wrote, that, if

\nwe could recapture it, would give us all the information we are seeking.
\nTo put oneself behind Arrian, into the mind of Ptolemy as he writes, is

\nnot, of course, to produce evidence; but it may, here and there, and with

\nthe help of the present geography, enableus to find a richer meaning in
\nthe text, beyond what Arrian himself, ashe copied,was aware of.\n

One may, for instance, notice the embassiesthat reached Alexander.

\nThere must have beena
great many, and they were probably all written

\ndown in the Journal as they came. Ptolemy, with his subsequent
\nknowledge, would select only those that mattered; and an embassy in
\nArrian should therefore be carefully watched, as the prelude to some sort
\nof event. Only three are recorded in Lycia and Pamphylia\342\200\224from

\nPhaselis, Aspendus, and Selge. The secondwas an introduction to a

\nmilitary operation, and the first and third led to an actual change of plan.
\nThey bring out the quality already proved at Myndus, Alexander\342\200\231s safe

\nand flexible readiness to change his mind. When the envoys from
\nPhaselis reached him in the lands beyond Xanthus (Arrian, i. 24.5),
\nhe altered his whole campaign and followed them into Lower Lycia,
\nbecause the alternative they offered was better.\n

Four main routes from Xanthus to Phaselis must be considered, with

\nvarious subsidiary deviations. The most southerly,
that can now be

\nfollowed by jeep when the bridges are not washed away, ran, with a
\nbranch to Patara, along the highlands of the coast. Not many miles
\nnorth of this, a way over the lowest shoulders of Massicytus went by
\nCandyba\342\200\224now Gendova\342\200\224either through the present Kassaba and the
\nDemre gorge to meet the coast road at Myra, or by a higher route into
\nthe Arycanda (Bashgoz Chay) valley through Ameae\342\200\224now Ernes. A

\nmore northerly\342\200\224a double route at
first\342\200\224passed high both south of the

\nMassicytus summit and north of it not far from Oenoanda, and made
\nacross elevated summer uplands for the south-west comer of the Elmali

\nplain, which it would skirt by Armutlu\342\200\224whose village still has a Lycian
\ntomb reported\342\200\224and by Podalia on the edge of the lake, where ruins

\nhave been found; from here too the road went down the Arycanda.21\n
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A still more northerly pass, from Oenoanda to Elmali, is that of the

\nmodern road, which is closed in winter and is the death of a car at any

\nseason: it could only have been used for the traffic of the uplands north of
\nthe Xanthus gorges, and indeed would not be worth counting at all

\nexcept
that Pliny, v. 95 (see p. 238), mentions Choma\342\200\224possibly the

\nmodern village of Eski Hisar at the eastern outlet of the
pass\342\200\224aspart of

\nLycia. The citizens of Termessus must have passedalong some portion
\nof this route within a few decades,to found their colony near Oenoanda,
\nat which time it must have beenin the Pisidian rather than in the Lycian
\nsphere

of influence.\n

The two most northerly of these four routes are frozenin winter, and

\nSpratt found snow as late as May on the Elmali pass. Alexander in any

\ncase would not be following them in the directionof Elmali at all if, as

\nI suggest, he was making north towards Cibyra rather than east towards
\nPamphylia. The envoys from Phaselis presumably found him north of

\nthe Xanthus passes. They came with most of the maritime cities of
\nLower Lycia, \342\200\230tooffer friendly relations and to crown him with a gold
\ncrown\342\200\231,and Alexander bade them all hand over their cities to his deputies,

\nwhich they did. He himself marched to Phaselis soon after. There

\nseems no reason at all to think that he turned east towards the snow-
\ncovered routes of the plateau to do this, when he had two clear and

\nfriendly ways in the south to choose from. The envoys of Lower Lycia
\nwould evidently lead him, and would do so along the most convenient

\nroad, above the little harbours with their important shipping trade in

\ntimber, for the possession of which he had risked his army in these hills.

\nHe marched back, I think, to his base at Xanthus, and, setting out from

\nthere in good order, took either the Candyba road or the present main

\nroute above the coast. Fellows (349if), and other travellers (see Spratt,
\ni. 139-43) have described it, and given it an air of desolation; but one

\nmust remember that all this coastal strip was particularly open to the later
\nraids of Arab pirates; the Byzantine citiesmovedbodilyinto safer country

\ninland, as one can see by the ruins of the great domed church of Kassaba,
\nnear Demre; the uncultivated earth, with olives and fruit trees destroyed,
\ngrew barren and full of stones; and it is only now, with a helpful govern\302\254

\nment in power, that the little plots of tillage are once again expanding,
\nand vines begin to be planted between the limestone ridges. I made

\nmy way from Kassaba, where the decay describedby Spratt and Forbes

\nis now being replaced by new building; and drove, or rode, from the

\nruins of Phellus, by the walls and lion-tombs and theatre of Cyaneae,\n
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to Golbashi whose sculptures are in the Vienna museum, and down

\nby the new road to Myra (Demre). The ancient track branches off in

\nsight,
towards a Hellenistic fortress and Andriace on the coast.\n

At Myra the long ridge of Alaja Dagh, that divides upper Lycia from
\nlower, dips steeply to the sea and a zigzagging path climbs it for three
\nand a half hours on end. I saw no ancient trace here except a double
\nHellenistic tower to guard the valley openingbelow;and as we struggled

\nup
I began to wonder if this could indeed ever have been a much-used

\nroute. I found, however, that Fellows, and Spratt and Forbes after him

\n(and not many other travellers have been here), give an exaggerated
\naccount of the time and trouble required. Their nine, or eleven, hours
\nare reckoned at five and a half by the people who ride up and down

\nfrom Myra to Finike, and five and a half was exactly the time I took
\nwithout counting a rest at the top. A little ruined town22 clusters on
\nthe spur, with a stupendous view of coasts and islands. Its tombs are
\nbroken, its columns half buried round rooms and doorwayscut solid in

\nthe rock. There are walls of a small acropolis and\342\200\224soit seemed to me
\n\342\200\224aworked stone that might be the seatof a theatre. They lie huddled

\namong the goats that climb up to browse and rest there.\n

Alexander had no doubt been told about the hillsides of Lycia before
\nhe divided his army to half its strength and set out from Halicarnassus.
\nHe had no more than fourteen or fifteen thousand men; and they must
\neither have climbed up by the zigzag path to the little unknown town as
\nwe did, or circumvented the whole of the Alaja Dahg massif and come
\ndown the Arycanda valley, for there is no other way. In both cases

\nthey
would end, as Plutarch implies that they did (17.3), at Phoenice\342\200\224

\nthe modern Finike.23\n

From here, across the Chelidonianpeninsula, the track to Phaselis is

\neasily traced, the more so since the new Turkish roads have not yet
\nreached these beautiful and lonely hills. One can easily find a pony that
\ndeals with the stony paths, and ride to one or other of the small and
\nruined Hellenised-barbarian centres that he scattered up and down the

\nopen basin of the Alagir Chay, where the highway ran into Pamphylia.
\nThe Tahtali range separated this valley route from Phaselis and the eastern

\ncoast; and I think there is no doubt that Alexander crossed by what is
\nstill the easiest and quickest way\342\200\224by Limyra at the opening between

\nAlagir and Finike; under Rhodiapolis (Eski Hisar)on the top of its hill

\non the left; through Corydalla (Hajjivella), and its modem substitute

\nKumluja; and over the Yazir Pass,where the Tahtali peaks first break\n
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to long and easy ridges. Descendingon the eastern side, one reaches a
\nflat bowl where valley-tracks come in from the bay of Ardachan in the

\nsouth, and Olympus (Jirali) in the east; while the Phaselistrack turns

\nnorthward between Tahtali and the coastal hills, along the ravines of the
\nUlubunar Chay. It is not more than a long day\342\200\231sride from Corydalla,
\nand must always have been the main way from Phoenice,although the

\nlonger socttherly route is just as easy, through Gagae (Yenije-Koy) and

\nArdachan. There are also higher tracks acrossTahtali, branching from

\nthe main route to Pamphylia along the Alagir Chay. But none of these
\nwould be chosen by anyone marching from Phoenice and the western

\ncoast.\n

One of these ways, crossing from Godene,was suggested by Spratt; but
\nthis is out of the question, sincethe army, when it moved on from Phaselis,
\ntook a short cut to avoid \342\200\230thedifficult and long way round\342\200\231(Arrian, i. 26.1);
\nand no route can be so describedexceptthe Yazir Pass, which would
\nhave added two good days to the marching. The pass from Godene

\nis quite close to the Mount Climax route which the army was soon to
\nfollow, and one cannot imagine anyone having a way laboriously made

\nby the Thracians up a difficult gorge, when the army could take a prac\302\254

\nticable parallel route no distance away, by which it had just come down.

\nSpratt was writing on the supposition that Alexander came into this

\ncountry from Elmali and the Arycanda valley: I have been over the only

\npass he could have taken north of Limyra, and it is not only very diffi\302\254

\ncult in itself, but is also completelyoverlookedby the cliffs which we

\nknow to have been in Pisidian hands.24\n

Climax and Pamphylia\n

Alexander therefore cameto Phaselis and rested with his army, which
\nthen passed up the Climax gorge (Arrian, i. 26.1). This looks, from the
\nsea at Kemer, like three horizontal bands graded into the recessesof the

\nhills: ledges of black pine treesmark its steep stages; and the steps which
\nthe Thracians cut are still visible to the eye of faith in the narrow passage,
\nsince no alternative route can ever have been used between the Kemer

\nChay and its rough boulders and the high and narrow walls of stone
\nabove. The limestone there is worn smooth by many centuries of

\npassing feet, though few people now go up and down except the nomads
\nto their summer pastures. The Kemer Chay tumbles through solitudes

\nfrom Tahtali\342\200\231snorthern shoulder, but the track soon leaves it and climbs

\nfor three hours or so under woods, nearKediyalma,
a small hamlet round\n
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a castle, and over the pass to the track from Phoenice to Pamphylia. This
\nlies, planned as it were by nature, along the broad and easy Alagir, over

\na low watershed, and down the Chandir Chay, and opens out eventually
\nin the Pamphylian plain. It is a natural highway, and must have con\302\254

\ntained Arrian\342\200\231s\342\200\230strongoutpost, built to threaten this district by the

\nPisidians, from which the natives often did much injury
to those of

\nPhaselis who were tilling the ground* (i. 24.6).\n

Only three modem travellers, as far as I know, have left notes on this

\nroute, and of them Schonbom and Daniellsupposethe rock and acropolis
\nof Sarayjik to be the site of this ancient fort, while Forbes25 places it

\nat Chandir, well down the eastern slope of the watershed, where a

\nmedieval stronghold now bars the defile of the valley.\n

I was prevented by weather from even seeingSarayjik and its ruins,

\nthough I rode over the pass above it and must have been very near;\n
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and I looked down on the castleof Chandir too (Chitdibikdyu in the
\nlatest map), without actually examining it, since the modem path keeps
\nhigh above the Chandir gorge. If forcedto choosebetween these two

\nsituations for the stronghold, I should prefer Chandir, although Sarayjik

\nis nearer Phaselis and therefore more likely to have lands tilled by the

\npeasants of that city. But one must consider how the Pisidians\342\200\224

\nobviously rather precariously lodged in an unfriendly neighbourhood
\n\342\200\224cameand went in relation to their friends on the plateau behind them.
\nTo reach Sarayjik they would have to cross the wide broken country
\nand the Alagir river itself; whereas at Chandir they would find them\302\254

\nselves on the trade route to
Pamphylia

with an escape open to the plateau
\nclose behind them. It looks as if the normal trade of the two rich

\nprovinces of Lycia and Pamphylia had been held up by a robber nest
\nof Pisidian mountaineers descending where the valley narrows at the

\ndefile. This would, incidentally, explain the readinesswith which the

\npeople of Phaselis and the maritime Lycianswhose road was cut sent

\nenvoys to invite Alexander. \342\200\230
You want the road to Phrygia\342\200\231,they would

\ntell him. \342\200\230Itis easier for you to attack it from its eastern end which is
\nfree of snow, and from there, once through the Termessus defiles, you
\nwill meet with no obstacle/ And then they either added or did not add
\nthat a friendly army to eliminate Termessusnear their main highroad
\nwould be extremely helpful to themselves.\n

If we agree that what Ptolemy wrote is no haphazard narrative but a

\nselection of events that had their importance in his mind, we may infer

\nthat the capture of a small stronghold would scarce be worth putting

\ndown unless it had had some bearing,somerememberedinfluence on the

\ndecisions of that time. The fuller details, such as we have, are given by
\nDiodorus, xvii. 28.1-5 (which I give in the anonymous translation of

\n1700, the only one availableto me. Dr. Griffith says that there are small

\nmistakes in it, but none that affect my argument):\n

\342\200\230Inthe utmost border of Lycia, the Marmarensians, who inhabited

\nupon a great Rock, and well fortified, set upon
the rear of Alexander\342\200\231s

\narmy in their march thither [from Lydia to Cilicia], and slew many of

\nthe Macedonians; and carried away a great number of Prisoners and

\nCarriage-horses. At which the king was so enraged,that he resolved

\nto besiege the place [he had to have this road clear, F.S.] and used his

\nutmost endeavour to gain it. . . . The ancient Men therefore . . .

\nadvised the Younger to . . . make peace . . .; which when they deny\342\200\231d\n
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. . . the graver Men then advis\342\200\231dthem to kill all the old Men, Women

\nand Children, and that those that were strong and able to defend
\nthemselves should break through their Enemies\342\200\231Camp in the Night,
\nand flee to the next Mountains. The young Men approved of the

\nCouncel, and thereupon an Edict was made, That everyone should go
\nto his own House, and Eat and Drink plentifully with his Wife,
\nChildren and Relations, and then expect the executionof the Decree.

\nBut some of the young Men who were more considerate than the rest

\n(who were about six hundred in the whole), judg\342\200\231dit more advisable

\nto forbear killing their own Kindred . . . but rather set the Houses
\non fire, and then to sally out at the Gates, and make to the Mountains

\nfor their Security. ... So every Man\342\200\231shouse became his Sepulcre.
\nAnd the young Men themselves broke through the midst of their

\nEnemies, and fled to the Hills near at hand.\342\200\231\n

Some place quite close to the mountains must be chosen,and Chandir

\nseems the more probable in spite of its distance from Phaselis: and as
\nPhaselis was the last city of any importance against the Pamphylian
\nborder,26 her lands may well have extendedacrossthe ridges of Climax

\nuntil they met the boundaries of Olbia on the northern plain. The

\nChandir gorge is not more than one long day\342\200\231sride from the city.\n

Wherever the Pisidian stronghold may have stood, it must have been

\non the Pamphylian highway. Apart from the geography, Arrian\342\200\231s

\naccount makes it evident that this was a recent and harassing infliction

\non the peaceful peasants\342\200\224the seizure of a place already fortified, rather
\nthan the building of a new one\342\200\224and such would naturally not be found
\nfar off the road. Its capture establishedthe Pisidians right across the
\ntraffic between Lycia and Pamphylia. What their presence down here

\nalso proves is the fact that the plateau was theirs behind them\342\200\224the high

\nbarrier, sheer as a wall, of Ak Dagh and Beydagh, with its commanded

\nplains of Isinda (Korkuteli) and Elmali.\n

The Pisidians must also have held the headwaters of the Alagir Chay,
\nand at least the upper part of the gorge that leads to it from Arycanda,
\nwith the little cities, Acalissus (Jaouristan) and Idebessus(Kozaagach),

\nthat cling to its northern wall. Apart from their Pisidian names, the

\nsituation of these places would be impossiblewith enemies able to raid
\nor throw stones upon them from above. Elmali lies at their back, less
\nthan twenty-five miles away as the crow flies, but high on the plateau
\nshelf that stretches behind Lycia and Pamphylia. It might possibly still\n
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have been in Lycian hands; we have seen that there are tombs in this

\nplain, and the Lycian frontiers might have run across it. But against
\nthis is the fact that, when Alexander had to send a messengerfrom

\nPhaselis to Parmenion, he sent him in disguise(possiblyby a direct route

\nfrom Pamphylia, since the guides were from Perge).27 If Elmali had
\nbeen Lycian and friendly, he could have sent him openly: Alexander,

\nin fact, would have been on the Cibyraroad by LakeCaralitis and enter\302\254

\ning Pamphylia from the west. The answer is that he never reached
\nElmali at all, or Isinda either. Surroundedby their deep ravines, their

\nstupendous cliffs and snowbound passes, they hung like the core of a

\ngigantic fortress above him in the north; and the defeating of the moun\302\254

\ntaineers on the Chandir road was a necessary operation in its circum\302\254

\nvention, in which the people of Phaselis, and no doubt the coastal cities
\nalso, had every inducement to join. Alexander himself at that time was

\na man in a hurry, and he would not have lingered to take solitary out\302\254

\nposts, unless they had been direct knots of interference on his road.\n

One other point can be made before we leave the Pisidian stronghold
\nto its obscurity. It is an indirect witness that the Chandir road was
\nindeed the route of the army. It is fairly obviously so, but there might
\nbe a particle of doubt from the fact that another road does exist across the
\neastern foothills of Mount Climax to Pamphylia. I have not been

\nalong it, but have made inquiries and have looked carefully at it from the

\nsea; and the ancient blocks are visible where it once dipped down to or
\nclimbed up from the beaches. Alexander himself led his immediate

\nfollowers along the coast, where the south wind, when it blows, makes a

\npassage
round two promontories impossible; but the wind veered, and

\nAlexander with his escort got by, though the sea came to their waists.28

\nThe exploit was not one of his greater ventures, and he himself, in his

\nletters, \342\200\230mentionsnothing unusual\342\200\231,for he could have kept to this higher

\nroad with the mere addition of a morning\342\200\231sride. It is, in fact, obvious
\nthat the people of a city like Phaseliswould have some means of getting
\nto Pamphylia and vice versa when the south wind blew. For a time I
\nwondered if this small detour might not have been the route of the

\narmy, in spite of the description of the Climax Ladders, so distinctive
\nin the landscape even now. But the presenceof a Pisidian fort would

\nhave been impossible on the eastern sea-coast,detached by a whole

\nmountain range from its own allies. I was greatly relievedto find that

\nMount Climax, already so sadly diminished by the existence of this road

\nat all, had still been scaled by the Thraciancutters of steps in its steeper\n
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recesses. As for Alexander\342\200\231s short cut, it is no longer feasible except by
\ntwo hundred yards or so of swimming at the more southerly cliff.
\nBoulders have rolled from the top of the precipice and blocked the
\nnearer water, and this may easily account for an increase of depth in the
\nlast two thousand three hundred years.\n

Pamphylia to Pisidia\n

Alexander\342\200\231s movements in Pamphylia are quite straightforward. He

\nmarched along the coast, with no mention of the temple-state of Olbia
\nwhich he passed through, where a few rough tombs still show in the low
\ncliff, close to the northerly corner of the bay. Antalya did not yet exist;
\nit was built later by Attalus II\342\200\224probably as an easier outlet than Tel-

\nmessus for his connexion with the south coast. Alexander pushed on
\neastward, leaving Aspendus upstream a few miles on his left after coming
\nto an agreement with its government. He made straight for the

impor\302\254

\ntant harbour of Side. Having securedthis he retraced his steps (he was
\nnow much more interested in his communications with Permenion in

\nthe north than with the wild coasts of Cilicia) towards Perge, where the

\nguides to the north had come from and where friendly relations with

\nPhaselis evidently existed. But the trouble with all the eastern Medi\302\254

\nterranean, and other places as well, is that friendly relations with one set
\nof human beings involve trouble with another. Perge probably dis\302\254

\nliked Aspendus which
\342\200\230

was accused of having taken and retainedsome
\nterritory of its neighbours\342\200\231 (Arrian, i. 27.4). No sooner had Alexander\342\200\231s

\narmy on its return march passedby their city than the Aspendians re\302\254

\nnounced all their agreements, and were surprised to seethe young king
\nback again and ready to besiege them.\n

His marches and countermarches in this level plain show the same pru\302\254

\ndent directness and naval preoccupation that we have found hitherto in
\nall his movements. Side was an important, semi-barbarian port, and he

\nleft it with a guard inside it; but Sillyon, perched on the cliffs of its oval

\nhill, was inland and on no main route that he needed: he passedit by

\n(Arrian, i. 26.5) and returned to camp in the flat land that surrounds

\nAspendus. There, in the suburbs of little houses near the Eurymedon
\nriver, he came to terms with the citizens of the acropolis, continuedhis
\nmarch back to the friendly base at Perge, and thence set out \342\200\230tobreak

\nthe defiles\342\200\231,which, as Strabo points out (xiv. 3.9), had been the original

\nobject of the attack on Milyas.\n

\342\200\230Hebegan\342\200\231,says Arrian (27.5), \342\200\230hismarch to Phrygia, which led past\n
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Termessus.\342\200\23129 It did not necessarily lead past Termessus;the ways to

\nthe north are easier: but neither the people of Phaselis nor of Perge, both
\ninterested in the disarming of Termessus, were likely to tell him so,

\nalthough the people of Perge at any rate must have been aware of the

\nshorter route towards Burdur. Even if he knew of another way,

\nAlexander still had the route to Cibyrain hismind. Hehad approached

\nit from Xanthus in the west and was now about to attack the same block
\nof enemy highlands from the east; he could only do this with the inten\302\254

\ntion of making for the Cibyra highway.\n

The forcing of the pass is describedby Arrian in detail (27.5-8):\n

\342\200\230TheTermessians\342\200\231, he says, \342\200\230inhabita very lofty position, precipitous
\nall round; the road past the city is an awkward one. A height runs

\nfrom the city as far as the road30and thereends;but opposite is a height

\nequally abrupt. These heights make natural gates on the road, and a
\nsmall guard can cut off all approach by holding them. The Ter-
\nmessians. . . came out in full force and occupied both heights. Alex\302\254

\nander . . . bade the Macedonians camp where they were, knowing
\nthat the Termessians, seeing them bivouacking, would not wait there

\nin force, but would, for the most part, drift away to the city close by,
\nleaving on the heights only a guard. His guess proved right\342\200\231,

and

\n\342\200\230hepassed the narrow passage and encamped near the city\342\200\231.\n

The city is there, more or lessas the later Termessians left it, for no one

\nexcept a nomad or two has lived theresince. Its theatre seats look down
\nthe steep valley to Antalya and the sea, 3,000feet below, and the track
\nstill leads up to an eastern gate which the forest has swallowed.\n

A fine wall of the second century b.c. spans the scene of the battle in

\nthe narrow valley east of Yenije Bogaz.31 Thereis no mention of a wall

\nin Arrian and this fortification was built later, not by the Termessians
\nbut by their enemies, since the towers are all directed against the west.
\nThere are ten of them, with eastward-opening doors level with the

\nground. But though it is disappointing to see this volte-face of the
\ndefences, there is in fact no doubt that this was the natural position where
\nAlexander fought the battle and was joined next morning by the am\302\254

\nbassadors from the Pisidians of Selge. This city, hidden in the mountains
\nbehind Aspendus, came to offer friendship and \342\200\230hefound them wholly

\ntrustworthy allies. He concluded that a siege of Termessus would be

\na long one, and so moved on to Sagalassus\342\200\231(Arrian, 28.1-2), that is to\n
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say that he swerved away from the long-pursued road to Isinda-Cibyra-

\nLaodiceat and made in a more direct line for Parmenionand the north.\n

This is the third of the embassies mentioned on the march from
\nMiletus, and one would like again to look at Ptolemy behind the uncon\302\254

\nscious pen of Arrian, and guess what was particularly in his mind when
\nhe recorded the trustworthiness of the Selgian allies. Did they mention

\nwhat the people of Phaselisand Perge had been reticent about, and tell
\nhim that he was wasting his time over the defiles of Termessus, when an
\neasier road led more directly to his goal? However this may be, Alex\302\254

\nander turned north. The route is not specified. He either took the

\ntrack which the flocks and country people still use\342\200\224which Manlius

\nprobably followed one hundred and forty years later\342\200\224emerging on to

\nthe plateau by the modem Bademagachi, the ancient Ariassus, and thence

\nto Sagalassus (Aglason) across the level ground, or,just aseasily, he turned

\nback for a matter of five or six miles from the site of the wall and took
\nthe road which remained in use till the modem motor-road was built.
\nIt runs north through the ruins of Lagon (Uzunkuyukahvesi) beside a

\nSeljuk han, crosses the modem road, and climbs the steep but short

\nDosheme Pass, still paved with ancient stones. The two routes join the

\nmodern main road above the defiles, and the first osbtacle they then

\nmeet is the Sagalassus range.\n

Here the last real battle against the Pisidians was fought, and having

\nwon it Alexander went leisurely up, capturing villages, by Lake Ascania

\n(Burdur)
to Celaenae, which is now Dinar, and on to Gordium over the

\ntreeless plain (Arrian, 28.2-29.3). He linked up with Parmenion and

\nthe Macedonian reinforcements, and his movements become easy to

\nfollow, along the normal highways of armies, through the Cilician gates.
\nExcept

for a week in the foothills, probably to securethe Karaman route

\nacross Taurus, there are no more sideshows;his communications were

\nopen behind him and the forces of Darius were collecting in front. In
\nNovember 333, about a year after the capture of Miletus, the battle of

\nIssus was fought. But the sea-war, to which the year\342\200\231scampaign had

\nreally been devoted, was not yet over; and after his victory Alexander
\nstill postponed the match with Darius, and concentratedon the coasts

\nof Phoenicia and the hostile fleet of Tyre.\n

The speech at Tyre, in Arrian\342\200\231sreport, gives the gist of the policy as

\nit had already been outlined a year before at Miletus.
\342\200\230

So long as Persia

\nis supreme at sea\342\200\231,said Alexander, T cannot see how we can march with

\nsafety to Egypt. Nor is it safe to pursue Darius, leaving in our rear the\n
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city of Tyre. There is a fear lest the Persians, again seizing the coast

\nplaces, when we have gone in full force towards Babylon and Darius,
\nshould with a large army transfer the war into Greece, where the Lacedae\302\254

\nmonians are at the moment fighting us; and Athens is kept in its place

\nfor the present by fear. . . . But with Tyre once destroyed, Phoenicia
\ncould all be held, and the best and strongestpart of the Persian navy,
\nthe Phoenician element, would most probably come over to us. For

\nneither the rowers nor the marines of Phoenicia will have the courage,
\nif their cities are in our hands, to sail the sea and run its dangers for the
\nsake of others. ... We shall make the expedition to Babylon with

\nsecurity at home . . . with the whole sea cut off from Persiaand all the

\ncountry this side of Euphrates\342\200\231 (ii. 17.1-4).\n
When this was spoken, Persiawas still supreme at sea and the Tyrians

\nhad plenty of ships (Arrian, ii. 18.2). It was not till late in November 332
\nthat his admirals came to the king in Egypt with the news that the last

\nPersian resistance on the islands was subdued (Arrian, iii. 2.3-7). The

\ncities which he had left on onesideon his march through Caria\342\200\224Myndus,

\nCnidus and Caunus\342\200\224must also have been safely his.\n
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APPROXIMATE MILEAGES\n

FOR PART I\n

South Coast (from The Mediterranean Pilot Vol. V. 1950): by car or jeep.\n

Alanya: 67 miles from Antalya, and 116 miles from Silifke (Seleuceia).\n

Ghazi Pasha (Selinti: 88 miles from Antalya, and 95^ miles from
\nSilifke (Seleuceia).\n

Anamur Cape: 117! miles from Antalya.\n

Anamur Castle: 123! miles from Antalya, and 59^ miles from Silifke

\n(Seleuceia).\n

Mersin: 221^ miles from Antalya, 38^ miles from Silifke (Seleuceia).\n

Mersin-Soli miles; Soli-Lamas R. 17 miles; Lamas-Corycuscastle

\n7f miles; castle-Silifke 8 miles; Tashuju Iskele 5 miles; Agha Liman

\n3J miles; Cape (Sarpedon) Cavaliere (738 feet) 10miles;Kilindere 18J

\nmiles; Cape Kizilman 11; Anamur miles; Cape Anamur 6 miles;
\n(Charadrus) Kaladere n; Antiochia ad Cragum 10 miles; (Selinti)

\nGhazi Pasha 8f miles; Alanya 21; Manavgat 27 miles; (Side) Eski

\nAntalya, miles; Laara 29 miles; Antalya 5J miles = 219 miles.\n

FOR PART II\n

Zerk (Selge): Manavgat along main road W., turn at 25 klm.; Besh
\nKonak 34, i.e. 59 klm. from Manavgat;then 3^ hours ride up.\n

(Lagon) Uzunkuyu Kahvesi: 17 klm. from Antalya just N. of Korku-
\nteli road.\n

Termessus: 2 hours walk, from Giilliik Yenije Kahvesi on the main

\nAntalya-Korkuteli road.\n

Sagalassus: 7 klm. from Aglason, which is 25 klm. by either of two
\nroutes off the Burdur-Bujak road. Burdur is 126 klm. by main road

\nfrom Antalya. Aglason\342\200\224Baskoy on map: Akpinar Dagh is the moun\302\254

\ntain of Sagalassus.\n

Ariassus: an hour\342\200\231swalk from Bademagachi, which is the first village\n
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on the plateau west of the
Antalya-Bujak road, after the Kirkgoz pass.

\nIt is 57 klm. from Antalya.\n

Dosheme pass: from Kirkgoz on the Antalya-Bujak road, to Kovanlik,
\nand on to the top of the passby earth-tracks. Or 41 klm. from Antalya

\nto the foot of the pass.\n

Susuz = Bogazkoy on map.\n

FOR PART m\n

Across Chelidonia to (Corydalla) Hajjivella =
Kumluja: 5 hours\342\200\231ride

\nfrom Olympus; which is 5 hours\342\200\231motor boat from
Antalya.\n

Eski Hisar (Rhodiapolis): 2 hours\342\200\231ride from Kumluja.\n

Asarkoy (Acalissus): 5J hours\342\200\231ride from Kumluja.\n

Kozaagachi (Idebessus): 1 hour from Asarkoy: 5 hours\342\200\231ride on to

\nAykircha valley.\n

Yenije Koy (Gagae): 2f hours\342\200\231slow ride from Kumluja. ..\n

Gombe: 2 days* ride (reported).\n

Emes-Elmali: 7 hours\342\200\231ride (reported).\n

, J Aykircha-Finike: 7 hours* ride (reported),
\nassa a to

j)emre by gorge: 3 hours\342\200\231ride (reported.)\n
Demre above gorge: 4 hours\342\200\231ride (reported).

\nwKash by road; 23 klm.\n

Kash to Demre: by road 42 klm.\n

Demre to Gombe: by road 100klm.\n
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\nBozburun, 105, 108, 112, 117
\nBoz Yazi, 35\n

Brundisium (now Brindisi), 26
\nBubon (now Ibejik), 190, 193-4, 198,

\n213-14, 217, 240, 242

\nBujak, 257-8\n

Burdur (formerly Ascania), 95, 103,\n

254-5, 257\n

B\303\274y\303\274kChay (Kara), 36

\nByzantium
and Byzantine, 11, 17-19,

\n28, 33, 39, 52-3, 59, 65-6,96-8,122,
\n162, 167, 170, 192, 211, 245\n

Cadusians, 206\n

Cadyanda (now \303\234z\303\274ml\303\274),198,213-14,

\n217, 236, 240-2

\nCalabria, 28\n

Calandro (now Kalader\303\251), 41-2

\nCalycadnus (now Gok Su), 16-17,20,
\n23, 25-7, 29, 54

\nCalymnos, 28

\nCalynda, 198

\nCambyses (quoted), 209
\nCandelore (now Alanya), 42, 47-52,

\n54\n

Candyba (now Gendova), 161, 244-5
\nCanning, 49

\nCappadocia, 238\n

Caralitis lake (Sogiit Gol), 239,241-3,
\n252\n

Caria, i, xviii-xx, 60, 187,215,218-21,
\n230, 232-6, 242, 256

\nCassander, 171\n

Castabala (now Bodrum), ix, 3, 8-12,\n

27\n

Castellorizo, 166-7\n

Caunus, 198, 220,235,256\n

Cavaliere, Cape, 28, 257\n

Cecil, Lord David, vi\n

Celaenae (now Dinar), 103, 224,255\n

Celenderis (now Kilinder\303\251), 33\n

Ceramic Gulf, 23 5\n

Cestrus river, 59\n

Chakraz, 97\n

Chalbah, 80, 185\n

Chaltijik, 85\n

Chandir river and villages, 80-2, 142,
\n249-52\n

Chandler (traveller), 233
\nCharadrus (see Kalader\303\251), 257

\nCharimenes, 180\n

Chelidonia, ix, xv-vi, xxi, 52, 73, 84,
\n121, 124-5, 127, 129, 132, 138,155,
\n184, 192, 247, 258

\nChilakka (Assyrian), 26

\nChimaera, Mount, 119, 123, 125, 198
\nChin\303\251,223\n

Chinnock, E. J. (quoted), 102
\nChitdibikoyu castle, 250

\nChivril, 221\n
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Choma, 188, 198,238,245

\nChristianity and Christians, 11, 22, 28,
\n48-9, 57-8, 68, 91, 98, 129,133,153

\nChukurbagh, 164-6, 168

\nCibyra (Horzum), 155-6,186-7,190-2,\n

195, 237, 239-43,245,252, 254-5

\nCibyritis, xv, 91, 187, 190,193,217;\n

Manlius Vulso, 91
\nCicero, 61-2\n

Cilicia and Cilicians, i, ix, xvi-ii, xxi,

\nxxv, 3-54, 61, 167, 250, 255
\nCilix (Phoenician), 26

\nCillus, 26

\nCimon, 62\n

Clarke, Dr. (traveller), 91
\nCleitus, 237

\nCleopatra, 17, 159\n

Climax, Mount, ix, 73-88, 122, 124,
\n138, 142, 248, 251-2

\nCnidus, 235, 256

\nCochrane, Hilda, 191
\nCockerell, Mr. (traveller), 28,49-50

\nColnaghi (traveller), 161-2

\nCoracesium (now Alanya), 37, 42-4,

\n47-52, 54

\nCorinth, xix, 19
\nCorycus, 16-18, 20, 28, 43, 257
\nCorydalla (now Hajjivella), 119, 127,

\n132, 136, 138, 198, 247-8, 258
\nCratesipolis (wife of Polyperchon), 135
\nCremna, 99\n

Crete and Cretans, xvii, 27,236,238
\nCrimean War, 13

\nCroesus, 209\n

Crusades and Crusaders, 11,17, 28,33,
\n36, 39, 42, 49. 54, 57,97-8,224

\nCurtius (quoted), 7, 10-11, 102, 203,
\n206, 229\n

Cyaneae (now Yavi), 170, 172,245
\nCydna, 198

\nCydnus river, 12

\nCyme and Cymaeans, 41

\nCynane (sister of Alexander), 135\n

Cyprus and Cyprians, 25, 30-1, 33,
\n36-7, 43, 49, 58, 167, 231; Peter I,
\n43, 58, 73

\nCyrene, 34\n

Cyropaedia, 203, 205, 208

\nCyropolis, 205\n

Cyrus, xxiii, 5, 15-16, 115, 203-9,232

\nDaket\303\274z\303\274,38\n

Dalaman Chay (formerly Indus river),
\n190, 219, 236

\nDamietta, 58

\nDamlajik Bumu, 86

\nDaniell, Mr. (traveller), 69, 80-2, 84,
\n87,104-5,198,217,249

\nDarius, xviii, xx, 3-4, 6-7, 10-11,
\n114-15, 136, 203, 206-7, 238, 255-6;
\nbattle against Alexander, 3-8

\nDavis, E. J. (traveller), 18,259
\nDavis, Peter (botanist), 77
\nDeli Chay (formerly Pinarus river), 4,

\n6, 156

\nDelos, 26

\nDelphi, 236

\nDemetrius, 180

\nDemirjider6, 234\n

Demre (formerly Myra), 28,156,158-9
\n161, 168, 170, 172, 174, 176-82,\n

244-5, 247, 258\n

Denizli (formerly Laodiceia), 218, 221,
\n223\n

Dere Agzi, 161-2; Byzantine basilica,
\n162\n

Derme, 108\n

Dinar (once Celaenae), 103, 224, 237,
\n255\n

Dio Cassius, 27\n

Diocaesareia (now Uzunja Bug), 16,
\n21-2\n

Diodatus Tryphon, 48
\nDiodorus, 81, 92, 229, 251
\nDirmil, 192, 194, 197, 213-14, 218,

\n238, 240-1, 243\n
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Domitian, 23

\nD\303\266rtyol(near Issus), 6

\nD\303\266sheme,94, 96-8,100, 255
\nD\303\274den(formerly Catarrhactes) river,

\n59-60\n

Egypt and Egyptians, xviii, 34, 48, 57,
\n\316\271\316\277\316\257,143, \316\2718\316\271,255; Cairo, 49, 58,
\n151, 163\n

Elaeussa, castle of, 17
\nElias, Khizr, xxi-ii,\n

Elmali, 130, 137-8,143,147,150,152,
\n155-6, 158, 161, 177, 184-8, 194,
\n197, 223, 242, 244-5, 248, 251-2,258

\nEngland and English, 3, 20, 40, 54,76,
\n114,122,131,137,151,177,202,214,
\n219\n

Epaminondas, xxiii

\nEpidaurus, 63\n

Epyaxa, Queen of Cilicia, 10
\nErmenek, 36\n

Ernes (formerly Ameae), 148, i6i,
\n244, 258

\nErzinjan, 8, 125\n

Eski Hisar (formerly Rhodiapolis),
\n137, 188-9, 232, 245, 247, 258

\nEumenes of Pergamum, 186, 240
\nEuphrates, 256

\nEuripides, 63, 113
\nEuromus, 232

\nEurope, 19, 39, 134,202
\nEurydice, 135\n

Eurymedon river, 59, 105, 108, 253\n

Fellendagh mountain, 165
\nFellows, Sir Charles (traveller), 75,

\n149, 156, 161-2, 174, 179, 182-3,
\n198, 217, 245, 247\n

Fethiye (Telmessus), 185-6, 191, 194,
\n196, 198, 211-14, 217-18, 222, 235

\nFidik K\303\266y,35\n

277\n

Finike, x, 28, 127, 131, 140, 146,

\n155-7, 174, 177, 183-4,247,258\n

Forbes, Cmdr. (traveller), 78, 131-2,
\n137, 174, 179, 183-4, 187, 198,245,
\n247, 249\n

Gagae (Yenije-Koy), 119, 131-3, 248,
\n258\n

Gallipoli, 49\n

Galonoros or Candelore (now Alanya),

\n42\n

Gaugamela, 204, 230, 236
\nGaza, 237

\nGedelle, 83

\nGedrop, 158\n

Gedrosia and Gedrosians, 113, 204
\nGendova (formerly Candyba), 161,

\n168, 244\n

Genoese, 49, 80, 83, 87
\nGeorgies, 28

\nGhalib Bey, 50-1\n

Ghazi Pasha (or Selinti) river, 43-4,

\n46-7, 257\n

Godeme, 140, 142, 248
\nGok Derfc, 83\n

Gok Su valley (formerly Calycadnus),

\n16, 20, 23, 25, 29, 54
\nGolbashi (formerly Trysa), 172-3, 247
\nGombe, 144,158-9,163,177,189, 195,

\n197, 199, 258\n

Gordium, xvi, xxi, 103, 224,255
\nGough, Michael and Mary, 18

\nGoyniik path, 85\n

Granicus, xviii, xx, 203, 229,231,235

\nGreece and Greeks, xv, xviii, xx, 8,11,

\n17-20, 23, 27, 31, 34, 42-3, 47, 49,
\n53-4, 58, 60, 62-3, 66, 71, 75, 90,
\n97-8, 106, 108, no, 113-15, 127,
\n134, 141, 149, 159, 162, 175, 192,
\n199-200, 202, 210, 230-1, 256

\nGriffith, Dr. Guy, vi, 250-1
\nGiigubeH pass, 188, 199\n
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Giilluk, 90\n

Gulliik Yenije Kahvesi, 257
\nGulnar, 25, 30\n

Hadrian, 58, 69, 99, 170,192
\nHaifa, 49\n

Hajioglan valley, 166

\nHajjivella (formerly Corydalla), 119,

\n127, 136, 247, 258\n

Halicarnassus (now Bodrum), xvii-ix,
\n155, 220, 232-6, 238, 247

\nHamadan, xxi

\nHamilton (traveller), 198
\nHarakilise Arana, 41

\nHarpalus, 234

\nHavazonii, 78-9, 82

\nHeberdey (traveller), 18

\nHecataeus, 42
\nHecatomnus, 233

\nHellenic Studies, Journal of, vi

\nHellespont, the, xvii, 34,231
\nHephaestion, 119, 205, 210

\nHeraclea, 232\n

Heribert-Grubitch, Prof, and Mrs., 92
\nHerodotus (quoted), 26,128, 238, 242-

\n3\n

Hidrieus, 234, 236
\nHolmi, 30, 43\n

Homer, 58, 63-4, 79, H3, 192\n

Homosexuality, 134\n

Horzum Chay and Horzum, 185,\n

192-3, 237-8\n

Hoskyn (traveller), 198
\nHypama, 235

\nHyrcanians, 206

\nHystaspes, 208\n

Ibejik (formerly Bubon), 190, 194,
\n213-14, 218, 240

\nIbn Batuta, 48, 57\n

Idebessus (now Kazaagachi) 138, 140,
\n142, 251, 258\n

Imbaros, Mount, 29
\nIndia and Indian Ocean, xxii, 20, 35,

\n54, 151, 181, 201, 214, 225
\nIndus river (now Dalaman Chay), 181,

\n241\n

Injealilar (formerly Oenoanda), 190,
\n194, 240

\nInje-kara, 46

\nInjirji Kahvesi, 93

\nInjirkoy, 214

\nIonia, xv, 190\n

Isinda (see Korkuteh), 237, 239, 242,
\n251-3, 255

\nIslam, 5, 10, 36, 45\n

Iskenderun (see Alexandretta), xv, 4,
\n8,45,146\n

Ismail Bey, 105, 124, 177
\nIsocrates, xx, xxiii, 200, 235
\nIsparta, 101\n

Issus, ix, xviii, xxi, 3-11,103,202, 204,

\n225, 229-32\n

Istanbul, 32, 43, 52, 106,153,177,184,\n

194\n

Istanoz Chay, 237\n

Italy and Italians, 25, 30, 49\n

Jaouristan (Acalissus), 251

\nJihan (see Pyramus river), 9-11
\nJirali (see Olympus), 248

\nJulian the Apostate, 12

\nJustinian,
11\n

Kalader\302\243 (formerly Charadrus or

\nCalandro), 41-3, 257

\nKalkan, 166, 168, 170
\nKara river (formerly Arymagdus), 36;\n

Kara Dagh, 83, 108
\nKara Bel, 241

\nKarabuk, 139\n

Karaman (see also Labranda), xvii, 16,
\n22, 31-2, 36, 74, 83, 255\n
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Kardich forest, 143
\nKarpuz Chay, 234-5
\nKash (formerly Antiphellus), 161, 163-

\n4, 168-70, 258\n

Kassaba, 148, 158-61, 163, 167, 179,
\n181, 244-5, 258

\nKatara, 191, 240
\nKedialma hamlet, 77, 248
\nKekova, 158, 168, 170
\nKelebek Dagh, 191\n

Kemer, 74, 76-8, 83-5, 87,212,215-17,
\n241, 248

\nKeriz, 108

\nKestel lake, 237

\nKilij Arslan, 57\n

Kilindere (formerly Celenderis), 31-2
\n43, 257

\nKimk, 193\n

Kinnear (traveller), 18, 25
\nKirkgoz, 59, 94, 97-8, 123, 258
\nKizilman, Cape, 35, 257

\nKnights of St. John, 10, 29
\nKnolles, author of Grimstones General

\nHistory of the Turks, 25
\nKoehler (traveller), 98

\nKonia, 16\n

Korkuteli (nr. Isinda), 93, 181, 237,
\n239, 251-2, 257

\nKovanhk, 258

\nKoyjeyiz lake, 236\n

Kozaagachi (formerly Idebessus), 140,
\n142, 251, 258

\nKozeli, hi\n

Kumluja, 127, 129-30, 133, 136-8,
\n247, 258\n

Kuru Chay, 6, 95\n

La ara, 59, 61, 89, 257
\nLabranda (Karaman), xvii, 16,22, 31-2,

\n36, 74, 232, 234
\nLacedaemonians, 256

\nLade, 230\n

279\n

Laertes, 47\n

Lagina (now Leyne), 232, 235
\nLagon(Uzunkuyukahvesi), 59-60,95-7

\n257\n

Lajazzo (now Ayas), 48
\nLamas river, 17-18, 257

\nLangkoronski, author, 104

\nLaodice, Pontic princess, 111
\nLaodiceia (now Denizli), 155, 185,

\n195, 239, 241-2, 255
\nLeake, Col. (traveller), 18, 31, 51
\nLeghorn, 30

\nLentulus, 175\n

Limyra, 119, 127, 147, 155,183,247-8\n

Livy (quoted), 55, 176, 190\n

Loew (traveller), 198\n

Logbasis, in-12\n

Lucan (quoted), xxv\n

Lucullus, 27\n

Luke, Sir Harry, vi, 94\n

Lusignans, 43\n

Lycia and Lycians, ix-x, xv-iii, 58, 64,

\n74,76,78, 80-2, 84,119-225,229-30,
\n235-48, 250-2; Lower Lycia, 243-8

\nLydia and Lydians, 35, 122, 185,192,
\n232, 237, 250

\nLyrbe, 198

\nLymessus, 58, 84

\nLysander, xxiii\n

Macedonia and Macedonians, xvi, xix,

\nxxi, xxiii, 4, 10, 18, 33, 59,65-6,75,

\n82-3, 86, 94, 103, J14, 128,135, 139,

\n155, 171, 181, 187, 199, 201, 203,
\n207-10, 220, 224-5, 231-2, 234, 244,
\n250, 254-5\n

Maeander valley and river, 185, 220-1,

\n223, 230\n

Magie (author), 237

\nMagnesia, peace of, 27
\nMallus, 64

\nMa\342\200\231rnun,Caliph, 12\n
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Manavgat (formerly Melas) river, 53,

\n59, 105, 257
\nManlius Vulso, 187,190

\nMarmarensians, 250

\nMarmara, 198

\nMarmaris, 143\n

Marsyas gorges, 221, 223, 232,234
\nMassicytus, Mount (now Ak Dagh),

\n119, 150, 155-6, 166, 189, 198,241,
\n244\n

Mausolus, 113, 233-4
\nMedes, 206

\nMehmet Bey, 54
\nMeleager (quoted), 212

\nMellesh, 41

\nMellikoy, 96-7\n

Memnon (governor), xvii, 199
\nMenander, 141, 200

\nMersin, ix, 8,12-15, 37, 52, 257
\nMesopotamia, 10, 35, 230
\nMilas (formerly Mylasa), 232-3

\nMiletus, xviii, 229-32, 234-5

\nMilyas and Milyans, 185, 199, 210,
\n237-8, 240, 242-3, 253

\nMirza, the, xxi-iii

\nMissis (formerly Mopsuestia), 11

\nMithridates, 27

\nMithridatic Wars, 27
\nMitylene, xvii

\nMongols, 122\n

Mopsuestia (now Missis), 11
\nM\303\274d\303\274r\303\274(Nahiye), 104-6, 129, 194-5,

\n197, 212\n

Mug\303\255a,218, 220-1, 225
\nMuhammad Ali, 11

\nMurena, 191

\nMurtana, 61\n

Muslim and Muslims, 36, 58, 68,80
\nMu\342\200\231tasim,11

\nMyceneans, xv\n

Mylasa (now Milas), 232, 234
\nMyndus, 236, 238, 244, 256\n

Myra (now Demre), x, 28,119,156,161,
\n168, 174, 176-82, 197-8, 244, 247

\nMyriandus (near present Alexandretta)\n

Nagidus, 43
\nNaples, 17, 30, 153

\nNapoleonic Wars, 58

\nNazilli, 223\n

Nearchus, xvii, 234, 236
\nNewton (quoted), 28

\nNicopolis, 5\n

Oenium forest, 159, 177
\nOenoanda (now Injealilar), x, 190,

\n193-4\302\273196-211, 213-14, 217, 240-2,
\n244-5\n

Ojakli bridge, 6
\nOlba (now Ura), ix, 16-17, 22
\nOlbia, 58, 251, 253
\nOlivier (traveller), 18

\nOlympias (mother of Alexander), 135,
\n181, 203, 236\n

Olympus (nowjirali), 119, 127, 198,
\n248, 258

\nOpis, xx, 114\n

Orenkoy (formerly Araxa), 60,212-18,
\n240\n

Orontobates, xix, 234
\nOssa, 76

\nOstia, 26\n

Ottomans, 33, 35, 49, 152
\nOvajik, 77-8, 108\n

Palestine, 35, 57\n

Pamphylia, ix, xv-i, xviii, xx, 27, 43,
\n48, 55-117\302\273138\302\273144\302\273155, 168, 186,
\n230, 235-242, 244-5, 247-56; defiles,
\nix, 89-103, 186; plain, ix, 57-72,82,
\n186; rivers, 59-60

\nPanthea, 206\n

Parmehion, xxi, 10, 155, 186,204,224,

\n230-2, 238, 242, 252, 255; Nicanor,

\nson of, 230\n

280\n
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Patara, 168, 176,198,237, 244

\nParthia, 202

\nPayas, 5\n

Pednelissus (now Baulo or Bala),m
\nPelops, charioteer of, 26

\nPerdiccas, 91-2, 128

\nPergamum, 112, 217
\nPerge, 55, 59-62, 65-6, 69, 89-90,99,

\n104,198, 252-5

\nPericles the Lycian, 180, 210
\nPersia and Persians, xvii-xx, 3-7, 13,

\n16, 34-5, 61, 65, 113-15, 122, 135,
\n155, 160, 168, 181, 199, 203,206-9
\n224-5, 230-1, 234-6, 238, 255-6

\nPeucestas, 207

\nPhaeton, 31\n

Phaselis (now Tekirova), xvi-ii, xx,
\n27, 55, 59, 81,87,99,104, II9,126-7,
\n131, 146, 155, 157, 186-7, 198,229,
\n241, 243-5, 247-52, 254-5

\nPhcllus, 119, 165-7, 169, 172, 198,245
\nPhilip (father of Alexander), xviii-ix,

\nxxiii, 34, 200-1, 230-1, 234, 236
\nPhilip Augustus, 36, 42
\nPhiloxenus, 134

\nPhoenice, 247-9\n

Phoenicia and Phoenicians, xviii, 167,
\n175, 231, 255-6

\nPhoenix, 84\n

Phrygia and Phrygians, 65, 89-90,94,
\n155, 185-7, 215, 217, 224, 229,
\n238-9, 250, 253

\nPinara, 198, 236-7
\nPinarus river (now Deli Chay), 4, 6
\nPirnaz, 214, 240

\nPisa, 30\n

Pisidia and Pisidians, 58, 76, 81-2,90,

\n92, 94, 101, 103-4, 138, 143, 185,
\n192-3, 210,237,240,242,245,248-55

\nPixodarus, 234-6
\nPlatanistus, 42

\nPlato, 91, 201

\nPliny, 29, 119, 237, 245\n

281\n

Plutarch (quoted), xix, 71, 196,203,

\n229, 231, 235-8, 247
\nPococke (traveller), 233

\nPodalia, 157, 238, 244
\nPolemus, 170

\nPolyaenus, 236

\nPolybius, in\n

Polyclea (aunt of Alexander), 135

\nPolyperchon, 135

\nPolyxenides, 176

\nPompey, 17, 27, 48
\nProven\303\247alIsland, 29

\nPtolemy, 180, 230, 234, 238,243-4,

\n250, 255

\nPtolomeis, 53\n

Publisher (John Murray), III,
\nPyramus (nowjihan) river, 9-11

\nPyrrhus, 201\n

Ramsay (traveller), 187, 239
\nRashat islet, 87\n

Redman, Mr. (British Consul), 4
\nReis Dagh, 52\n

Rhodes and Rhodians, 28, 43,62,167;\n

Hannibal defeated by, 62

\nRhodiapolis (now Eski Hisar), 119,
\n132, 137-8, 247, 258

\nRome and Romans, 11, 17-20, 22,
\n25-7. 38, 43, 46, 59-^4\302\27366, 96, 99,
\n106, 108, 122, 149, 167, 180,185-7,
\n190-1, 193, 198, 201, 239

\nRott, Hans (traveller), 160
\nRoxana (wife of Alexander), xx
\nRum, 57\n

Sacians, 206\n

Sagalassus (now Aglason), xxi, 94,99-
\n102,104,155, 224, 237-8, 254-5, 257

\nSagin Chay, 105
\nSt. Nicholas island, 180

\nSalonica, 151, 183

\nSamos, 28, 31, 231\n
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Saracens, 17, 33
\nSarajasu, 137

\nSarayjik, 78, 81, 249-50
\nSardis, xviii, in

\nSanchinar, river, 83

\nSarpedon, 28, 64, 238, 257
\nSchonborn (Austrian traveller), 80-1,

\n104, 155, 187, 198, 249
\nSebaste, 17

\nSehler ridge, 29
\nSeki, 194-7\n

Seleuceia (now Silifke), ix, 16-17,20,
\n23, 25-7, 30, 33, 36-7, 42-3,49,257

\nSeleucus, 16-17\n

Selge and Selgians, ix, 59, 69, 94, 99,

\n104-17, 198, 244, 254-5, 257
\nSelimiye, 232\n

Selinti or Trajanopolis (now Ghazi

\nPasha), 43-4, 46, 257
\nSeljuk and Seljuks, 19, 48-52, 54, 57,

\n59-60,62,73,96-7,213,255;Manzi-

\nkert, 60

\nSeverus, 6, 22

\nSeyret, 166

\nSharapsa, 53

\nSicily, xxiii, 26\n

Side, 27, 41, 53-4, 57, 60-1, 66, 105,
\n253, 257

\nSidek Dagh, 166

\nSidon, 113, 211

\nSidyma, 198\n

Silifke (formerly Seleuceia), 16-17, 20,
\n23, 25-7, 30, 33, 36-7, 43, 48, 176,
\n257\n

Sillyon, 60-1, 65-6, 99,105, 253\n

Simena, 119\n

Sini river, 35, 38\n

Sisygambis, xx, 235\n

Sivri Dagh, 83\n

Smyrna, 25\n

Socrates, 210\n

Sofia Kalesi (Armenian castle),33,35-6;
\nsurrender to Joseph Barbaro, 35\n

Sogiit Gol lake (formerly Caralitis), 185,
\n189, 194, 197, 239, 241

\nSoli (Pompeiopolis), ix, xvii, 13,16-17,
\n21, 26-7, 257\n

Solyma, 76, 80, 126, 138,142,247-8;\n

Mount, 90-1, 122, 127
\nSophocles, 113

\nSparrow, John, vi

\nSparta, 5\n

Spratt (traveller), 78,80,82, 95,97,137,
\n143,155,157,161-2,174,179,183-4,
\n186-7,194, 198, 213, 242, 245, 247-8

\nStam&ie or Stalimore (now Anamur),
\n25, 33, 36-7, 39-42, 54, 68

\nStatira, wife of Darius, 115, 135
\nStrabo (quoted), 26, 41-2, 156, 186,

\n192-3,195, 229, 233, 237, 242-3, 253
\nStratoniceia, 220, 232-3
\nSultan Bey, 52

\nSunium, 28

\nSura, 175

\nSusa, 35, 224

\nSusianians, 113

\nSusuz, 96, 167, 258
\nSyedra, 48

\nSyllium 57, 198

\nSymi, 28\n

Syria and Syrians, 3, 10,19,25, 27, 35,

\n43, 48, 132, 167, 176\n

Tahtali, see Solyma, 247-8
\nTalay, Bey and Mrs., 123
\nTamerlane, 58

\nTancred, 11\n

Tam, Professor, xx, 134, 229
\nTarsus, 10, 12

\nTashajd, 105

\nTashuju Iskele, 257\n

Taurus, 17, 21, 29, 33, 41, 46, 48,

\n52-3, 62, 86, 90, 104,119,186, 255

\nTchandir (Chandir), 82
\nTefenni, 185, 193, 239-41
\nTekeova Dagh, 80\n
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Index\n

Tekirova (formerly Phaselis), xvi-ii,

\nxx, 27, 55, 87, 126-7
\nTelmessus (now Fethiye), 185-7, 198,

\n235-6, 240, 242, 245, 250, 253
\nTemisonium (Kara Hiiyuk), 239
\nTermessus and Termessians, xvi, xx, 59,

\n76, 82, 89-95, 99, 103-4, 147,155,
\n185-6,193, 211, 237, 242, 254-5, 257

\nTermilae, 238, 243

\nThebe, 58, 84

\nTheodoret, 18-19
\nTheopompus, 137

\nThessaly, 76, 210\n

Thrace and Thracians, 34, 73, 76, 102,
\n138, 142-3, 200, 238, 248, 252

\nThrasybulus, 62

\nTigranes, 206

\nTimon, 31

\nTissaphernes, 62

\nTitus, 23\n

Tlos, 156-8, 186, 195, 198,212,236

\nTopak Tash, 214, 240
\nToprak Kale (Arab castle), jo
\nTrabala, 198

\nTrajan, 46\n

Trajanopolis, or Selinti (now Ghazi

\nPasha), 43-4, 46

\nTribigild the Goth, 112
\nTristomo (now t)ch Agiz), 170
\nTroy, 49, 64, 68

\nTrysa (now Golbashi), 172-3

\nTurkey and Turks, xv, 3, 8-10, 14,23,

\n25, 30, 32, 37, 39, 44-5,47-8,50, 52,

\n54, 58, 68-9, 72, 75, 77-8,81,83, 93,

\n105, 109-10, 121-2, 126, 132-3, 141-
\n2, 146, 150, 156, 164, 173,175,177,
\n190, 217, 219, 221, 229, 233,247

\nTyche, 21, 71\n

Tyre and Tyrians, xviii, 225, 230,237,
\n255-6\n

Uch Agiz (formerly Tristomo), 170
\nUlubunar Chay, 248\n

283\n

Unbelievers\342\200\231Way, 87
\nUra (formerly Olba), 16-17, 22
\nUziimlu (formerly Cadyanda), 213-14,

\n217-18, 240\n

Uzunja Burj (formerly Diocaesareia),
\n16, 21\n

Uzunkuyukahvesi (formerly Lagon),
\n255, 257\n

Valerian, 11\n

Venice and Venetians, 36, 69
\nVerres, 61-2

\nVespasian, 23

\nViareggio, 30\n

Walid, 11\n

Waterless Valley, 158
\nWavell, Field Marshal (later Earl), 171
\nWellington, Duke of (quoted), xv, 164
\nWilhelm (traveller), 18\n

Xanthus, ix-x, xvi-ii, xx-i, 99, 144,
\n150, 155-7, 159, 166, 172, 176,183,
\n185-225, 229, 236-45, 254; Eastern
\nWall of, ix, 146-59; highlands of,
\nx, 185-95,213; wall of, x, 212-25

\nXenophon, xxiii, 4-5, 75, 115, 135,
\n203-9, 218\n

Yakut, 57\n

Yavi (formerly Cyaneae), 170, 245
\nYazir pass, 126, 132, 247-8
\nYelbis Kalesi, 38, 40
\nYeni Dagh, 76

\nYenije Bogaz, 254

\nYenijekoy, 131, 133, 248,258
\nYumruk Dagh, 158, 189
\nYiiriiks, 83, 106, 117, 139, 143-4\n

Zeno, 128\n

Zerk, 108-10, 112-13, 115-16, 257
\nZeus-Olbius, temple of, 21

\nZobran, 193\n


